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THEME
The last AGARD meeting dealing with related topics was in 1977, jointly with the Avionics Panel: "Optical Fibres,
Integrated Optics aind their Military Applications". Seven years have elapsed and a whole now technology laiaarisen: single'.
mode structures Inthe form of optical fibres and planar waveguldes operating at long wavelength, 1.3 pmn and beyond, with
minimum attenuation and dispersion, Fibres with attenuation below 0.5 dB/km, and bandwidths inthe hundreds of 0Hz-km
have opened up long distance, repeaterless transmission on land and underwater; and addition, the single-mode structure has
bred itnew class of passive devices: sensors capable of detecting sound, magnetic field, motion, temperature, humidity and
mvany oth%!r charatcteristics, all of them approaching the theoretical detection limit. Planar waveguldes built out of dimensions
less than one micron capable of confining light and creating high-power densities with a few applied volts are responsible for
new acdve components: single mode high efficiency, long-life chips operating at room temperature, eloctro-optic switches,
and components capable uf generating new frequencies through Raman scattering and other nonlinear phenomena,
Th15 combination of single-mode structures and low loss operation at 1.3 pm and beyond are responsible for far
reaching military applications of tactical and attategle Import; for instance:
Rapidly deployable tactical communication.
Undersea surveillance systems.
Interferometric and evanescent coupling sensors, inparticular fibreoptic gyroscopes, magnetorneters, and
hydrophonev,
-

The new technology and the resultaint military systems and components formed the basis of this meeting. This
Specialist&' Meeting brought together experts from the military, academia and Industry to combine and unify the technology
and the military applications.

La dornibre rdunion AGARD tailtant de sujets apparentds fut organhicd en 1977 en association avec IePanel
Avioniques, Le thohne en dtait "Fibres Optiques, Optique Intigrie et lours Applications Militaires", Sept anndes se sont
dcouldes depuis cette date, et toute une technologic nouvelle a pris nalasance: les structures &mode simple sous forma de
fibres optiques et de guides d'ondes planaires fonctionnant htdo grandeq longueurs d'ondes (1,3 pmn et au del~t) avec une
att~nuation et une dispersion minimales. Les fibres caractirisdes par une attinuation infdrieure ht0,5 dB/km, et des bandes
passantes de i'ordre do plusleurs centaines do 0Hz-km ont ouvert la voic aux transmissions longues distances sans r~pdteurs
stir terre et sous i'eau. En outre, Instructure ktmode simple ktdonn6 naissance Itunc nouvelle classe do dlspositlfs passifis. des
senseurs eapables de ddtecter ltý son, Iechamp niagnidtique, It mouvement, Iatemp~rature, Il'humldltt et bien d'autres
caraotdristiques approchant too tes de Ialimite thiorique de d~tection, Des guides d'ondes r~afises dans des dimensions
infdrieures Atun micron, capables do renfermer Ialumitr ot do crder des puissances volumniques ilev~es avec applicationi de
quolques volts, sont Iti'orlgint de nouveaux composants actijs., des "chips" laser htmode simple, de rendement 6lev6, de
grande long~vitd, fonctionnant htIntemp~rature amblante, des cominutateurs Electro-optiques at des composants capables de
produitir de nouvelle fr~quences par diffusion Raman et autres phdnom~tnes lindaires.
L'assoclatlon de stme~ti'res 4imode simple et Wun fonctlonnement Atfailbi taux du perte, At1,3 pmn et au delis, permet
d'envlsager des applications militnires de grande envergure, at d'importance tactique et stratigique, comme par exemple:
Des communications tactiques isddplolement rapide,
Des syst~mos do surveillance sous-marine.
Des senseurs de couplage interf~romitriques et 6vanescents, en particuller des gyroscopes en milieu fibrE, des
mapitomnbtres et hydrophones.
-

-

Cette technologie nouvelle ainsi quo Its syst~tmes de composants militaires qui'cn ont r~sultE constituent Iabase de Ia
r~union qul vous a itd presentde. A cette r~union de sp~cialistes, ont pris part des experts militaires, universitaires at
industrials qui so sont efforces d'assocler et d'unlfler Istechnologie et ses applications militaires.

EDITORS' INTRODUCTION
The AGARD meeting on "Guided Optical Structures in the Military Environment", held in Istanbul, Turkey, provided
the participants with a broad up-to-date survey of the progresses recently achieved in two very important sectors of civil and
military applications: fibre optic communications and fibre optic sensors. Many experts from leading industries in Canada,
Europe and the United States, various universities, and government laboratories attended the meeting and contributed to
create a particularly lively and productive scientific atmosphere.
To many participants who believed fibre optics technology and development had reached a plateau, this meeting
showed that the field is still expanding, especially as far as sensors, devices and new fibre materials are concerned. For
example, the exploiting and control of various kinds of nonlinear optical effects allow us to foresee a number of new
applications where fast response and low power requirements play a fundamental role, The performance of fibre sensors
such as fibre gyros are rapidly approaching theoretical limits; in addition sources, modulators and detector are now capable
of furnishing bandwidth beyond 15 GHz. The investigation of new materials for infrared waveguides, with expected losses of
10 dB/km in the 2.55 urn region, also aroused a great deal of interest in the audience for its potential in long repeaterless
telecommunication links, Traditional optical fibre communication systems have been shown to have reached a degree of
technological maturity and reliability which make them particularly valuable in connection with tactical and military
applications.
In conclusion, the meeting was fruitful as it presented a balanced blend between advanced research and applications,
and left the attendees with a favourable impression of the relevance and timing of the work they are pursuing,
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The AGARD meeting on "Guided Optical Structures in the Military Environment" held in Istanbul, Turkey was
divided into four sessions: Sensors, Devices and Techniques, Glass Fluoride and Crystalline Fibres, and Communications.
The technical content of each of the sessions was fairly advanced, and the quality of the papers and of their presentation
consistently high. Because of the remoteness of the meeting place, the size of the audience was small, about eighty
participants, However, this small size coupled with the specialized nature of the talks contributed to create a sense of
closeness among the participants which gave rise to a lively scientific atmosphere and allowed for a lot more personal
discussions and interactions.
The first session, "Sensors", concentrated on fibre gyros. The French, English and American groups presented a very
up-to-date overview of the state-of-the-art and illustrated their specific projects- the audience was introduced to the very
core of the current problems and was able to make a comparison with the more conventional mechanical and laser gyros.
That session also produced review papers on fibre optical sensors that amply covered other types of sensors (acoustic,
magnetic), thus broadening its scope.
The second session reviewed significant engineering progress in devices and techniques. The talks were basically
teo.hnology oriented, except for theoretical papers on nonlinear optics with applications tn a number of new devices. The
quality of the speakers was good, and they were able to convey a feel for the technical problems encountered in producing a
good device, as for example an R.F, spectrum analyzer. The general impression was that of confidence in the possibility of
realizing practical telecommunication applications in the near futiure.
The third session, although the shortest, was the most exciting one: it was entirely devoted to new materials for infrared
waveguide. This new technology will have a significant impact, particularly in transoceanic telecommunication systems,
because of the low losses exhibited by some of the new materials; it may also have application in endoscopy, laser machining,
remote IR spectroscopy, and so on. In addition, the possibility of new devices appears promising thanks to the development
of single crystal fibres that use a technique which transforms high melting oxides in short length single crystal fibres.
The last session dedicated to applications helped the audience to assess present results, and pointed out the potentials
of optical fibres in solving a number of practical problems, especially in the military environment: for instance, n fibre optic
based radar system and a missile-borne imaging device,
In conclusion, the meeting served the dual purpose of 1) presenting an up-to-date review of the latest developments in
fibre optics that impact military applications, and 2) disseminating technical information among the NATO scientific
community and providing international synergy to the solution of military problems.
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SUI4MMARY
OF BXSSION I

SENSORS
by
O.Winher,

Ohairman

Sensors based on guided optical structure@ .. a technology which is increasingly being talked about. After
optical communication@, thia type of senuorios constitute. another important applications area of waveguide optics. In practice of course, optical aensors are always used in oonjuotion with optical-fiber routes
for transmitting measured signals. An example is a section of proseure-senaItiv9 fiber which is spliced
into the measuring zone between two sections of preseure-insonsitive transmission fiber. It is only
fam.ionable to try to find optical elements responsive to stimuli for all kinds of sensors, or is it the
sdvant(tgoe of thin new technology that spark intensive activity in this area? Both explanations are right.
The benefits include, in many oases, small sensor volume and weight, increased sensitivity to the parameter to be measured, no maintenance, ruggedness, no warmup time and, finally, undisturbed transmission of
the measured signal through electromagnetically polluted surroundings. Two classes of optical sensors complement wach othert the simple and already widely distributed amplitude-mode sensors, and interferometric
sensors. In the former, the Intensity of the transmitted light signal is amplitude-modulated by the measured parameter, whereas the latter can detect even extremely small changes in light phase caused by the
measured parameter affecting the optical path in the interferometer, T.0. Giallorenzi presented an introduction to optical sensor technology, which is of particular interest to military applications, and also
explained the market situation with its strong growth rates and the state-of-the-art at Naval Research
Labs.
Session I - Sensors occupied the entire first day of the conference, with ten lectures. In terms of numbers, the contributions on optical gyros predominated. The strong R&D activity as well as the market competition in this sector are clearly reflected by the confusing plethora or acronyms for the various gyro
systems: FOG, AFOG, DFOG, MOO,RLG etc..
The conference participants focused their attention particularly on three contributions during this session. In their parer on "Comparison of ring lasers end fiber-optic gyro technology", E. Udd, S.F. Watanabe
and R.F, Cahill premented results obtained with both types of optical gyro and explained the requirements
of the various product application areas. "Rate grade gyros" are the domain of fiber gyros, "inertial navigation grade gyros" that of ring lamer gyro@. "Tactical grade gyros" represent the principal field of
current ce'petition between these two types of gyro, The fiber gyro's less attractive performance date,
such as its zero stability of 0.1-10 deg/h (as against 0.01 deg/h for lauer gyros) must be even more
strongly countered or overridden by its other strenghts such as cost benefits, small dimensions, weight,
power requirements and design flexibility. In their paper on "Progress in optical fiber gyroscopes using
integrated optica" (ref.9A), H.C.Lefevre, J.P. Bettini, S.Vatoux and M.Papuohon showed that considerable
progress had meanwhile been made in the development of fiber gyro*.
A device from Thomson CSF's central laboratories with a small housing 35 mm in height and 100 mm in diameter is almost ready for full-scale production. It contains a fiber coil, transmitter, receiver, fiber coupler and an integrated-optioal lithium niobate circuit (power divider, polarimer and phase modulator),
The gyro has a signal drift of 0.12 deg/h and can be further improved. A special feature is the modulator
controlled by an incremental, digitally generated voltage ramp. This allows simpler evaluation of the phase shift generated by the modulator and thus of the gyro's rotational speed. An original contribution was
made by J.P. Dakin and C.A. Wade on evaluating the signals of a hydrophonic array by a time multiplexing
method with the aid of optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR),
It wes presented in their paper entitled "Progress with multiplexed sensor arrays based on reflection at
spliced joints between sensors". Optical pulse pairs generated with the aid of a Bragg cell can be coherently detected after reflection at local splices inserted between the sensor's fiber coils specifically
for this purpose.
The brief discussion which concluded the ten lectures on sensors seemed to lack enthusiasm.
What were the reasons for this? Did the chairman's prompting lack fire or did the participants find the
first day of the conference after arrival long enough and the "warmup" time too short, or had the lecturers failed to work out clearly enough the relevance of their subject to the field of military uppllc+..
tions? All these factors may have played their part, am well as the fact that the users had been i:lsufficiently insistent in telling the developers exactly what they wanted and needed. And yet, if we regard
this meeting as a mirror reflecting the activities covered by the major opecialist conferences in the field
technology, it is well to state that the audience in Istanbul could obtain
of optical fiber sensor (OF)
from it an undistorted picture of the state-of-the-art of this still young and exciting technology.

PROGRESS IN OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS

by
T,G,Giallorenzi

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375-5000
ABSTRACT
A review of the status of Optical Fiber Sensor Technology is presented and the effects of
laser noise and demodulation techniques on performance are reviewed. Recent work on the
development of fiber telemetry scheme for use with optical fiber sensors is also detailed,
I

INTRODUCTION

Based on recent technological progress, Optical Fiber Sensor technology is on the verge of commercialization,
Recent market forecasts' predict a hundredfold increase in the size of the fiber sensor market by 1993, The basis of these
forecasts is the fact that many optical fiber sensors (OFS) have been demonstrated with competitive performance and
cost projections. These sensors appear to have found unique applicationr inlaboratory instrumentation whore extreme
sensitivities, hostile environment operation and/or probe compactness are principal prertequisites to their use, Fiber
sensors permit probing of perturbations ininaccessible locations, inthe presence of high electrical and magnetic fields,
and incorrosive and other hostile environments,
In control systems, fiber sensors are sulted for machinery and process monitoring and have been demonstrnted to
possess adequate sensitivity. Presently several machine manufacturers offer optical fiber sensors as options whereas wide
utilization awaits definitive demonstrations of their advantages. This is expected to be realized when fiber sensors are
integrated with optical fiber telemetry to provide a "dielectric" control system which can operate in particularly noisy or
hostile environments, Power plants and heavy machinery manufacturing facilities appear to be prime candidates for early
usage. Optical telemetry also provides unique capabilities to remotely sense hazardous environments. Detection of
explosive gas accumulation in inaccessible end/or remote locations is readily accomplished with fiber optics while at the
same time eliminating the dangers of sparking from electrical sensor or telemetry shorts,
Medical instrumentation based on fiber sensors has been developed and has begun to find clinical and laboratory
use, While no breakthrough in market development is yet predicted in this area, it is generally realized that fiber sensors
are ideally suited for invasive probing because of their small size and biochemical inertness, These sensors presently offer
competitive capabilities and when further developed should be as common place as endoscopos. Finally, the military is
examining the use of fiber sensors and has actively pursued the development of several sensor types, Control systems
sensors and monitor sensors (damage control, fuel status, etc,) are being evaluated and are expected to find application.
With the technical progress of the past several years along with the appearance of several important applications, the
basis for the use of fiber sensors will gradually grow. first with specialty applications where some unique fiber sensor
attribute makes them the device of choice, then eventually with common, widespread functions when the marriage of
fiber sensors and telemetry is fully realized.
In the following sections, a brief review of sensor progress and trends will be presented. Discussion will then centel
on demodulation techniques and injection laser noise, Potential telemetry configdritions currently under study for use
with OFS will be eescribed,
II

SENSOR DEVELOPMENTAL TRENDS

(A) Amplitude Mode Sensors

In this class of sensors, the light intensity transmitted by optical fibers is amplitude modulated by the perturbation
under study, This class of sensor has been widely developed and is being evaluated for use in flight controls, industrial
process monitoring, medical probes, laboratory instrumentution to name a few applications, Because amplitude
modulation sensors are easy and cheap to fabricate, many laboratorie%have developed devices of this type: however,
packaging and tailoring these devices for specific applications has been somewhat more limited, Current research and
development has now shifted from simple demonstration of amplitude sensors to perfecting these devices for
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incorporation into specific applications. For example, a ihigh temperature microbend pressure sensor has been dc(cloped
by Babcock and Wilcox 2 for use a flight control systems. The sensor (Figure I) was characterized up to L 690 kPa and
temperatures to 540"C. The experimental data showed a linear e:ependence on the applied pressure and a minimal offset
and slope cnange when the temperature was varied. These variations will be calibrated out before the sensor is used in
flight applications. This work illustrates the s~hlft in s,; or development to qualify OFS over the full range of
r•.quircnments for specific applic, tions.
A second trend which will be described In greater detail later is the use of OFS with fiber telemetry. A representative
example of fiber sensor telemetry is a remote 6as sensor for Ch 4 and C,1HO which used a 20 km optical fiber for remote
sensing-. Adequate sensitivities were demonstrated and the use of the fiber remote sensor permits probing in hostile
(corrosive gases, heat, etc.) environments.
(B) Gyroscope
The development of optical fiber gyros has progressed to the point where it now appears certain that they will
impact many inertial navigation and control applications. The attractiveness of these devices arises from their potential
for low cost, compact size, ruggedness, extremely high sensitivity and reliability. This last feature is based on the fact that
fiber gyros possess no moving parts. Research and development efforts to date have concentrated on the demonstration
of gyro sensitivity whereas the more recent efforts have not shifted to dynamic range, tineafity, scale Cact•.; _.:abili'•5 and
packaging issues.
NonreciprocalGeneratedNoise Sources. A Sagnac interferometer measures nonreciprocal effects, i.e. the sign of the
ohase shift of the light depends on the direction of propagation in the fiber loop. Non-reciprocal effects oc-curring in the
fiber such as the Faraday effect and the nonlinear Kerr effect, produce nonreciprocal phase shifts that a Sagnac
interferometer will measure. These latter effects appear as noise sources and must be minimized.
The iaraday effect, which is a magnetically induced rotation of the optical polarization, is observed if the fiber loop
is placed in a field gradient, or if the optical polarization changes its orientation as the light propagates around the loop.
Since this effect is indistinguishable from a Sagnac signal, it results in noise and zero shifts in the gyroscope output. Both
magnetic shielding and polarization-holding fibers have been used to reduce Faraday effects in fiber gyroscopes to
accertable levels,
The Kerr effect is an optical-intensity-induced nonreciprocity. At high optical intensities, t6le propngation constants
for the counterpropagating beams become intensity tiependent. This is a kionlinear optical effe,.t related to four-wave
mixing that has found application in nonlinear spectroscopy. In particular, when the counterpropagating beams have
unequal intensities, the propagation constants becomo unequal and cause a nonreciprocal phase shift indistinguishable
from the Sagnac effect. This effect has been minimized by the use of a broadband laser or superluminebcent diode source
with a broad frequency spectrum. When summed over the wavelength components of such a source, the Kerr-induced
phase shift averages to zero.
FiberBased Noise Sources.There are additional difficulties which arise from the Input coupler and the nature of
single-mode fiber, and result in nonreciprocal operation. For reciprocal gyro operation the counter propagating beams
should possest identical optical polarization states and should travel a common path. This means that the beams should
enter and exit the fiber coupler through a common port. The polarization state may be specified by a polarizer placed
before the fiber coupler.
The setup with a polarizer provides the output Sagnac signal 2#,. A mathematical analysis shows that the signal
obtained from the unused port of the original Sagnac beamsplitter (or coupler) has an additional phase bias or zero shift
#,, added to the Sagnac signal 2#,. This additional phase bias depends on the detailed properties of the coupler and is
environmentally sensitive leading to large drifts. Therefore only the input port of the interferometer is monitored,
Polarization mode coupling in the fiber is a second source of non-reciprocal noise in the gyro. A Aingle-mode fiber
actually supports two polarization modes that have very similar transverse mode structures but that are polarized at 90'
to each other. In ordinary single-mode fiber, slight ellipticities In the core of the fiber cause t'iese polarization modes to
have slightly different propagation velocities. Coupling between the polarization modes is caused by fiber bends or jacket
pressure and is very sensitive to thermal and acoustic fluctuations. Nonreciprocal gyro operation results when one beam
travels one path between the polarization modes and the counter-rotating beam travels a different one. Because of the
rapid temporal fluctuations of the mode-coupling cetiters, the nonreciprocal output of the Sagnac interferometer due to
this effect appears as noise and is referred to as polarization noise. The most straightforward solution to this problem is
achieved by using high-birefringence polarization-maintaining fibers which are now available from several
manufacturers.
The final noise source resulting in the fiber is due to Rayleigh back-scattering. Rayleigh backscattering occurs when
light is reflected from microscopic density fluctuations in the fiber, and the next backreflected signal is the sum of each
component from each segment of the fiber. If a coherent laser is used there is coherent summation of scattered light. The
composite phase from all the scattering centers Is influenced by thermal and acoustic perturbations along the fiber,
resulting in the backscattered signal becoming a rapidly time-fluctuating quantity. In fiber gyroscopes the Rayleigh
backscattered components mix with the counterpropagating beam, and after interference are indistinguishable from a
Sagnac signal. Since Rayleigh bsckscattering is a coherent effect, it may readily be reduced if the coherence of the laser Is
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reduced. This was successfully achieved by the use of superluminescent diodes. The point of using a limitLd coherence
source Is that such a source has aJequate coherence to mcasure the very small Sagnac phase shifts due to rotation since
the counter-rotating beams travel almost identical pathlengths (within a few microns), but that its limited coherence
reduces the magnitude of many noise sources, such as Rayleigh scattering by limiting the amount of scattered noise that
can coherently add at the detector,
Sensitiviy anddynamic range, The theoretical sensitivity of the fiber gyro is illustrated in Figure 2, along with
currently achieved results. The quantum limit of sensitivity in fiberoptic gyroscopes is caused by shot noise in the optical
detector, Since shot noise has a white noise spectrum, a random drift coefficient can be derived, which is usually
expressed as units of degrees over the square root of time in hours. The theoretical performance of fiber gyros, when
detormlned in this fashion, appears to excedd the equivalent theoretical performance of ring laser gyroscopes.
The current status of high-sensitivity rotation detection is illustrated by a fiber gyroscope recently demonstrated at
the Naval Research Laboratory. This device used polarization-holding fiber in the coil and Sagnac coupler, The fiber
length was 430 m wound on a 16-cm radius drum and had a sensitivity of 5 X 10- 'hr, This and other experiments have
shown, at least in a laboratory environment, that the fiber optical gyro can operate at the level required for navigational
quality strapdown inertial systems.
One of the most serious current limitations in the use of a passive fiber gyroscope is the limitation on linear dynamic
range cause by an output proportional to sin 2#,, At large rotation rates the sin function is non-linear, and, for 2*, values
of near 90', sensitivity to changes in rotation vanishes, Between a noise floor and a linearity limit of ppm the linear
dynamic range of about four decades is obtained, For rotation rates exceeded 10' times the noise floor gyro output is very
non-linear. Since many initial navigation applications require live to six decade of linear dynamic range, this difficulty
currently represents one of the major problems to implementation. Two strategies have been developed for solving this
problem, signal nulling and signal processing,
In the signal-nulling approach, an output phase shift is artificially generated of equal magnitude but opposite sign to
the Sagnac phase shift so that the gyro is always operating about its zero point, where it is linear. The rotation rate signal is
derived from the nulling signal required. The dynamic range is only limited by the ability to generate the phase-nulling
signal. The most popular implementation of this approach is the use of an acoustic-optic BraU cell in the fiber loop,
which frequency-shifts the light passing through it in one direction relative to the counteipropagating beam. This
frequency shift is scen as a phase shift in the output which is used to null the total output signal, A feedback loop from the
det.ctor is used to drive the Bragg cell and also provide a frequency output signal, in which frequency is proportional to
rotation,
The phase-nulling gyro simulates a ring laser gyroscope, in that a frequency difference between counterpropagating
beams i. proportional to rotation, This is expressed by the output equation
2R
Unfortunately fiber Index of refraction n appears explicitly in this equation whereas previously it did not, Due to the
temperature dependence of n, therma, drift problems are introduced and make it more difficult for this type of gyro to
operate stably over a broad temperature range.
Another approach to the linear dynamic range problem is to apply some type of signal processing to linearize the sin
output. The accuracy and speed with which these processes can be carried out are of great interest because this technique
avoids the addition of extra optical components in the gyro.
(C) Mach Zehindr Jntederometric Sensors
Thesau sensor types have been widely researched and together with the Sagnac sensor offers the potential for
extremely sensitive devices. Table I presents a comparison of the state of the art of conventional sensors and the
theoretical sensitivity of the fiber sensors, Based on the potential for major advances in sensor sensitivities, many
research laboratories have pursued work on interferometric sensors which can be divided into research on fiber coatings
and demodulation schemes, The key to widespread applicability of interferometric sensors is the fact that the shift in
optical phase caused lhy a particular environmental parameter-pressure, temperature, magnetic/electric field, etc, can be
effectively controlled by application of appropriate jacketing materials on the optical fiber, The application of these
coatings usually involves straightforward procedures, and, more importantly, does not affect the optical performance of
the optical fiber waveguide. This "dissociation" of the waveguide itself from the designer's attempt to control its
sensitivity is perhaps the most important factor responsible for the rapid pace at which this generic sensor technology has
been developed.
For the usual case in which the perturbing field generates fiber strains whose wavelengths are large compared to the
fiber diameter, the normalized phase shift Is given by:
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where e,, e, are the axial and radial strains induced in the fiber core, the P's are the photoolastic constants and
(an/aTn), is the index variation of the core with temperature at constant strain, Thus, except for the case of temperature,
the calculation of the phase response of an optical fiber sensor is reduced to the mechanical problem of calculating the
strains communicated by the perturbation to the fiber core, and because these srumins depend st;ongly on the fiber jacket
parameters, the sensitivity can be optimized by careful design of the coating.
For example, the application of an appropriate coating to the optical fiber prod'tces a composite structure which can
provide substantially increased strain levels in the fiber core. This Is accomplished for the acoustic case by elastomeric
coatings with high compressibility, for magnetic sensing with magnetostrictive coatings, for the thermal case with large
linear expansion coefficient materials and for electric field sensing with piezoeleatric materials, Elaborate computer
programs now exist with which to perform these designs,
The principles of coating technology are now well understood and materials research is centered on reducing these
principles to practice, Further development of coatings and perfection of demodulation technique should permit
realization of the performances predicted in Table I while at the current time competitive performance with conventional
sensors has already been demonstrated as is illustrated in Figure 3. This figure illustrates sensor performance relative to
the theoretically predicted performance for an acoustic sensor,
IlI

DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES

In a Mach-Zehnder sensor, one of the fiber arms of the interferometer serves as the signal arm, the other as the
reference arm. The resulting optical phase shift is converted interferometrically to an intensity signal, The design of the
demodulation scheme is made non-trivial by the presence of low frequency random temperature and pressure
fluctuations which the arms of the interferometer experience. These fluctuations produce differential drifts between the
arms of the interferometer. The drift causes changes in the amplitude of the detected signal (signal fading), as well as
distortion of the signal.
'r'ho purpose of t4'. demodulation scheme in fiber optic interfernmeters is to transform the optical output of the
Interferometer Into an electrical signal proportional to the amplitude of the relative phase shift. Typical requirements of
the detection scheme are: to be able to resolve signals corresponding to 10-6 rad phase shift, to have a linear response
and to have a large dynamic range (106 -' 10). Specific requirements such as packaging and low power consumption are
also important. In this paper, we will concentrate on two new techniques using laser tuning; passive homodyne
techniques and (3 X 3) directional couplers, Each of these schemes have achieved lrad performance; however, each
scheme has specific advantages and disadvantages which will be briefly described below,
The homodyne scheme (referred to as phase swept) uses a large phase modulation (produced by laser tuning)
applied to the interferometer, such that by appropriate beating and filtering, two signals with a n/2 relative phase shift are
produced,
The variation in the light intensity detected at the output of an interferometer may be written as
I - A + B cos 0(t)

(1)

where 0(t) is the phase difference between the arms of the interferoineter. The constants A and B are proportional to the
input optical power, but B also depends on the mixing efficiency of the interferometar. If a sinusoidal modulation with a
frequency w,, and amplitude C is imposed on the interferometer, then (1) becomes

I

- A + B cos (C cosw),,t +

4(t))

(2)

where +(t) includes not only the signal of interest, but environmental effects as well, Expanding (2) in terms of Bessel
functions produces
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From this expression it is clear that when +(t) - 0, only even multiples of w.,are present in the output signal,
whereas for +(t) - n/2 rad (quadrature condition), only the odd multiples of w,, survive.
Ih a similar fashion the phase angle 4(t) can be separated into a signal component of frequency w and the
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These equations along with (3) show that when V(t) - 0, even (odd) multiples oi w are present in the output signal
centered about the even (odd) multiples of to,. For the case when y(t) - n/2 rad, even (odd) nmultiples of w are present
about the odd (even) multiples of w,.
The sidebands contain the signal of interest and are either present about the even or the odd multiples of io, The
signal is obtained by mixing the total output signal with the proper multiple of co, and low-pass filtering to remove the
terms above the highest frequency of inteayoit.
For the carrier frequencies considered in the experiment, namely 0, wo,, and 2w,,, the output signals after mixing and
filtering are
A + BJo(C) con 0(t)
BGJ1 (C) sin +(t)

(5)

- BHJJ 2(C) cos +(t),
respectively, and where G and H are the amplitude of the mixing signals for we and 2w.,,,
In order to obtain a signal that does not fade as a function of undesired fluctuations, two signals, one containing the
sine #(t) and the other cosine #(t) are utilized. 'lse time derivative of the sine end 4,nsile tcrms are '.ros: .Aitpl•t€• W':6;,
the cosine and sine terms, respectively, to yield the desired sine and cosine squared terms. The process will be illustrated
by considering the output signals for w. and 2w0 , The time d&rivative of these are obtained from (5) and are given by
BGJ,(C) +(t) cos(t)
BHJI(C) 4(t).

(6)

Multiplying this by the signal for the other frequency produces B2GHJ1 (C)J 2 (C) +(t) cos 2o(t)
and
-

B2GHJ 1 (C)J2(C)4(t) sin 2

(7)

#(t).

Subtracting gives
B2 0HJi(C)J,2(C)+(t)(sin' 0(t) + cos3 O(t))
" B2GHJt(C)J2 (C)+(t).

(8)

This output can then be integrated to produce the signal #(t) which includes all of the drift information in addition to
the actual signal. This scheme has the advantage of having no reset problem, Thir, scheme requires an AOC (owing to
polarization fading) and may have a somewhat limited frequ'!ncy range (two neders of magnitude), however, the tuning
range may be varied over a fairly wide freqency range (- 0,1 liz -. 10 k~z).
The (3 x 3) coupler passive scheme is potentially a true passive scheme, where the required x/2 phase shift between
the two outputs is achieved by replacing the conventional final (2 X 2) directional coupler, by a (3 x 3) device. The
optical and electronic configuration is shows in Fig.4.

P,

-

- 2B2(1 + Cos 0).

P11,, 1,"- a + B2 cos e i B3 sin#.

(9)

where P,1 (Pi,1 ) takes the plus (minus) sign and Bi (i - 1,2,3) are constants dependent on the coupling coefficients of thu
fiber coupler. To obtain the requited n/2 phase difference required Pi1 and Pil were processed to form the sum and
difference
Pl!"

Pi1 + Pill"

Pil"

P11 - Pill-

2(131 + B2 cos 0),
2Bs sin e.

After signal processing one obtains
D

ei,
P

-

Pit,

- 4B ,B3e cose + 4B3B,0,

(10)
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E

-

fDdt - + 4BIB.IsinO + 4B 2B,0.

(11)

Note that B, is the dc output of P11,Pill, By introducing offsets in the processing electronics, B cnn be set to zero.
Then
D

-

4B 2B..,

thus
E - f Ddt

-

4H2B
B.1

(12)

which is directly proportional to the Interferometer's phase shift. It can be seen from Eq. (11) that unless the electronics is
correctly balanced (i.e,, Bt - 0) distortions will be present in the output, These equations, although derived for a single
polarization system, serve to demonstrate the principle of operation. In practice, small deviations from the n/2 phase
shift (between P11 and Pill) were observed as different input polarizations were used. Consequently, Eq, (12) should be
multiplied by a factor cos A (where A is the angular deviation from n/2) to allow for this effect.
As before, an AGC is required. In general, the propertie%of the (3 x 3) directional coupler determine the stability
and fidelity of the detection scheme,
Noise in the Interferometer Noise sources which result in a loss of sensor sensitivity may be split into three basic
groups, (1) coherence length, (2) intensity noise, and (3) phase noise frequency jitter, All three parameters' are strongly
dependent on light fed back into the laser cavity. The amplitude and phase of the light fed back into the laser cavity as
well as the effective external cavity length are all important in determining the laser's properties', The free running laser
has a coherence length of only a few meters, requiring the senring and reference fiber to be balanced to within + 1 m. The
amplitud of the laser's intensity noise is similar to that of gas lasers', but has a I/f characteristic which may limit
performance at low frequencies; common mode rejection technlques are therefore destrable, Thu interferometer is
extremely sensitive to low frequency (i.e,, in the signal band) jitter of the laser's emission. This quasi-random noise source
(also with a I/f characteristic) results in noise In the interferometer which has an amplitude proportional to the path length
difference in the Interferometer. Typical results are shown in Fig,5 for a number of different laser structures. The
measures were made with an unbalanced Michelson interferometer (this noise Is often termed phase noise). As can be
seen from this figure for It radian performance, path differences of less than - mm are required. Different schemes to
stabilize thtj laser output using optical feedback or electronic feedback are being considered; they will be discussed
briefly below.
A mthod to increase the frequency stahility of thv; laser is to take the noise output and ;ofm a fcedback loop to the
lager's coan,tant current supply, The experimental arrangement is shown In Fig.6, The feedback circuit is adjusted such
that when the voltage output of the photodiode is equal to the voltage that corresponds to the maximum slope of the
Fabry-Perot response, the error signal applied to the diode laser is zero, However, when the laser's frequency shifts, the
feedback circuit imposes a current on the constant bias current of the laser proportional to the laser's frequency
deviation, The frequency response of the feedback loop is determined by the overall loop gain of the system and is
adjusted to a maximum for stable operation,
The results of the phase noise measurement for the free running laser are shown in Fig,7a (upper trace). The
characteristic f- 1/2frquency dependence is observed; it should be noted that the phase noise contribution was - 2,5
orders of magnitude larger than the contribution due to amplitude noise, which is shown in Fig.7b. The lower trace in
Fig. 7a shows the phase noise output when the feedback circuit is switched on; a substantial reduction In the phase noise is
observed, Below 5 Hz, the noise is reduced by 60 dB (electrical noise power); at 250 Hz a - 30 dB reduction was
observed. Despite the large reduction in phase noise, no change in the laser's amplitude nolre was observed. This is
similar to the effect of optical feedback stabilization. Similar results may of course be obtained by using a Mach-Zehnder
(bulk or fiber) to provide the stablilization feedback.
It has been shown- that the frequency and intensity instabilities of GaAIAs lasers are partly correlated. However, the
correlation is too low to, for example, stabilize the frequency by stabilizing the intensityV. However, the Intensity noise
emitted by the laser's front facet may be substantially reduced by stabilizing the output of the rear facet.
IV. TELEMETRY
Many of the application areas for sensor technology involve a large number ok sensors. These may be in the form of
large sensor arrays as are f3und, for example, in acoustir streamers towed by surface ships engaged in the exploration for
oil deposits or involve the distribution of a variety of sensor types for control in engine, power plant, factory, or ship
control platforms,
In the design of suoh sensor systems, optical sensors and fiber telemetry have a clear, intrinsic advantage over
conventional electrical technology. The use of optical sensors and fiber optic telemetry make possible all-optical, multielement sensor systems capable of supporting a very large number of high bandwidth sensor devices with no requirement
for electrical power away from the processing platform. This derives front the high transmission bandwidth of the optical
fibers, the all optical nature of the sensors, and the ability to remotely modulate the optical sigual delivered to the sensor.
These principles are illustrated in Fig.8. As for the case of a ship control system, shown In the upper left, one complete
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suite of sensor types - liquid level, temperature, smoke, pressure, and discharge - is excited by an optical fiber carrying
light of wavelength, %,.At a second location a second identical sensor suite is excited by an optical fiber carrying wave
length X2, a third suite X1, and so on. A single return fiber carries the light back from all sensor suites, where wavelength
division demultiplexing is used to extract the signals from one particular suite. The signals from t,;ch individual sensor
making up that suite can be separated by pulsing the optical sourcc in a time sufficiently short compared to the optical
transit time from adjacent sensors. For each laser source (I milliwatt) at X, and associated fiber pair, information from
approximately ten to fifty sensors can be collected, the exact number depending on the desired sensor threshold
detectability. Thus, for a small bundle containing some fifty fibers, a high bandwidth sensor system with as many as
several thousand passive sensors can be deployed with no requirement for electric signals or electric power away from
the processing platform.
This is only one of the many configurations possible, For example, in place of wavelength multiplexing, frequency
division multiplexing can be achieved by straightforward frequency modulation of the laser sources as shown in the upper
right of Figure 8,
Research activity at Stanford University" and University College London' on multiplexing several interferometric
sensors has led to the demonstration of two techniques potentially capable of the principle of operation, One arm of each
sensor loop (l1and 12)carries the sensed information in the form of phase modulation on the optical carrier. I, and 12 are
chosen to be much longer than the source coherence length X,so that the sensed phase modulation will not be converted
into detectable intensity modulation at the sensor output, The phase information can still be retrieved by the receiving
loops which match the respective sensor loops to within a fraction %..If [I - 121is much larger than %,,cross talk is
eliminated, and the detector at the output of L, reflects only the information imposed on 11,Figure 10 illustrates a
configuration to multiplex interferometric sensors by utilizing the frequency modulation schemes described by equations
1 through 8. The principal attraction of this scheme is the possibility to perform passive sensing without the use of
electrical components in the sensor head.8 By frequency modulating the laser and having different path lengths within
each sensor, signals from each sensor may be separated, The principle Involved is as follows: fnr a single sensor and a
periodic linear ramp modulation of the source frequency, tile detector output will contain a component oscillating at a
frequency characteristic of the path Imbalance of the Interferometer. A multiple sensor system may be multiplexed
choosing the interferometric sensors to have a different path imbalance so that each interferometer may be identified by a
particular frequency component In the detector output, There will, of course, be frequency components associated with
paths through two or more interferometers, and these could occur at frequencies associated with other Interferometers in
the system, The novel contribution made by these authors is the development of design procedures to ensure that there is
no ambiguity between cross-term signals and desired signals from the interferometers., These authors predict that up to a
thousand sensors may be multiplexed using their scheme,'
Multiplexing interferometric sensors remains in an early stage of development with several issues to be resolved
such as increased shot noise arising from serial multiplexing, polarization scrambling degradation of multisensor
performance and cross talk,
1, JZilber. "FiberOptic Sensor Market Development." Proceedings of 2nd Optical Fiber Sensor Conference, pp. 177181, Stuttgart. FRG, 1984.
2, D.Varshneva, W.L.Ohering & J.W.Berthold, "High TemperatureFiber Optic MicrobendPressureSensor,"
Proceedings, Optical Fiber Communications Conference, pp. 140-141, San Diego, 1985,
3, HInaha, K.Chan & HIto, "All OpticalRemote Gas Sensor Systems over 20 Kw Range," Proceedings of 2nd Optical
Fiber Sensor Conference, pp. 211-214, Stuttgart, FRO, 1984,
4. L.Ooldberg, H.F.,T:vlor, A.Dandridge, J.F.Weller and R.O,Miles, "Spectral Characteristicsof SemiconductorLasers
wikh Optical Feedback," IEEE J.Quant. Elect., 18, 555, 1982,
5.

ADandridge and HF.Taylor, "Intensity and FrequencyInstabilitiesand GaAIAs Diode Lasers," IEEE J.Quentum

Elect., 18, 1738, 1982.
6.

A.Dandridge and AB.Tvcten, "Propertiesof Diode Lasers with Intensity Noise Control," Appl. Opt., 22, 311, 1983,

7. J,L,Brook, B.Y.Kim, FI.J,Shaw, "Coherence Multiplexing of Fiber Optic Interferometric Sensors," Proceedings Third
Optical Fiber Sensor Conference, pp. 128-129, 1985.
8. l.Sakai & G.Parry, MultiplexingInterferometric FiberSensorby FrequencyModulation Techniques", Proceedings
Third Optical Fiber Senvor Conference, pp. 125-129, 1985.
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DiSCUSSION
J,Daldkn UK
In your review lecture you stated that up to athousand sensors could possibly be multiplexed using the multiple-coupler
fibre bus topology with either FMCW or coherence multiplexing techniques, Do you really believe that the loss budgets
and the difficulties in frequency and sensors length allocation would permit this number of sensors inpractice?
Author's Reply
A practical number of sensors that can be multiplexed from a single source is tens of sensors, The loss budget will limit
you to these numbers, The 1000 number is a theoretical number describing the number of distinct channels people
believe are possible for the various multiplexing schemes, To date, channel crosstalk problems have not realistically
been addressed and may further limit the number of sensors,
J.Lues, Fr
Isthere any interest to shift to the IR domain to increase either the sensitivityof sensors or the domain of applications?
Author's Reply
Going to longer wavelengths normally Increases the sensor self-noise and therefore does not favour longer wavelength
operation. However, you may want to use long wavelength transmitting fibros to perform IRspectroscopy at remote
locations.
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rs plaper discusses the otential application of fibre optic gyroscopes (FOG) In interial naylged~on (IN) systems, The
requiromaonts for IN are briefly revieowed and compared to the reported performance of expeirlmental FOG's. This

leads to the Identification of areas In wich further work Isnecessary, In both physical understaiding and technological
developments.

There
has
onusIderable Intornotional effort In the design and testing of laboratory prkaotypes of the fibre optic
gyroscopes !n tho past fw.i years.( Ii2l) The emphapis In these programmes has sirnos; inuj~r'.stky beer on the
rcn!iswto~i cf a~ gyrowops w~th a performance compatible with missile applications. For misslle use, the fibre optic
gyroscope hasi the attractlons that It can measure high angular rates (perhaps 10000/sec), mid can survive high
vibration and acceleration levels. Additionally, Instant swItch-on, potentially lamg shelf-life and low weight are
at'ractivt features. By contrast, the requIrements on sensitivity, drift and acale factor stability are relatively
modst, though there are "Yvere cost constraints.

In this paper, we examine the fibre optic gyroscope as a candidate for an alternative application, that of Inertial
navigation. We show that each t-lement of the required performance has been demonstrated, In a laboratory
envIrronmentl, on one fibre optic gyroscope or anothisr, but not a!l on the same gyroscople archltecturel We then
Indicate the directions of current research which could lead to an Intert lal-navigatlon-q uatl ty Instrument In the
future.
Pn~nA~alavgatonthepostioof an airrifth, ship or other vehlcle Is monitored by detecting the accelerations to
which the body Is subjected, and, by doublo mtegration, determining the distance travelled. Three (singleoaxis)
accelerometers are required, and, as It Is necessary to know In which dIrectIons the accelerometers are poIntlr~g, the
Inertial navigation tystem also requires three (slngle-axls) rotation sensors (i.e. gyroscopes),

Traditionally, the six Instruments are mounted In a fully-acrobatic gimbal set, and oriented with one accelerometer's
sensitive axis vertical, and the other two horizontal. As the vahIcle moves, the gimbals are servord to keep the
accelerometers pointing In the same direction, using the gyroscopes as the sensors for the servomechanism.
Moroi recently, It has become fashlonabitc to dispense with the gimbals, and to use the gyros (and much computing
the accelerometers are painting. Then the detected accelerations can be resolved
track of where
keepapproprIate
to thi
pbeck
ower)Into
coordlnztes. This latter system, known as 'strapdown', exchanges some of the mechanical
gycomplxtes an the gimballed system for a vast Increase In computing requirements. In additkon, bettor quality
gyracoes ndacceslerometers are needed for a strapdown system. These matters are soiplainod In more detail In
referince 4.
In Table 1, vin summarise the requirement, for a1groscope for the two Inertial navigation sytems (i.e. strkpdown and

gimbaliad), and for a typical lower-grade mnissile (I.e. non -Inertial- navigation) gyro. The figuires In the table should
be used with caution, as they give 'Nry a rough Idea. The terms In tha tablit need some explanation. By Irinxlmimur
scale factor error' we mean that the irstrunient must be capable of measuring ii rotation rute to thit accuracy, after
the subtractioi, of any zero-rate error, and after any corrections for non-lilnearitles have been made. This ilgure
must "sapplicable over the Input range 'drift' to 'maximum rate'.
'DrIft' Is a comp~lex subject M.) It concerns the gyro output when there Is no Input. It IsusuAl to subtract the d.c.
(zero frequenct) component of this output, and to make some correction for the g-sonsltive component of this. In
the tshle we refer to the drift figure at tar these corrections have been made. There Isno standardised notation but
sometimes 'noise' Isused to denote the higher ftrequelicy components, and, In fibre optic gyro work, It is often quoted
after a one-second f~lter on the output. 'Drift' is used to denote lower frequency nolse. Essentially the phrase 'drift
must be less than xl/hr' means that the Instrument, In norma! use, should be capable of dittecting a change of rotation
rate of x/hr ovir any times from zero to a reasonable period for the proposed use (e.g. I hour for aircraft systems).
Mechanical gyroscopes have pronounced mechanical resonances In the noise spectrum, but are well char acterlsed(6).
The FOG Is often assumed to exhibit a white noise spectrum, through there Is to date Insufficient experimental data
to confirm this with contIctIlon,

It is generally assumned that the fibre optic gyro will be a atrapdown sensor, and therefore must meet the most
demanding requirements given in Table I. This assumption Is reasonable, becausei mechanical gyros In gimbal systems
have reached a high de rae of maturity, and the emphasis In Inertial navigation has switched to strapdown systems.

The latter, usually exploiting the Ring Laser Gyro, promise lower overall cost- of -ownership, through they are
unlikely to offer high reiability or higher accuracy than a gimballed system with mechanical gyros and modern
electronics.

It Is Interesting to compare the markett situation of the fibre optic gyroscope with that In the better known role of
fibre optic systemrs In communications. Here the prime role of flbrvýý otics Is urndoubtedly In high capacity, long haul
trunk networks - In other words at the l~ery high performance end of the spectrum. Fibre optic systems have

achieved only m~odst success In short range systems, as may be neeeded In for instance, Industrial plant, buildings,
aircraft etc. The principal reason for this low penetration Is that toe ilbre system Is expensive relative to its
electrical counterpart and so must offer uniquit advantages In order to be comypetative. In some aircraft applications,
light weight and Immunity to EMI are attractive, so there are some applications niches.
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In the fibre optic gyroscope. the same observations are certainly true for the modest performance applications, where
the competition is cheap mechanical gyros. At the inertial system level and above, the fibre gyroscope appears to
offer one substantial advantage - there are on initial evaluation, very few precision assembly step, in the
construction of the final device. In fact the only apparent ones are In the fabrication of fibre optic couplers and
modulators. The remaining mechanical assembly features do not require an extremely high degree of mechnical
precision, though the final assembly must, of course be mechatilcally stable.
The listrument would require
calibration In the usual way.
Demonstrated Performance f Fibre Optic Gvrosco2!
The fibre-optic gyroscopes which have been demonstrated so far may be divided into two clacses. Those of one class,
lllustr.ted by figure 1, are designed primarily with the objective of low-noise levels and good sensitivity to low
rotation rates, whilst those belonging to the other class, (figure 2) are Intended to detect high angular rates with a
good scale factor stability.
The low-nhise architecture comprises the minlmuw. configuration Iq•a fully reciprocal fibre-optic gyroscope(7). with
a source whose spectrum minimrises problems due to the Kerr effect-A), and uses a simple, phase-modulation detect),n
technique. This Qonfiguration has been demonstrated to have the low noise level required for Iertial rvvigatIon1
,.
However, the drift performance of this instrumeai• Is erratic, due largely to variation of the fibre birefringence with
temperature, and to an imperfect polariser, Thus, fnr ex.mple, the Instrument may be used to detect a step chanae
on Inmot rLite of 0.01 1/hi, but covld not detect a .;haigeof this shve It It occured over a period of minutes. For thi.s
reason the Instrument in his form Is unsuitable for inertial navlgAtion. More recently a modification of this design,
using birefringent fibre 9 , has been reported. it demonstrated both drift and noise performance near that required
for inertial navigation, but all instruments of this type show limited dynamic range and poor scale factor linearity,
The second class of fibre optic gyro architetture is aimed primarily at high dynamic range and good scale factor, with
noise and drift beinf0pf less importance. The best performance to date has been achieved In frequency-shifted
clomed-loop -ystem( i). The original systems1 qsjd Bragg cell shifters, but for all guided architectures a particular
favourite h; the serrodyo)requency
shifteru l,, Thlshtas been demonstrated in integrated optics, and approached
in all-fibre componentsoIt3,
As integrated optics causes Interface losses, these systems transmit relatively low
optical power at the detector and hence exhibit relatively high noise levels (perhaps I/hr in a one Hertz bandwidth),
In both the basic systems described above, there is an inherent ambiguity in the measured value of rotation rate
because the Sagnac induced time difference is measured with reference to the optical period. Thus the gyro output Is
a slnusoidal function of the rate Input, and it is fundamentally Impossible to distinguish between time differences
which are separated by an integral number of optical periods. Of course, it is possible to avoid going into the second
optical period, by using a short length of flbre, but this Orouces a lower signal and hence causes noise problems. The
detection threshold, dictated by shot noise, is typically 10- radl~ns in one Hertz (or the equivalent time difference is
a frequency-nulling system). jf a dynemic range exceeding 104 Is required, the upper and must lie in the second
optical period. Thus either an ancillary system is needed to resolve this armbiguity or a direct time-measuring
architecture needs to be evolved. To the authors' knowledge, no such architecture has yet been demonstrated. There
is also a more fundamental problem with scale factor stability, concerning the relationship between optical phase,
wavelength and rotation rate.
The measured phase relationship is
*

where

sLR

0i

* Is the optical phase measured
A is the rotation rate
i. Is the total fibre
R is the coil radius (asumed circular)
Xo is the free spdce optical wavelength

Some error-correction can, in principle at loast, be built Into the read-out computation. For example, he values of L
and R may be thermally modelled and It may also be necessary to model the influence of linear acceletation on the
shape of the loop. However, this still leaves a question over the direct reiationship between the optical wavelength
and the value of the observed phase, and therefore of the perceived rotation rate. If a gyroscope scale factor
accuracy of 20 ppm Is required, the source wavelength has to be known to an accuracy whch is probably an order of
magnitude better than this.
There Is the same requirement on the ring laser gyro, which also detects rotation using the Sagnac effect. In this
device, the length of the resonant cavity Is adjusted oy a piezo-electric transducer, to lock onto the. peak of gain
curve. This is relatively straightforward because the gas laser has a well-defined gain curve centred on the photon
energy corresponding to the relevant atomic or molecular transition. In solid state lasers, band structure effects
remove this well-defined centre.
Semiconductor sources (usually heavlly-multimoded lasers or light emitting diodes) are often favoured for the fibre
,.ptlc gyro because their optical waveform statistics have the correct properties to compensate for Kerr-effectinduced ci feet drift. Additionally their short coherence length minimises coherent back-scatte-. Typically such a
source has a centre wavelength of 630nm and a linewidth of a few nm, or 10000 ppm. It Is difficult even to define the
meaning of the 'mean' wavelength of such a source to ppm precision.
Also the centre wavt0ength of the source will vary with temperature (because the band gup Is temperature dependent)
at around •00 ppmn °C"1
One approach to measuring the optical ,wgvelength to correct for these factors Is to exploit the fringe ambiguity In a
frequency-modulated feedback system
and measure the apparent rotation rate on adjacent fringes. There Is a
slight fibre dispersion effect which causes the two measured rotation rates to differ. By measuring the temperature
of the loop and knowing the dispersion characteristics, a fit may be made to determine the effective source
wavelength. Scale factor stability of around 100 ppm iWclaimed for this approach. The technique, which involves
measurement of frequency difference in adjacent fringes, involves measurement of frequency differences of less than
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100 Hz/nm of optical wavelength change. Measurement of wavelength to ppm Implies that this difference should be
m.)nitored In millihertz. These Fre then some practical difficulties implied in measuring this difference In a
non-stationary system, simply concerned with tracking this frequency difference over a sufficiently long period to
make the measurement. Some well-designed software is essential here, but even so it seems very difficult to
extrapolate this technique into ppm measurements.
implicatlons for fibre optic
'YrOTcoeTdesin
In this section we examine the areas in which further work is required for the development of a Inertial-navigation
quality Instrument.
The 'equirement for scale factor stability implies either stabilisation or measurement of optical wavelength to 10
ppm or better. The Implications here are that a source with a line width of less than 10 ppm would be preferred and a
high degos of central wavelength stability would also be required. These observations point to the use of lasers. The
llnewldth considerations also Imply the use of either a single-mode semiconductor laser, a solid-state laser, or a gas
laser. However, If the use of a super-luminescent diode Is abandoned, the advantages of Kerr-effect compensation
are lost, and coherent back-scatter becomes a bigger problem. A more thorough understanding of backscatter is
therefore;.p ol Val stage in the evolution of the Inertial-grade system, and initial work on this has been published

recently

'

11.

The specification of the optical source and its wavelength stability raises a number of questions. It is Impossible to
rely on the energy gap of a semiconductor source to provide the frequency reference, and the use of a gas laser is
unattractive, though not entirely Impractical.
The Inevitable conclusion is that some form of wavelength
stabilisatlon or wavelength m asurgent is required. The former has been demonstrated to the required 10 ppm
accuracy by many worker M 1 though there Is then the question concerning the Inherent stability of the
reference element to which the iaser Is stabillsed, and some careful mechanical design Is needed here. The
alternative approach, that of measuring the wavelength over the anticipated range of operating characteristics of the
source, requires a parts per million measurement over a wavelength range of perhaps 3% - corresponding to about
10,000 resolvable points. Spectrometers with this performance do exist, but compactness Is far from one of their
featuresl Indirect measurements, like the dispersion related technique described earlier, often Involve monitoring
second order phenomena so the measurement is relatively insensitive.
If it Is assumed that the optimum architecture for scale factor stability and dynamic range Is the frequency-shifted
open-loop system - and no better option has been convincingly demonstrated - then an all-guidel.,?ptical
frequency-shifter is essential to minimise noise. It seems likely that the present ones In lIt.trated optics I•p have
too high interface losses for inertial navigation work, and an all-fibre one would be better t~UJ There is currently no
general agreement on the technical specification of such a device. The other principal passive components for an
all-fibre gyroscope (the couplers and the polarlsing elements) are, or soon will be, commercially available.
In this context, we shoud mention a number of ingenious detection schemes which avoid the need for an all-fibre
frequency shifter
I2.,
22. These utillse a phase-rmodulation approach to derive an electrical phase output, in which
the detected signal Is Independent2 the amplitude of the oatPcal signal at the detector. Typical of these schemes
are harmonic-feedback concepts (2), heterodyne-detectkon
!'22and phase-gated systems (22).
Environmental Aspects
The fibre optic gyroscope Is, of course, sensitive to any effect, which violates the conditions of Lorenz reciprocity.
The Sagnac (rotation) effect and the Faraday effect are the only truly non-reciprocal phenomena. However time
variations in the fibre loop are also important. Consequently, the fibre optic gyroscope Is sensitive to magnetic
fields, temperature gradient, pressure gradiants and vibration. There Is little published data though the rule of thumb
that the earth's magnetic field can produce slowly varying offsets of the order of earth rotation rate has emerged.
This magnetic sensitivity may be minimised by the use of polarlation-holdIng fibre, which Inhibits the effects of the
non-reciprocal circular birefrlngence induced by the Faraday effect, but magnetic shielding may prove to be
necessary as well.
Temperature gradients can be a serious problem, as pointed out by Shlupe (24), though "anti-Shupe" windings of the
sensor unit can appreciably reduce the impact of thermal gradients. Pressure and vibration effects are closely
related to thermal effects, In that both arise from reciprocity fallure In the presence of a time-varying transmission
medium. Improved coil winding techniques and overall packaging may substantially reduce the errors from this
source.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that much of the basic work towards an Inertial-navigation quality fibre optic gyro has
been completed, through progress is needed in a number of areas. The most impertant of these seem to be In gaining
a full phytical understanding of coherent backscatter, In evolving novel FOG architectures and In designing a'll fibre
components, especially frequency modulators. In our judgement, these remaining problems are not insuperable, but
clearly a lengthy development phase lies ahead before the full strapdown inertial specification Is achieved.
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Table I

Missile mid-course
Inertial navlgation
for 500 m accuracy
[1]
In 20 km

Inertial Navigation
for I nautical mile error after
I hour meaurement time
r3]
Gimballed

Strapdown

Maximum
rate E23

4000/lsc

0.30/sec

4000Ic

Maximum
Scale factor
error r.2)

1000 ppm

200 ppm

10 ppm

Drift [2]

100l/hr

0.0i1/hr

0.010/hr

Dynamic
range

1.5 x 10"

t05

1.5 x log

Notes
[1)
[2)
[3]

the most demanding missile applicatio
these terms are discussed In the text
Nuttali (reference 4)

Kerr compensated!
Input l18ifsh

Coupler

quoted by Traynor (reference 6)

Polarlser

L

Couple'

/

Photodeector

FIGURE I

Ocillator

br loop

THE SIMPLEST LOW NOISE GYROSCOPE SHOWING THE USE OF LOCK-IN
AMPLIFIER DETECTION

'requency
simlter control
Couplet" Polsrlser

Coupler

Input light

SPhase
Fibre loop

Photodetactor

Ow tor

Control loop

FIGURE 2

1TO

CLOSED LOOP ARCHITECTURE FIBRE OPTIC GYROSCOPE. THIS IS A MINIMUM
CONFIGURATION LOW NOISE GYRO5COPE INCORPORATING A FREQU.NCY SIHIFTER
PROVIDE NULLING ACTION. THE LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER IS USUD TO DETECT
THE NULL.
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DISCUSSION
H.Lefevre, Fr
Does the cancellation of first order backscatter require very low loss fibre in addition to ' -50 splitting in the
interforometer?

Authors Reply
Yes, the splitting ratio oriteria also depends on the symmetry of the loss within the loop.
R.FelgIlon, US
Do )ou see an advantage in using other types of lasers rather than a Fomiconductor diode laser?
Autho's Reply
Maybe, peihqps the ideal source has about I GHz bandwidth. A fully filled doppler broadened lips laser fine sounds
good, or perhaps fibre crystal laser if this proves to have the necessary stability and bandwidth.
B.Schwaderui, Ge
I'm not werking in this fGeld of optical pyro•i, but can you give me the figures of optical typical power, if backscatter is a
problem?
Author's Reply
Typical: one mW launched
•I/i0 uW detected in the most loss free systems. For integrated optic systems, another 10 dB
los8 Is typical.
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COMPARISON OF RING LASER AND FIBER-OPTIC GYRO TECHNOLOGY
E. Udd, S. F. Watrnabe, and R. F. Cahill
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolesa Avenue
Huntington Beach, California 92647

ABSTRACT
Substantial progress has been made in recent years
toward the development of producible fiber-optic rotation
sensors.
These devices have the potential of being the
molid-state replacement for many applications currently
using mechanical gyro technology. Ring laser gyro technology
which has been under development for approximately 23 years
is now being introduced into commercial and military aircraft
for inertial navigation. The fundamentals of the usage of
Sagnac interferometry for rotation sensing will be reviewed
as well an the differences between fiber-optic gyro and ring
laser gyro technology.
Examples will be given of applications
where fiber-optic gyro or ring lamer gyro technology in
particularly suitable.
Distinctions will be made between
analog fiber-optic gyros which offer the lowest possible
cost but are limited in performance capability and digital
fiber-optic gyros which offer the wide dynamic range and
accurate scale factor correction required for more stringent
applications.
INTRODUCTION
In....... order to meet the performance requirements of advanced
inertial guidance applications, highly reliable, rapid reaction rotation sensors are needed.
Table 1 and Figure 1
provide a summary of the requirements for typical applications.
State-of-the-art
meohanical gyros are available but high cost, long warm-up time, limited high rate
sensing Qapability, and problems associated with shock and vibration have caused a large
number of companies and government agencies to investigate the usage of optical rotation
sensor technology.
Concepts based on ring laser gyro technology have been under development since 1963 (References 1-3) and have been pursued by such companies as Honeywell,
Litton, Singer, Sperry, Rockwell, Raytheon, United Technologies, and Ferranti. These
efforts culminated in the delivery by Honeywell in 1981 of the first production prototypes
to support the development of the Boning 757/767 aircraft. Fiber-optic gyro technology
is comparatively new with the first laboratory demonstration models being reported in
1976 by Vall and Shorthill (References 4-7).
Companies pursuing fiber-optic gyro
development have been: McDonnell Douglas, Litton, Standard Electric Lorentz, Martin
Marietta, Nippon Electric Company, Sperry, Honeywell, Northrop, Bendix, and Singer. The
introduction of fiber-optic gyros into the field has been relatively rapid with the
delivery by McDonnell Douglas of production prototypes to Develoe, in 1985, to support
an oil field ýorehole survey tool. As these technologies have progressed, it has become
increasingly evident that there mce applicatioa where both the ring laser and fiber-optic
gyro offer the potential of superior performance with respect to existing technology.
This paper summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of existing optical gyro technologies
and projects where each technology may be used in future applications.
THE SAGNAC BFFZCT
Both ring laser and fiber-optic gyro technology are based on the Sagnac effect
(Reference 6) which arises due to differences in the propagation time between clockwise
and counterclockwise beams of light about a closed optical path.
Consider an optical
path constrained to lie in a two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the rotational axis
an is shown in Figure 2. The more general case of an optical path in three dimensions
may be handled by looking at the projection of that path onto three orthogonal planes.
Let the polar coordinates of the optical path be given by r - r(0).
Also, define
the angle between rdo and do, ds being the differential along the optical pathlength,
to be

Associated with ds is a change in the optical perimeter due to rotation which has the
differential form, a being the rotation rate, of

dP -r
but

d

come _11r[

] dt

dt a di/c so Eq.(2) becomes

(2)
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(3)

dP - or 2 ýk dLfi pr_2 do
doo
c
The total change in

optical pathlength due to rotation experienced by light traveling

about the ring is given by
d,

--

A +

-±A

r 2 (,)

(4)

do

To evaluate this last integral note that each differential element is just twice the
area of a triangle formed by r(*), r(o + do) and rd* an in Figure 3. Also, notice that
the sum of all such triangles is just the area enclosed by the optical path which shall
be designated as A. Consequently, Eq.(4) reduces to the form
bAP

- + 2An
-a

(5)

where the sign depends upon the sense of integration.
The measurement of this pathlength
difference between the counterpropagating beams along the optical path forms the basis
of the ring laser and fiber-optic gyro. The means of accomplishing this pathlength
difference measurement are very different and will be discussed in the following
sections.
FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE RING LASER GYRO
In order fo"r the optical path described above to support laming, there must be an
integral number of optical waves about one complete circuit. Optical beams having
wavelengths that do not satisfy this pathlength matching condition interfere with themselves as they make subsequent circuits about the optical path. Thus, in order to
compensate for a change in the perimeter of the optical path due to rotation 4P, the
wavelength and frequency must change.
In particular, it must follow that
P.

)

P + A-P

SA +

A(6)

or
+A P+A

(7)

which reduces to
,

P

Using the relationship v - (/A

and

AV

X

(9)

with Eq.(8) results in
AV .

AX

AP1

"'•-'T"

•(10)

Eq. (10) is the fundamental equation relating frequency, wavelength and perimeter change
in a ring las.'r. In a conventional ring laser, two modes propagate; one in a clockwise
direction, the other, counterclockwise.
If the ring laser rotates at n then Eq.(4)
indicates that the effective optical pathlength will increase for light traveling in the
direction of rotation and decrease for the oppositely traveling light. Thus, if the
light from the two counterpropagating beams are beat together, the resulting signal has
a frequency
f

21 AvI

21)

(

4A0vo
4An
oF , ýp
This last equation is the fundamental relation for the ring laser gyro.
Ideally, the
performance of a ring laser gyro would be governed by Eq.(ll).
In practice, for low
rotation rates, the clockwise (ow) and counterclockwise (cow) beams may couple together
in frequency.
This phenomenon is known as "lock in" since the two counterpropagating
beams are locked together in frequency resulting in a doad zone over which the
effective output of the ring laser gyro is zero. The mechanism by which the ow and cow
beams interact is believed to be small amounts of backscatter from the ring laser
mirrors and the gain medium itself (Reference 9).
Usage of high quality, low scatter
mirrors have reduced the problem from several degresa per second in the 1960s - to the
"dead bond" regions of about 1000 degrees per hour in the 1970. - and for cavity lengths
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with mirror separation on the order of 8 cm to a few degrees per hour in the 1980m.
Eq.(11) can be modified so that it incorporates this phenomenon by defining a critioal
rotation rate A such that lock-in occurs for rotation rates smaller than this value.
Eq.(ll) then becomes
0A 0

2
<A2

2€

2

2

While Eq.(12) holds in the "lock-in" region and for rotation rates n

behavior between these two regions may be very complex depending upo;

the observed
such factors am

power level, gain media, mode structure and wavelength (References 10 and 11).
illustrates the operating characteristics of a ring laser with lock-in.

Figure 4

In order to circumvent the problems associated with "lock-in" ring laser gyros
which operate at low rotation rates incorporate some sort of "biasing" whereby the
Figure 5 illustrates many
frequencies of the counterpropagating beams are separated.
of the problems associated with biasing. By increasing the optical quality of mirrors
This also means higher cost
and opt cal surfaces the dead band region may be reduced.
To compensate for the presence of a
in terms of optical components and manufacture.

dead zone periodic switching is often used.

That is,

the effective optical pathlength

Switching to a rotation rate a
of the ow and cow beams are changed periodically.
outside of the dead zone and then back to - n results in the gyro sensing N + An and then
There are a
Adding these two rotation rates gives twice the actual rotation.
+ A0.
-

number of problems associated with operating in a periodic bias mode. Since it is
desirable to minimise the magnitude of the periodic bias an well as minimise the amount
of time spent in the lock-in region, high quality and consequently,

high cost optical

Secondly, while periodic biasing reduces bias instability
components must;be used.
problems to a minimum, information may be lost during periodic passage through the dead

band. Finally, upper rate in limited by the maximum rate at which the ring laser is
dithered as one end of the swing may fall into the dead zone region.
Another means of biasing involves the use of a fixed bias where the difference

between ow and cow beams are stabilised to a value corresponding to a rotation rate on

the linear portion of Figure 5.

Successful implementation of such a technique implies

extreme bias stability, as small deviations may cause large errors in rotation rate
Examples of such biasing techniques include stabilisation with an intracavity
readings.
more complex bias schemes
quarts crystal or saturable absorber (References 12-14).
also exist which have multiple bias by taking advantage of polarization effects and

usage of intracavity elements (References 14 and 15).
a block diagram of a typical ring laser gyro that would employ mechanical

Figure 6 is

dithering.
FUNDAMENTALS OF FIBER-OPTIC GYROS
From Eq.(6) the total pathlength difference between the counterpropagating beams
along the optical path is
AL -

(1)

n

0

For simplicity, consider the case of a fiber-op tic gyro consisting of a circular coil
of N turns. The effective enclosed area of this geometry is NA and the number of turns,
N, is equal to the length, L, of the fiber coil divided by its perimeter of L/2rR.
Substituting these results into Eq.(13) renders
(14)

AL n-2RLn
To determine the fraction of a fringe shift between the two counterpropagating beams

when they are mixed, we divide this pathlength difference by the wavolength of light in
vacuum,

A, to obtain

--Rc

za-

(15)

FIBER-OPTIC INERTIAL SENSOR FUNDAMENTALS
ANALOG PIDDROPTZC GYROS
The simplest form of passive fiber-optic gyro consists of a light source of
wavelength A and a central beamnplitter' that is used to generate counterpropagating
It's
output is given by
light beams in the fiber-optic coil (Reference 4).

2R.2L n(16)
R

c

where R is the radius of the fiber coil, L is the length of the fiber coil, A is the
Figure 7
wavelength of the light source, and a is the speed of light in vacuum.
illustrates the layout of an implementation of this fiber-optic gyro concept.

A

single-mode fiber spatial filter and polariser are appropriately placed to ensure that
both counterpropagating beams transverse the same path in the fiber-optic coil
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(Reference 16).
The two oounterpropagating beams mix and fall onto the detector,
which is used to monitor cosinuboidal intensity changes caused by rotation. To pull
the signal out of the direct current (DC) band, nonreciprocal phase shifts between
the counterpropagating beams are introduced at a rate of w. As an example, this may
be accomplished by injecting an optical phase dither at a rate w in the absence of
rotation. Upon rotation of the system, odd harmonics of the signal at w fall onto the
detector with an amplitude that depends on the magnitude of the rate of rotation and
with a phase that depends on the direction of rotation.
This type of fiber-optic gyro, deemed the analog fiber-optic gyro (AFOG), provides
a small, low-cost technique suitable for applications with modest dynamic range and
scale factor requirements (a dynamic range of 3000 and a 1% scale factor correction
would be typical).
Examples of application, where this type of gyro would be appropriate
include yaw and pitch measuring, attitude atabilisation, gyrocompassing from a platform
such as a submarine, end antitank missiles.
Recently, work has been performed to attempt to extend the dynamic range of the
AFOG (References 17 and 18) by accepting regions of relatively high nonlinearity and
low sensitivity. The digital fiber-optic gyro described in the next auction provide. a
fundamental means of overcoming these limitations.
DIGITAL FIBER-OPTIC GYRO
For applications that require high performance and wide dynamic range, such as
ejection meats, tactical missiles, and jet fighter heading sensors, a means has been

devised to introduce a nonreciprocal phase shift into the system and to null out phase

shifts caused by rotation (References 19 and 20).
A block diagram of a gyro incorporating
this system is shown in Figure 8. Light from the source is spatially filtered and polarimed before being split into counterpropagating beams. The clockwise-circulating beam
of light passes through the fiber-optic coil at a frequency F + F.
Both counterpropagating beams recombine on the beam splitter at frequency Fo + F.
The relative
fringe shift caused by the frequency difference between the two beams propagating in

fiber-optic coil i. given by
Zp aFtD

FLn

the

(17)

where t. is the time delay through the fiber coil and n is the index of refraction.
In order for this system to be nulled, the fringe shift caused by rotation must be

offset by the fringe shift caused by the frequency difference of the light beams
counterpropagating through the fiber-optic coil. That is, the criterion for a nulled
condition is

expressed by

ZR + ZF a 0 (or any integer value,

Combining Eqs.(16) and (17),

when using an offset frequency)

(18)

the output frequency, F, is

F -(19)
It may be noticed from Eq.(17) that a sign change in Eq.(19) occurs if

frequency shift is

impressed upon the ow instead of the cow beam.

the

To ensure that the nulling condition of Eq.(18) holds, an alternieting current (AC)
phase-sensitive detection scheme has been devised. Nonreciprocal phase shifts between
the aounterpropagating beams are introduced by injecting an optical phase dither at a
rate w. When the condition of Eq.(lB) holds, only the second and higher-order even
harmonics of the w appear on the detector. Upon rotation of the system, first- and
higher-order odd harmonic signals of w fall onto the detector with an amplitude and
phase dependent upon rotation rate.
This signal is synchronously demodulated, and the
resultant output voltage is applied to an integrator which, in turn, corrects the output
frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator, closing the feedback loop and nulling
the system. Figure 9 illustrates analog and digital fiber-optic gyro product areas.
COMPARISON OF RING LASER AND FIBER-OPTIC GYROS
The major difference, with respect to performance, between ring laser and fiber-optic
gyro technology is that ring laser gyros utilisa lasing characteristics. Fiber-optic
gyros, by contrast, are passive cavity devices whose light uource is external to the
rotationally sensitive medium. For this type of device optimum performance is achieved
using a broadband light source dominated by spontaneoug rather than stimulated emission.
The second major difference is that the type of teolnologies used for the two optical
rotation sensors is vastly different manifesting itself in such areas as power supply
consideration, Oise, weight, packaging flexibility, assembly and ultimately cost.
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Table 2 lists various performance characteristics omparing ring laser, analog
and digital fiber optic gyros.
Important operational performance parameters that are
key to evaluating the quality of any gyro include sensitivity, bias drift, scale factor
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Strongly coupled to these operational performance
errors, linearity, and dynamic range.
characteristics are such issues as environmental performance, especially temperature,
shook and vibration characteristics, package size and weight, form factor power requireThe output equations for the ring laser and fiber-optic gyros
ments and reliability.
form a basis on which operational performance characteristics may be made.
The analog fiber-optic gyro has a sensitivity that depends upon the length of fiber

employed for a given enclosed area. Thus, longer lengths of fiber would be expected to
reGult in higher sensitivity. As lower loss fiber becomes available as well as higher
quality light sources the sensitivity of these devices would be expected to continue to

improve. Early calcolations showed that the sensitivity of the fiber optic gyro could
be comparable, or better, than existing ring laser gyro technology (Reference 21).

Progress has been made and these predictions have been verified by recent experiments
The sensitivity of the ring laser gyro in limited mainly by operation
(Reference 22).
at low gain levels to avoid nonlinear effects and sensitivity that depends upon a
single transit about the lasing cavity.
The differences in rotationally sensitive optical pathlengths also manifest
themselves in procedures to reduce bias drift
errors.
Ring laser gyros rely on such

techniques as low expansion coefficient optical cavitiea, active pathlength control,
symmetrical placement of anodes and cathodes, to ensure that both counterpropagating
lasing beams in the cavity traverse the same optical path.
Fiber-optic gyros rely on

external elements to the optical sensing path such as polarisers and spatial filters
to ensure the beamr tra,,erse reciprocal paths. The packaging of the fiber coil is
critical since time dependent environmental changes that occur on the order of the

transit time of light through the fiber coil will result in nonreciprocal effects and
a not bias drift.

Scale factor issues for the ring laser largely involve limitations of moans to
overcome look-in and mode pulling phenomenon.
Sufficient progress has, however, beena
made in this area so that corrections of better than one part per million are possible.
in order to achieve a good scale factor for the fiber-optic gyro the most promising
approach appears to be the digital fiber-optic gyro.
The output of this device has a
scale factor equation that is identical to the ring laser gyro.
There are, however,
important differences in the implementation of these devices.
The ring laser gyro
typically uses a helium neon laser which has a very stable wavelength and index of
refraction that is nearly one.
The digitnl fiber-optic gyro can also use a helium neon

laser as a stable source and scale factdr correction techniques may be used to monitor
the optical pathlength change of the fiber coil (Reference 23).

In order to achieve

high performance the coherence of the light source should be as short as possible to

minimise baokscatter.

While this is possible to achieve in a gas laser, solid state

low coherence length light sources such as superradiant diodes and light emitting diodes
are readily available and offer the advantages of solid state technology.
These light
sources however, do change wavelength with such parameters as time, current and

temperature often in a manner that is idfficult to model. The wavelength of the light
source may be measured (Reference 23) if the optical pathlength is known.
This involves
careful packaging and modeling of the fiber coi 1 under various environmental conditions,

the most important of which is temperature.

The limits of linearity and dynamic range of the ring laser gyro depend upon
lock-in and the design of the means to overcome it.
For ring laser gyros utilising
mechanical. dithering this usually means an upper rate limit constrained by the peak
velocity at which the unit is dithered.
Generally, for large ring laser gyros with
optical pathlengths of 30 om, this constrains upper rate to a few hundred degrees per

second for a typical design.

The digital fiber-optic gyro is limited in upper rate

by the dynamic range of the frequency shieters, typically a few thousand degrees per
second.
Both devices may be offset to sense very high rotation rates.
While the operational performance parameters are important,environmental

conditions,

packaging, power requirements, and reliability often dictate the technology that will
be employed for a particular application.
Both ring laser Vyros and fiber-optic gyros

have demonstrated the capacity to operate under hostile environmental conditions that
would be difficult, if not impossible, for mechanical gyros bo perform under.
The major
differences between the technologise' involves the usage of a gas-filled tube as the

active element for the ring laser gyro versus solid-state elements for the fiber-optic
gyro.

Ease of packaging is perhaps one of the most important advantages of fiber-optic
gyro technology over ring laser gyro technology.
The rotationally sensitive fiber coil
may be formed into ovals, racetracks, squares and even nonplanar shapes quickly and
cheaply.
Tradeoffs can readily be made to give optimum senositLvity for constrained
geometries.
A similar change for a ring laser gyro would involve a 4najor development
effort.
The fiber-optic gyro also may be arranged so that the rotationally sensitive
coil is placed remotely from the rest of the optics minimizing the weight for such
applications as seeker heads (Reference 24).
them.

Many advanced applications have severe power and weight constraints placed upon

Currently the power requirements of the two technologies are comparable.

The

ring laser gyro rnquires a power qupply capable of delivering several hundred volts,
but only a few milliamps of current.
The fiber optic gyro utilixes solid state

components,

and may be operatud off a conventional five volt supply but it

has rela-

tively large current requirements presently due to such elements an superradiant

diodes.
Other considerations involve the weight associated with the solid glass block
and dither mechanism associated with the ring laser gyro versus a solid-state light

source and detector, a fiber coil, fiber couplers and polarizers as well as modulators.
When the components involved in construction of a ring laser gyro are compared to those
associated with a fiber-optic gyro, fiber-optic gyro. appear to have a clear advantage
with respect to the potential to be extremely light weight.
Another issue associated with ring laser gyros involves the trade off between sixe
and weight and reliability. The smallest ring lamer gyros that have been made are only
a few centimeters in diameter but have operating lifetimes limited to a few hundred
hours at best. This is due to the relatively high current required to operate the unit
causing the gae medium to be pumped out of the system. A second issue involves low leak
rates that would be insignificant for a large ring laser gyro causing shelf life problems
for a very small unit. Large ring laser gyros such as those built for commercial
aircraft navigation have demonstrated reliability greater than 10,000 hours.
Intrinsifiber-optic gyros are solid-state devices and lifetimes are not size dependent
since the light mource is much smaller than any practical package.
The element that

*cally,

currently appears to be the main limitation for the fiber-optic gyro is the light source
used in many high performance applicationsp the superradiant diode.
The lifetime of
theme units has been steadily improving and presoreened devices have lifetimes on the

order of a few thousand hour..
Zt is expected that further development work will
result in lifetimes in the 10,000 to 100,000 hour range. Light emitting diodes with
extremely long lifetimes (>100,000 hours) are also usable in many applications where
performance requirements are not as high.
TECHNOLOGY COMPARISONS
An important aspect of ring laser and fiber-optic gyros is

their relative afforda-

bility which is closely tied to the technology associated with each device.

Table 3

summarizes some of these considerations. The ring laser gyro is a very specialised
instrument and much of the technology associated with its muccessful introduction ham

been borne by the companies developing the technology and the defense industry.
Fiberoptic gyros, by contrast, have much more synergism with work performed by other
commercial efforts such as the telecommunication industry and will benefit from related
work being performed in support of compact audio disk players and copiers.
Fibor-optic
gyro development is also strongly supported by work being done on other fiber-optic
sensors in the field of acoustic, magnetic and electric field smnming.
An mass production of key elements and subassemblies for the fiber-optic gyro

occurs it is anticipated that this technology will gradually form a significant cost

advantage with respect to the ring :Laser gyro.
This situation will be further augmented
by the ability to assemble the units under conventional manufacturing conditions as
opposed to the more stringent clean-room conditions necessary for the ring laser.

Significant engineering issues remain before fiber-optic gyros with performance
characteristics similar to inertial navigation grade ring laser gyros will exist. It is
anticipated that in the near future fiber-optic gyros will begin to penetrate the market
for devices with bias stability of more than about I degree per hour while ring laser
gyros will dominate the market for inertial navigation grade devices with performance
of 0.01 degrees per hour or less.
Performance applications that require units that fall
between these two regions could go with either technology.
In the long term the critical
question will be the ability of the ring laser gyro to be cost competitive with respect
to the fiber-optic gyro.
Although much of the initial work on fiber-optic gyros was performed at universities
and by industry that traditionally were not participanta in the inertial sensor market
this situation has shifted dramatically in the last few years. Presently, virtually
every major maker of inertial sensors has a fiber-optic gyro program. This may be
representaLive of the relative lack of maturity of this technology when compared to ring

laser qyros.

The number of firms pursuing ring laser gyros has dropped as these sensors

have entered the marketplace.
areas.

Table 4 in a partial list of companies involved in these

SUMMARY
-Tng laser and fiber-optic gyro technology have been tompared.

For high performance

applications of 0.01 degree per hour or better, ring laser technology will dominate in
the near future while fiber-optic gyro will start to make inroads in the 1-10 degree per
hour regime.
In the long term it is expected that fiber-optic gyros will offer a
significant challenge to ring laser gyro technology through advantages related to cost,

power, size, weight and packaging flexibility.
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Table 1.

Gyro Requirements

Scale
FulI
jcase
( /stc)

Factor
Stability
(PPM)

Bias
Stgbility
( /hr)

Wann Up
Time
(sec)

Aircraft Navigation

100

25

.01

>300

High

Not Critical

>1

Space Booster

10-30

50

0.1

>300

Medium

Not Critical

>1

Spacecraft

10

W50

.1-.001

>300

High

Med-Small

>1

Torpedo

400

100-500

10-100

-

Low

Med-Smal1

3-5

Air-to-Ground Tactical

100-200

500

<0.1

60

Very Low

Small

3-5

200-BOO

>1000

10-50

1/4 - 10

Low-Mod

Smel1

5-10

-

Very Low

Small

Application>

Cost

Sill

Life
(Yrs)

Missile (Terminal Aided)
Radar Guided, Ground-Air

Missile
Cannon Launched

>500

"

Table 2. Performance Comparison
Analog Fiber-Optic Gyro
Ring Loser Gyro
Output

F

Aa
Lnn

Digital Fiber-Optic Gyro
4Aa

0,8ffNA aF

Frequency proportional
to rate or counts per
turning angle

F~equency proportional
to rate or counts per
turning angle

Voltzg proportional
to rate

Characteristic
Pathloingth

Generally,_
<cm(longer

50m

Thermal Error&

o Packaging
o Electrode placement
o Pathlangth control

aPackaging
oThermal control and
compensation

Critical Ictsue

Lock-in Compensation

Reduction inScattering
Polarizati on Con trol
1o
>10810.

(longer lengths arw
possible)
o PackagingAP
o Thermal control anid
compensation of
active elements
Reduction inScattering
Polarlzr~tion Control
a

<1 PPM

1000

<1(30 PPI11

Dynamic Range
Scalot Factor
Correction

5km
lengths aer
possible)
-

-

10,000 PPM

50m

Skm

-

Tiblo 3. Technology Comparisons
Analog Fiber-Optic Gyro
Ring Laser Gyrs

Digital Fiber-optic Gyro

Litetime Determinant

Gas-tilled Tube

Solid-State Components

Solid-Stato Components

Precision Machin~ing

yet

No

110

Precision Alignment

Yes Mirrors

Light Source Pigtail ing
Fibet, Coupler Fabrication

Inte rfacing to
Frequoncy Shifters

Dither Mechanism to
Avoid Lock-In

Yes

No

No

Ultra-clean Room
Assembly

Yes

No

No

Flexible Geometry

No

Yes

Yes

Closely Related
Support Industries

Mone

o Telecoimmunications
a Audio A Video
Compact Disk Players

0 Teleconmmunications
o Audio A Video
Compact Disk Players
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Table 4.

Partial Listing of Companies Active In thu Area

Ring Laser Gyros

Analog Fiber Optic Gyros

Digital Fiber Optic Gyros

British Aerospace

AEG-Telefunken
...

British Aerospace

Honeywell

Honeywell

---

Litton
.S
......
---

Litton
McDonnell

Litton
McDonnell Douglas
Nippon Electric Company
SEL
...
...

)ouglas

SEL
Singer
STL

Singer
---

---

Sundstrand
...--

Thomson-CSF
Sperry
Bendix

Northrop

Lear Sleglar
Northrop

1986

..
...
--Northrop

I 8 Ring"

FiberOpUtic

Gyro ProdutTarget Area

Gyro Product

Cannon

1,000

Target A

L._._Launche
io

I.on'--

Sets0A

Cruise

Roder

Areas

JetTFlight end

"P~on

Control

10Tactical

Ar ov a on

Ml aslie

Rolbotlcs

Boosters

10
1,000

100

Rate Grides
Gyro
Figure 1.

e-r

10

Dlnraft
1
0.1
Null Stability (deg/hr)

0.01

0.001

Tactical Grids

Inertial Navigation

yro

Grade Gyro

1985 Ring Lawer and Fiber-Optic Gyro Product T'rget Areas

-
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•'igaure 2.

Figure 3.

Optical Path with an Arbitrarily Shaped Perimeter

Differential Element for the Integral of Equation Four (4)
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Behavlor - -

Observed

Behavior

Figure 4.

Look-In Zone

IFixod
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RRotatton inchngrotationgMro
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Figure S.
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Ion

Nonlinear gE-fects of the Lock-In Zone
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Readout
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Figure 6.
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block Diagram of Lhe Analog Fiber-optic Gyzj
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Figure 8. Block Diagram of the Digital Fiber-OptinI Gyro
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DISCUSSION
J,Fridman, US
hi your system you use a super luminescent edge emitting LED as a source to overcome modal noise, rather than a
cohereni source, s proposed by Dr Culshaw In the previous pa.per No,2. Please comment on the reasons for tak!ng this
well-known approach, and the advantages or disadvantages of your tuchnique over Dr Cutlauw's approach.
A•athor's' Reply
Appropriate techniques have been developed to uotnpensate for scale factor shifts due to tempe.vaturc dependence of
superluminescent diode wavelengths. Given that sufficient power Is available from these diodes, the use of the
broadbana source alleviates sensltivitv to the backscatter problems that one addressed in Paper No.2.
J.Willon, UK
In the down-well two-axis gyro, how is the rate information transmitted to the surface? An
there any plan to use optical
ilbres for transmission?
Author's Reply
Strictly conventional telemetry system. No, the customer only requires the sensors at present.

iii
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Closed loop fiber optic gyro

D.H.Lewla, B.Badnarz, J.A.Dankowyoh,

K,Jew, G.Joalin, W.A.Young

Advanced Optiol Systems Oroup, Litton Systems (Canada) Limited
25 Cityview Dr., Rexdule, Ontario, Canada,
M9W 5A7

Abstract
SThis

paper desorlbes a breadboard closed loop gyroscope using ordinary single mode fiber and a multimode diode laser. Closed loop rotation rate bias stability data are prosented for both short torm (T - 1
seae) and long term (C - 100 sec., NT - 6 hrs). The performance of the gyro Is displayed in the frequency
domain as well as in the time domain. The performance anhieved was a rotation rato nolan of 5 0/hr for I
see. Interation, 0.55 0/hr for 100 second integration and an extrapolated drift of 0.09
4/hr. The long
term %6 hours) bias etability was I 0/hr.

Introduotion
Since the first demonstration of a Sagnao Interferometer in a glass fiber In 1 9 7 6 kt work on fiber optic
gyros has progressed rapidly, It now seems clear that all of the important noise and drift meuhaniams are
understood. Gyro configurations demonstrating excellent short and long term random drift Have been reported',t', Other gyro configurations exhibiting linear behaviour over a large range have also been
desoribed#OY. Nothing has been published on gyros that exhibit both good long term drift (< 0.1 °/hr for
more thin 10 hours) and high linearity using ordinary single mode fiber. This paper describes a breadboard
gyro that In potentially capable of such performance and presents preliminary performance data, The optical components of the gyro are mounted In a relatively compact 2500 am' package with an assoolted electronic. module. This arrangement was chosen to allow commercially available components to be used and
still
have a gyro small enough to undergo a range or performance tests,
System description
The gyro (rigure 1) is a simple S&anao interftrometer In a configuration described first by Ulrich%, To
this has been added two aoousto-optio modulators (AOAs) and integral gain servo electronics to provide a
phaea nulling closed loop system as described by Davis and Ezekielk. The gonersto., driving one of the AoMn
is sinumoidelly frequency modulated to provide the phase modulation that is used to measure the not nonreciprocal phase shift. The same generator is frequency modulated to produce a non-reciprocal frequency
shift in the fiber coil and a proportional non-reclprocal phase shift. The integral gain servo electronics
maintains the not non-reciprocal phase shift at zero. The output of the gyro is the differenac between the
frequencies of generators 1 and 2.
The principal attractions of this system are the strict linearity of the gyro output and the nominal Inasnsitivity of the output to intensity fluctuations. There arm, oa' course, some disadvantages. The gyro
soAls factor is a funolon of the refractive index of the fiber, and so of temperature. There Is a bias
thut results Ii the optical paths between the primary directional coupler and the AOM¶care of unequal
lengths. For this gyro a I mm dirferanca will produce a bias of 530 0/hr. Another bias source lu caused by
frequency dependence of the AOM etfliolenoiej. Because one of the AOMs is frequency modulated, this produoas an amplitude modulation of the light which, in general, will have a component at the reference rrequenoy. The bias resulting from this amplitude modulation can be reduced by selecting the reference period
to be twili the transit time of the loep'. This method requires the modulation coffioients to be independent if the direction of propagation. Unfortunately an important source of amplitude modulation arises
from operation of the frequonoy modulated AOM at other than the Bragg angle. This misalignment will normally be different for the two direotiont of propagation at the AOM, which will cause the amplitude modulation coefficients to depend upon propagation direction.
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module

The optics module (Figure 2) is divided into two compartments. One contains the riber sensing coil while
the other contains the remaining optical oomponents.Tho coil oompartment is thermally insulated from the
rest of the components and Is internally mounted in such a way an to minimize the thermal gradients. The
coil is also shielded against magnetic fields. The heat generating components are mounted on the top plate
to reduoe heat transfer to the spool.
The fiber pigtails on the various components
The gyro is a nearly all fiber system with two bulk AOM.
are fusion spliced. The direotions1 couplers ore biconical fused taper types. The fiber polarizer is a section of coiled birefringent fiber. The loser is a multimode semiconduotor unit with a oentre wavelnngt?, of'
8.5 nm. Its spectrum Is shown in Figure 3. Three types of polarization controllers have been used ,
manual', magnetic squeezer' and piezoelectric squeezer".
The svnsing coil consists of 500 m of non-polarizatlon-preserving fiber orthocyclically wound with 22
layers at 48 turns per layer on an aluminum spool. The mean dinmeter of tho cull i 15.1 cm. The fiber Is
Corning XSMF, a single-mode transmission grade type with a 5 um core, a outorf wavelength of 780 nm and a
transmission lose of 2.2 dB/km.
As the AOMs and their associated lenses are a potential source of Instability, considerable effort wen4
into the design of this portion of the gyro. Graded index (GRIN) lenses were ohosen to collimate the light
through the AOMe becauos of their superiority to conventional lenses. Each GRIN lena is mounted in one end
of a case 5 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length. The other end of the case accepts a single mode fiber
pigtail held in place by UV curing epoxy resin. This assembly produces a collimator with exoellent meohanlool and thermal stability and negligible phase distortion of the transmitted beam.
For fibers terminated in ORIN lenses, fiber to fiber coupling efficiencies approaching 90 perdant were
measured. This efficiency can be attributed to the AR coating on the GRIN to air Interfaces and the excellent index and modal match between the ORIN lens and the single mode fiber. These properties also greatly
that are often experienced when using bulk optic oomporeduce the prob)-ims of backacatter end rflction
nents. The GRIN collimators also exhibited a high degree of oollimation. The projected light was found to
have a divergence of 3.6 mrad, which is only marginally in excess of the beam divergence that is oonslstent with the measured beam waist. The beam to casing oollinearity was measured to be better than 4 mrnd.
The overall efficiency of the ORIN - AOM assembly wae moasured as 53 percent.
Each GRIN - AOM module was assembled as a unit, with each ORIN lone mounted in a vye block whose
mounting surfaces were iround to compensate for the lons' measured collinearity errors. The ORIN - AOM
block has proven to be a stable arrangement. We expoot that improved beam to casing collinesrity will ulmplify the mount construction.
The power budget for the gyro starts with the fact that a minimum of 9 do of input power is lost at
unused coupler arms before reaching the detector. In the breadboard gyro, Oouplers are not ideal and have
an insertion loss of 0.9 dB. The sensing coil is 500 m in length with en attenuation of 2.2 dB/km for a
total loss of 1.1 do. The AOM modules in the sensing coil each contribute 3.0 do of loss for a total loss
of 6.0 dB. The fiber polarizer oonlrlbutos a 1.0 do insertion lose to Incoming and outgoing light for a
total lose of 2.0 do. These individual components composed of dissimilar fibers are all connected by fusion
splices each having a mean loss of 0.4 dB for a total splice loss of 6.0 do. Finally, all of these components had to be packaged which required banding of the fiber leading to approximately 3 do of bend loss.
This power budget shows a total loss between the multimode laser source And detector of 30.7 do.

allela
Figure 2. Optics module
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Figure 3. Multimode laser diode spectrum.

Eleatronics
The servo electronics is straightforward except for one point, the phase detector Includes a bandpass
filter that has notches at the second end fourth harmonics of the reference frequency. This Is necessary
beoausa the photodiode output contains large components at even harmonica of the referenof frequency and
real phase datectors are oensitive to these signal components. This will cause an offset in the gyro
output that Is proportional to intensity. In order to obtain soma criterion for specifying even harmonlo
rejection requirevents let the offset be no larger than the shot noise amplitude with an integration time
of 100 oeoonda, For the breadboard gyro the sejond harmonic rejection must be better than 130 d8. As the
four'th through eighth harmonics are not negligible with respect to the second, attention must be paid to
them also. It must be appreciated that this second harmonic rejection criterion is arbitrary and in fact Is
not good enough for high accuracy applicatione. It is also worth nmphasizing that the required value of
second harmonic rejection is a function of poaH Photocurrent, peak phase modulation, and fringe visibility
factor.
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Now that an estimate has been made of the tolerable magnitude or oven harmonic sensitivity, the performance that can be expected of real phase detectors must be examined. One form of phase sensitive detector
is an analog multiplier with one input a low distortion sine wave. This suffers from two problems z even
harmonics in the reference mine wave, and even harmonic sensitivity in the modulator, Measurements made on
the very high accuracy Analog Devices A0534 analog multiplier give low frequency second harmonic rejection
of somewhat more than 70 dB. Unfortunately not only is this figure much too low but it degrades as the
frequency increases. There Is not much point In looking for a better multiplier as it is vary difficult to
generate a reference sine wave that has a second harmonic that Is more than 60 dB below the fundamental.
Switching synchronous rectifiers are not much better but at least are cheaper, simpler and require a
square wave reference rather than a high quality sine wave. A principle source of even harmonic sensitivity
in this type of phase oensitive detector is asaymmetry In the the reference "square" wave. If the rectifier
is modelled as a polarity revereing switch with the non-Inverting halt cycle d seconds shorter than one
half of the period of T asecnnd, edif
d Is very small, the ratio between the 2kth harmonic and the fundamental Is approximately 2wd/T. Note that this approximation Is independent of the order of the harmonic.
For d - I nanosecond and T - 5 microsecond (200 kHz), the even harmonic sensitivity is -58 dB with respect
to the fundamental. It is possible that with careful component selection and circuit layout that d could
be reduced to 0.1 nanosecond. This would provide a 20 dB improvement in even harmonic sensitivity. These
figures assume there are no Aonlinearities in the switching circuit that could produce a degradation in the
even harmonic rejection. Measurements on this type of phase detector show '10 dB appears to be a practical
upper limit at a reference frequency of 200 kHz
The phase sensitive detectors are so far short of the required performance that some form of filtering
to reduce the even harmonics Is clearly required. The filter should be a bandpass type with notches at the
low even harmonica. The pass band. centred on the reference frequency, should have arithmetin symmetry, a
bandwidth of twice the required serve open loop bandwidth and a linear phase response. A simple filter
with these characteristics (second and fourth harmonic notches only) was developed.
In order to allow drift runs to be performed under the control of a laboratory computer a custom interface to the AOMdriver generators was constructed. This contains two high speed 32 bit counters that
count the frequencies of the AOM drivers. At selactable intervals the counter contents are stored without
resetting the counters and then transferred to the computer over an 1EE1485 General Purpose Interface. In
the computer counter overflows are compensated and the two counts are subtracted to live gyro output
angle. Because one of the frequencies is frequency modulated by the refdrenoe It Is important that the
count transfer intervals be integriO multiples of the reference period, The Interface logic provides tits
function.
Polarization control
The original gyro design was based upon the expectation that the extinction ratio of the fiber polarlzer
would be high. Thus it wee proposed to control loop polarization by a simple hill climbing process to
maintain the interforometor output Intensity approximately constent in the face of temperature Changes.
Unfortunwtcly, in the early gyro test phase, the bias stability was poor. An estimate of the operational
extinction ratio of the fiber polariser was made and found to be only about 35 dB, Thus it was evident
that improved polarization control must be provided. A polarization controller was added in series with
the source and a higher accuracy control algorithm was developed.
Cyro drift performance
With the computer interface described above it is an easy matter to accumulate bias stability data over
long drift runs. Because the frequency counters are not roast when their contents are transferred to the
computer, the data in the computer is proportional to accumulated angle. Thus it can be sampled at any
convenient multiple of the transfer period with a minimum of quantization error.
Figure 4 shows the results of a six hour drift run. The rotation rate bias is stable to within 1 °/hr
during this period. Figure 5 displays the noise amplitude spectrums corresponding to the same run. The spectrum shows a low frequency spike and graphically indicates at what frequency our long term noise problems
begin. The spectrum is white above .01 Harts. The noise amplitude vs integration time curve is given in
Fgure 6. The short term noise is 5.0 0/hr (0 second) Whilp the long term rate noise Is 0.55 °/hr (100
second). The extrapolated drift (1.D.) - 0.093 0 / VAt,. whereas we expect 0.015
/ /hr from shot plus
quantization noise. The random walk coefficient Is 0.22 t Ahr
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Summnary

We believe our resulta to be unique In that we have shown that good long term stability in aohiev.ble
In a cosed loop system using AOMi , a muLtimode laser diode and ordinary single mode fiber. These last
two components are considerably less expensive than the more exotic auperluminesoent diodes and polariza1
Wion holding fibera used by other reaearcherall ". We have determined that our ahort term performance is
limited by electronic noise which at present a almost an order of magnitude above quantization noiwe.
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What kind of optical power do you got back to the detector?
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SUMMARY
This paper reports recent progress made in developing a time-division-multiplexed,
optic hydrophone array using optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) techniques.

fibre

IrTRODUCTION
Interferometric fibre optic sensors are attraotive because of their high sensitivity
relative to other types, such as those based on intensity modulation.
Most reported to
date have been single sensors, but there is currently considerable interest in using
multiplexing techniques to drive an array of passive sensors from one source and
detector.
Such a system was recently reported by the authors (ref 1).
The basic operating principle is shown in figure 1.
The system consists of a
ocnoatenated series of identical optical fibre sensors (which in the simplest case would
be coils of fibre), each joined to the next by a partially-refleting joint.
Pairs of
optical pulses, generated by applying pulses of RI to the Sragg cell, are launched into
one end of the array.
The first
and second pulses of each pair have slightly different
frequencios f(1) and f(2) respectively.
As the transmitted pulses propagate down the
array, a small proportion is reflected back from each partially-reflocting joint, and a
series of reflections is received on a photodiode (figure 2).
The delay between the two
transmitted puleos is chosen to be equal to the two-way propagation time through each
mensing section, so-that the reflection of the first
pulse from a particular joint is
received simultaneously with the reflection of the second pulse from the preceding
joint.
The two therefore mix on the photodiode and generate a heterodyne signal, whose
phase depends on the difference in optical paths,
However their paths only differ by
twice the length of the sensor that separates the two relevant reflecting joints, and
therefore changes in the length of this sensor, caused for example by acoustic signals,
modulate the phase of the heterodyne signal.
The photodiode output consists of a
sequence of short burst. of phase-modulated heterodyne signal, ean corresponding to a
particular sensor in the array.
If the whole cyole is repeated continuously the
photodiode
output
consists
of
a
set
of
phase-modulated
carriers
time-division-multiplexed together.
The acoustic signal on a particular sensor can then
be recovered by demultiploxing and phase-demodulating the photodiods output.
Recently, improvements have been made in four main areas: development of partially
reflecting splices; development of a high power single mode gas laser for umv In the
present system; development of a balanoced-optical-path arrangement to allow shorter
coherence length sources to be used in future systems; and development of an all-fibre
frequency shifter, with the ultimate aim of producing a complete all-fibre system.
Partially reflooting splices
The fabrication of suitable Iow-lome,
partially reflecting joints is crucial to the
system.
There is an optimum value for the size of reflection required, which depends on
the number of sensors in the array.
For an array of ton sensors the optimum reflectivity is calculated to be in the range
0.1% to 9.0, depending on the source power and system looses.
A convenient way of
producing a small reflection with low @ezems loss, is to introduce a refractive indox
mismatch into the optical beam.
Frosnel reflection then occurs at each interface.
Early breadboard systems, constructed to show the feasibility of the technique, uAoed
fibre joints with a small air gap between the fibre ends,
This produced a pair of
silica/air
interfaces, each having a reflectivity of approximately 4%, in effect forming
a low-finesse Fabry Perot cavity.
The total
reflectivity
of such a splice, is
approximately a sinusoidal
function of the fibre end separation,
having maxima
approaching 16% and minima clooe to ereo.
plices fabricated in this way were rather
loamy, and the reflection coefficient was highly sensitive to environmental effects such
as temperature and strain on the splice support.
This latter efftct was due to the
d:Ifficulty of adequately supporting the fibre enUs and maintaining their separation.
Improved splices, having greater stability and lower transmission loesees, have recently
been produced bW setting the fibre ends in transparent media having a different
refractive index from silica
(figure 3).
This technique still produces a double
reflection and splice reflectivity is therefore edill a function of end separation, but
once the potting medita has met the splice is quite stable and relatively insensitive to
environmental effects.
Various different potting media have been tried, including UV-setting cement (ref index
*
1.81)
visible light cured adhesive (ref in4ex w 1.59) and polystyrene (ref index 1.6).
The optically cured adhesives are particularly convenient to use and give maximum
theoretical refleotivities of 0.10% and 1% for the types mentioned above.
Polystyrene
gives a theoretical maximum reflectivity of 1% but must be melted in order to make the
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joint, although this can be done easily with a small elsctrical herter element.

In this

way polystyrene splices have been made with reflection coefficients of 0.5% to 0.8% and
a transmission loss of 0.5 dB.
High power single mode gas laser.

experiments on the sensor array was a 1mW HeNe device
The laser used for initial
operating at a wavelength of 1152 am. This had a multi-longitudinal mode output which
was responsible for a certain amount of fading of the received heterodyne signal, due to
Additionally, the lmW output power
drifting of the modes within the laser gain curve.
An improved
was only sufficient to drive an array of up to two sensors plus a download.
one
with the cim of producing 10mW output in
source was therefore developed,
longitudinal mode.
Conventional gas lesors have an output spectrum consisting of a set of discrete lines or
The total
modes, whose frequency separation is dependent on the length of the cavity.
number of those modes in the spectrum depends on the Doppler-broadened linswidth.
Laming can be confined to a single longitudinal mode by replacing one of the Cavity
The secondary cavity
mirrors with a pair, thus forming a secondary cavity (figure 4).
behaves like a single mirror with wavelength dependent refloctivity, maxima ooouring
Labor modes having
when the cavity length is an integral number of half wavelengths.
Thus
wavelengths that do not coincide with theme reflection maxima will be suppressed.
by judicious choice of mirror refloot vit ,es and epaoings, a three mirror single mode
laser can be constructed.
Such a laser was constructed to operate at 1162 am. A rigid structure of Invar rods was
The low thermal expausion
used to support the gas discharge tube and the throe mirrors.
coefficient of Invar helped to minimise the effect of temperature fluctuations on the
mirror separations, but a piszoeleotric support for one of the mirrors was still
necessary to control the length of the secondary Mavity and maintain single mode
operation.
Figure 5 shows the omission spectra of the laser with two and three mirrors: an
was used to remove low intenmity lines at wavelengths other than
interference filter
The laser had a total output power of 13mW, with 9mW concentrated iii a single
1152 am,
mode at 1152 nm.
interfeoromotr.
Balanoed optical path
In the basic system described in the introduction, the two light beams that interfere on
the photodiode to produce a signal originate in the laser consecutively with a time
This meaqs that the cohorenoe time of the laser must exceed t, or the
difference t.
On current systems t is of the order of lus and the coherenoe
beams will not interfere.
requirement has therefore precluded the use of short coherenoe length sources such an
semiconductor or solid state lasers, both of which are more compact and rugged than gas
A second consequence of the time difference between the generation of the twu
laseri.
ulses, is that any fluctuations in laser frequency will cause fluctuations
interferting
in the heterodyne freouenoy, which are indistinguishable from phase modulation due to
The balanced optical path configuration, described below, avoids
sound on the monsor.
both these problems and ti expected to reduce laser microphony in current systems and
enable Nd:VAO or semioon~uctor lasers with phase-noiso reduction to be used in future
systems.
A balanced optical path is achieved by generating the transmitted optical pulse pair
pulse, which to split into two paths, one of which cor'ains a
from a single initial
The two paths are then combined, psoduoing the required
delay and a frequency shifter.
This "pre-delay" ti matched to the differential delay in the minsor
pairs of pulses.
array, thus forming a balanced system, with the minimum souroe coherence length being
determined by the error iL matching the delays.
Figure 6 shows an all-fibre configuration of the balanced system using a fibre serrodyne
This device is described in the next
frequency shifter currently undur development.
section.
All-fibro froeuonoy shifter
It is well known that an optijal phase shi*twr can be driven with a ramp waveform to
can be
A simple optical fibre phase shifter
groduae a frequency shift (ref 2).
constructed by winding fihre on to a MET cylinder (ref 3); voltages applied to the PET
strain the fibre and produce a phase shift in the propagating light. However, if such a
PIT is driven with a sawtooth waveform to produce a frequency shift, severe ringing
We have
occurs, particularly on the flyback, resulting in a badly distorted phase ramp.
simple idea, for reducing the reeonAno,)G and
devised three molifications to this
improving the fidelity of the response.
A small strain gauge was attached to the PST cylinder iu order to monitor ite response.
The basic intention wav to apply feedback to force the PeT to lollow the applies drive
Initially the trensfer function of the PET was found to havU large
signal aoourately.
resonances, and these had to be reduced by mechanical
phase shifts
coinciding with its
This was
damping before feedback could be applied, or the system would have oscillated.
Modification of
achieved by picking the PZT in a proprietary plastic damping compound.
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the ramp waveform uwed to drive the PZT so as to remove the sharp edges without
affecting the linear portion also holpud.
Negative feedback was then applied (Zigure 7)
and resulted in a considerable improvement, the ouptut of the strain gaugo accurately
following the PZT drie
signal at ramp repetition rates up to 10KBz.
The device was incorporated into one arm of a fibre Mach "ehnder interforometer so that
its optical performance could be inqestigated.
The heterodyne signal generated at the
output of the interferometer during the linear ramp section* was found to be slightly
distorted, indicating that the optical fibre was not experiencing quite the same strain
an the strain gauge.
Further modifications are therefore requiled before the device
will be of practical use; however theme early results are hishy encouraging and
subsequent devices are expected to give improved performance.
Conclusion
We have described a fibre optic hydrophone array, consisting of a chain of passive
sensors addressed by coherent optical time domain refleatometry, and recent progreas
made in improving the system.
The areas In which improvements were described are:
fabrication
of reflective
splices between sensors;
the construction
of a high
performance gas laser source; modifications to the optical system to enable short
coherence length sources to be used in subsequent systems; and an all-fibre serrodyne
frequency shifter.
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DISCUSSION
S.Wntanabe, US
Do you see ,ignificant veriations in mixing efficiencies among the multiplexed snsors?
Author's Reply
Yes, thk is due to polarisation fluctuations. We have wayi .. compensate for this but we are not compensatitig at
present, An t-xpensive wi~y to cure the problem is polarimtktion preset ving fibres,
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MAGNETIC AND PRESSURE SENSORS USING THE COMPENSATED
POLARIMETRIC SENSOR CONFIGURAT1N
J P DAKIN,

C R BATCHELLOR AND J A REX

PLESSEY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS RESEARCH LIMITED
ROKE MANOR, ROMSEY, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND
ABSTRACT
Two identical lengthn of high birefringence fibre spliced together with a 900 axial
rotation to couple their orthogonal birefringent axes form the basis of a compensated
This can be used to detect differential strains in
polarimetric optical fibre sensor.
the two fibre lengths caused by much phenomena as hydrostatic pressure or magnetic
fields (the strain being introduced by magnetostriotive material bonded to the fibre).
Magnetic and pressure sensors have been constructed using this principle and have shown
good sensitivity yet better stability than Maoh-Zehnder arrangements.
INTRODUCTION
The polarimetric optical fibre sensor was first
proposed by Rashle.gh of the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory and has been used to detect acoustic
and magnetic fields,
temperature, electrical current and wtrain (Ref. 3).
The compensated version developed
at Plessey ESR (Ref. 1) offers two main advantages over the original polarimetric
sensor.
Firstly, the original sensor of reference 3 could show an undesirable response
to changes in Its ambient eonditions, as well as detecting the parameter required,
whereas the compensated polarimntrio sensor (CPS) is insensitive to any common-mode
change of ambient conditions affecting both halves of the fibre.
Secondly, the CPS is
much less sensitive to phase noise in its
light source, and can even employ a relatively
incoherent LED source when well balanced (Ref 2).
We will first
describe the theory nf operation and the construction of a compensated
polarimetrio optical fibre sensor system, and then the application of this system to the
measurement of AC and DC magnetic fields, and to the measurement of differential
hydrostatic pressure.
Finally, we will briefly doescribe a method for conferring
download insensitivity vc these sensors.
Theory of Operation of the Compeneated Polarimetric Sensor System
A conventional polarimetric sensor (Fig. 1) uses a length of polarisation-maintlaning
optical fibre, which transmits light in two orthogonally polarised modes which have
different propagation velocities.
Ptane-polarised light launched into the fibre at 45.
to its
polarisation axes will couple equal optical power into each of the two modes.
The fibre introduces a phase delay between the two modes propagattng along it.
Changes
in this delay can be observed simply by using an analyser at 45
to the polarisation
axes,
The light intensity passing through the analyser is propurtional to 1 + corn
where 0 is the relative phase delay between the two polarisation modes.
External
physical fields can be made to change this phase delay, and are hence detected as cyclic
variations of the analyser output.
More sophisticated polarisation analysers can
provide compensation for intensity changes and even allow tracking of phase changes over
more than 2vt radians.
The simple polarimetric sensor has two disadvantages.
Firstly
its
phase delay and hence output signal respond to changes bot:i in temperature and
otrain in the fibre. 8 Secondly, the differential phase delay introduced by the fibre may
be as great as 3.10O radians in 100 metres, so that light launched into the fibre must
be highly coherent in order to give high fringe contrast and low phase noise at the
output from the analyser.
The compensated polarimetric sensor (Fig. 2) overcomes both these disadvantages.
It
cousists of two identical lengths of polarimation- maintaining fibre which are spliced
together with a 90e axial rotation in order to couple orthogonal polarisation axes.
Light Is input as before, but the phase delay between modes introduced in the first
fibre length is exactly cancelled in the second.
The fast mode in the first
length
comples into the alow mode of the second, and vice versa, so there is no net phase delay
at the output.
Any uniform change in the physical conditions of the whole sensor will not affect the
output signal, because the resulting change in the first
length's phase delay is
cancelled by an identical change in thw meoond fibre length.
The parameter to be mensed
it allowed to change the phase delay in one of the fibre lengths relative to the other,
caucing an overall phase delay which is detected at the analyser.
Hence the CPS is
sensitive co differential mode but not common mode cnanges.
As the overall phase delay in a well compensated sensor will always be small, a light
source of relatively high rhase noise will normally give insignificant excess noise at
the analyser.
Reference 2 describes the succesful operation of a CPS with an LED
source showing that high fringe contrast may be achieved even using relatively broad
linewidth sources.
Construction of Basic System
The layout cf the basic CPS oyster is shown in

Fig. 3.
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The polarieation-mkl.ntaining optioal fibre used in this study war type HB 800/1 made by
York Teohnology Ltd., with core diameter Sum and cladding diameter 12?!um.
It has a
"bowtie" pattern of borosilicate glass within the e.adding region our particular example
having a beat length of 2.4:m at a wavelength of 633nm.
To make the CPS f.bre, two equal lengths of polarisatioin-maintaining fibre were out and
their ends bared of coating.
The polarisation mae• at the fibre ends could then be
located by viewing the bortie pattern on the fibre endface under a microscope.
Using
this technique, the fibre length. were aligned end to end with a relative 90. twist.
The ends were then laterally
adjusted to brine the fibre cores into line, using
maximisation of light transmission between the lengths.
Finally the ends were butted
together and fusion spliced.
The
CPS
fibre
requires
an
input
light
beam either
circularly
polarised
or
plane-polarised at 45o to each polarisation axis. This enour'e that an equal intensity
of light is launched into each polarisation mode of the fibre.
The light source used
was a Hitachi HL 78011 laser diode which emitted infrared light at a wavelength of
780m, and was plane-polarined horizontally with an extinction ratio of 40.
The polarisation axeo
of the fibre were aligned at 45. to the laser junction.
For
initial
experiments, discrete optical components were used to efficiently launch th.d
laser into the fibre.
Naturally in a practical sensor the launching system tay be
greatly simplified by using a packaged laser with a factory-aligned polarisationmaintaining fibre tail.
The polarisation state leaving the CPS fibre may be most simply analyseed by a linear
polariser at 456 to the polarisation axes, and the transmitted light measured to give
the sensor's output signal. This was performed by a slilcon PIN photodiode covered wth
an infrared polarimer, while a aecond uncovered silicon photodiode within the same
package measured the total light intensity leaving the fibre to allow compensation for
source intensity fluctuation.
The fibre end was fixed in a ferrule and held firmly in
place so that its
(unfocuseed) output cone of light illuminated both photodiodes,
with
its
polarimation axes aligned at 45. to the axis of the linear polarinser (FiW.
4).
Although this arrangement has higher losses than a polarimation dependent beam splitter,
it has sigoificant savings in both cost and complexity, aLd hence is a more practical
proposition for many low cost sensot applications.
The photodiode photocurrents arq converted to proportionate voltages by trausimpedence
amplifiers.
Thus the "analysed" output, V , is proportional to 1 + co•
(0 m phase
delay introduced in the fibre as beforb
and the bare photodiodse output, VT, is
proportional to the total output intensity.
These two signals may be electronically
divided, and ae V is also proportiona, to total output intensity, the divider output in
therefore again Rroportional to the factor (1 + con 0), but is uow independent of the
total light intensity in tne fibre and amplitude noise is eliminated.
Application of the Compensated Polartmetrio System to Magnetic Sensing
A magnetic field can be made to strain an optical fibre simply by honding the fibre to a
magnetostrictive material.
Magnetostriitive material deforms parallel to an applied magnetic field, with the
deformation approximating to a parabolic function of fieol
ttrength.
The ma:Snetic
sensor was construoted by bonding strips of magnetostrictivo metallic glass on opposite
side* of a polarisatlon-maintaining fibre, formiLg a "4aUa.1wich" as illustrated in Fig.
5. Metglases 2605UC metallic glas supplied by Allied Corporation was used, and the beat
bonding agent was found to be a rubber-based contact adhesive,
The megnetostriotive element was placed in a solenoid to produce a magnetic field
parallel to the fibre.
Measurements were made of the change of phase delay, 6,
resulting from the application of magnetic field, 6 B.
The DC response is plotted in
Fig. 6; the curve was a reasonable approximation to the expected parabolic shape, except
it did not pass through the origin, due to an offset in the readings.
The ordinate
offset was believed to be due to magnetic remanonce in the megnetoetriotive material,
which had not been annealed, whereas the abscissa offset was probably caused by a
systematic phase offset from the point of quadrature of the CPS,
From the *hapve of thA
curve, it is apparent that the small-signal AC sensitivity Improves with incrmasing VC
bias field as anticipated.
Barlier workers have already reported the possibility of
annealing
the magnetostrictive
material
to reduce
remanenoe but
the
long-term
effectiveness of this process during mainetic "cycling" must remain in question.
The
frequency response of the magnetic seesor ti shown in Fig. 7; the amplitude of
alternating phase delay resulting from an AC field amplitude of 57uT, plus a DC bias
field of 339uT, is plotted against frequency.
There are several peaks of response due
to mechanical resonances of the magnetostriotive element, and a region of high
sensitivity around 2OkHz to 50kHz.
Here the sensitivity per unit length (with a DC bias
of 339uT) is given by:O

-

1900 radians.

T'I.m"1
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where L Is the length of fibre bonded t'1 the magustonTeAtive NtZ pe (10cm) and Ah is
theeAC field amplitude.
The minimum detectable field o' the pmagnetic toneor is 2bn5t
(baseo.upon the minimum detectable phase chhnge of ý,he detector s!stem of 5 z 10i
Hz
).
radiLns. Hr

by bonufAg greater lergthe of
Clearly, the Lanmetlo wonsor's response could be ircrassd
fibre to the magnetontrictive elemint, using configurotione much as illustratkd in Pig.
The app•!iation of the compensated pola 'imetovic Wysttm for menaiAg preesure
Isotropic pressure will, auso straip In poloricitAoh-mintaining optical fibre, and
hence a differential mode delay.
Therefore m CPS for seneing pressure cai
be "ade
simply by sholosing one of the fibre lengths 'In a oChamber, which aau be pressuris6d with
Yor this study, hoth
the second length In close therWkl oontact, but unpiteSurisod.
fibre lengths rore enclosed (Fig. 9) no that they could be ,idependently pr*seurised in
nLd common-mode responneef
L compensated men.or.
order to demonstrate tie
differen'tal
The sensor was arranSed in the basic CPS oonfigurttion, and 1he changes of phase dols),
40, resulting from step changes in the differential pressure bwtwsen the ohambers, AP,
were measured.
When the ch,%mbers were air-filled, tho sensor was fuund to resaond Vpore
to the tvansient temperature rise oaumed by &diabatio compression than to the priam'ure
rise itself.
However, temporarily covering the fibre with water vitrtuall
eliminated
(A practical
the transient component of the response due to this temperature rise.
sensor may utilise a compliant silicone ribber filling).
The senettivity per unit
length was found to be
- 4.04 x 10"

radians.

Pa-

whore L in tho length of the fibre preesurised (1.5m).
Pig. 10 compares the
differential
and common mode responses of the preaAare sensor. Both photographo show a
trace of output voltaSg
V , agsinst time orer a 40kPa step deerease in predosure.
T4e
common mode response 1i lsnG than 3% of the differential responve.
This common mode
response may have boen due to a slight Imbalance between the length& of f1brt in the two
chambers.
The pressure nenaorso respense may te increased aimiply by incroaacng the
length of fibre presourised, as its
sensitivity is p'.oportional to this length,
In
addition, this is likely to improve the common mode rejection rat~o ts small errors in
matching their lengths, or popitioning of the fibre within tho ohamberm will be less
significant.
A Compensated PolarimetrJo Sensor with Xnsensitive Dow1easdo
The compenasted polarimetric sensors described so far have boon sensitive to localiled
mtrains or temperature changes over their whole lengths from source to detector.
This
was exploited in brtnging them to a quadrature point by locailised heating, but it would
not be desirable in a practioal sensor.
A configuration for a CPS with insensitive
downloads from source to sensint
element and sensing element to detector is shown in
Fig. 11.
This is an extension of a previously published method for remoting a
conventional polarimetric sensor (Ref. 4).
The sensing element consists of two identical fibre lengths joined by a 90# splice as
before, whereas the extension leads are further lengths of polarinstion-maintaining
fibre spliced to the sensing fibre, with a 459 relative rotation about their axes at
each splice.
The light sotroe system is now arranged to launch light into only )ne
plane-polarised mode of the first dowrlgad.
Thus the light transmitted to the sening
pair of fihres is plane-polarimed at 45 to their polariOation axes, as required.
The
light leaving the sensing element would be analysed into components at 45
to the
element's polarlsation axes by the secoud download.
The intensity of either of the
plane-polarised modes leaving the second download would be measured, tn give an output
signal proportional to I + coo 0.
The total light intensity leaving the return lead
woild also be weasured, &ad tsed as a reference vo confer inseusitivity to intensity
changes on the system.
Since light In only one mode of each of the ezteneirn leads -t used to determine the
phase delay in the sensor element, changes in the phase delays of the downlsads cannot
affect
the output.
Hence the sensor system in insensitive to any changes in
temperature, preasure etu. that .my be eaperienced by th. downleads, provided that this
is not significant enough to cause differential attenuation between the two modes.
Conclusions
A basic compensated polarimetric sensor system has been constructed and adapted to
measure M_0ne•jC fields and pgsesure givinJ~sewitivities per unit fibro length of 1000
radiano.T
.m
and 4.96 x 10
radians.Pa
.m., reepeutive 414
With the detector system
capable of resolving phase slgee
of 5 1 10"
radiane.s•
, the minimum detectable
msgne!.pV
field was 25nT.Hz
, and the minimum detectable pressure change was 0.67
Pa.Hh
•'.
These are both quite sufficient for mnny praotioal sensing applications, and
greater sensitivities can be achieved simply by using higher lengths of optical fibre.
In addition, a method of making the sensing element remote from the source and detector
system has been presented.

LI____-
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FIBER OPTIC DEVICE FOR TEMPERATURE REMOTE SENSING
A.M.

Soheggi,

M. Brenci,

G. Conferti,

F. Coae,

R.

Faloiai, A.G.

Mignani

Istituto di Riceroa nulls Onde Elettromagnetiche del C.N.R.
Via Panciatichi, 64 - 50127 Florence, Italy
SUMMARY

An optical-fiber temperature senior is presented which is based
on light amplitude modulation induced by a thermosensitive cladding
applied on the distal end of the fiber.
The experimental met-up for detecting and processing the signal
is desoribed, and the measured characteristics of the thermometer
are reported.

ZNTRODUCTZON
Vince a few years optical fibers sensors are under investigation and application in
many fields for measuring various physical and chemical parameters. The use of optical
fibers offers the same advantage to sensing systems as they do to telecommunication
systems, that is low attenuation, flexibility and reduced dimensions. rurther, transmis
sien over optical fibers is unaffected by external interferencep so that optical fiber
systems can be used in high voltage, electrically noisy, high temperature, corrosive or
other stressing environments. They often offer an increased sensitivity over existing
techniques. Two main classes of optical fiber sensors are usually defineds phase sensors
and amplitude sensors, depending on how the physical or chemical variable to be measured
modulates the intensity or the phase of the light in the fiber.The phase seniors offer order of magnitude increased sensitivity over existing techno
logy, but usually the more complicated single mode technology prevails, while the advantage of the intensity sensors are the simplicity of construction and the compatibility
with multimode fiber technology.
A variety of multimode fiber sensors have been proposed and tested for measurements
of different parameters ranging from displacements, vibrations, pressure, temperature,
to blpod velocity and flow, blood pH, oximetry, etc. These sensors present a relevant
practical interest either in industrial and biomedical applications.
In the industrial field optical fiber thermometers can be utilized for temperature
nionitoring (also remote) in high voltage and electrical equipments or in the framework
of semiconductor and other electronic material fabrication processes as well as in RI
and microwave heating of food or of other materials (for instance for bonding or sealing
purposes).

Other interesting applications are in the biomedical field, typically for temperature
monitoring and for thermal distribution determination in 0l or microwave hygerthermin or
in photoradiation therapy of malignant tumors, but also for blood flow measurements by
thermodilution technique. The main requirements for biomedical applications are high
accuracy in the physiological range 30050C, small probe dimensions (for insertion in
catheters and hypodermic needles) and biocompatibility of probe materials. Conversely
industrial applications may require larger temperature working ranges but with a lower
accuracy while the probe must be sturdy even if lses miniaturised.
The majority of the proposed thermometers utilise the fiber only for light tranamil
mien to and from the sensor. The transducer can be of different types for instance a
Fabry-Perot optical cavity, a liquid crystal compound# a semiconductor, a birifrangent
crystal or a phosphor grain 1-8. Only a few thermometers make use as the sensing element
of the fiber itself
and in particular of its terminal portions for 1ample, by using a
thermosensitive cladding 9310,11 or a rare earth doping on the tip
it is possible to
obtain back-transmitted light signal intensity modulated by the temperature.
The present paper deals with a new temperature sensor previously proposed 9,10,11
which utilises the attenmation of the light transmitted along a multimode fiber, induced
by a temperature sensitive liquid clad applied on a terminal portion of the fiber itself.
Details on the probe construction will be given along with a description of the opto
electronic detection and processing system. Furthermore results will be reported on the
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characterization of the thermometer over different temperature intervals.
1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The used fiber is a PCS fiber and the repl1acing liquid clc~d is an oil exhibiting a
temperature dependence on the refractive index (Fig. 1). When the temperature increases
the refractive index of the liquid decreases with a consequent increase of the NA of the
liquid clad fiber portion. Then the light backreflected %%ndergoto an attenuation which
decreases by increasing temperature within definite intervals depeanding on the used
liquid. Bly utiliving different liquids with different refraction index at room tomperatu
rot it is possible to make the device sensitive over different temperature ranges. The
probe experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The end face is mirrored and the

clad

liquid
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principle sketch.

Fig. 2
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sxpexrJ1r'..l conigiguration.

-Probe

liquid is contained in * glass miorocapsule cemented to the fiber. In order to avoid do
terioration of the cement, due to pressure by the liquid clad expansion with increasing
temperature, the bottom of the capsule in left empty. A piston separating the empty from
the liquid filled region allows the liquid expansion towards the empty region. An open
ring plastic spacer provides fiber centering. The capsule and a portion of the fiber are
costed with a plastic layer for protection. By using a 200 u~mcore fibor it was possible
to realise miniaturized probes (I cm long, and with an overall external diameter less
thant 1.5 mm).
rig. 3 shown the schematic view of the
sensor. The modulated light from a LBO is
coupled into the fiber, A four way optical
fiber coupler provides a reference signal
and a direct signal which is sent to the
distal end of the fiber constituting the
sensor. The light reflected backwards is
sent along the same fiber through the beam
splitter to the signal detector. A biased
PIN photodiods (Fig. 4) is used as signal
detector and the resultant voltage is ampli
fied as so,. signal. A good suppression of
the noise is given by a narrow band active
filter tuned on the fundamental frequency
of tha signal, followed by a rectifier
which gives a continuous voltage ve function
of the measured temperature. The same pro
cooling is applied to the reference signal,
and the continuouri voltage Vr at the output
of the channel results proportional to the
source intensity alone. The two analog oi
gnals along with a nalibration thermocouple
analog output, digitalized by a nuitichan
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mel 12 bit A/D converter, are processed by
amicrocomputer which evaluates the ratio V /Vr
mating short and long tern source fluctuations.

-Sketch

system.

of the temperature sensor
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2. EXPERIMENTALC PISZULTI
The aharaoterisatton of the thermometer

"
was performed by calibration and response

time curves recozding and by stability tests. The calibration curves were obtained by
immersing the probe in a thermostatic water or oil bath (depending on the considered tae
perature interval) along with an accurate calibration thermocouple (OMEGa) and by plo1
ting the sensor output Ve/Vr versus thermocouple temperature on a digital plotter oonnne.
ted to the miorocomputer.
The time response curves were obtained by measuring the sensor output when the probe
is quickly replaced between two preset thermostatised bath#, while stability taste were
performed by immersing the probe in a preset bath at a constant temperature and contina
ously recording and plotting the sensor output during the test period. Temperature fly
atuations deteoted with this type of measurements include also the influence of tempera
ture variation of the external environment on the optooleotronio system.
Fig. 5 shnws a typical response curve which is linear In the 309 G0°C temperature
interval with a resolution within O.1 0 0 an required fov biomedical applications.
Fig. S shows another calibration curve obtained wil.h a probe where a different liquid
(machine nil) was used as clad. In this case the curvelexhibits the best linearity over
the 100-130 0 C interval and the resolution results better than 10 C which is quite good
for industrial applications. Zn both cases 5-7 m long fibers were usedp however longer
fibers for rinote measurements can be used with a resultant lower accuracy. the measured
rise time resulted of I seo and the accuracy derived from stability test over 6 hour@
resulted uf 40.30C.

Fig.

5 - Typioal response curve

Fig.

6

-

Typical response curve

3. FURTHER IMPROVENICHTO
In order to obtain 4 more compact system with digital display of the measured tempers
ture, the electronic and processing system of the sensor, was modified by replacing the
microcomputer and the A/D interface before described with a simple voltage-to-time con
verter followed by a microprocessor and a display unit (Fig. 7). The voltage-to-time
converter produaes a tim. interval proport.onal to the ratio between the signal and the
reference, This time interval is measured by the microprocessor which provides to drive
the display. Assuming an interval where the temperature T' is a lineas function of the
ratio between the signal and the reference, it is possible to select the time constants
so to obtain a displayed ný-ber representing the temperature value. Of courge the mior2

I
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processor could be programmeJ so to make a calibration also over a temperaturo range
where the response ourve is not linear.

Fig. 8 shows the package of the optooleotronio system (LED, beam splitter, detectors
with eleotronic circuits) connected to the sensor and to the processing and display unit.
The system was also provided with a convenient eahieldLng and with filters no to be in

sensitive to the electromagnetic noise.

drlyw

Fig. 7

-

Voltage-to-time converter and
display unit.
Fig.

I

-

Themsosensitivs-olad optial
fiber temperature sensor.
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DISCUSSION
JFrIddsan, US
(1) You are using a thermocouple to calibrate your fibre optic sensor, and in that sense you are limited by the resolution
and response time of the thermocouple to calibmate a much more sensitive device, with a potentially much higher
accurnay and rasolution, Why couldn't you use an absolute calibration that makes tise of the change of NA as a function
of n(T), rather than depend on a thermo-mechanical device? (2) In medical applications that we have encountered e.&.
temperature field around laser probe when illuminating skin, muscle tissue or blood vessels a probe response smaller
than milliseconds is required. Why doe your device have such a high response time of I second?
Author's Reply
(1) The performance of our sesor is widely suffluient for the application we had in mind, such as hyperthermia, whore
there is the problem of Interference of R.F. with thermocouple. However the resolution of thermocouple we used for
calibration (OMEGA) was 0,0 I1C and therefore sufficient for calibrating our sensor. (2) The time response can be
improved by miniaturizing the probe and making the capsule of silver.
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SUMMARY

Recent progress in the design of fiber sensors for pulsed electric current. is
reviewed.
Sevaral of the most useful sensor configurations are described and compared.

Models are used to predict the transfer function of these sensors, their sensitivity to
non-ideal fiber properties, particularly linear birefringence, mnd methods for overcoming
these problems.

Other recent research

is

with improved sensitivity and stability.

examined to suggest; the prospect for sensors

INTRODUCTION

In the development and testing of weapons and weapon delivery systems and in controlled

fusion roevaroh,

frequently.

the need to measure very lkrge pulsed electric

currents

arises

Theme measurements must often be performed in the presence of substantial

electzomagnetic interference, making the use of conventional sensors difficult.
sensing techniques can effectively eliminate this interference.

Optical

In this paper we describe recent prograse in the design of current sensors based on

the Faraday effect in single mode optical fiber.

These sensors are being used success-

fully in several measurement systems at Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories where
the pulse amplitudes range from about 100 A to 50 MA with durations as short as 1 Us.
BASIC SENSOR DESIGNS

The Faraday effect is a magnetically induced rotation of the plane of polarimation
of linearly polaris•d light, given by

e- V

i* .

(1)

Where $ is the rotation, V is a material parameter known as the Verdet. constant, 8 = u0H
ia the magnetic flux density, and a is the direction of propagation.

In an optical fiber

current sensor C1,2,33 one or rare loops of sing)e mode optical fiber surround the
electrical conductor.
Then, since

about any cloved path around a conductor carryiaig a current I, the plane of polarization
of light propagating in the fiber is rotated by an amoInt
0 a u 0 VNI

(3)

where N is the number of turns of fiber around the conductor.
For a single turn of fusei
silica fiber the ratio of rotation to current is approximately 26, deg/MA.
To measure this rotaeion the fiber is usuilly placed between polarimers and the
transmitted light monitored wt.th a high speed photodiode (Fig. 1).
The transmittance of

the sensor as a function of current depends on the relative orientation of the polnr-

imers. For two important cases, namely crossed polarilers and polarizers at 45 dog to
each other, the transfer functions are given by (Fig. 2)
Figure 1. Schematic of an optical fiber

current sensor.
c-IP@larer

Conduotor
51ole malde |ber--4

*U.5 Government work,

•

not subject to copyright.

Linearly polar-

ized light passing through one
or more turns of fiber surround-

ing the conductor is rotated J.n
proportion to the current. A
polariser at the output allows
the rotation to be detected as a
(;hange in transmittance.
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X

1.0

Figure 2.

''1.0

R (1)

0.5

0

-0.5

LMA

1.0

Computed transfer functions for the sensor shown in Fig. I for tho case of
polarimers aligned for minimum transmittance at zero current (a) and for

polarinerm oriented for a transmittance of 0.5 at zero current, i.e., the
output polariser at 45 dog to the minimum transmittance orientation (b).
R(S) -c

(1 -

cos

(4)

20)

and
R(O) - 1 (1

sin 26),
m

(5)

respectively. The latter case obviously provides greater sensitivity (near 0 - 0) and is
normally used for the detection of small currents.
When the currents to be measured are large, the multivalued nature of the transfer
function may be u problem. Often, however, the general shape of the waveform is known in
advance so that ambiguities can be resolved by inspection.
Example. of such cases are
illustrated in Figure. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows raw data from an experiment in which a
capacitor bank was discharged into a very low resistance load. With the prior knowledge
that the current waveform should approximate a damped sinusoLd, it is easy to recognize
the peak of the first half cycle at about 5 ls and the first ero-crossing at about
10.5 ws. Figure 4 shows some processed data from a two stage explosively driven flux
compression generator.
The current was Initiated by capacitive discharge yielding a peak
current of about 1 MA. After one stage of flux compreasion the peak current increased to
about 10 MA (Fig. 4a) and after the second stage to more than 50 MA (Fig. 4b).
Qood
agreement between the optical sensors and conventional sensors (Rogowski coils) also used
in this experiment was observed except that the Rogowski coils in the second stage failed
slightly earlier than the optical sensor.
When the general shape of the current waveforta in not known in advance or when the
data in processed automatically, a two polarization detection scheme can be used to
resolve ambiguities [43.
Figure 5 shows much a system. The ý.utput of the fiber is split
with a polarization-independont beamaplitter, allowing the deteution of two separate
poltrization components.
One polarizer-detector combination is oriented for minimum
transmittance at zero current and therefore provides a cosinusoidaJ transfer function of
the form of lq.(4).
The other polar~ser-detector combination is oriented for a

0

4

8

12

14

time, us
Figure 3.

Raw data from a sensor similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The current was produced by a capacitor bank discharged into a low resistance load and approximates a damped sinusoid with a peak amp3itudie of about 2.4 MA.
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Figure 5.

A two polarization detection scheme that provides both sinusoidal and cosinusoidal transfer funutions and therefore allow4 resolution of ambiguities
resulting from the multivalued transfer function.

OUT

Coupler,
<
Figure 6.

~Single mode f"iber

chemostic of a Sagnac interferometer used as a current sensor.
No polarizers
are required.
The transfer function, which is identical to that shown in
Figure 2b, is independent of the input polarization statm.

tranumittanne of 0.5 (i.e., at 45 do,, to the first) and provides a sinueoidal transfer
function of the form of Eq.(5).
The rotation can be determined unambiguous3y within the
ranya -90 4 S 4 +90 by examining the sign of the sine and cosine signals. Furthermore, if
the signals are sampled at least once within each 90 deg of rotation, multiple rotations
can be identified [43.
An alternative sensor configuration that avoids the use of polarizers enti.rely is
the Sagnac intarferometer [53 shown in Figure 6. Am in an optical fiber gyroscope, a
coupler divides the input light into equal amplitude, counter-propagating waves in a
fiber coil. The couple):, like a beamsplitter in an interferometer, introduons a 90
degree phase shift between its two output beams.
Therefore, if the coil acts on the
counter-propagating waves reciprocally the two component@ combining at the output port
cancel and all the power is returned to the input port. Any nonreciprocal offectm in the
coil, specifically those produced by rotation or a magnetic fieid, cause power to appear
at the output port.
For the case of Faraday rotation, the transfer function can be
obtained either by considering the change in polarization state of the counterpropagating beams or by resolving the input state into orthogonal circular states and
considering the induced phase shifts. The resuilt, somewhat surprisingly, is the same 2or
any input polarization state, and is identical to that found for a coil placed between
crossed polhrizers [Eq.(4)],
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EFFECT OF LINEAR HIREFRINGENCE IN THE FIBER
The sensor characteristics described in the preceding section can be achieved only
when, in the absence of applied field, the propagation characteristics of the fiber are
Indeed,
independent of polarization state. This is not, in general, a good assumption.
the primary difficulty with fiber current .,nsor. is that linear birefringence in the
fiber, resulting from inherent geometrical imperfections and stress or induued by applied
stress, can seriously distort the transfer function.
Inherent linear birefringence can be effectively eliminated using certain manufacturing techniques. Birefringence resulting from applied stress, particularly from bending, remains a problem. Bend-induced linear birefringence can be predicted analytically
[61 and is highly reproducible C73.
It is given by
A$ - KX r 2/R

2

(6)

where r is the fiber radius, R is the bend radium, and K X is a parameter equal to about
7.7 x 107 deg/m for silica fibers at a wavelength of 633 nm.
Faraday rotation in a linearly birefringent medium such as a fiber coil can be
modeled using Jones calculus. The relationship between the input and output polarization
states is given by [83

i S2 iZE%)
JE-

(z

cog

sY(
in

4E

+j .Asin A

LE

where Ex and Ev are complox electric field amplitudes, A6 is the birefringence per unit
length,-F is the Faraday rotation per unit length, and

Inspection of Eqs.(7) and (8) indicates that when F
the that

of a purely

linear retarder,

indicating

that

< AS the matrix in Eq.(8) approaches
the rotation

ia

effectively

quenched. When P • As the matrix approaches that of a pure rotation (circularly
birefringent) element.
This behavior can be observed in the computed transfer functions shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7a shows the transfer function of a sensor consisting of a single 3 om diameter
turn of 125 Um diameter fiber between crossed polarizers and operated at 033 nm.
The
bend-induced birafringence is approximately 127 deg, leading to significant distortion in
the amplitude of the transfer function for rotatione less than about 180 deg (about 0.7
MA).
Figure 7b shows the transfer function for a 10 turn, 10 cm diameter coil of the
same fiber, in which the total birefringence is about 382 deg.
In this case both the
amplituae and the periodicity of the transfer function show significant distortion.
TWISTED FIBERS
One technique for overcoming induced birefringence im to twist the fiber. Twisting,
like the Faraday effect, induces a rotation or circular birefringence in the fiber. The
magnitude of the rotation is given by [91
(9)
where n is the rotation per unit length, E is the twist per unit length, and g' is a
material parameter which at a wavelen th of 633 nm is equal to about 0.08. The twistinduced rotation may be added alqobraycally to the magnetically incduced rotation in
Eq.(7).
This is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows that the effect of twisting is, in
essence, to bias the sensor away from the distorted part of the transfer function.
The
extent to which the transfer furction can be shifted deponds on the relative magnitude of
the linear birefringence and twist-induced rotation per turn. Since for a given twist
per unit length the twist per turn increases (linear•yT-wrt
coil diameter and bendinduced birefringence per turn decreases (inversely) with the coil diameter, 'wistLing
becomes much more effective with larger coil diameters (Fig. 8b versus Fig. Ba).
Many 125 Um silica fibers will withstand twists of between 40 and 50 turns per
moter- with care, some will reach 80 or 90 turns per meter.
For small coils this may not
bias the transfer function sufficiently to measure dual polarity waveforms, though for
single polarity

waveforms

lese bias

is

required

(Fig.

Ba

Another difficulty with twiisting is that the parameter g' defined in Eq. (9) is
iligl.tly temperature dependent so that when large amounts of twist are used the bias in
the transfer function may drift. One technique for eliminauting thie problem is to twist
the fiber in opposite directions about itn center [2]1 any drift in the twist-induced
rotation in one half tends to be compensated by an equal drift in the other half. The
effect of alternate twisting on the transfer function is to shift the distortion in both
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|ib)

Computed transfer function showing the effect of alternate twisti•g.
Coil is
the same as in Figure@ 7b and Sb except that the polarizers are oriented for a
transmittance of 0.5 at zero current.
(a) The fiber is not twisted.
(b) The
fiber iI twisted at a rate of 10 turns/m about its center.
Dotted curves
assume no linear birefringence.

directions from the origin. Thum it is moat useful in mensors designed to measure small
currents and which therefore use polarizer. oriented at 45 dog.
The transfer function of
a 10 turn, 10 cm diameter coil in that configuration, without tw.tsting and with alternate
twisting is shown in 1Pigure 9.
The effeot of twisting on a Sagnac current sensor is qualitatively similar to the
effect of alternate twisting in a polarimetric sensor. Specifically, the transfer func-.
tion remains symmetric about zero currept, and the distortion caused by linear birefrin.gonce shifts a&,ay from the origin (Fig. 10).
One of the most important properties of the
Sagnac, its insensitivity to input polarizAtirpn state, is retained, at least for the
symmetric geometry considered here.

1.

*ll

..

*

I, MA
Figure 10.

Computed transfer function for a Sagnac interferometer configuration showing
the effect of twisting. Coil is the same atoin Pigureiv 7a and Sm. Twist
rate is 50 turns per meter.
Dotted curve assumes no linear birofringenwe.
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Figure 11.

Fixture used for annealing bend birefringence.
The material is machinable
The fiber lies in a 3 m wide channel and makes several 3 cm
ceramic,
diameter turns around a hole through which a conductor can be placed.

OTHER TECHNIQUESt ANNEALING

AND HELICAL CORE FIBERS

For small multiple turn coils, where twisting is not very effective in eliminating
the effects of linear birefringence, two recently developed techniques show promise.
One is to form the fiber into the desired sensor configuration and then reduce the
bond-induced birefringence by annealing (Fig. 11) [103.
Temperatures between 600 and 700
dog C, maintained for periods from several hours to several days have been effective in
decreasing the birefringence between one and two orders of magnitude.
Coils with diameters of 3 am and 5 J/2 turns have been tested to date.
Such coils retain their shape and
strength after annealing, and can be removed from the annealing fixture, if desired.
Measured transfer fnnctions at low frequency and low current demonstrate theoretical
response.
Another reent
development is a helical core fiber 1113.
Such a fiber exhibits
circular birefringence and thus behaves much like a twisted fiber.
Potentially, it is
much superior to twisting in that a higher degree of qircular birefringence can be
obtained (a beat lingth of les than 10 nm has been achieved to date) and, because th4
birefringence is induced by the helioal geometry, it should be Insensitive to temperstura.
CALIBRATION
An advantage of Faraday rotation current vensors is

that,

aside from the difficul..

ties introduced by linear birefringence, a knowledge of the Verdet constant is sufficient
to provide calibration [Eq.(3)3.
The Verdet constants of many bulk glasses are known but
relatively little
data has been available on optical fibers.

aolDtctor

4w

Cowetmnt

SFigure
Fir

12.

Schematic of a sytetm used to measure the Verdet constant of optical fiber.
The magnetic field i
supplied by a 1 m long solenoid having about 3100 turns
and oerated at about 30 A. The second coil I. operated at 100 Hz and
provides a dei
ther signal to facilitate aiignment of the polariers.
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Figure 12 shows a solenoid system recently constructed at NBS ho measure the Verdet
constants of fibers.
An advantage of using a solenoid is that,
provided the fiber
extends beyond the fringing fields,
only the exact number of turns and the current need
to be known (i.e.,
neither the length of fiber in the field
nor the magnetic field
as a
function of length).
The solenoid presently used is 1 m long, has about 3100 turns, and

is driven at about 30 A. The fiber is placed in the solenoid with polarizers at the
input and output. The fiber also passes through a smaller coil, which is driven at about
100 Ha and provides a dither signal to facilitate orientation of the polarimers.
To date, most of the fibers tested have shown Verdet constants within a few percent
of the value for fused silica, 2.1 deg/om*T at 633 mm. This includes the two types
enerally used in our laboratories for current sensors--a silica care, fluorine-doped
inner cladding fiber, and a germanium-doped core, all-silica cladding fiber.
IMPROVED SENSITIVITY
It is widely believed that the relatively small Verdet constant of fiber limits the
application of fiber current sensors to applications involving very large currents.
Actually, if other noise sources can be reduced to the point that shot noise in the
detector is the limiting factor, quite small currents can be measured.
for a sensor based on a single turn of fiber, with polarizers oriented at 45 dog
(and therefore a transfer function of the form of Eq.(4)), and operated at 633 nm with
sufficient optical power to produce an average current of 1 mA in the detector (which,
for a 50 n system makes shot noise approximately equal to Johnson noise) the minimum
detectable current can be computed to be about 2 mA/Hz 1 / 2 . The primary obstacle in
achieving this level is amplitude noise in the laser. One approach to reducing laser
noise is active amplitude stabilization with an external modulator on the laser. Another
is to detect both the +45 deg and -45 deg polarization outputs.
Subtracting these
signals not only yields reduced noise but a factor of two increase in sensitivity
cEq.(4)).
simply increasing the number of turns of fiber to improve the sensitivity is limited
by the extent to which linear birefrinqence can be controlled and to which a reduction in
the response time of the sensor can be tolerated.
Calculations similar to those presented above suggest that, using relatively large (e.g., 10 cm diem) coils of twisted
fiber, it may be practical to us* more than 100 turns. The response time of a 100 turn,
10 cm diameter coil, assuming transit time to be the limitation, is about 160 ins
Several research groups are now exploring the possibility of producing fibers with a
higher Verdet constant C12,13,14,153. Among the possibilities are fibers containing lead
and various rare-earth elementa.
An examination of data for various commercial bulk
glasses suggests that an increase in the Verdet constant of a factor of 10 to 20 might be
achieved in this way.
CONCLUEION
Substantial progress has been made in the development of optical fiber sensors for
pulsed electric currents and theme sensors have now become the preferred technology for
the measurement of very large amplitude pulses. Recent developments, including the
availability of optical fiber with improved polarization properties and more complete
modelling of the fiber and sensor configurations, and research results on annealing,
helical core fibers, and increased Verdet constant fibers leads to optimism toward
further improvement, particularly .n stability and sensitivity.
The development of a
sensor 1 with
a diameter of I cm and a minimum detectable current of the order of a few
2
VA/HzI
seems possible.
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The rotation of the polarization ellipse taking plu,:. in a low-birefrLngmnce mingle mode optical fiber and
associated with the nonlinear optical Kerr effect is theoretically Investiqated. A detailed desoription of
a proposed exporiment for measuring the nonlinear refractive index n through the ellipse rotation is also
furn',phed,

1. INTRODIUCTION

Optical fiber. with silica cores a•e extensivwly used for the experimental damonstretion of many nonlinear
Optical phenoamna! 1is imibazicn~lly due to the relatively long propagation lengths along which the nonli
nuar interaction takes place in fibers. Correspondingly, the power levels required to produce obwerveble
nonlinear effects are oachlower in fiber. than in bulk media.
The optical Kerr effect, associated with & refractive index change linearly dependent on the field intensi
ty, has been both theoretically and experimentally investigated in the case of high-birefringenoe fibers? If the b.r'afringencs is high, the nonlinearity will not cou•le the intensities of the two orthogonal modes,
but will only affect their relative phak..-shift. The advent of extremely low-birefringence fibers for fiber
optic devices and sonwors requiroe ellipse rotation to be taken into account. In this paper, we will extend
tkhe well-known results obtained for the intiuuiry-depondent rotation of the polarization ellipse in an imo
tiojio bulk medium to the case of a low-birefringence fiber (see alUo Ref.4) . We will also discus@ the fte
sibility of an exporiment apt to measure the ellipse rotation angle at a fixed propagation length as a fun_
ution of the input power, which could be used am a method to determine the nonlinear refractive index n2 .
ý.

KERR EFfECT AND NONLINEAR PROPAGATION IN A IOW-BIRWRINENCE FIBER

The electric field E(r,z,t) propagating in
.(r,zt) - EI(r)exp{iW,0 t -

l(

'

single mode optical fiber can be expressed an

WolZ}I(Zt)ix + E2 (

Ixp{iWot - i 2 (w)a})l(,t)l

,

(I)

whore m (r)i and s (r).
represent the two orthogonal linearly polarized states supported by the fiber and
. (),
1-(•x) theid rel-tive propagation constants tvaluatod at the central angular frequency w of the
carrier, whenever chromatic dispersion and mode-coupling can be neglect.e,
the complex amplitudae I (a,t)
ave given by
0 (s,t)

V,

(a-0,t-m/V1 )

-

- dB/dti/W

, i

- 1,2

(2)

,

being the group vlol-ity of the i-th mode. This situation of free propag •tan ie altered by

Spresnca Of A nM.linear contribution to the refractive index proportLonal to the field intensity (optiso that

cal Karr effect),

n -n,

4

2
n2 111

(3)

wh• 'e n iL the linrx jefreotive index of the ooze and n is a coefficient dependant on the fiker material
(typically n2 a 10" ' m /V for silioA). Over large lengtds and for *easonable power laevlp (e.g., I Km and
100 mWrespectively) F:q.(2) no longer- applies, and

. and S2 obey a set of coupled equatins witich express

their mutual influence through the nonlinear Interaction provided b-. Eq. (3). This set of equatiols takes on
different forms according whether the fiber mossessae
a high or a low birstringence. In the latter came, one
com assume B3 " 13

El, . a2n

-

and the corresponding set of equations xeads(4)
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Was•. + (Im)s/8t0,1 -- iR(il
.-i
-itc

(88+(1/v)a/at)2

2 + 21 21 2/3)0

1

2

12 +

1

1

2/3),o

2

-

W.;0 2/3,

-

if, .202/3,
21

,(4)

where V ;a the common group velocity oa the two modes and
R - (won 2/c)j 1ti(r)dxdy
with,

JfZ2(L)dscdy

(5)

,

1.

i(4),coninient to introiduce the circularly polerized states (clock
it is
3e.
In ordr: to solve the wt of
wise and countero-clookwiet respectively) I(L)i anld N(L)', where

"+

"+

iA

/12

- A; )/2(6

4

x

x

y

end write accordingly the field as
•r
C xt) n()-mp{o

-

A

(7)

+ O'9 )

o).}(O+-e

by aomparing 2q.(7) with Xq. (1) (written for 31

X2

a and 01

A2

it is immediate t.oobtain

0),

e+

0 n #*
e

0u(1-io 2~'
)/

it2)/2
qs. (4) can be rewritten in the smpler form

In terms of the amplitudes 0+ and 4% the met of
t$/B, + (1/V)e/Ot),+ -

..t2/3)i,¢l,+l

+2 14-12)#+

which shows, An particular, that the two circularl

polarizedsta
ste:
can
mut:ually influence their phases
but not their amplitudes (thle nonlinear• interaction provided by the Ferr effect does not prodt~ce power ex.
change between them).

~qm.
(91 can

The met of

be solved in general. 5 in 4 stationary sitationA,

lit solution takes an t.he simple

form

where

()

-(-2/3)n(I9'i

+ 211 2 ).

,

(,

-2/3)R(1

2 +214+1-

,

(2 )

From Eqs. (10) and (11)1 it. is immediate to generalize the 3sull-known results concerning the intensity-indu
cod rot•ation of tho polarization ellipse in a bulk medium 3 to the cooe of a low-birefringonce fibers zhe
ellipse rotates, without changing its area and shape, by an angle ý(W) given by
I(s) - t,(+
3. A PRFOPOIN

- 0)

-

(R/3)(I,1"2 0

1'J),.

0

(12)

*

XXORZNOTAL CoNFXQRATXmON

Equation (12) can be rewritten by expressing *(a) as a function of the relevant physical quantitiee which
aexeactually measurable in an experiment. More precisely, in HMKSA
units we have
$('-egr•ei/d)-

2.98 x10 4w( /f
In)(/n )(1/A ff)Pf(o)

,(13)

where P is the total power injected in the fiber, A ff is the e.footive area of tho fundanental mode which
is reasonably close to the fiber-corm area 6 and f(eCl
an(2tg• e) shows the dependence of 0 on the ococntri
city o of the input polarimaticn (defixed as the ratio a/b, where 2a and 2b are the lengths of the minor and
major axes of the ellipse, respectively) . by specifying Eq.(03) to a typical singlemode silica-core fiber,
it turns out that the effect become observable, for instanc,, at a power level of sow hundreds of OWfor
a prol'Agat.ion length of about 100 m.
An experimental damonstration of the effect will Ie carried out by using a low-birefringence fiber about 20
m long. The experimental setup, similar to the one already, used by Owyoung et al.,? is shown in Fiq.1. The
linearly polarised light emergAig from a ow transverse sin•le mode Nd-YAQ laser is passed through a variable
retarder C1 to obtain elliptically polarized light and is coupled to the fiber by means of a microscope ob
jeoctive. The optictl power coupled to the fiber can be varied by means of a stack of neutral-density filters
and a variable attenuator (A) and the output power is measured via a besmsplitter (so) into a calibrated
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pOwer meter.
The output polarization is analyzed by using the compensator C2 followed by tJhe Wollaston prism WP which
.plits the two orthogonal l.irea: Volaril.ations. Two avalanche photodiodfs, DI and n2, are usod to detect the
))ams emerging from WP. Synctcronoue detection is employed in order to increase the signal-to-noine ratio.
The system is calibrated at low power level by adjusting C2 and WP in such a way that, in the absence of
induced nonlinearity, the siVnal in Dt is maximized and the "orthogonal" one in D2 is made to vanish, Any
rotation of the polarisation ellipse will be detected as an increase of the signal level in D2. Particular
care must be taken in posLng the fiber, in order to avoid any coupling between the two polarimation states
due to fiber imperfections, such as induced straesmo and geometrical effects (twists and bends).
Finally, we note that the ellipse rotation, besides furnishing the possibility of a precise determination
of the nonlinear refractive index coefficient n by employing a low-birefringence fiber, is also responei_
ble for polarization fluctuations (assaoiated widh amplitude fluctuations), which can limit the sensitivity
of polarimstric fiber sensors.
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Figure I

of the proposed experimental configuration. C1 i variable retarder - A i stack of neutral
getup
S
density filters and variable attenuator - Ft i microscope objectivi - 98 s calibrated beamsplitter
- C2 1 compensator - F2 1 focussing lens - WP i Wollaston prism - D1,D2 a Germanium avalanche pho_
todiodee - DP a desktop computer
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SUKGARY
We describe a quarter of a liter
brass-board of a fibergyro using a multifunotion
integrated optic oircuit (splitter. polarizer and phase modulator), a superluminesoent
diode and 250 meters of' polarization holding f'iber. The photon noise limited random
walk performance
i6
0.004
deg/VF.
We
also present
a
simple model
to evaluate
birefringenoe induced non-reciprocities, and an original method of signal processing,
the "digital phase ramp", to solve the problem of scale factor linearity and accuracy.
I - DEORIPTION OF THl BRASS-BOARD
Integrated optics was advocated very early as the priviledged technology to make
optical fiber gyroscopes (1), because the various optical functions needed in the system
could be implemented on a single mass-duplicated circuit which would be connected to
a fiber coil) a pigtailed source and a detector. However., the first
brass-board which
used this approach (2),
had bad performances compared to classical optic (3) or allfiber gyros (4). Since this time we have analysed the limitations Qf the initial
scheme,
and dofined drastic improvements which have yielded 4 x 10% deg/V9 random wali
performanco,.
Our dedication to integrated optics was motivated at the beginning by
its
potential low cost, but also by specific technical advantages, with in particular,
the possibility to fabricate phase modulators with low driving voltage and large
bandwidth (DO to hundreda of' MHz).
This allowed us to demonstrate an original method
of signal processing,
the so-t.alled "digital phase ramp" (5)
to get a closed-loop
operation of the gyro without any additionnal components,
with respect to the usual
open-loop reciprocal configuration.
In this paper, we describe the improvements brought to the device to get a good
sensitivity and bias stability and we explain the principle of our method of signal
processing.
We made a brass-board of 100 mm diameter and 35 mmn height (figure 1-a) composed
of a superluminescent diode (SLD),
a coil of polarization holding fiber (250 M long,
85 mm diameter), a multifunction integrated optic circuit (Y junction for splitting,
metallic polarizer and phase modulator),
a fiber coupler and a PIN detector (figure
1-b). All the optical components (source, fioer, 10 circuit and coupler) were fabricated
in our Corporate Research Center.
Einitter
(|uprlu
(ouparlumnir .es atit diode)

l~elw~t'

dide)Multifunction

Integrated optic

coupler

loulrlisionheilingFiber
singlie rmde fiber coil

Elctriral connector

Figure 1-a
Actual configuration of a quartert of a liter fiber gyro brass-board
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EleCtrodes

Polarizer

oiib

PFil Cu er

.0. CIrwuit
Pigure 1-b

Operating schematic of the fibergyro
The spatial filtering is realized with the coupler lead which ensures a quasierfect singlemode rejection. The sensitivity is limited by the photon noise of the
jW reaching the detector (there is
a total loss of 19 dB in the interferometer
6 dB for the reciprocal configuration, 5 dB for the 10 circuit, 0.5 dB for the coupler,
2 dB for the fiber oqil).
The short term noise density is 0.06 (deg/h) /Hz
which
corresponds to 7 x 10-1 rad/V1r-, The figure 2 gives the output signal when the axis
of the coil is parallel (sensitive) or orthogonal (insensitive) to earth rotation axis
with a time constant of I second. The bias offset of about 1 deg/h (3 x 10rad) is
d te to the Michelson interferometer created by the residual backreflections at the
LtNb0 3 -Si0 2 interface, Compared to the 4% Presnel reflection, this proves that a 100
degree edge angle provides a 40 dB improvement with respect to perpendicular edges
(figure 3) (6). This could be further decreased with a larger angle.

(deg /h)
t5

10

5

0

i
(min)

Pigure 2
Fibergyro output rate Bignal with I second time constant
a - electrical zero
b - optical bias offset
c - earth rotation rate
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PROBLEM OF BIHEFRINGENCE INDUCED NON-RECIPROCITIES
Introduction

actual
If a single-mode fiber can be considered as a quasi-perfect spatial filter,
polarizers (bulk, integrated optics or all-fiber) have limited performances to reduce
the birefringence induced non-reciprocities to values oompatibll with the bias stability
and repeatability needed for inertial navigation (less than 10" deg/h which corresponds
typically to a phase shift of 10-f to 10-9 rad). Kintner (7) showed that the bias error
depends on the amplitude rejection ratio of the polarizer with ordinary fibers, which
means that a polarizer rejection better than 140 to 160 dB should be required. Such
has been thought that polarization-holding
numbers are clearly not reasonable and it
fibers should improve the performances of the system. But a typical 20 dB polarization
conservation Lrings only a factor 10 improvement on the ratio of the amplitudes of
which does not reduce considerably the requirement for
both cross-polarised waves,
parasitic
coherent
due to
is
this amplitude dependence
However,
the polarizer,
interferences between the reciprocal primary waves and oross-polarised coupled waves
and one should expect an important Improvement with the use of a broadband source,
o different
because of' depolarization effects due
e.g. super-luminescent diode (SLD),
propagation velocities of cross-polarised modes in polarisation-holding fibers which
(8) and Burns et al. (9) proposed two
are also highly birefringent. Fredericks et &l.
analysis of the problem which show that small bias errors can be obtained with reasonable
demand on polarizer rejection, alignment tolerance and depolarization in the fiber
they were only concerned by the parameters which could reduce the
However,
coil.
dependence of the amplitude rejection ratio oý the polarizer.
In this paper, after summarizing their results, we will present a simple model
using discrete polarization coupling points randomly distributed along the fiber. This
provides u good understanding of the problem and allows one to evaluate the required
alignment tolerance and rejection ratio of the polarizer as a function of the fiber
and source caracteristics (beatlength, polarization conservation, coherence length).
The amplitude rejection dependance found in Klntner's result (7) has bren explained
simply by Frederiks et al. (8). This is due to coherent interference between the primary
which entered the interferometer in this axis of the polarizer and which are
waves,
still
in the same state of polarization at the output, and the part of the input waves
which were crossed-polarized and attenuated at the input because of misalignment and
which were coupled in the coil to be in the same polarization state as the primary
These parasitic waves have followed non-reciprocal
waves at the output (figure 5).
paths, and, are coming back in the axis of the polarizer. They are not attenuated at
the output and can interfere with the primary waves. The bias error signal carried
by these parasitic waves is then magnified by coherent detection, considering the primary
waves as the equivalent of a local oscillator. The error signal, which depends on the
amplitude of the parasitic waves, is related to the input wave polarization misalignment
and the amplitude extinction ratio of the polarizer.
Frederiks et al. (8) pointed out that the bias error depends on the phase difference
between both eigen polarizer modes at the input. They suggested to average out this
error by applying a variable stress on the input fiber lead after the polarizer in
is possible to do
We noticed that it
the axis which correspond to its eigen modes.
so before the polarizer in a fiber polarizer is used. In both cases, thii does not
modify the polarization coupling in the fiber coil and the bias error signal carried
by the parasitic waves, but, varying their phase difference with the primary waves,
this modulates the actual signal in the 6oherent detection process. This is a way of
carrier frequency outside
evaluating this effect but also to reduce it by shifting its
of the detection bandwidth. They also explained that the bivefringence of the input
lead between the polarizer and the coil. splitter reduces the degree of correlation
between these waves and drastically limits the contrast of the interferences involved
in the coherently detected bias error. They related the upper limit of the residual
error to the degree of polarization of the waves returning to the polarizer. We will
present here a simple model to evaluate more precisely this limit as a function of
the characteristics of the various nomponents of the system.
On the other hand, Burns et al. did not consider any depolarizing effect due to
the birefringence of the input lead (9). Then, they found that the main source of bias
depolarization lengths of the fiber
error in the polarization coupling in the first
coil.
2 - Model to evaluate the biref'ringence induced bi.as error of the fiber coil
a) Simple model with two coupling points
consider a loop interferometer with a perfect birefringent polarization
Let us first
holding fiber and one polarization couplirg point M at a distance 1 from the splitter
(figure 6). ý.f L-ight is inserted in mode 1 in the interferometer, four waves wi.l come
back at the output
-

in mode 1. They have propagated
2 reciprocal primary waves which are otill
the same optical path in opposite direction and they are perfectly In phase

-

2 waves colipled in mode 2. They have propagatedi along different paths : na
jl1(1-1) + n- 1 where L is the length of the coil and nL and
(L-1) and
equivalent indio.s of beth polarization modes.

along
I + n2
12 the
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If'a broadband source Is used and the path difference (nl-n 2 ).(L-21) is longer
than the coherence length LC, these two coupled waves are not coherent and do not give
any spurious interferometric signal. Non-reciprocal signals can be produced only by
coupling in the middle of the coil over' the depolarization length LD I LC/(nl-n2).
Now, if we consider two cou~pling points Mlj and M2 (figure 7), nix waves will come
back at the output:I
-

2 reciprocal primary waves which are still in mode 1

-

4 waves couplod in mode 2 at MI Or M'2and which have propagated along different paths.

pacdroieA c.Oorioevnt

pr imaey

waves (Iec.W

oxviator)

Pigure 5
Problem of coherent detection of birefringence induced non-reciprocities

Figuro 6
One polarization coupling point, case

Figure7
Twcj PolarIzation CoupJI-nk poinLa case
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These c'-upled waves are not coherent together excepted if the two coupling points
are symmetrl:a? with respect to ;Io'e loop w,.Jii• the length of depolarization LD. in
waves coupled at tle begihaing of the loop in Ml and M2 interfere
Lott
this case,
together as both waves coupled at the end. For each set, the waves propagate along
the same path between both coupling points M1 and M2 but they propagate along crosspolarized paths between the splitter S and these coupling points. They experience a
the total
on the difference between
phase difference A( depending
non-reciprocal
birefringences of both branches SM1 and SM2 . This create,' a parasitic bias offset signal
%roTl. 2 .stnAq where o-l and M2 are the energy coupling coefficienta at M1 and M2 . We
have to notice that the waves which are coupled twicie (at the beginning and at the
end) are reciprocal. Both propagate in mode 1 between the splitter and the coupling
points, and in mode 2 between both coupling points.
b)

Experimental evidence

This analysis can be verified experimentally using an integrated optic Y Junction
a linear polarization holding fiber
on a LiNbO3 subotrate as a splitter,
fabricated
Light is fed in ýhe Y Junction throught a bulX-optic
coil and a SLD as a source.
polarizer and a polarization holding fiber to ensure perfect spatial filtering and
energy ratio
a good degree of linear polarization in the Y Junction (less than 10The birefringence axis of the fiber coil ends are
between the TM and TE modes).
misaligned by 0.1 radian (= 6 degrees) with respect to LiNbO3 substrate axis which
= 042 - 10"4. Light is sent back to a detector
provides two coupling points with c
with a bulk beamsplitter placed between the polarizer and the input fiber lead

(figure 8).

I men I.s

IM

Wlson Polarizer

Spatial FiIter

Datec.tor
Figure 8
Experimental set-up to analyse the non-recJprocity induoea
by fiber-1O waveguide birefringenue axis misalignment

biased about 1/2 with the conventionnal
Furtnermore the interferomeUric signal is
11), applying an AC voltage on the electrodes fabricated
phase modulation technique (10,
on the substrate. We can neglect, for the moment, polarization coupling in the LiNbO 3
wavegLuides and in the fiber. The two coupling points should give a non reciprocal bias
sinL(p , where A() is the difference of birefringence induced phase between
of V3. 1-.
both branches of the LiNbO 3 Y junction. Th a parasitic bias could be as high as 10tharn
less
The observed bias was actually
rt/, because el1 - X 2 - 10-i2,
rad whenACP I0" 4 rad, without any analyser in front of the detector which indicates that both brarches
are very similar. This can be expected because these branches have the same length
and are only 200 pm apart on the same crystal substrate. Now when a DC voltage is added
the bias follows a sine response with a maximum of about 10o the AC modulation,
by the fact that the phsbe Mhift experienced by the TE mode
explained
Is the
Thishalf
one experienced by the TM mode. The DO voltage produces a scanning
israd.
about
of the difference of total birefringence between both branches and the parasitic bias
With an analyser placed in front of the
varies between + T-O- 1-Ta&3 and detector, one can check that this parasitic bias is cross-polarized with the primary
reciprocal waves. 'hlIs confirms the previous analysis but this also gives a sensitive
way to carefully align the fiber axis with respect to LiNb0 3 for reducing polarization
coupling at the interface.
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c)

Model for an actual fiber with random coupling points

the splitter is perfect to evaluate the proper
We assume for the moment that
effect of a fiber coil with randomly distributed polarization coupling points. Instead
of continuous coupling, we can consider that there is a discrete coupling point Mi
for each depolarization length LD along the fiber (figure 9). The coupling coefficient
is equal to the total power extinction ratio i of the coil divided by the number
0
N of depolarization lengths LD along the length L of the coil . N - L/LD and • i "-a,/N.
This can be also expressed in term of h parameter (12) Oi * h.LD, The system can be
decomposed in N pairs of waves coupled at points Mi and Mi' which are symmetrical within
the coil in terms of birefringence. When a biasing modulation is used, each pair gives
a signal Vj7-j sin ATi where AhPi is the phase shift due, to the difference of
birefringence between both branches SMi and SMi' as we saw earlier. We can assume that
the random phaseshifts A(Pj of the N pairs are equally distributed over 21% radian.
Then the rms value of the residual polarization induced non-reciprocal phase shift
signal is equal to :

A4p is not equal to the total extinction ratio x. of the fiber coil. It is reduced
proportionnaly to the square root of the number of depolarization lengths along the
L
fiber coil.

Figure 9
Simple model of discrete coupling points
for each depolarization length LD
We can give typioal values : a 2 mm beatlengtb and a 50 pm coherence length lead
and an extinction ralio of 20 dB/km
to LD - 10 om ; over 2•0 meters, N a 2.5 x 10
Acpp is equal ýo
In this particular case the rms value
leads to M a 2.5 x I0-,
3.5 x 10-5
arlm and not to 2.5 x 10-3 rad as it, could be thoeht with c- , 2.5 x 10-5.
6q•p produces a bias offset
We have to notice that the mean value is zero, and that
thermal and acoustic
environment with
in
a
real
stable,
but
fiber is
if
the
perturbations, this produces noise which can be spred over a wide spectrum and further
reduced in the detection bandwidth of the system,
If there are splices in the fiber coil, they must be non-symmetrical, The coupled
wave will interfere only with the wave coupled in the fiber along the depolarization
length which is nymmetrical to the splice and the induced non-reciprocity will be limited
OS, the polarization coupling in the slice. When an
to t 1T(j dS instead of 1
integrated optics Y Junction is used this cannot be avoided, which requires a careful
aliglmpnt to take adyantage of the low intrinsic non-reciprocity induced by the Rfiber.
rad, the coupling coefficient should be lower than 5 x 10-5 which
For A(1 - 3.5 x 10"
means an alignment accuracy of the birefringent axis of the fiber and the waveguide
of 0.4 degree.
d)

Effect of a polarizer

For simplicity we are going to consider a perfect splitter and a polarizer with
its transmission axis aligned with birefringence axis of the fiber coil. Most of the
light, which entered the interferometer through the polarizer, comes back in phase
and in the same polarization state after propagating along identical paths in opposite
the crooned state carries a non-reciprocal slunal
J
direction. The part coupled i
Thia spurious signal is attenuated through
Op- O-/\.
equivalent to a bias error of
to the pyimary signal. The
added in ititensit
the polarizer at the output, and is
IF is
the intensity
*
Ot/V• where
£2 /(pP
residual bias error becomes then
extinction ratio of the polarizer,
Now the polarization of the light entering the polarizer at Uhe input is never
is
crusti-polavized und
PArt of it
perfectly aligned with the transmission axis.
attenuated at the input. Similarly to the previous case, a small fraction will be coupled
back in the polarization state crnresponding to the tvansm',asiu) axis uf the p larizer.
2
The spurious wave carries a bi.as error nignal equal to k E2AO/V'W"• where kV is the
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ratio in intensity of the input power in the crossed-polarization and the one in the
Tb4s segnal is smaller than the main
transmitted polarization entering the polprizer.
2
O-,. Lb , .as we saw earlJex,, problems
to
l0"
bias e -vcr by a f%ctor k• (typVcall
which act as a local oscillator for
waves
primary
is coherent with thoe
VifIt
arise
coherent detection of this spurious effect.
when they found that
This Is the kind of effect pointed out. by Buins et al. (9)
the coupling in the first
depolarization length at each end of the coil is critical,
tplitter avoids to first
The use of a birefringent lead between the polarizer and the
/0(/
and the main
kI P-'
order coherent interference between this bias error signal
part of the primary wave which has travelled always in the same slow or fact mode (we
actually use the slow TE modo in a z-cut LiNbO3 circuit and the corresponding mode
in the fiber). However, light which Is coupled an even number of times along the fiber
transit time through the loop is such that it can serve
has a reciprocal path, but its
a2local oscillator to increase coherently the parasitio signa). due to the term
To clarify this statement we are going to consider how an input wave train
propagates through the system using the previous model with N discrete coupling points
(the use of autocorrelation functions is more elegant mathematically but
(figure 9)
does not help as much to understand the problem). At the input there is a wave train
of intensity IS transmitted by the polarizer which will propagate in the slow mode
and another one IF which was attenuated and which will propagate in the fast mode.
which corresponds
in the same wave train IS
At the output most of the power Is still
to light which remained continuously in the slow mode, but there is also a serie of
1
wave trains
SSn which correspond to light which experienced two couplings (slow rSSn propagates along nL0 in the fast mode and
-- > fast, fast --- > slow). The train
ISS (tis
earlier than
(N-n)LD in the slow mode. ISSn comes back at a time n. -P
the coherence time).
There is
(N-n) paiRs of coupling points which can contribute to ISS , also it
is equal to (N-n). OL /N4.Is
(the contribution of the different pairs are noR coherent,
also they add in intensity). Light coupled just once comes back in the crossed state
IS spaced also by the delay V.
Similarly the wave
in a serie of wave trains ISFn train IF produces i
IFF t
This

I F

w a2 k 2 IS,

analysis is

sunmarized

IFFn 0 (N-n)
in

figure
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There
-

-

are

two

sources

of birefrirgence

non-reciprocities

64int

an intensity rejection effect
as we saw earlier, created by, the wave trains
ISFn and attenuated by the polarizer at the output. It is equal to e 2, CL/,/-N
an amplitude rejection effect
reciprocal wave train
withbFsn
the
it :I. limired by k.
c/.
a1,,?-N

a

loca

due to coherent detiction
cillators ISS(N-n)d

of

the

non-

Their relative infl ence will depend on the respwctive values of (kV'"
) and 6.
The input misalignment k' has to be smaller than
/
e. to avoid amplitude rejection
effect.
With the numerical example ua d earlier ( (2.5 x 10-3 _nd N
intensity rejection of 35 dB ( f.
3 x 10-4) leads to
A •
nt
corresponds to 0.004 deg/h with our brass-board and
. amp"
L
A/o!.lýwhich is 'obviously easy to get.

2.ý x 103), an
i0red wlhich
int if
k- <

But, with a low polarizAtion holdinA quality ( MC'
0.1 for exatiple), an int nsity
rejection 9f 51.5 dB ( .d'•7 xJ..0-)
is
reqtared to limit
A
anit to 30 - rad,
and
a
'
nt if
k' < 7 x 10"' which is now very difficult to get
because of the" limited pt lar zation preservation of the first
fiber coupler which is
equivalent to an input misalignment.
In
conclusion,
depolarization
and
averaging
process
in
high
birefringence
polarization holding fiber used with low temporal coherence source limi.ts polarization
non-reciprocities to very low level even without a high rejection of the polarizer,
but a bad quality of polarization preservation can degrade this result very fast. The
integrated optic polarizer (metallic layer with a dielectric buffer) (13) used in our
experiment has the required rejection of 35 dB to be used with a 20 dB/km polarization
preservation of the fiber coil. Finally ve have to notice that the same kind of analysis
with wavetrains can be used to explain the affect polarization coupling in the splitter
and misalignment
between
the polar:Izer and the loop
interferometer,
but when a
multifunction 10 circuit is used these problems are avoided because all the components
are automatically aligned with the substrate axis and the polarization coupling in
a Y junction is extremely small (less than 50 dB). This is,
with the wideband phase
modulator, the second important technical advantage of integrated optics.

III - PRINCIPIL

OP THE "DIGITAL PHASE RAMP"

The most popular method for biasing a fiber gyro is to apply a reciprocal phase
modulation at one end of the fiber coil (10,
11). If the so-called proper frequency
is
used (4)
(fp
a 1/2T
where
T is the group delay through the coil), this
provides a very stable biasing point which is perfectly centered about zero, even with
an imperfect modulator. But when the system is rotating, the analog sine response is
not linear over a wide range, and depends on many parameters as the optical power and
the detector gain.
This calls for a closed-loop operation of the system. The best method is to apply
a frequency shift (3) at one end of the loop to compensate the Sagnac effect which
can be interpreted as a double Doppler effect on the beam splitter
(14,
15). But this
shirt must vary between -1 MHz to 1 MHz for a dynamical range of 1000 deg/s. It has
been proposed to get this shift with two acousto-optic Bragg cells (3), which increases
the complexity of the system but above all introduces a basic non-reciprocity due to
the
high operating
frequency
of the
cells.
Its cancelation
requires
a
precise
positionning which will change with temperaturr,
and then produces a bias drift.
A
stability or I deg/h needs relative mechanical stability of both cells on the order
of ' pam for a 100 MHz operating frequency. On the other hand, it is well-known in radar
Iignalprocessing that frequency shifting can be oimulatec with a phase ramp. This
requires wideband phase modulators : the main technical advantage of integrated optics.
But this so-called serrodyne modulation demands an infinitely fast flyback and a reset
perfectly equal to 2 1T
radian, to ensure pure single sideband shifting. Our digital
approach avoids these drawbacks because we take advantage of the fact that the system
Is working over a given length : the length of the fiber coil. Instead of a ramp, phase
steps aiie generated at one end of the coil with a duration equal to the transit time.
This creates a phase difference equal to the step value between both counterpropagating
waves which have seen the modulation respectively at the beginning or at the end of
the coil (figure 11). A closed loop is used to compensate exactly the Sagnac phase
shift. The, step fronts and resets of the phase of both waves are simultaneous and can
be gated out from the detector signal which eliminates the requirement for infinitely
fast fl back. Now just aSJter the reset
AýR, the phase difference becomes(
A)
S
"
anR) where
A(P S is the value of the steps. This does not produce any effect
if
I
is
equal
to 2"V
, the periodicity of the fringes.
This can be
conveniently used as an error signal at the frequenuy of the reset to control that
its
value is precisely equal to 2 TI
.
With these two servoloops,
the measurement
of the phase step does not rely on the phase voltage response of the modulator but
on the counting of the number of step durations between two eeaetb. For a reset happening
after n clock times, the measurement of the phase step Is 2 1T /n.
The analog part of
the processing is servo-controlled to keep both error signals equal to zero and the
counting provides a digital measurement yielding linearity and stability of the scale
factor over a large dynamical range.
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Pigure 11
Effect of phase steps on the fibergyro
This method has another interesting feature compared to frequency shifting or analog
phase ramp : the measurement of the phase does not depend directly on the transit time
through the fiber coil. The stop duration
has to be approximatively equal to this
transit time to minimize the width of the spikes generated by the finite slew rate
of the steps, but small temperature dependent changes of the transit time does not
modify the measurement of the phase step equal to the opposite of the Sagnac phase
shift. Then,
the accuracy of the rotation rAte will depend on stability of the
geometrical length of the Giber coil
( N 10- 0 / 0 C) and not on the stability of the
index of refraction ( c 10",OC). It will also depend on the stability of the wavelength
of the source which must be temperature controled. Furthermore it
need not have two
separate modulators for the biasing modulation and the phase steps. Both driving voltages
can be added synchronously because the step duration is equal to the half period of
the proper frequency required for the biasing modulation which works with sine wave
but also square wave. The figure 12 describes a convenient scheme to implement this
method of signal processing.
The signal of the detector is measured with a lock-in
amplifier. The output voltage is connected through an amplifier to an A/D converter
which gives the digital value of the phase step, A logic circuit driven by a clock
generates the digital ramp and adds the biasing modulation.
This is
send to a D/A
converter which feeds the phase modulator through a buffer amplifier.
The reset is
automatically done by the overflow of the D/A converter. The figure 13 showa the error
signal generated at the frequency of the reset if
its
value does not corresponds to
a 21Y
phase step. A second independent loop acting on the gain of the buffer amplifier
allows one to servo-control this error signal to zero. This system provides a digital
measurement of the rotation rate (related to the digital value of the phase step at
the output of the A/D) jr an incremental integrated output by counting the positive
and negative resets (one count for about 3 seconds of arc with a col diameter of 85
mm). The quality of our present processing electronics limits the scale factor accuracy
to 1000 ppm, but 10 to 100 ppm are expected with a new design under study.
CONCLUSION
We have described the recent progresses made in the design of fiber gyroscopes
using integrated optics, emphasizing the problem of polarization non-reciprocities.
inis technology has now proven that it is suitable for high performance applications.
The final configuration is relatively simple and our signal processing using digital
phase ramp will solve the problem of scale factor accuracy without degrading the low
bias drift
obtained because of reciprocity.
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Schematic of the processing electronics used
iwith the digital phase ramp
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:
Signals generated with the digital phase ramp
trace : modulator input voltage. The phase steps and the biasing modulation
-middle
are synchronous. The 21C reset is automaticaly obtained by the overflow of the D/A
converter
-upper
trace : detector output voltage. Let us notice there is an error signal at
the reset frequency which is zero only for 21t .
- lower trace : output pulse generated for each reset giving an incremental signal.
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DISCUSSION
G.Winzer, Ge
You have used 3 dB-fibre couplers and a Y-branch in -NbO 3., Coin•dering the loss budget, it seems that this hybrid
solution is not advantageous. What is the reason for not integrating both branches on the LiNbO3 , is it the difficulty to
adjust the splitting ratio of the 3 dB-couplers or is it for spatial filtering?
Authors Reply
The spatial filtering Is done by a 10 mm single-mode wavegulde and it is too short to get a good rejection. So, the
problem is not that you have to use a larger integrated optics circuit but a very long one, which Is not so easy.
B.Sdhwaderer, Ge
Can you split off the loas figure of 5 dB of the 1.0, to coupling loss and insertion lose?

Author's R~eply
5 dB total oxtra loss fibre to fibre: 1 dB for each fibre-waveguide end-fire coupling, 1.5 dB for the Y-junction, 1,5 dB
int:insic waveguide loss, I dR is missing (uncertainty between the various parts).
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SUMMARY OF SESSION I1
DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
(Transcript of closlng remarks) by
T.G, Oiallorenzi,

Chairman

In the work done by the AT&T group (first paper) a very good crome-talk isolation of about 3a da in the
device itself was obtained even though they were able to see only 23 dB when they put both the transmitter
and the receiver together, One needs to do much better than 23 dB in practical systems of course but the
numbers are really very enoouraging and show that with a little
bit of engineering you can indeed come
up with something very impressive.
The group from IAOR-Fironme has shown an integrated optic. gesderio lena approach to the wavelength
division multiplexing and they did a very good job on fabricating the depresslon limited lens. The number
they didn't have in the paper was the cream talk between channels, which makes it very difficult to oompare an Integrated optics lans type design with the bulk optics of the AT&T groatp; one would however guess
that the bulk optico design would be probably at leart 10 dB better because of the scattering in the planar. waveguide. The third talk was about a method of phase noise reduction and it was shown that by reading
amplitude and phase information back to the laser one can reduce the lamer phase noise of about 30 dB.
Since the conventional wisdom has that there is very little
correlation between the front facet and the
rear facet noise terms, this demonstration clearly shown that there are more things going on than expected.
The McDonnell Douglas paper on optical quadrature modulator show a very clever idea of making a grating in front of your detector and bemides it wan able to demonstrate how the technology developed in the
sensor is directly applicab3o to coherent communications.
The fifth talk was on the effects of optical feedback on the porforman(e of high data rate system%,
a problem encountered many times by anybody who works with diode laserst even small percentages of foed'ack can dramatically destabilise your laser. The authors have shown that longing the fiber can reduce
the reflection and, accordingly, the effect, They went on showing that when instabilitis. are present in
the laser, the effect should increase error rate quite dramatically.
Tho next paper addressed the use of ion milled alignment grooves for fiber-to-chip coupling. The lotass are now gettiiig down below the d8 range for connector losses and this is very encouraging because one
of the big barrier to the utilization of LiNbO waveguide. ham beon the coupling to fiber. The ion milling
approach is technologically elegait but also difficult and it still
remains to be seen whether ion milling
or "V" groove on silicon are competitive with each other,
Three papers were on the theory of nonlinear effects in waveguidoe and they show a number of effects
which can happen. In my opinion, this is very important for the large number of people interested in optical computing whith still
miss the technological base to build an optimal computer (even it there are one
or two big programs getting off the ground at the present time)l the work done at a number of Univermities,
like the University of Rome and the University of Arizona, is probably the foundation for building potential optical computers.
The next talk was on the PIN-FIT pro-amplifier for high-speed optical onmmunication systems, and represents work in the main stream of data transfer community, There was a short disoussion on high impedance versus trmnspedanoo ampl;fiers for the different frequency ranges and a very good engineering result
was shown for 170 to 565 megabits receivers.
The next talk, from the CRC Canadian group, was an optoeloctronio broadbound switching. Cross-bar
switches have been of interest to the community from the beginning and the Canadian group is probably the
leader in developing this type of switches, They pointed out that if one is going to do a ten by ten
switch on a LiNb3 , one would need about a square meter of it and it is probably beyond the technology
to get crystals that are that largo. However, if one has a ten by ten croas-bar switch, there are quite
a number of applicat.ons in tho computer area and in signal processing that would be opened up and the
work the group is doing is quite signilicant and very important,
The next paper was about an acousto optic spectrum analyser using LiNbO%. a problem which has been
treated in a number of groups for a numoer of years. The work was very well engineered and the progreas
achieved represents the stete of the art on the subject, the 26 dB dynamic range which was reported being
right up with the companies in the USA. The problem Is of course that one needs spcialirned componantry
beyond that one can buyi for example, the use of a Reticon detector which you basically glue at the end
of the waveguide In not optimal but probably is the best choice commercially available.
Finally, we heard a review paper on modulators and detectors for high bandwidth applications. A great
deal of interest exists in studying the pommibility of moving fiber optic technology out to the millimeter
wave and microwave regional however in going beyond 15 OHm modulation becomes very difficult. But, given
the progrems both in the lasers, which can be modulated up to 17 OHM and integrated optics, one can thinh
of doing things up to about 18-20 OHm.
To summarize the session, there were some very significant advance%. The papers ranged from very thvo
retical, which bhlically form the foundations for all the things we'll do in the future, to fairly applied.

-
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And when you get to the applied topics you really start seeing thc prob3ems, a lot of which have been
swept under the rig, In telecommunication industry they have very few bumps now but in the military arei,
where we are trying to do Bome very demanding things with fiber optic,
the rug in still
very bumpy and
there have to be several conferenceo like this one before all our bumps are smoothed out.
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Wavelength Division Multiplexing at 1.5 jsm for High Capacity Optical
Transmission
by
J. Hegarty, N. A. Olsson and R. A. Logan
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
ABSTRACT
We describe a method for multiplexing several channels of Information, closely spaced in
wavelength, together in one single-mode fiber. We report tho results of a recent 10-channe)
experiment at 1.5 pm in which 10 distri'vted f,,lback lasers, modulated at 2 Gbits/s, were
multiplexed together and transmitted over 68.3 km of fiber giving a system capacity of 1.37 terabitkm/s. The channel spacing was 1.35 nm and the multiplexer insertion loss vwas 3 db. Crosstalk,
including Raman crosstalk, was found to be negligible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances in lightwave technology in recent years has demonstrated the vast potential of light
as a carrier of information. The development of high speed lasers and detectors on the one hand
and low loss fiber on the other has led to a series of records being set and quickly broken both in
terms of repeaterless distances and in bits/second. Since the minimum loss region in silica fiber is in
the 1.55 um region, most of the record breaking advances have centered around this wavelength.
Repeaterless distances of 203 km at 420 Mbit/s (1), bit rates of 1.2 Gbit/s over 113.7 km [21 and
4 Gbit/s over 117 km (31 have recently been achieved in single mode systems. To overcome
dispersion effects over such long distances, narrow linewidth lasers have been necessary, such as the
c 3 (41 and DFB [51 lasers. Despite the phenomenal bit rate-length products that have been
achieved, only a small fraction of the potential system capacity has been realized. Silica fibers have
very low lose over a broad spectral width at L.15 pm, on the order of 50-80 nm. Consequently,
many channels of different wavelengths could be multiplexed together on a single fiber (6]. Methods
to awhieve waveliength division multiplexing have only recently begun to be explored, however, in
single mode systems. Multiplexing of three single mode channels, widely spaced over the 1.3-1.5 pm
range was reported in 1984 (71, To avail of the low loss window near 1.5 jtm it is desirable that all
channels lie within this window. Consequently, It is advantageous to minimize the channel spacing
in order to Increase the channel number. As an example, for directly modulated lasers with a
linewidth of 1A, several hundred channels could be accommodated within the low loss window.
Only recently has a 2-channel, closely spaced system been demonatraed [81,
Th, key to achieving such a concentrated system in the wavelength dimension Is a multiplexer
and lasers whose wavelengths can be tuned to the individual channels. The requirements on the
multiplexer are low insertion loss and low crosstalk. As a step in this direction we have recently
demonstrated an ultra-high capacity system satisfying all of the above criteria (91. The system
consisted of a 22 channel multiplexer through which 10 single frequency DFB lasers were efficiently
multiplexed to give a system capacity of 1.366 Tmit-km/sec, which Is about a factor of five greater
than the current sinsge channel record (31.
Details of the system are explainpA in the following sections. In section II the operation of the
multiplexer and demultiplexer Is outlined while in section III details of the lasers and receiver are
described. Section IV deals with the fiber characteristics. The overall system performance is given
in section V in terms of bit error rate measurements, croetalk in the multiplexer/demultiplexer,
fiber Raman crosstalk, and penalties.
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II. MULTIPLEXING/DEMULTIPLEXING
The multiplexer used in the experiment was similar in design to that described previously [101.
The basis of the design is a diffraction grating which can combine spatially separate but collimated
beams into one beam provided that the wavelength. satisfy the usual grating condition
m --nd (sin 0 1+ sin 02)
where 01 and 02 are the incident and diffracted angles, respectively, d is the grating spacing, n is the
refractive index of the medium and m is the grating order which we will assume to have the value I
henceforth. In the multiplexing process the diffracted angle 02 is the same for all wavelengths so
that the two wavelengths separated by AX must have their incident angles 0 separated by 40 given
by

AX - nd cos 0&0
It is evident that to minimize AX, 40 should be as small as possible. The key to achieving this is to
bring the incident beam sources as close together spatially as possible. A concentrator based on
waveguiding in LiNbO 3 has been proposed [ I I in which individual wavelengths are coupled into an
array of waveguides on a single substrate. The waveguides are fanned in towards each other so that
the beams emerging at the other ends of the waveguides are arbitrarily close together. Since the
concentrating function is purely passive and to avoid the sizable bending losses in LiNbO 3 we have
adopted instead a much simpler type of concentrator based on optical fibers whose loss is negligibly
low.
A schematic of the 22-channel multiplexer used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The
concentrator consisted of 23 single mode fibers which were brought together at one end in a

OUT

Figure 1. Multiplexer schematic diagram
showing the 23 fiber array, collimating lens

and grating.

linear array 1101, 22 of the fibers were input channels and the other fiber was the output channel
carrying the multiplexed information. The fiber had a step index profile with a core diameter of
8.2 um. By etching the fibers in dilute HF acid the core-to-core spacing in the array was reduced,
in this case to 24 Am. The outputs of the semiconductor laser sources were coupled individually into
tho free fiber ends. The beams emerging from the array were collimated by a 25.6 mm focal length
lens and diffracted off the grating back throutlh the lens, The combined beam was
refocussed onto the output fiber in the array, The grating had a 600 I/mm ruling and was blazed
for 1.5 Am,
The important parameters in the operation of the multiplexer are insertion loss and crosstalk.
The insertion loss is q function of bending losses in the fibers, linearity of the array, loss in the lens
and efficiency of the grating. Croutalk Is a function of spurious scattering and coupling between
adjacent channels. To measure these parameters the following experiment was performed. The The
output of a color center laser tunable from 1.4 to 1.57 Am and with a linewidth of 0.01 nm was
coupled into one of the fibers and the output of all the other fibers together was monitored as a
function of laser wavelength. As the later was tuned the diffracted light wai coupled consecutively
from one fiber to the next. The results are shown in Fig. 2 where the vertical scale shows the
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coupling efficiency from input to output fiber and hence the overall insertion loss of the multiplexer.
This plot yields directly not only the loss but also the channel spacing and channel width. The
break in the middle of the array Is a result only of the particular way in which the array was
fabricated, Two 30 jmx300 am capillary tubes were used to align the etched fibers and the break
is due to the wall thickness between the two sections. This could easily be eliminated. While the
insertion loss fluctuates from channel to channel the average loss is only about 3 db. The grating
accounts for 0.5-1 db of this and the remaining is most likely due to microbending in the fibers in
the array, The channel spacing is 1.35 nm and the channel width between 1 db points Is 0.3 nin,
From Eq. I the difference in angle of adjacent channels impinging on the grating is a function of
lens focal length f and core-to-core spacing x so that
&A- (xd/f)cos 0
Inserting the values of the parameters gives &\ - 1.4 nm in close agreement with that measured,
The channel width SX is determined by two factors: 1) how rapidly the refocussed spot is displaced
from the core of the output fiber as the wavelength is varied and 2) the sensitivity of coupling into
the core to the displacement, y, The latter dependence can be calculated using the theory of
Marcuse [121. For a fiber with a V-number of 2.2, y is about 3 Am for a I db allowed loss increase,
Since
U - (2yd/f)cos 0

S-

0.35 nm, close to the measured value. The narrow width means that each semiconductor must

be precisely tuned to match the channels. The channel width can be increased by using a coarser
grating or by using a shorter focal length lens. This, of course, also increases the channel spacing.

The figure of merit (mark/space ratio) for the multiplexer can be taken as ,X/AXwhich in this case
is 0.22.
The crostalk in the multiplexer was measured by monitoring the output of only one fiber as the
laser wavelength was scanned. A typical trace Is shown in Fig. 3. An increase in the vertical scale
by a factor of 100 reveals that the monitored channel picks up a small amount of signal when the

laser is tuned to adjacent channels. This crosstalk is < -36 db, however, and is negligible.

The demultiplexer Is similar in concept to the multiplexer and is shown schematically in Fig, 4
The individual channels are separated by a grating and focussed to an array of spots by a 10 cm
focal length lens. A detector was placed at the focus of the lens and, with a free aperture of 50 Anm,
acted as its own spatial filter to detwt the channels in turn. The spectral passband of this
arrangement was about .8 nm. The crosstalk between adjacent channels was less than -23 dB and
the demultiplexer insertion loss was 2,5 dB.
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Figure 3. Plot of the laser power coupled from
the Input fiber to one of the other fibers in the
array as a function of wavelength. The arrows
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indicate the wavelengths at which the laser is
coupled to fibers adjacent to the monitored fiber.

The interface in the multiplexer between the array (glass) and air gave rise to a 4% reflection
back along the input fibers, Since any part of this reflection coupled into the laser could give rise to
mode-partition noise (13], it was essential to minimize it, A three layer anti-reflection coating
reduced the reflectivity to the .15-.2% range,
Il1.

LASERS

The lasers used in this experiment were heteroepitaxially ridge overgrown (HRO) distributed
feedback lasers (14] and were chosen from several wafers with different design wavelengths, The
wavelength distribution of the lasers was between 1.529 and 1.561 Mm, The lasers had threshold
currents in the 50-100 mA range as shown in Fig. 5 where the output versus current characteristics
are drawn for a random selection. The quantum efficiency was typically 12% per facet. Distributed
feedback was achieved by a second order diffraction grating with both facets cleaved, The mode
rejection ratio at 2 Gbits/s modulation was between 26 dB and 40 dB. The pure singlelongitudinal-mode operation, even at such high speed modulation, was essential for achieving the
narrow channel spacing, low crosstalk and error free operation in the experiment. The sensitivity of

Figure 5. Light versus current curves for a random selection of
the DFB lasers,
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the lasers to reflections from outside was extremely small. Nevertheless, care was taken to reduce
any such reflections, especially in the multiplexer, as discussed in the previous section.
The receiver used In the experiment had a high-impedance GaAs FET front end and a highperformance SAGM avalanche photodetector [151. The receiver sensitivity for 10-1 BER at
2 Gbit/s was -32 dBm.
IV. FIBER
68.3 km of almost pure silica-core single mode fiber was used for transmission. The silica core
fiber is a new lightguide design [161 which minimizes intrinsic Rayleigh scattering losses by
reducing the amount of dopants in the core. It was made by the Modified Chemical Vapor
Deposition (MCVD) process by totally depressing a fluorosilicate cladding between the silica core
and the silica substrate tube. The deposited cladding to core diameter ratio (Did) was >9.5 in
order to minimize radiative leaky-mode losses that can occur in depressed cladding lightguides.
Extrinsic losses due to micro-deformations, such as mlcrobending, depend on the power confinement
of the guide mode. Such losses can be greatly reduced by keeping the mode-field-radius imall. This
was accomplished by increasing the core-cladding Index difference and decreasing the core diameter.
The resultant cut-off wavelength, X, - 1.42 Am, was close to the operating wavelengths in order to
provide good mode confinement by keeping the mode-field-radius small,
The fibers were fabricated to minimize loss without any constraint on dispersion. Zero
chromatic dispersion occurred near X - 1,29 Am but It had a relatively high value, 17.5 ps/km-nm,
near the minimum loss wavelength. Resultant losses were as low as 0.16 kB/km and median values,
over long lengths, were about 0.19 dB/km within the 1.57 Am < X < 1.58 Mm region. The average
loss of the fiber at the ten laser wavelengths used in the experiment (range 1.529-1.561 Am) was
15 db,
V. RESULTS
A schematic of the full system setup is shown in Fig. 6. The lasers were selected so that their
wavelengths roughly corresponded to the individual channels. The It is to be noted that choice of
the first laser determined the wavelengths of all the other channels, Each laser was precisely
temperature tuned to exactly match the channel, Ten lasers were used in the experiment and Fig. 7
shows how they were matched up with the multiplexer channels. The channel selected for output is
also indicated. Coupling of the lasers to the fibers was accomplished by microlensing the fiber
ends 1171. About 30% of each laser was coupled into the fiber,
The hit error rates (BER) were measured for each channel sequentially. Modulation was
provided by an Anritsu test set and consisted of a 215 - I NRZ pseudorandom word at a data rate
of 2 Gbit/s, The modulated channel was chosen for detection at the receiver by a rotation of the
demultiplexing grating. During the BER measurement one of the other channels was modulated
sinusoidally at I GHz and the rest were operated cw with full power coupled Into the fiber. A
received power between -29.0 dBm and -24.6 dBm, depending on the channel, was necessary to
obtain a BER of IxIO"'. The difference between the channels was. a result of different extinction
ratios and dynamic linewidths. Fig. 8 shows the BER curves and eye diagrams for the channels
requiring the least (ch, 5) and most (ch 9) received power. In all cases the BER was independent
of the presence of the other channels, showing that the overall crosstalk was minimal, From a
baseline run with only 10m of fiber, we determined the power penalty arising from a combination of
dynamic linewidth (chirping) of the lasers and the fiber dispersion. The greater the chirping the
more dispersed is the received pulse and the greater the power penalty. The dispersion penalty was
between 0.9 dB and 3.5 dB for the 10 channels, Extinction ratio and other penalties ranged from
2.1 to 5.2 dB, Table I contains a summary of the power budget for the system. The average loss
including fiber was 25 dB and the average penalty was 5.5 dB.
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A measurement of the overall system crosstalk was made as follows. A channel having two
nearest neighbor active channels was chosen for detection by the demultiplexer. This channel was
laser channel 3 in Fig. 7. One of the nearest neighbor channels was modulated with the 2 Gbit/s
data stream while the other was modulated with the I GHz sinusoidal signal. The other seven
channels were operated ow and coupled into the fiber. The laser corresponding to the selected
channel was switched off and the net photocurrent was measured. The ratio of this photocurrent to
that measured when the selected laser was switched on was < -23 dB. That this amount of
crosstalk is negligible was confirmed by the BER measurements. Since the multiplexer crosstalk
was less than -36 dD, the overall crosstalk was mainly due to imperfect spacial filtering at the
receiver.
A further source of possible crosstalk in a wavelength division multiplexed system arises from the
stimulated Raman effect (181 which can couple power from one channel to another and so degrade
the system performance. The magnitude of Raman crosstalk is a function of power/channel,
number of channels, channel separation and fiber material. In a separate experiment 1191 we hsive
measured the worst case penalty on a single channel by the presence of a second channel whose
power and wavelength could be varied over a large range. From these measurements we deduce
that the worst case penalty in a 10-channel multiplexed system with coupled power/channel of
I mW, is .08 dB. Since the powers coupled into the output fiber were in all cases less than 1 mW,
Raman crosstalk is negligible. This is borne out by the BER measurements where no evidence of
Raman crosstalk could be observed. The Raman effect is a fundamental limit, however, to the
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channel power and density that can be used in wavelength division multiplexing.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first terabit kilometer/second capacity lightwave
system. The ultrahigh capacity of 1.366 Tbit-km/s was made possible by multichannel WDM with
a very high bit rate modulation and ultralow loss fiber. The system satisfies the criteria for BER
performance and the various sources of crosstalk are negligible. Since the multiplexer is a
22-channel unit all channels could easily be operated with appropriate lasers giving a much higher
capacity. In this experiment we have not attempted to integrate all of the elements in the
multiplexer but since the elements are all based on the same material, an all-glass integrated
multiplexer is possible. This would eliminate all interfaces and consequently spurious reflections
which can be detrimental to the lasers' performance.
We wish to thank L. F. Johnson for lithography In the preparation of the lasers, K. L. Walker
and L. 0. Cohen for the fiber and B. L. Kasper and J. C. Campbell for the receiver. We also thank
R. T. Ku for the fiber microlenses and Evaporated Coatings for the antireflection coating of the
array and K. A. Jackson, D. V. Lang, P. A. Floury, V. Narayanamurti and C. K. N. Patel for
continued encouragement.
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DISCUSSION
BG.Winter, Ge
Did you use a DFB laser with an internal phase shift and how did you produce this laser? What is the observed variation
inwavelength for this DFB-laser on the same chip?
Author's Reply
No, with a regular grating side-mode suppression was consistently better than 400:1. The variation is typically about
200 angstroms even though the same grating is written on the whole wafer.
J.Dakln, UK
Were the crosstalk figures you mentioned (-23 dB overall and -36 dB for a single channel) optical figures or electrical
figures? How are these figures consistent with the >400:1 mode rejection ratio for each laser? Did not the combined
background from the unwanted laser modes and "inaddition" the combined superluminescent background lead to
crosstalk problems?
Author's Reply
The crosstalk was all optical. The -23 dB overall crosstalk was due mostly to the demultiplexer where the spectral
resolution was about 10 angstroms and the tails from neighbouring channels overlapped the detected channels by a
small amount. The suppressed side modes of the laser were not matched to adjacent channels and the pick-up from
these was negligible, The superlumlnescent background was also negligible.
Unknown Questioner
(a) How large were detectors and whott was their spacing? (b) Was any care necessary to limit back-coupling of laser
power from the multiplexer?
Author's Reply
(a)Use only one detector, looked at one channel at a time, Crosstalk measured by turning off input to channel In
question, leaving other channels on. (b) An AR coating with a reflectance less than 0,2 per cent was adequate,
S.Walker, UK
What factors limit the maximum achievable 312R inthis W,DM, system?
Dr J.Hegarty
This is a laboratory experiment. The laser wavelength drifts and the mux-Demux is temperature sensitive,
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A SPHERICAL WAVEGUIDE MULTIPLEXER - DEMULTIPLEXER
V.Russo, S.Sottlni- G.C.Righlni, S.Trlgari
Istituto di Ricerca sulle Onde Elettromagnetiche (IROE)
del Consiglio Nazionale dells Ricerche

Via Panciatichi, 64
50127 Firenze-ITALY

SUMMARY
A wavelength multiplexer-demultiplexer (MUX- DEMUX) which can work also as a tapping element has
been suggested and tested. This device Is based on the imaging properties of a hemispheric geodesic
lens. The aberrations of this lens have been evaluated and some examples of the ritential performantu
of the device are given: in particular the MUX - DEMUX seems to be quite interesting in the case of
monomode fibers, showing a diffraction limited performance. Experimental tests are In progress, utilizing
a spherical waveguide fabricated by Ion exchange on a glass substrate, and gratings with 540 or 1200
groovos/mm. The results already available are quite encouraging and confirm the expected advantages of
this approach with respect to previous devices.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelength division can dramatically increase the transmission capacity of optical fibers. Multiplexing - demultiplexing devices (MUX- DIMUX) are therefore of great interest, In general they consist
of a dispersing element and of a focusing one. Important characteristics are efficiency, reliability
cost, size and an easy coupling.to input and output fibers.
In the case of multimode fibers a simple MUX can be fabricated, for example, by a plane grating and
GRIN-rod optics, while for monomode fibers more complex devices have been proposed, In particular,Tomlinson (I) suggested a waveguide geodesic lens as focusi'ng element coupled to an external diffraction grating,
the operation of this MJX - DEMUX
is described referring to Fig, I, where, for sake of simplicity, only
two wavelength channals,x and x , are considered. Light from the input fiber, including the two signals
at X and X2, is coupled tZ the thin film waveguide and is collimated by the geodesic lens. At the guide
edge, thi abeam Is diffracted back from the grating, Each signal is reflected at an angle which depends
on Its wavelength and Is focused by the geodesic lens into the appropriate output fiber.
Recently this MUX - DEMUX his been realized by using a geodesic lens printed in glass and an Ionechanged waveguide (2), This technique satisfies the requirements of a low cost and simple technology.
Unfortunately the relatively high fabrication errors which can give raise to focal length shift and spherical aberrations limit the use of this technique to multimode fibers.
For this reason we have considered a MUX - DEMUX device based on the same working principle of the
previous one, but characterized by a spherical geodesic lens as focusing element, that is a waveguide
laying on a quarter of sphere. It can act either as a MUXor a DEMUX device; moreover it can operate simultaneously as a demultiplexer and a tapping element, the tap ratio depending on the diffraction efficiency
of the grating.
THE SPHERICAL GEODESIC HUX- DEMUX
To Investigate the features of the MUX - DEMUX with spherical waveguide, let us refer to the sketch
in Fig, 2, which is limited to the case with only two wavelengths,xI and x2i however,,our considerations
are valid for any number of channels,
The beam from the Input fiber Is coupled to the spherical guide and then Is partially reflected by
the grating positioned at the other guide edge, to that the output fiber on the right can act as a tap of
the input signal. At the same time, the grating diffracts the remaining part of the light into monochromatic
beams which are focused back by the spherical lens Into separate fibers, to performing the multiplexing
operation. The Input and output fibers have to be coupled to the same edge of the spherical lens guide by
butt Joints secured by transparent,!glue.Of course the operation can be reversed, the device acting as a MUX.
In general, the Oth-order beam, reflected by the grating, is aberration free, as it can be eapily
proved by considering a hemispherical guide divided into two halves by a transmission grating and
by
recalling its Imaging properties (3). Let us consider now the aberrations of the diffracted beams (4, 5).
Referring to FIG. 3, lot S be a point source at the edge of the spherical guide so that the rays from S0
propagating along the merigians, incide normally on the MM' line, where the reflecting grating Is placed
The diffracted beam is then focused back InS . Since the following calculations are still valid if the
position of S and S are reversed,this aesustion is satisfied in most cases, at least approximately. Let
n be the diforactioA angle for the order considered and a the beam aperture. Since all the rays from S
form the same angle with the grating (all of them are perpendicular to it) the rays In the diffracted begm
are still parallel to each other: they behave like a paralle: beam coming from the outside the quarter-of
-sphere lIns and inciding on the MM' line at an angle f . The phase delay of the i-th ray S A with respect
to the principal ray SlO is therefore expressed by the optical path difference

"nI

"

nI OA sin

n

(a)

where niIs the refrictive index of the wavagutde, BA is the virtual length travelled in a planar wavegulde
and tho aperture angle il;IAssumed to be small in order to be Able to u•a in
1hth.w r'nm,,n... 444.
.... d.6
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of the arc of circle 0Dt.
The diffracted beam is not focused perfectly in S.. In fact. to have a point image S , it is required thatthe rays have equal phases at the line NN': this condition implies a phase delay It the line MM'
given by the optical path BA travelled along a meridian of the sphere. We can define the wave aberration
W of this optical sistem, including also the grating, as the phase difference between the wavefront existing at MM'after the diffraction , and the wavefront that should be there to have a point image in S .
Wa nI (•dsin n - BA)

(2)

we can write:

By applying the sine-formula for the sphetic triangle OAB

sin *//- cos 2 oi sin2 2 n
2
.
wS
sin a tin n/'I - cos a sin 0

(3)
(4)

n stn' 1 (stl m/VI - cos 2 m sin2 n) 2s nin-sin (sin a sin n//I - cose= sin2n)

(5)

sin

sin
and therefore
W

Expanding in series the trigonometrical functions in Eq. (5) and neglecting the terms of order higher than
the 5th, Wcan be approximately espressed as:
W - n1 I
(6)
This simple formula clearly shows that the wave aberration corresponds to the coma in bulk optics. On
the
other hand, it must be pointed out that this geodesic system is perfect for on-axis sources, that Is in absence of perturbating elements; any wavefront distortion at the MM'line is completely compensated in the
second half of the hemisphere, due to symmetry reasons,
The expressions of W given by Eq.(S) and (6) are valid for the unity sphere; more in general, Eq. (6)
becomes:
W- nI Rn 3 /6

(Ba)

In the case of a MUX- WMUX for optical communicatlons, one has to do with relatively large field
angles n (typically 0.5 - 0.7rad) and with apertures a about O.1rad. Hence expression Eq. (6) can give
Wvalues far from the exact ones and the us* of formula (6) becomes compulsory. However' a numerical analysis has shown that for A values up to 250 and a ranging between 00 and 500 the relative error is smaller than 7%.
In order to get an idea of the influence of the aberrations on the performance of the NJX - DEMUX, let
us consider, for example, a grating with 540 grooves/mi, a lens with radius R u 1Omm, and monomode fibers,
Vith NA w 0.1, corresponding to an aperture in the guidea
O.aO-O67rad (refractive index of the guide n,
1.5).
At X - 0.6331im, n turns out to be - 0.36 and W a 0,26Mm w X / 2.411 moving to the ifrarel at
Xa 0.87pe we get n a 0.47rad and Ww 0.26jma X / 2.46, while at X a 1.30jm, n P 0.7rad and W * O.52pm
a A /2.47. In other words, it turns out that the wave aberration has a value close to that required by
the Raylegh's quarter wavelength rule and smaller than the tolerance condition which Is O,6X in the case of
coma (6). Therefore, in the case of monomode fibers a performance very near to the diffraction limit has to
be expected, If, on the other hand, we use graded index fibers with core diameter SOUm and NA - 0.2, the
beaa: aperture in the guide turns out to be a 0.I3rad. As a consequence with the same conditions of the
previous example, W - 1.92jum at A a 0.633jm, W * 2.58Mm at X P 0.87pm and W- 3.84pm at X - 1,3Mm. The
wave aberration being larger than the wavelength , it Is worthwhile considering also the amount of transversal coma (7):
CT •

-

- 0.5 nlRnaz

(7)

In our example the coma values turn out to be ; C w 44um^ C,
59m , and C - 8gym respectively. If compared with the core diameter of the fiber, the results at X 0,633
.
and 0.87Mm ire reasonably good. As to the
employment of this device at A a 1.30m, in most cases it is convenient to reduce the amount of coma by
using a wider grating pitch.Current requirements of wavelength channels spacing (in the order of 40-60 nm)
(8) are full satisfied by a grating period as low as 300 grooves/mm: the resulting coma becomes lower than
the fiber diameter. A further example is shown in Fig. 4, where the CT is plotted versus n , for a a 40, 6°,
8* end 10,
having assumed R m 1Omm, n m 1.58 and X m 870nm,
As to the channel spacing, it depends on the linear dispersion of the grating, which is given by:
R d
wheae m is

Rm/ A cosa

the diffraction order, A is the grating pitch, and

(8)

0 is the angle of diffraction. A blazed grat-
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Ing is often convenient to increase the efficiency. In our case the Llttrow mounting of such a grating
can be easily achieved moving the input fiber along the circular edge of the guide. It avoids the cutting of the lens substrate, at the proper slant angle, as required in the planar cast.
Eq.(6) can be still used as a first approximation with n - 20 where 0 - sil l/A is the blaze
angle. From Eq,(8), substituting a with o , we have a linear dispersion:
Rdo /dx a R/IA

2

-

(X/22)2

(9)

With the same grating and geodesic lens as in the example descrived above, the values of the linear dispersion turn out to be: 5.48jm/nm, 6.5cm/nm and S.77pm/nm at X a 0.633pm, 0.87pm and 1.31im respectively.
As a further example, if a fiber core spacing of IOOpm is requested, the minimum channel separation AX
is 180 A at X - 0,87pm,
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
Preliminary experiments have been carried out by using a multimode waveguide made of epoxy resin
which was deposited on a glass quarter of sphere with radius 25mm, The input beam, coupled to the lens
guide by a microscope objective (Fig. 5), Included two wavelengths, XI 6328A (He - Ne laser) and X S4888A (argon laser). A reflection phase grating with 640 lines/mm, glued at the lens output,reflecied
back a Oth - order beam and diffracted X and h beams into at least 2 orders, as shown in Fig, 6,
where the output edge is Imaged. The bright linis in Figg. 5 and 6 are due to the light output from the
film guide which is tapered at the edge. The 1st order X and X2 foci turned out to be -,.Zmm apart
which Is in good agreement with the teory. In this test, Carried out with a spherical waveguide already
available, it was impossible to obtain the measures of the widths
of the output spots, due to the
disuniformity of the guide , which was also tapered at the edges as already mentioned,
More meaningful experiments are in progress, utilizing BK7 glass substrates with R 15mm and ionexchanged waveguides. A first sample has been actually fabricated by dipping the spherical substrate
conveniently polished, in a 5%Msolution of AgNO 3 / NaNO at "?- 1265.
The ion-exchange time was Ih.
Then the guide has been characterized with an indirect p~ocedure which utilized some planar samples of
BKT, whose guides where fabricated with the same recipe. In conclusion, at X a 6328A, the guided modes
were two and the losses were in the range 1.2 - 1.3db/cm,
The quarter of sphere has been la| d
on a 1200 lines/mm grating and fed by monomode fiber with
core diameter IOPm.Fig.7 shows a top view of the device: on the top the input signal is visible, which
includes three wavelengths: A, . 6328A (He - Ne laser), X2 . 4888A and X3 - 5145A(argon laser), Then,
going to the bottom, there are the three Ist-order beams. The X, beam is less bright due to the limited
power available from the He - Ne laser, while the two beams from the argon source can be distinguished
only in the focal tone, near thu guide edge, having a wavelength difference of only 257A. Finally the tapping beam, reflected by the grating, iv clearly visible on the bottom. The microscope objective allows the
imaging of the output line, In this way, feeding the device with the Ne-He laser only, and using a grating
with 540 grooves/mm, the intensity distribution of the output spots has been measured, The results are
shown In Figg, as(0th-order beam) and Bb (lst-order beam). It is evident that in both cases the spot
width at 3db isof the same order as the input fiber core; that means that the expected aberration of the
diffracted beam has no noticeable effect (the humper on the right of Fig.8a is clearly due to the scattering of some micro-defects of the guide edge), Analagously, Fig. 9 shows the intensity distribution of the
lst-order diffracted beam, In the case with the 1200 lines/mm grating. Also in this case no spread of the
beam focus has been noticed. In conclusion, the aberration effects are below the noise level,
Tests are still in progress with the aim of reducing the guide noise and improving the coupling with
the grating and the 'input fiber,
CONCLUSIONS
A MUX- DEHUX device which can work also as a tapping element has been suggested and tested. This
device is based on the imaging properties of a hemispherical geodesic lens. The main advantage of the
present approach with respect to previous devices Is given by the great accuracy - at low cost - available in the fabrication of the spherical geodesic lens so that the performance figured out by the theory
should be actually achieved in experimental tests. Therefore this NUX • DEMUX device seem to be particularly interesting in the case of monomode fibers which are cherecterizeou by smell core diameter and
aperture angle.In practice, the spheric geodesic lens can assure diffraction
limited performance also with
large diffraction angles.
With inultimode fibers having wider apertures, the aberration of the diffracted beams increases but
it is still acceptable for gratins up to 600 lines/me. On the other hand, current requirements for
wavelength channel spacing are in the order of 40 - 60nm and therefore gratings with periods as low as
300 lines/me are fully suitable: in this case the amount of coma is much lower than the fiber core diameter. However, if a higher dispersion is required, and therefore gratings with frequencies *- 600
lines/mm, are to be used, the aberration of the lens becomes not neglegible due to the
high value
of n , but it could be corrected anyway by designing a suitable holographic grating (9, I0).
Although meaningful measurements of the insertion losses and of the cross talk attenuation are not
yet available, there are good reasons to believe that, potentially, they are at least as good as those
achievable with an aspherical geodesic lens. Moreover, the choice of a spherical waveguide structure
should assure a more rugged configuration with respect to the planar one.
Finally, the possibility of tappirn operation is peculiar to this device, due to the property of
the spherical guide to assure in any case an aberration-free Oth-order beam, which can be easily coupled back to a monomode fiber. The tap ratio depends on the efficiency of the reflection grating.

I
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Fig. 6 Output edge of the spherical geodesic lens, The 0th, Ist and 2nd order diffracted beams are clearly visible.

Fig. I Top view of the MUX-DEtIUX consisting of a waveguide fabricated by Ion-exchange
on a glass quarter of sphere. The quarter of sphqc., whose radius isR -*5m
isle0 d on a blazed grating with 1200 grooves/nai. From the top to the bottom,
at first the input monomode fiber Isclearly visible (core diameter ICAim),
which foods the device wi lh a signal including three~wavelongths: A~,- 6328;
X 4 w. 4888A, and Xom 5146A. Then there are the three monochromatic beams dif
fracted by the grating and focused at the lens edge. Finally on the bottom,
there isthe 0th-order reflected beam , which can be used as a tapping.
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A STUDY OF METHODS OF PHASE NOISE REDUCTION OF SEMICONDUCTcR

LASERS FOR SENSOR APPLICATIONS
J.
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SUMMARY
lacer phase noise using (a)
This paper describes methods of reducing semiconductoroptical fibres, and (b) active
passive optical feedback from an array of mirrors or
interferometer monitoring the
control of the laser drive current from the output of an
laser emission.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The majority of
proposed.
Many optical senior. based on fibre interferometry have been type, in which the optical
these use interferometers of the Mach-Zehnder or Michelson
Under these conditions, a highly
path lengths of the two arms are often unequal.
due to fluctustions
coherent light source is necessary to avoid signal/noise degradation
gas lasers are sufficiently
mode
Single
source.
the
of
frequency
or
phase
the
in
and cost, limit their
coherent, but their large size, critical alignment requirements, lasers, however, are
Semiconductor
sensors.
optical
for
sources
light
as
appeal
the magnitude of the phase noise
compact, rugged and potentially low-priced devices, but
sensors, only path
interferometric
in
sensitivity
microradian
obtain
to
that,
Is such
and reference arms can be
signal
the
between
millimetre
one
than
less
differences
phase noise
This imbalance may be increased if the magnitude of the laserof the laser
tolerated.
control
active
or
feedback
optical
passive
either
using
can be reduced
Both approaches are described in this paper.
drive current.
array of
are proposed experiments to examine the feasibility of using an
Desocribed first
to
experiments
Secondly,
feedback.
optical
passive
provide
to
suitably spaced mirrors
current are
drive
laser
the
of
control
active
by
produced
reduction
measure phase noise
reported together with their results.

2.

PASSIVE OPTICAL FEEDBACK

external mirror, 60cm
Goldberg (1) has demonstrated that optical feedback from a single
narrowing and an associated
from the laser, produces significant levels of laser line
The additional reflector forms a Pabry-Perot
decrease in the phase noise of 15dB.
of the reflected light is
cavity with the laser output mirror and the intensity
limiting the possible frequency
dependent on wavelength, as shown in figure 1,
excursions of the laser emission.
function can lead to
However, the cyclic nature of the Fabry-Perot reflectivity
position of the
additional laser emission lines whose spacing is determined by the modes (XCMs) and
These are generally referred to as external cavity
external mirror.
their spacing io given by

- C/2L,
If the
the separation of the additional mir-or and the laser ontput window.
multimode, the
external mirror reflectivity is sufficiently high, the laser Will operate
longitudinal modes of the
emission spectrum comprising groups of XCM*, centred on the
laser.
running
free
be placed
In order to prevent multiple XCM emission lines, the exterasl mirror should
remotely
positioned
be
then
will
lines
additional
The
window.
output
laser
close to the
however,
This,
oscillate,
to
unlikely
be
will
and
modes
laser
running
free
from the
having little
will produce a Fabry-Perot reflectivity function with very broad petks,
In order to produce narrow reflectivity p~ks,
effect on decreasing the phase noise.
These conflicting
the mirrors of the Pabry-Parot cavity should be widely spaced.
satisfied
be
oould
linewidth
narrow
and
spaced XCMs
widely
of
requirements
simultaneously by using an array of external mirrors.

where L is

2.1

Multiple External Mirrors

reflection
A Pabry-Perot interferometer comprising two plane parallel mirrors possesses
where L is the mirror spacing and N Is a positive
3L/
peaks for wavelengths 7%that
If further mirrors arl added to form an array, as in figure 2a, such
integer.
beams will add
their spacings are submultiples of L(L/2, L/4, L/B...), the reflected
be attenuated
coherently. As more mirrors are added to the array, alternate peaks will
to other
and those remaining will be augmented, making the source less monsitive
with
reflections when used in a sensor system. Thus an array of several mirrors
widely spaced in
carefully chosen spacings will produce reflectivity peaks which are
narrow.
frequency and yet are still
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A simple computer model was developed to demonstrate this, and the results are shown in
(These graphs were constructed by linear interpolation between sets of
figure 3.
are smooth,
discrete points and are therefore approximations to, what in reality,
continuous functions).
The refleotivity function of the Pabry-Perot cavity formed between the laser output
window and one external, low reflectivity, mirror is approximately sinusoidal. Figure 3
and L/S - the
also shows the effect of an additional three mirrors spaced at L/ , L/
frequenoles at which the reflectivity peaks occur become progre sively wider spaced
If sufficient
whilst the peaks themselves remain narrow, and increase in magnitude.
elements are incorporated the laser emission should comprise a single, narrow, 'line.
2.2
+w

ms
-

Randomly-spliced

external fibre cavity

high dimensional
The array of mirrors discussed above would require
stability which may In practice be difficult to achieve and maintain.

accuracy and

An alternative approach would be to use a reflecting array of random
at an
The lasiriruld oscillate
lengths of optical fibres as shown in figure Rb,
optimum frequency within its
gain curve at which the reflections from the splices add
coherently.
This technique is a modification of that described by Epworth (9), in which
Rayleigh bsaksoattering from a long fibre (100m or more) Is used to produce laser line
narre.Ing.
In Ipworth's system the laser looks on to peaks in the coherent backeoatter
the reflection coefficient should be
However, in our eas,
vs. wavelength response.
enhanced, even when using relatively short fibre lengths, making the device less
sensitive to other reflections when the source in used in a system.
but
This fibre optic approach would remove the requirement for accurate alignment,
For most dynamic sensor applications, such as
acoustic isolation would be necessary.
hydrophones, occasional mode "hopping" due to thermal fluctuations would not cause
problems provided the "hopping" rate were low (i.e. 1Mm).
This would be ensured by
thermal lagging of the fibre to reduce the rate of temperature variation.
3.

ACTIVE CONTROL OP THE LMIR CURRENT

3.1

Introduction

The frequency of the laser emission is strongly dependent on the drive current.
Active
control of this, by feedback from an interferometer used as a frequency discriminator
monitoring the laser output, is known to reduce the phase noile (3,4).
In the present work, feedback from both an unbalanced Michelson (with a 26.5cm path
difference) and a Fabry-Perot interferometer were studied as me,\n
of decreasing the
phase noise of a semiconductor laser.

3.2

Experimental

The experimental arrangements are shown in figures 4 to 6. The source of Illumination
was a Hitachi 78011 laser diode with an output power of 2.60m. The laser can be operated
at up to 5mW output, but it was used at a lower power to obtain a longer life. This
device produces a single mode emission at a wavelength of 760mm. The output from the
Michelson interferometer was first
divided by a source intensity signal, derived from a
second detector, to minimise the effects of amplitude noise on the interferometer
output. This arrangement is preferable to a subtraction approach, (see (3), for example)
as the need for balancing the phase and amplitude noise signals is obviated.
The resulting signal was fed back to control the laser current, and a spectrum anSlyser
was used to monitor the output from the divider with and without feedback applied to the
laser.
The bulky nature of the Michelson interforometer renders it unsuitable for phase noise
reduction in sensor applications.
The Fabry-Perot however Is more convoniet t , being
particularly robust and compact. When this interferometer was used in place of the
Michelson, as shown in figure 5, the frequency disoriminatiot. slope was so high that the
divider could be removed as it was found to have little,
if any, measurable effect on
the phase noise reduction, the interferometer output alone could be used as the feedback
signal. In addition to the phase noise feedback, in all experiments simple intensity
feedback was simultaneously applied from the laser's integral monitor photodiode, via a
lower gain feedback loop.
In this dual-loop system the latter loop ensured the laser
operated near the correct region.
Then the higher gain phase noise control loop
dominated, allowing small phase changes from the laser to be rapidly corrected for.
In the experiments described so far, the interferometer and detector in the feedback
loop intercepted all the light emitted by the laser. This is, in fact, unrealistic, as
in any sensor application only a small proportion of the laser emission would be used in
the noise reduction system. Further experiments were performed in which approximately 4%
of the laser bean was diverted into the feedback system and the remainder was monitored
by a second Fabry-Perbt, the output of which was displayed on the spectrum anslyser.
This arrangement is shown in figure 0.
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The output from the semiconductor laser was strongly divergent and had to be collimated
before entering the Interferometers. This was achieved using an 80mm FL, f/4 air-spaced
doublqt lens in the Michelson experiments, and a x20 microscope objective in those
involving the Fabry-Perot.
Optical
feedback,
from the interferom~tero
and other
components, was minimimed in the former camse by placing a 5mm aperture between the laser
and collimating lons, and by slightly misaligning the Fabry-Perot lnterforometers and
the laser beam in the latter. Uncontrolled optical feedback must be avoided; otherwise a
multimode output and mode hopping may result.
3.3

Results

The graphs presented in figures 7 to 0 show the noise spectra, in a lHa bandwidth, for
the three experimental arrangements described previously.
The spectra plotted In each
figure were produced with the following conditions:
a) No feedback from the interforometers, the intensity feedback signal from the integral
photodiode heavily damped by a low pass filter
(3 dB point 0.1 HA). This is the natural
spectrum of the laser emission.
b) No feedback
from the Interforometor.
Amplitude noise feedback from Integral
photodiode applied.
a) Feedbaok from Interferometer providing phase noise correction. (Undamped signal from
integral photodlode still
applied although heavily dominated by interferometer signal
under normal operating conditions).
The interferometer output is expressed in dBm relative to a 1 volt rms signal. The
resulting phase shift which would occur in an interferometer with an optical path
difference of lam is also shown.
In addition, figure 7, showing the Michelson results, also Include@ a graph of the notes
output from the Interferumeter adjusted to mero path difference.
Table 1 compares the reduction in phase
arrangements at a frequency of MEHs.
4.

noise achieved

from

the

three

experimental

DISCUSSION OP NXPERIMINTAL RIBULTS ON ACTIVE PHASE NOISE CONTROL

The results
undoubtedly demonstrate that active control of the laser current, by
feedback from an interforometer,
leads to a significant improvement in the level of
laser phase noise.
However,
any results obtained using the same interferometer to
produce the feedback signal and monitor the laser output should lo-Treated with caution
as environmental vibrations causing variations in the interforometer mirror spacings
will be corrected for.
That environmental vibrations affect the interferometer output is Illustrated
by
comparing results obtained using the Michelson, adjusted to nero path difference without
feedback, with those obtained with feedback and a path difference of 20.5cm (figure 7).
At low frequencies, the former actually measures more noise, even though of course with
a balanced interferometer contributions due to laser phase noise must be absent.
This
low frequency noise is thought to be duo to local environmental vibrations,
When
feedback Is applied, with the unbalanced interforometer, these are compensated for by
appropriate changes In the , laser emission frequency.
As expected, noise reduction
measured with a separate interferometer is less than that measured in the feedback loop.
It
io considered that the results
obtained using separate monitoring and control
interferometers are the more realistic for real sensing systems.
Comparing the results
presented In figures 8 and B, phase noise reduction is approximately SdB lose
when
measured with a separate interferometer.
However,
an improvement of up to 45dB was
still observad and the resulting phaW sh
ehi
that would be produced in an itnbalanoed
interferometer are 121 th&1,Jprad.cm
. HN
- for frequencies greater than 100 He, and
.see than O.2prad.cm
.
a
" for frequencies greater than 1KHs.
Surprisingly, simple Intensity feedback from the Integral monitor photodiode of the
lamer was found to reduce the phase noise by up to 99d.
This w"s a oonsiderably greater
reduction than that observed by Dandridge and Tveton (5), who reported virtually no
improvement with Intensity feedback.
It is possible to speculate that a Pabry-Perot
cavity may have boon formed between the laser chip and the Intelral monitor photodiode,
resulting In a frequency depqndont photodiode output.
Reflections from all the interferometers back into the laser cavity were found to cause
unpredictable multimode operation, with an associated increase In phase noise. Although
with careful
alignment
(or perhaps
more strictly,
misalignment)
this could be
eliminated, it is anticipated that an anti-reflection coated optical isolator would have
to be incorporated to eliminate the problem completely.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of using passive optical feedback from an array of spliced optical
fibres to reduce laser phase noise has been demonstrated but, as yet, not confirmed in
practice. The use of random lengths of fibre is attractive as it would be particularly
simple to implement.
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Active feedback control of the lamer drive current reduced the phase noise by up to 45dB
and the renulting ph.Se 'hi1 2 which would be produced in in unbalanced Interferometer in
for frequencies greater than OOHz. This is considered to
-. 8z'
lees than lparad. o
be sufficient for sensor applications.
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OPTICAL QUADRATURU DEMODULATOR
FOR COHERENT DRTECTION AND SENSOR APPLICATIONS
S.

F. Watanabe, A. A. Joseph, H. B. Turner
S. A. Holmes, J. T. Freidah

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolas Avenue
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

ABSTRACT
A new device has been designed, built and demonstrated
which provides exceptional performance in a very smalls potentially
very low cost unit.
Balanced quadrature detection for
homodyne or heterodyne detection of phase or frequency encoded
signal information is accomplished with miororad ian phase
sensitivities over a broad range of ervironments and for a
broad dynamic range of signal levels and frequencies.
Results
of current development testing will be presented along with
brief discussions of potential applications to coherent detection
for interferometera, sensors, and communications.

A innovative optical mixer/detector has been developed to provide balanced
quadrature demodulation of optically encoded phase, frequency, and/or amplitude signals.
The original motivation was to develop a compact, very sensitive device for detecting
miororadian optical phase shifts in fiber-optic interferometric sensors.
FI33O-OPTIC *UN6OR AfPlXCI
O
typical fiber sensor, based on Mach-Sehnder interferometry (Figure I)# detects
the influence field of interest (e.g., pressure, temperature, electric/magnetic field,
etc.) by incorporating a transduction mechanism into the sensing fiber which generates
an optical phase shift in response to that influence (Aeference 1).
For our sensor
applicationa to date, the important design requirements have been that the device accept
optical fiber inputs at AlGae laser wavelengths (830 nm)p achieve very low phase
detection noise floors (e.g. <1 ,radAM ) operate over a moder:ate temperature range
(0"C(T<60C), and provide quadrature detection from DC to 100 kHs frequencies.
OETc.TAL DmODULATION..
These performance levels have now been achieved using a proprietary optical
demodulator concept to convert the optical phase signal into four balanced, quadrature
electrical outputs proportional to t cost and i sint.
The construction of this device
is extremely saimple and the most costly element in the custom photo-detector.
Obvious
advantages of this design are its small sue (Figure 2) and potentially low production
cost -- both are consequences of the basic design simplicity.
Another benefit of the
compact package is an added degree of mechanical stability against optical misalignment
in extreme thermal, shook, and vibration environments.
Groat care is taken in the design to suppress back-reflection from the fiber
ends or any other elements within the optical demodulator package, due to the extreme
susceptibilities of most laser types to back-reflection.
Excessive phase noise and
strong parasitic oscillations will generally occur in the prerence of back-coupled power
levels in excess of only about 0.021 (Reference 2) of output power.
Frequency response of the silicon detector (1 ma diameter) has been masured
to be in excess of 50 MKIs
with smallor geometries and specific design attention to
high-speed,
li, GaAs and other detector types (e.g., ZnGaAsP, Go for longer wavelength
carriers) car be made to perform at OHs frequencies if required.

ILICTRONIC ANN
DND~TO
do
lation

electronics

(Figure 3),

rather thaii the detector/preamps,

will usually determine system dynamic range and frequency response.
Circuits implemented for sensor applications are demonstrating 120 do single frequency dynamic range
with 50 kiln frequency response.
The benefits of balanced mixing are apparent in a measured 20 do rejection of
noise due to optical source amplitude fluctuations.
This is essential to the achievement of quantum-limited performance for any coherent detection application.
IIIorder to
enhance the packaging versatility of this passive demodulation technique, an integrated
circuit (Figure 4) is under deve1opment to provide a compact, environmentally stable,
self-contained unit for broad application to interoerometric sensor, coherent oommunuication, and high bandwidth optical-fiber telemetry applications.
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DEMODULATION PERFORMANCE
Data *n Figure 5 are from an optical demodulator fabricated and tested for use
at audio frequencies with a fiber-optic acoustic sensor.
Unfortunately, noise levels
measured at frequencies below about 100 Hz are duo to background laboratory acoustics
and seismic levels.
For frequencies above 500 Hz, the test system is laser phase noise
limited at a level approximately 20 dB above demodulation shot-noise limits.
For the
AlGaAm lameril&ode types used in this system, this noise level is expected to vary like

(frequency)
(References 3 and 4).
Zn a coherent detection system operating at the
shot-noise limit, e.g., through the use of a strong local oscillator field, the noise
level will decrease as (frequenay)"l. The saturation dynamic range measurements shown
is

on the order of 120 dB.

Signal saturation occurs first

in the multiplier funotion

(refer to Figure 3) and exhibits a i/f characteristic due to the differentiation function

which takes place just prior to the multiplier stages.

11, order to cope with optical modulation depth variations due to optical
an AGC funotion has

misalignment or polarisat on fading due to environmental effectep

been incorporated which acts to hold constant# the phasor magnitude measured at the
gyltem gain with a demodulator,
in place,
With this
outputs.
demodulator
such
quadrature
as shown
in Figure
2, is range.
routinely
10.5 dB this
over signal
a full level
0*
to 604C
external
temperature
The held
data constant
of Figureto 6 within
demonstrates
stability using a I mrad, rms tonal operating at I kHm,
OTHRR APPL1CAT;O2

.
.
.
Several$ frequency and phase demodulation apioatione
forithe compact fiberoptic demodulator are shown in rigure 7.
The most obvious application is phase-,shiftkeyed (PSK) or frequency-shift-keyed (FIX) digital data transmission at very high bit
rates over optical fiber links.
An important application arises when a local oscillator arrangement is used for homodyne
or heterodyno detection,
By sampling the signal carrier and the local oscillator, the
optical quadrature demodulator can be used as the phase detector in a feedback loop which
continuously adjusts the local oscillator to track the signal carrier.
It is expected
that such techniques will be required to reduce laser phase noise to the small bit-jitter
tolerances (approximately l0o - 150) allowable foa low error rate coherent digital
communication (Reference 5).
A convenient means for direct homodynae detection of a frequency modulated

signal is to introduce a path length difference, A L, between two inputs of the same
signal, AW(t), to the mixer/demodulator; the output is just proportional to ALeaw(t).
Multiplexed signals may be detected in several different straightforward
configurations using the grating device.
Multiple local oscillators and, possibly
multiple optical demodulators, may be required when optical multiplexing is usedi
i.e.,
channel spacings greater than about 10 mm, as dictated by current optical filter
isolation capabilities.
Hore typically# it is expected that the full advantages of

coherent detection will be obtained by the use of electronic multiplexing onto a single
optical carrierl i.e.,
channel spacings of les
than a aHs are easily demultiplexed at
the intermediate frequencies of a heterodyne system.
Something on the order nf ten

thousand "electronic" channels would then reside within each "optical" channel.
The optical Aemodulator is proving to be of great value wherever low-cost,
self-contained, compact, passive balanced quadrature optical demodulation is a require-

ment.

Interferometry, interferometric sensors, and coherent communications are likely

to benefit most immediately from the availability of this new device.
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EFFECTS OF OPTICAL FEEDBACK ON THE PERFORMANCE OF
HIGH DATA RATE SINGLE-MODE FIBER SYSTEMS
R. Keil, K. Mathyssek, E. Hdrmann
Research Laboratories of Siemens AG
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Muenohen 83, W-Germany

ABSTRACT
This paper presents performance measurements data acoomplished on a
678 Mbit/s single-mode fiber optic transmission system for various laser diode
structures and most importantly under different near- and fae-end optical feedback oonditions. Specifically, for two integral coupling schemes i.e. the drawn
fiber taper with a lens and hemispherioally ended graded index fiber lens (GRINF.
lens) the near-end optical feedback have been modelled and simple method for its
experimental assessment has been given. Feedbuok induced variations of lasing
spectra and of mode partition noise and their influences on bit error rate
data have been experimentally determined for a dispersive single-mode

(BER)

fiber

transmission link with the two coupling arrangements.
Comparative measurements have been done with a butt-coupled fiber and with
a non-dispersive fiber system. Furthermore, far-end reflections from a connector
Joint and their quantitative influence on BER datd have been investigated.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems of single mode fiber communication systems for
high data rates (>500 Mbit/s)

is

the modification of the Intrinsic laser diode

characteristics by optical feedback. Depending on both the intensity and phase
of the light fed back into the laser mode strong changes of the threshold ourrent, emission wavelength,
modes arise /1-4/.

spectral width and the line width of the longitudinal

The change of the laser noise /5-8/

and the mode partition noise /9,10/

according to phase and intensity fluctuations of the reflected light deteriorates the bit error rate performance of high data rate systems /11,12/. In case
of a laser diode coupled to a single mode fiber with a lens on its end optical
feedback is mainly caused by reflections from the fiber lens surface, fiber connectors, fiber splices and fiber end.

Coher'ent reflections

from the near fiber

end (fiber lens) cause both a shift and a broadening of the laser speotk.a at
well as a change in the laser, output power. The latter also occurs in spite of
the stabilizing means of the laser output power realized by a monitor photodiode
placed at the rear laser facet.

Reflections from the far fiber end induce an

enhancement of the intensity noise and especially of the mode partition noise.

THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF NEAR-END OPTICAL FEEDBACK
Fig.

1 shows schematically a laser diode coupled

to a single-mode fiber by

a fiber lens. Yet different kinds of fiber lenses have been investigated with
respect to the above mentioned feedback effects /13-17/.

Assuming a spherically

shaped lens surface the ratio of the reflected power Pb (coupled back into the
laser mode)

to the laser output power Pf is

given by /18/
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with the lane radius RL' the power reflection ooeffioient at the lens surface
r
and the wave number k s 2 /Xo with No, being the vacuum wavelength. w.,
W and R, and Ry denote the beam width spot radii and the radii of curvature
of the phase front of the laser field strength at the lens vertex in
verse direotionsa respectively /19/.

the trans-

Fig. 2 represents the calculated results of the optical feedback ratio
1FB • lO'lg Pbf/P due to roflection at the fiber lens surface versus the
laser-lons distance d that is to be expected for various coupling arrangements
as depicted in Fig. 3. The optimum distances dopt are Indicated by circles in
Fig.

2.

For an optimally coupled drawn fiber taper with a fused lens

/um, '20*0.4) 'as shown In Fig. 3a the optical feedback
dB. Whereas for a fiber taper with a high-index
Vl,,-v'4O
amounts to roughly
2
/um, dopt V10-15 /um, r 2 %0.09) an outlined in Fig. 3b the
miorolens (RL%1
(RLHO10

um, dot•*415-20

30
dB. The third coupling arrangecalculated feedback is approximately jp,*meat as drawn in Fil. 3o consists of a piece of spherically shaped graded index
fiber (ORINF-len3) being spliced onto the single-mode fiber end /20/. The graded
index fiber acts like a quarter-pitoh graded index lens. To obtain the optimum
radius of curvature of the hemispherical lens, the graded index fiber (GIF) is
etched down to the proper end diameter and finally melted to a lens ia an aro

discharge. For some typical parameters
a GIF with N.A.

= 0.14)

(Ro25 /um,

d,.50-70 /um,

the expected feedback assumes

r

2

the value of

v0.04 and
q FB-

50

dB.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF NEAR-END OPTICAL FEEDBACK
The influence of the coherent reflections on the power and spectrum fluctuations depends on the distance d, i.e. on the length of the external resonator
fiber lens surface. The extercavity formed by the laser mirror end the first
nal. resonator changes the intrinsic laser mirror refleotivity r, as a periodic
function of d and so does the output power (Fabry-Perot fluctuation).
Neglecting the multiple reflections an effective reflectivity reff may be
derived and is

roff
with

"

given by /13/
-

,4i.(1-r,)'+4(1-r,)4_-rl,, -o

' (kd)

(2)

!'>,

ihe ratio betwlen the laser output power Pf and the monitor power Pm at the
rear laser facet Is

expressed as

"In
Inserting equation (2)
(PM

into (3)

1 - r,

f

(3f

and assuming a power stabilised laser operation

a sonat.) we attain an expression for a periodic variation of the laser

power

P,

2

(1 +,r

(4)
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where Pro is the laser output power without feedback. Fig. 4 shows the measured
coupling efficiency #I as a function of the laser-lens distance d for a typical
drawn fiber taper with a fused lens and for a GRINF-lens coupling scheme. The
maximum coupling efficiency for both is about 40 $. The optimvi coupling diabout 18 /um und 45 /um, respectively. The Fabry-Perot fluctuation with a period of AX /2 is visibly superimposed onto the axial alignment
tolerance curve. It is a measure for the optical feedback and may be used to
Setting the measured ripple APf/P'o into equation (4) we can
quantize it.
stance dopt is

easily evaluate the feedback parameter

"Vrna - 10.A

(5)

the experimentally determined
Corresponding to different ooupling effýolenoiei
peak-to-peak amplitude of the ripple APf/pfo for fiber tapers with fused lenses
was found in a range of about 4-7 %, i.e. -42 dO to -38 dB for '1FB' reapectively. For fiber tapers with high index lenses we measured 4Pf/Pfo of about
7-12 % or in feedback terms IpBw-30 dB to -36 dB. For the ooupling scheme
with a ORINF-lens the APf/Pfo ratio ranges between 1-2 $ or IFB•-55 dB
to -51 dB, respectively. For comparison, in the case of a plane ended fiber the
Fabry-Parot fluctuation ratio amounts typically

to APf/PfoN 30-35%.

addition to the fluctuation of the emitted laser power one also observes
periodically occuring changes of the spectral width and center wavelength of the
optioal spectra as the distanoe between laser and lens ins varied. Fig. 5 gives
In

an example of the measured optical speotrum variations with distance for MORNWlaser diode when coupled to a plane-ended fiber. The respective oenter wave..
length positions are marked by a star. One can realize a center wavelength shift
&Aof about 1.5 om with a period of X.0/2'10.65 um. Center wavelength shifts
up to 2 nm were observed. For a fiber taper with a fused lens and a GRINF-lens
the measured aenter wavelength exoursions were 0.8 nm and 0.6 nm, respectively,
The change of the spectral half width g' strongly depends on the laser pump ourrent and on the spectral width of the undisturbed laser. The experimentally observed variations &e* amount to 20-30 % where the half width of the optical
spectra t for different laser diodes being made available varies within a range
of 1-2 nm.
MEASURE1ENT SETUP FOR THE, INVFSTZATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
DUE TO OPTICAL FEEDBACK
The measurement setup for the investigations of optical feedback influence
on the intensity noise spectra and the bit error rate (OCR) performance oharactoristios is

schematioally shown in Fig. 6.

For transmission experiments different BH-, CSP- and MCRW-laser diodes with
an emission wavelength of apprcximately 1.3 /um were employed. The lasers were
modulated with a 678 'lbit/s pseudorandom pattern generator and the modulation
depth was adjusted to 100 % every time. In the course of our experiments two
different coupling arrangements, i.e. a riber taper with a fused lens and a
GRINF-lens have been utilized. For comparison a butt-ooupled fiber was also
used. In order to Judge the feedback influence of the fiber lens surface next to
the laser diode, the distance d between the laser mirror and that surface is
continuously varied by a positioning system with a resolution of smaller than
0.1 /um.

The uonnectorised

fiber pixtail roughly 2 m long is

coupled to a mono-

mode fiber link. The feedbaok at the connector joint can be either tuned by
slightly changing the gap between the fiber end faces or greatly reduced by
index-matohing.
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Two different monomode fibers, i.e. a 30 km fiber with the dispersion minimum at X. X 1.3 /um and a 13 km dispersion shifted fiber with a total disX 1.3 /um have been alternately implemented in
persion of 350 ps/nm at k,
the system. The dispersion shifted fiber has been Introduced to evaluate the
system degradation caused by LWe mode partition noise as expected most severely
at 1.5 /um.
The output of the fiber link is coupled into a monoohromator and detected
with a fast InOaas/InP-avalanohe photodiode and followed by a cascade of broadband amplifiers and an equalizer circuit. Depending on the adjustment of the
monoohromator one oan monitor the intensity noise spectra of either the total
reoeived signal or selected longitudinal modes. The bit error rate performance
measurements may also optionally be carried out.
FAR-IND XNFLUINCI OF OPTICAl FEEDBACK ON BIR DEGRADATION
According to MoCumbers theory /21/ the intensity noise spectra, Its amplitude and frequency characteristic for a laser diode depends strongly on the
number of longitudinal modes examined. Furthermore It is also heavily influenced
by the optical feedback (including distributed feedback within the fiber itself)
and modulation format the laser diode Is driven with.
Fig. Ta presents noise spectra of a continuously operating BH laser diode
for both the total modes and for the dominant longitudinal mode. The drawn fiber
taper with a lens yielding a coupling efficiency of 40 % has been used and the
1
th* For this particular case the feedback to the
laser diode was biased at 1.2
laser war set to a maximum by appropriately adjusting the gap at the connector.
The clearly visible comb structure in the dominant longitudinal mode is caused
by the Presnel reflection from the external cavity consisting of the fiber pigtail. The mode spacing of the Intensity noise peaks is the inverse of the round
trip time of the external cavity

c
f"

1
2nL

(6)

where L, o and n are the external cavity length, the vacuum light velocity and
the refractive index of the fiber material, respectively. One recognizes that
within the
the noise spectrum of the dominant longitudinal mode is not flat
entire frequency range of the spectrum analyzer. Qualitatively, one observes
similar relative noise spectra with a superimposed comb structure for all individual lasing modes the only difference being the noise power. The difference
betwoun the noise power for dominant mode (curve 1) and the one for total modes
(curve 2) is larger than 20 de for frequencies up to 600 Miz and is caused by
mode partitioning. The intensity noise peaks are also present in the total modes
(curve 2) but not so prominent concerning their amplitudes. The difference in
their comb characteristics are attributed to strong anti-correlation between the
individual longitudinal modis. The mutual compensation of the intensity fluotuations of the laser modes occurs for short or non-highly dispersive fiber
length. an is here the case. From the aforesaid it is evident th(,t the RF speotrum of a single longitudinal mode also contains the information about mode
partition noise (MPH). Due to the deteriorating influeor j of the optical foodback on the optical spectra leading for instance to wývelsngth shifts of the
longitudinal mode& aucurate in-situ signal-to-noise measurements on single
longitudinal modes in the HF-frequency domain are difficult to be carried out
and above all then time-consuming.
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Therefore,

to circumvent this difficulty,

we utilize a strong dispersive

single mode fiber which abolishes the compensation of the intensity fluctuations due to the different propagation velocities of the individual modes along
the dispersive fiber. With inoreasing fiber length the anti-correlation is lost
leading to an increase of the total noise power. Under such experimental conditions the measurement of MPH can even be performed from the RF spectra in total
modes. Fig. 7b visualizes such an RF spectrum of a BH-laser diode after a transmisseion along 13 km dispersion-shifted fiber. By varying the gap of the oonnector joint the amount of feedback is adjustable to maximum or minimum inducing
intensity noise peak changes of approximately 5 riB.
Index-matching fluid in

the connector markedly suppresses

the comb struc-

ture but instead strong low frequency fluctuations in

the kHz region of the RF
spectrum arise (Fig. 7o). Qualitatively, this seems to be effectuated by one
or a combination of the following effects: fiber backscattering, polarization
variations and refractive index changes due to ambient temperature changes.
However, these fluctuations will be greatly reduced by sinusoidally modulating
the laser diode with both an appropriate frequency and modulation amplitude.
Fig.

8 shows both the eye-diagrams

(upper row) and the RF intensity noise

spectra (lower row) of a CSP laser diode modulated by a 678 Mbit/a
pattern.

HRZ pulse

Two different fiber lengths (30 km non-highly dispersive and 13 km

highly dispersive single mode fiber) have been successively used in the system
measurements. The receiver power level was kept constant at -30 dBm each time.
Fig. Ba-b and Fig. 8o-f demonstrate the results for the two fiber links, respectively.

The system performance degradation

caused by MPH (Fig. 8-f)
appears
the differences of the eye-pattern's clousure. The eyemore close as indicated in Fig 8e-f when the index-matching

quite clearly even in
opening can still
fluid is

removed from the connector joint and the gap width set then to maxi-

mum feedback.
The BER characteristics under various feedback conditions made adjustable
at the connector site are shown in Fig. 9. The results pertain to the CSP laser
diode. One observes that there is no impairment in the BIR-performance after the
transmission along 30 km single mode fiber (Fig. 9e,d). On the other hand, HER
degrades quite rapidly when 13 km dispersion-shifted fiber is employed as a
transmission medium due to MPH /22/. In that particular case, the best BER value
is limited to 10`4 and belongs to the case of having no optical feedback at the
connector joint (Fig. 9o). Fig. 9a,b refer to experimental results under the
condition of maximum and minimum optical feedback as selected at the connector
Joint. One order of magnitude improvement in the BIR seems to be feasible by
properly adjusting the oonneotorised fiber ends. The deterioration in the BERperformance manifests itself
in the appearance of the floor characteristics at
high average optical power levels. Such a behavior and especially the absolute
value of BIR at high optical power levels is predominantly created by two laser
parameterst the MPH k-factor and the width of the spectrum envelope of the time
averaged spectrum providing all

other relevant system parameters (dispersion

and length of the fiber, data rate) being kept constant. Since both vary with
optical feedback so does simultaneously the saturation value of BER also. Using
the expression relating

the power penalty

to q as defined in

/23/

the saturation

value for Q designated as Qa may straightforwardly be rewritten as

Q8

k1o

(7)
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The inverse proportionality of Q5 on Zsuggests that asymptotic error rate value
is more dramatically determined by the spectral width than by the k-faotor.
Both quantities are susoeptible to optical feedback. Measurements indicate that
the k-factor as evaluated by the statistical sampling method /24/ increases by
up to 30 %depending on the amount of the optical feedback from the connector
/10/. Under similar experimental oonditions, the lasing spectrum broadens by
approximately 40 %. An alternative method for the determination of the MPN kfactor consists as can be seen from equation (7) in measuring both the spectral
width and the Q-value in a system under real operating conditions /10,25/.
NEAR-END INFLUENCE OF OPTICAL FEEDBACK ON BCH DEGRADATION
Since the optical spectrum width of a laser diode Is influenced by the
near-end reflections BER degradation resulting from such changes will be
expected.
In order to judge the influence of various coupling optics on SIR impairment three coupling struotures have been chosen and quantitative BDR measurements performed. The following coupling arrangements have been looked at: the
drawn fiber taper with a fused lons and a fiber with a ORINF-lens both of oomparable coupling effioienoies. For comparison purposes BCR measurements with a
butt-ooupled fiber have also been done using the dispersion-shifted fiber in
every oatse
Fig. 10b,d show the BDR charaoteristios versus the average received optical
power for the fiber taper with a lens and the ORINF-lens, respectively. At least
for modulation rates up to 678 Hbit/s the improvement in favour of ORINF-lens
is not so remarkable. No measurable BDR degradation have been produced by
slightly traversing (few multiples of A.0/2) the fiber lons along the axial
direction for both coupling arrangements. Relatively low baok reflections for
the two coupling techniques are held responsible for this result under that
specific modulation rate. On the contrary for the butt-coupling case the saturation value of BER strongly depends on laser-fiber alignment distance and is
explainable by the heavily pronounced Fabry-Perot fluctuations superimposed on
the axial alignment tolerance plot. Choosing the laser-fiber distance so that
the fluctuation is adjusted to maximum or minimum the corresponding DER curves
are shown in Fig. 10a or Fig. lO0e, respectively. One order of magnitude improvement is attainable. Displacing the fiber by A-0/8 for instance from the maximum tho resulting BIR plot is depicted in Fig. 10o.
CONCLUSION
The system characteristio of a 678 Mbit/s single-mode fiber optic transmission link operating at 1.3 /um are evaluated for various coupling arrangements and under different near-end and far-end optical feedback conditions. In
order to judge any coupling optics regarding its optical feedback a simple external resonator model has been used to quantitatively specify the near-end reflections in a new and experimentally easy varifyable manner. The experimental
results agree quite well with the theoretical predictions. Spectral variations
i.e. center wavelength shifts and spectral envelope broadening due to the adjustable near-end reflections for distinct coupling schemes have been measured.
Their implications on the system performance i.e. the BDR oharaoteristio have
been experimentally evaluated for 13 km highly dispersive single mode transmission link. The highly dispersive single mode fiber in combination with
1,3 /um laser diodes has been employed to simulate fiber optic transmission in
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the 1,55 ,um wavelength region where laser mode partition noime becomes partioularly dominant on attainable repeater spacing. Moreover, far-end refleotions
ocouring at the laser's nearest connector joint and being made adjusaable may
also degrade the overall link properties. Quantitative BCH meamurements for
various far-end feedback condition have been carried out using the highly diepersive single mode fiber. One order of magnitude BEA differenoe between maximum
and minimum feedback setting is realisable. The system measurements have been
additionally accomplished with various laser diode structures (BH) CSP and MCRW)
resulting in no favourable difference regarding both their senaitivity to optical feedback and their implications on system degradation between any of them at
least at that speolfic modulation rate.
After implementing 30 km of non-highly dispersive single mode fiber into
the system no BIR degradation have been observed compared to the 5 m fiber
length at 678 Mbit/s data rabe nonwithestanding any near- and far-end optical
feedback,
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DISCUSSION
S.Walker, UK
(1) Have you performed any experiment with anti-reflection coated fibres? (2) Have you performed coupling
experiments with DFB lasers,
Author's Reply
(1) We have not considered anti-reflection coatings. (2) No work with DFB lasers has been performed.
B.chwaderer, Ge
You showed the tolerances (coupled power) of axial distance between laser and GRINF-lensed fibre. Can you comment
on the tolerance of lateral adjustment?

Author's Reply
T'1-L lateral alignment tolerances for the ORINF-lensed fibre are in the same range as for a fibre taper with a fusod lens.
This ineans lateral misalignment of about +0.5 mun
decreases the coupling efficiency approximately 1 dB.
H.Lsfevre, Fr
What Is tie beatlength of the grated index fibre used as a lens?
Author's Reply
1 mm which leads to 250 pm length for X/4 lens.
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The practical application of lithium niobata integrated optical device$ in the severe military
environments that will ýj experienced by the fibre optic gyroscope, requires the development of a
cheap, efficient and rokust means of interconnecting optical fibres and integrated optical chips,
One technique for fibre to chip coupling
alignment grooves in the Lithium Niobast
of the waveguide.
Thli technique uses a
stages and is therefore amenable to mass

%tich we have recently reported, is the use of ion-milled
substrate to accurately locate the fibre end with the end
photolithographic proceas for the most precise alignment
production and automation.

Efficient coupling of light has been observed between optical fibres chemically etched, to a diameter
of about ten microns and Wavaguides formed by the indiffusion of titanium,
The use of chemically
etched optical fibres and ion-milled grooves allows a high packing density of chip/fibre
connections, offering space savings in terms of device lengths as vell an lateral separation.
Results are presented for the coupling of light to integrated optioul wavesuides from high
birefringence optical fibres using ion-milled slignment grooves, and 4ho dsareo of polarisation
preservation achieved will be related to the purformonce of integrated optical phase atodulators,

The practical application of channel waveguide integrated optical devices in lithium niobatia and
other subetrates will require rugged, reproducible, low loms, inexpensive coupi.int between :licrea
and wavaluidea.
Low loss coopling can be achievtd by the butt ooupling technique which requires
the micro-alignment of the polished fibre with the polished end face of the waveguide.
However,
this arrangement is not very rugged, it is unatiltable for multipart devicen and it involves the time
consuming and costly micro-manipulation of the joint by a skilled operator.
The use of silicon V
grooves* permits repeatable multiport coupling. However, there is still
a requirement for a manual
micro-aillnmnt stage.
An alternative, more attractive coupling techique using alignment grooves in the same substrate as
the weavguide was proposed by Andonovic et al . The grooves of similar dimensions to and precisely
aligned with the waveguides (Fig. 1) are fabricated through a mask defined by conventional
photolithography.
Coupling is achieved by inserting an etched fibre into the groove. In this
technique the precision alignment ia achieved at the photolithographic stage. Ilencethe technique
is repeatable and the effort and preoia'on of manipulation required at the waveguide coupling stase
is considerably less than for the butt coupling technique thus reducing fabrication costo.
Additional advantanes of the ion-milled groove technique include its compatibility with multi-purt
fibre to chip ooupling, its potential for automation, its ability to achieve high lateral packing
densities and its thermal and mechanical stability since the fibre is supported by the substrate on
which the waveguides are fAbricated.
Standard single mode tleocoms fibre to waveguide Joints have been made by the ion-milled sroove
technique and louss. (including Presnel loss) from the input fibre to the waveguide output of 3.1dB
have been achieved . Many integrated optics device applications, however, require the use of high
birefringence fibre with preservation of a single polarisation state throughout the system, This
paper reports the coupling of a high birefringont fibre to a wavegulde by an ion-milled groove
technique.
Aspects discussed include fibre preparation, groove fabrication, fibre to chip coupling
and the degree of polarisation preservation in relation to the observed performance of a phase
modulator addressed by high birefringent fibre.
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IORIE PREPARATION
Preparation of the high birefringence fibre involves its etching to a ulitable geometry (lO-15pm
cross-section) for insertion into the ion-milled groove And the subsequent polishing of its end
face. The cladding of high-birefringent fibre is inhomo•eneous and preliminary experiments with
Hydroflouric acid eaches revealed a large etch rate difference between the heavily doped stressinducing regioni of the cladding and their surrounding..
This resulted in preferential etching and
final fibre geometries which were not suitable for coupling. However, it was found that the stress
inducing (bow-tie) regions were etched in preference to their surroundings by 40X diluted Hi (Fig.
2) whereas the surrounding cladding was preferentially etched by Isoform bufftred HI (iS.
HF+HIII1)(Fig.3).
Further studies then demonstrated that with an etch consisting of 60-701 by
volume of 501 diluted HY and leoform buffered HI the etch rates of the two distinct cladding region.
were sufficiently similar to produce a suitably shaped fibre. Figure 4 illustrates the polished end
face of an etched down high birefringence fibre embedded in Tan wax within a capillary.
Measurements on such fibres showed an additional loss of 0.4dB associated with the etched down
region and a reduction of the polarization extinction ratio of 8dB. This depolarisation could
represent either a scattering between modes (some of which may be caused by dirt on the fibre) or a
loss of bireiringence.
GROOVE FABRICATION
The grooves in the lithium niobate were fabricated by arlon-ion.milling through a 20Mm thick
polyimide mask which has been appropriately pntterned by reactive ion etching in oxygen. The
polyimide, dissolved 20% by weight in an acetophenone/xylent mixture (1.56i1 by volume) is spun at
2000rpm to produce a 20pm thick film. After drying at I1O0C for 0,5 hours and then at 2500C for I
hour the polyimide is cross linked by curing at 3506C for 1.5 huurm, Appropriate masking of the
polyimide with aluminium is then achieved by standard optical photolithography and wet chemical
etching, The polyimide mask for the argon ion-milling process is then created by oxygen reactive
ion etching. The aniaotropic nature of this etching process ensures that the wells of the polyimide
are vertical (Fig. 5).
For the argon ion-milling of the LiNbO3 it was found that an etch rate of 40nm/min could be obtained
with a IkeV beam at a surface current density in the range of 0.6-1.0M/cml. Under these conditions
vertical side walled grooves up to a depth of 13om can be produced in the lithium niobate
(Fig. 6). It should be noted that good control of the groove dimensions, particularly the depth, in
relation to the etched down fibre dimension' is required if accurate low loss alignment is to be
achieved.
ZlIl

TO WAVGIIDI COUPLING

Waveguiden fabricated in a-cut lithium niobete by indiffusion of BOm wide by 700A thick titanium
stripes at 1050'C for 6 hours were used to make all of the fibre to chip coupling measurements, It
was found that the loss associated with a single high bivefringence fibre to waveguide joint made by
the ion-milled groove technique was 2.3d0 greater than a standard butt coupled joint, York HI
1200/1 fibre was used. The 2.3dB excess lose includes 0.4d0 associated with the etched down fibre
and 0.54b loss resulting from the coupling of the evanescent field of the fibre to the walls of the
groove. It is believed that the ramining excaes loss of 1.4dI results from mis-alignment as a
result of the groove dimensions not being ideal.
ACTIVI

¥S8TU4 PIRlONMANCI - 0L'AIRISATION RIFECTS

In a "polariastion io.nserving" birefringent fibre optic system incorporating channel waveguide
lithium niobste intaereted optical devices both the unwanted and the wanted polarisation states
contain power and cross coupling between states occurs, Owing to the strong polarization dependence
of the phase modulation efficiencies of integrated optical audulatore the power frequency content
generated in each state will be different. In applications requiring control over the frequency
spectrum and for which the detection is polarisation meiective (as in the IOG) the coupling of power
from the unwanted state to the selected state will be a source of error, It is therefore necessary
to determine the power/frequency content of each polarisation state and the degree of cross coupling
between them,
The active test system (Fig, 7) at Barr k Stroud enables the study of the polarisation effects
discussed above, The system is basioall, a Maoh-Zahnder interferometer
lumineted by a 1.3"m beam
from a NdiYAG Laver or semiconductor diode laser. A device to be tested is mounted in one arm of
the intarferomwter and addressed by high birefringent (York RD 1200/1) fibre (1 metre long
pigtails), Alignment of the polarisation axes of the fibres and the device is achieved by iterative
rotational adjustnents of the axes between crossed polarleers while monitoring the system for
minimum 4utput. An acousto-optic ragg caell in the other arm of the interferomater translatqs the
optical frequency by 80gm,
The MOls shifted beom and the modulated device output via the fibre
are mixed on a beam splitter and focussed onto a 500Ms InOsAs? photo-diod,
This heterodyne
technique allows the optical frequency spectrum of the device output to be translated to an
intermediate aentre frequency of IONHs for unambiguous analysis of the carrier and the positive and
negative sideland levels displayed by a spectrum analyser.
The incorporatf.on of half wawvplate/polariser combination in the reference arm and the 50db
extinction ratio polariser at the fibre output fadi.litates the examination of the power/frequency
content of the Ti or the TM polerization state of the system. Although the use of linear
polariestion disoriminators relates directly to most preotucal applications it should be remembered
that, Pines the polarisation states of a birefringent waveauide are not linear, measurements made
with the ipparatus described above are a worst case approximation of the true discrimination between
the wavaguide polerisation modes of the system,
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Figures B - 10 show frequency spectra generated by an integrated optical phase modulator under test
in the apparatus described above. The wavegulde of the modulator was fabricated in s-cut lithium
niobats by the indiffusion of an Bum wide by 700 thick titanium strips at 1050*C for 6 hours. The
Electro optic figures of merit for the TM and TZ modes were measured at 2.4
electrode gap was 4ýu.
Vcm/radian and 13.2 Vcm/radian respectively. Figures 8 and 9 which are spectre for tha TM mode
demonstrate greater than 53dB and 45A] suppressions (relative to the carrier power) of the first and
second harmonicnrespectively. Such suppressione.were obtained by application of sine wave phase
sweeps for which the Bessel function coefficents of these harmonics ere sire. The levels of the
suppressions were found to be insensitive to changes of 1 1 in the alignment of the input fibre
polarisation axis to the chip axes. From these results it can be concluded that the cross coupling
of the frequency components generated by modulation of the TI carrier level within the chip into the
TM mode contributes unwanted power to the levels of the first and second T4 side bands of less than
-55dB and -1.dB respectively relative to the TH carrier power. Residual levels of suppressed
harmonics will also include contributions from amplitude modulation.
Figure 10 is the frequency spectrum of the T' mode when a sine wave modulation is applied such that
suppression of the first order 114harmonica is observed as in Figure 8. The lower level of the
first harmonics in relation to the other components in the spectrum of Figure 10 suggests that the
TI power/frequency content predominantly results from coupling from the TM mode and not from
modulation of the TZ carrier within the device. After adjustment to account for the relative
sensitivities of the test system to T1 and TM polarisation states the levels of the Ti harmonics
other than the first were determined to be approximately 20d0 down on the corresponding T4
harmonics. This is in good agreement with an independently measured TM to Ti ratio of 23dB at the
output fibre for T4 carrier launched via a 5060 polarisation discrimination. This measurement
reflecting the polarization cross coupling was made for the unmodulated carrier using a second 50dB
polariser and a Photodyne optical power meter.

A joint between a high birefringent fibre and a wavaguide has been made by the ion-milled groove
technique and has demonstrated a loss of 2.3dl in excess of a butt coupled joint. This early result
is very encouraging and has established the feasibility of the ion-milled groove coupling technique
to make joints using high birefringance fibre. In addition it hoe been demonstrated that useful
meauremsants of the power/frequency content of both the orthogonal modes of a birefringent
fibrelintegrated optical system can be made with the apparatus described. Such measurements are
invaluable to the determination of interference offsets on signals resulting from the unwanted
polarisation stat, of a given system.
Interference effects on a TM cetried signal resulting from modulation of Ti carrier within a phase
modulator have been measured to be lees than -55d1 and -45d1 relative to the TH carrier for two
specific modulation conditions,

Barr and Stroud Ltd gratefully acknowledge the close collaboration with Gleasow University that made
this project possible, and ir particular the enthusiastic support of Professor J, Lamb.
During the
preparation of him contribution to this paper, Dr.McDonach was a Barr and Stroud Research Fellow at
the University.
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Y1S.2 High Birafrlnment Fibre etahed by
40% diluted HM

FiX.3 High Birafringent Fibre etched by
leoform Buffered HF

Fig.4 Poliehed Indface of etched
HLih hirafringence Fibre

M'M

Fll,5 Polyimide Mask

Fi,6 loB Seam Hilled aroove
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Fi&.I Output Frequency Speotrum of the phase
modulator driven by a 707 radian (peak
to peak) linewave phase sweep. The test
system oiTM selective.

FiL.9 Output Frequency Spectrum of the phase
modulator driven by a 1093 radian (peak
to peak) Sineweve phase sweep. The test
system is IM selective.,

the phase
ril.lO Output Frequency Spectrum of
modulatnr driven by a 717 radian (peak
to peak) Sinewave phase owwap. The test
system is TI selective.
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DISCUSSION
G.Wlnzer, Ge
I didn't understand how you are doing the vertical adjustment of the fibre in the LiNbO3 crystal; is this by control of the
etching time and what is the etching rate in this cue?
Author's
Yes.Reply
Optimization of the fibre position Is by control of the various etch parameters. Ion miling to better than 5 per cent.
The fibre diameter Is easier to control.
H.Lshbvre, Fr
Did you perform temperature test of your coupling method?
Author's Reply
No.
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NONLINdEAk PLANAR GUIDED WAVE INTERACTIONS AND DEVICES
G. I. Studgean and C. T. Suaton
Optical sciences Center
University of Arimone
tucson Arlsona 85721
H. G. Winful
G. T. E. Laboratories Inc.
Waltham, Maseachusetts 02254

IKNART
A variety of applications of third-order nonlinear integrated optics to optical signal procossing are
discussed.
Thess include guided wave devices based on an intensity-dependent refractive index much as
upper and lower threshold devices, all-optical switching devices, all-optical modulation devices, optical
loi.c, and optical bletability.
Multiple waveform. mixing with degenerate four-wave mixing to produce
signal convolution and time inversion on a picosecond time scale are also discussed.
I.

INYlODUGTZON

The current rapid deployment of fiber communica•ions systems masna that information will soon he
transmitted almost totally on optical waveforme.
At present, the standard mode of operation for
processing Information to to detect the light with large bandwidth detectors, thus converting the
information to electrical aignala for subsequent procoasing in the electronics domain,
if further
transmission Is necessary, the Information is recorded onto optical waveforms by fast modulators and again
coupled into optical fibers. This mods of operation is adequate as long as a) the data rate is nct too
high to tax the bandwidth of the electronics end of the system or b) jamming of the communications system
by electromagnstic Interference is not a potential, hasard.
A natural extension of fiber-optic
communications would be to perfarm the signaL-processaing operations totally In the optical domain and
therefore avoid problems with respect to eloctrical bandwidth and electromagnetic interference.
A very useful set of all-optical signal-processing operations would include a) simple binary logic
gates, b) switching, a) modulation, d) thresholding, and e) convolution (which leads to a whole family of
other procaesing functions). These operations can be based on the Interaction of multiple waveforms with
one another, which requires the presence of an optically nonlinear materiel.
Nonlinear materials with
very fast,

probably picosecond,

response times are necessary to process

high data-rate signals with peak

powers determined by the operating levels of semiconductor lasera. Although the "ideal" material is not
currently available, encouraging developments have occurred in the materials area in the last few years.
For all-optical signal processing, it In also possible to utilise the massive parallelism available in alloptical systems so that

the total prooeseing

speed say still

be very high with materials whose response

times may be relatively slow. This however requires very fast serial-to-paralle.l and parallel-to-serial
conversion, and very accurate clocking to implement -- factors which may mitigate against using parallel
processing in an inherently serial system. (When the Information being processed is already in parallel
fore, for example images, the parallelism can be better exploited.)

In this paper nonlinear optical phenomena that. can be used In a waveguide format to implement a
number of optical processing functions are described. The efficiency of any nonlinear interaction depends
critically on the optical power density, that is, power per unit area. Therefore optical waveluides, with
their Inherent confinement of the light in one or two dimensions of the order of the wavelength of light,
provide the optimum propagation geometry for nonlinear interactions In genoral, and nonlinear optical
signal processing in particular.
Furthermore, as shall be discussed here, waveguide geomearies also lead
to all-optical signal-proetssing operations that have no analogs in plans wave processing systems.

The signal processing operations discussed he e are all based on the third-order suvoptibilLty X(3),
which involves the mixing of three optical tields.,
This interaction products the nonlinear polaisiation
field
PNI(w) - soX( 3 )jkaj(wiIk*lw)|

.

1)

Note that for the signal radiated by P(id) to be at the system operating frequency, it is necessary to take
the conjugate of one of the mixing fields (which also has repercussions for the final wavevector
associated with the signal field.) 'If two of the required fields Involve the product of an incident field
with its own complex conjuate, then the phenomena are Ident ied with an intensity-dependent refractive
index. That is, including the linear susceptibility term (a XMiiU(w)Xi(w)], the total polarisation is given
by

Fi(w) - sOix('),i + X(3)ljjilJj(N)l21

Ri(m)

2
?I(*) s,,[n0
- I + eIjJj(0)l2 ) gi=w)

(2)
(3)

and, assuming that the optically induced change in the dielectric constant is small. the quantity in the
square brackets can be written for plane waves as an intensit y-dependent refractive index of the form
i - no + n2y0

(4)
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2
Squation (3) indicates that
where S is the local intensity, y Identifies the medium and Mij - nY ccOniY.
an intense field modifies the refractive index of a medium an seen by iteel , as vell as by other fields.

An intenaity-dependent refractive index affects the propagation of light in a mediul in two ways.
For
First, changes in the index lead to changes in the optical wavevector k of light in the medium.
example, if an optioca beam is jtoppSALid a distance L in the medium, the power-dependent phase change AkL
nan be tuned through w. That is an interference or phase-matching condition can be changed by increasing
the intensity of a light beam. Another example Is the Bragg condition for a grating that can be tuned
optically.
Thee* two phonomena both hSave applications to all-optical signal processing which will be
discussed heae.
The amplitude distribution of a high-power optical field also changes with propagation distance in a
waveguide with a medium characterined by an Intensity-dopendent refractive index. For a nonlinear medium,
the field distributions depend on guided wave power which In turn affect* the wavejuids cut-off conditions.
Furthermore, If both media bounding a thin film that guides light are nonlinear, there are multiple
branches for the guided waves, a feature that can be used for switching. Devices based on these concepts
will be discussed in this paper.
The other case of interest hers for all-optica.l signal processing is degenerste four-wave mixing,
which involves three input waves and one output wave,* Two or all three of the incident waves can contain
information In the foem of the temporal envelope of the waveforms. Therefore signal-prooesing operations
are obtained In which waveforms interact when they pass through each other, As shall be shown later,
these include signal convolution and time Inversion,
2. 1IUWIIZTT DIPIDINT IUIELD PI1NONIN&120
The variation in guide-wave field distribution with increasing power leads to signal-processinu
6perations unique to guided waves. 3 The prime example is that uf a waveguiding film bounded on one or
both sides by Kerr-like media, that ii, media with refractive Indices given by Iq. (4).
The analysis is
believed to be rigorously correct for TI polarlised jidd
waves, but the TH polarised case is still the
subject of debate as to the appropriate formulation,.4
(a) Nonmlinear Gmided Vaoe Ithrehold Devices
The geooetry of interest has a file of thickness h (0 ( a ( h) and refractive index nm, a nonnlinear
cladding (0 < a) of index no and nonlinearity n2 c, and a substrate (s > h) of index ne (and in some cases
nonlinearity n~s). for a nonlinear cladding, the field distributions aras
zyc(r)

o

*

y

i(h-tk{e])

+ cn,

n2c > 0,

(3)

.i( ut-'ik~x) + cc, n2c ( 0,

(6)

and
,y(r)-*

•

s

,-|

where A is the effective guided wave indoxi 10 - w/C and q2 - 02 - nc2, The key pareaeter is as, which
dooends on the power of the guided wavs."
At low powers, a
0a and the fields given by iqe. (5)
and (6) degenerate into exponentially decaying fields. However at high powers, al decreases, and for the
nesf-focussing case (nzc ) 0), al can even become negative.
This leads a field maximum (a self-focussed
field) in the nonlinear medium at high enough power levels.
For the self-defocussing case, Al again
decreases with increasing power, but never becomes negative (and hence the nonphysical came of divergent
fields does not occur).
The power dependence of the field distributions can be used to implement
threshold devices, both upper and lower,
It is well-known' that the usual power-independant asymmetric waveguide (no 0 n ) will not guide the
lowest-order TE0 made below a certain minimum film thickness he, As the file thickness is decreased
towards the out-off thickness, 0 + no (amsuming n > no) until I a n at out-off,
However, at high
powers, the index of the cladding medium isnraaand near the fIla-cladding ie~floe and hence I, which
4,5 the field-weighted average of the guided wave index,
can be larger then no at thicknesses below the
out-off value. The higher the power, the thinner the film that will support a TEO guided wave. Therefore
a direct relation exists between the film thickness and the threshold pow r above which a TI0 solution can
be propagated.
Such a system aets as a minimum power threshold jievice .
A sample calculation of power
threshold versus film thickness is shown for a ZnS-based waveguideo in fig. 1.
If the cladding medium exhibits a self-dsfocuusinj nonlinearity (n4c ( 0), then the effective index of
a guided wave dcksasse with increastng power. Therefore, for a waveg•ide above cut-off for the T; wave,
increasing power foroes the waveguide towards and eventually below cut-off (that Is S + ne).
The
further the wavoguids is Initially above cut-off (that Is the thicker t h initial file thickneaM), the
larger the power required to out off the TE0 wave. Detailed calculations for this effect are shown in
rig, 2.
wS expect that such threshold devices can be used either in an end-fire (fig. 30,) or a linearnonlinear-linear wavollUde geometry (Fig.3b),
In both cases, wave power transmitted by the thin-film
waveguide will, be the desired signal, One of the attractive features of such devices Is that the fields of
interest ate established at the first transverse boundary at which the nonlinear medium is encountered,
It is however neceasary to strip of the unwanted fields, such as radiation modes, and propagation distances
of tons of wavelengths will be required.
Nevertheless, devices that require only tens of micrometers
should be possible.
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The threshold devices described above have not yet been implemented. The characteristic features
11 2
the fields discussed above have, however, been demonstrated experimentally for other geometzies. 01
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FILM THICKNESS (ý&mll
Fig. 1. The out~f power above which the TEO ways can
b oegeted verms film 1hicknofras nonilneer
s tauigU cladding medium. The Inset
dfowe ihe variatio In elffectve Indem $wwt"guided
film ihiclknces of 0.2 v m.
wave power forre

(no)

(b 181

FlU. 3.

FILM INDEX fif

Flo. 2. The maximum T1 guided wave power which cen be
differenc between toe
piVpagefed wer. 111111
film end onlinear GaAs-GsAlxAsI.x cladding.
Ineet is thes efe*tive hndem Ye~i guided wave
power for nf is 3.39 end film lIhIcknesn of 1.07 mn,.
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Methods for suiting nanlinwo guided waves witt Ithrohold charoaws~clvits e)End fi# wotellon, W~ Imwailulon by a linea
guided wave Incident onio a IrsiwvwU boundary betwee a linear end nolinea waveuide.

Mb Memlieear Guided Wave I1witabimg
Waves guided by a thin file bounded on both aides by melf-focusoingt media also exhibit characteristics
Bs
aced on the previous discussion, at high powers one
that appear piomisingl fot all-optical switching.e
might expect fields that are self-focussed ink either of the two nonlinear media or In botli. Multiple
The
solutions are obtained for the case when both bounding media have self-focussing nonlinearities.
details depend on the relative values of no and no, end tISa and nzs. At present it is "lot clear whether
the branches should be stable f or all-optical
all of these soelttions are stable. Nevertheless enough OOV
switching to be possible.
We consider first the T10 case no - 0a but With
The
unequal nonlinearities, that. is n 0 n as
each
solutions fall on two distinct 2tranches
chsrcaterized by its own field distributions, that Is,
calf-focussing in different media at high powers.
The example in Fig. 4& Includes an estimate for the
guided wave lovs in terms of the imaginary componentA
of 0. The curves (in order of Increasing I In the
asymptotic limit) correspond to self-focussing in the
medium with the highest nonlinearity (no), in the
medium with the lowest nonlinearity (nm), and in both
madia.8

Iso
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A possible response of this system to guided
wave power incident through a transverse boundary.....S
(Pis. 3b) is shown in Figs. 4& (dotted line) and 4b.....I
~
I.3
Am the guided wave power Is Inoreased, the wave
exaited follows the lower branch until it reaches the
POWER~ (iiiW/mm)
maximum value allowed for that branch. lubsequent
increase in guided wave power can only7 be Pig, 4. Real (solid line) and ImegInary (deched line) per"
of the ef fective Index A versus Tito guided wave
accomplished by switching the response to the upper
power for h so2.0Oum, %a~,57 no 1.55,
branch. becauce the attenuation of the upper branch
~ ne a 1.55,
a20 1FmW,'
:1c - 0.002,
is larger than that of the lower brannh, this
I a 0.001, aOdnj a to-9 m2/w.
switching is accompanied by an instantaneous decreass
in the signal transmission, as indicated In Fig. 4b.
If the guided siave power to now decreased, there is a minimum power that can be sustained by the waves
corresponding to the upper branch, Further decrease in guided wave power requires switching to the lower
branch, with again a subsequent Increase in guided wave power (because of reduced attenuation). The inut
response curve closely resembles that of a bistable loopi there are two stable states, and which state
the system Is in depends on the previous history of how the light was guided.
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If the material system in characterized by
nc nend
"s
by 'n2c 0 n2s. the resulting two branch..
become sererated, and there is a range of powers
over which guided wave power convict be trr..nported
(see Fig. 5a). Thant is, when the guided wave -power
incident onto a transverse boundary (Fig. 3) its~
inhensdthe
transmiofthed lower breaincasroeahed
whnraedthema
enm
u fthed
i
lower breainch as reached.
However, when the power exceeds that required for
excitation of the upper branch, i6witGhhzX to the

6,6f

I

j

10"
4

suddenly Increases (Fig. 5b).
Conversely when the
guided wave power In decreased below that whiuh cashste
be sustained by the tipper branch, the ey-iten switches
to the lover branch ,and a sudden deurease in
transmitted signal occurs. This response corratprene
to all-optical switching.
137
11$
Interesting possibilities also exist for the
'-h
switching or modulatkaon of one light bees by Avother.
As Indicated by 1q. (4), a high power guided wave (for
example, of T3 polarimation>, alters the spatial
distribution of the refractive loder In its vicinity.
POWER (MW/mm)
Therefore the propagation characte ristic, of an
orthogontally polarised TH wave are also affected. Fig.
5. The effetve Indom vevum TEO
guidJed wave powe(The change in refractive index for the TM wave will
for h a 2.0 mrun a .7
' 5.6~a1
00.02,
be lees than that of the Tz wave because the
V12ca be 2Mx9
m/ W' n
.51,n;
nonlinear affect makes the material optically
n2.5x IO M ,iW.is
.
nd
anisotropic.)
For a ssl-focussing nonlinearity, a
strong TI wave can bring a TM mode above cut-off.
Alternatively, in a aelf-dsfocussing medium, antincrease It%TK power can force a TH wave below cut-off.
lIn both cases, a small modulation in the TS wave can produce a large modulation in a TH wave.
This also
leads to the switching of one optical beam by another.
To datel tio experiments on thin film* bounded by two nonlinear media have been reported,
2. ZUINUIT11r DIFENDIN?

uUPEMMM

The Gurves showun in Figs. 1, 2, 4, ane 5 exhibit a complicated behaviov for the offectivi index I with
guided wave poews. However, et li'v guided wave powers the change in I in linear with power. I That is,
0 a 00 + PO~gw

(7)

where P IV is the Suidild wave power pot unit width atIngn tha wavaf rent avid A&~ can be calculated either
from thl exact theory,' or fror. itormal mode analysis.
In thislimit, the total phase change experienced
by a guided wave ofter it peopalatee a distance L contains two terms, namely
itn4 *kQL

+ 40Sok~LPgv(8

where £,N*- - A11
nonlinear power-dependent phase change. Typically an Interference condition
0 k0LF w is it"m
cati change from constructive to destructive interference, or vice-versa, when £A~h - w/2 so that
PC .

(9)

where to tos s eanure of the critical power required to produce power-dependent interference phenomena.
in this section we discuss a number of devices that rely on such an Intensity-dependent effective index and
phase.
(a) Nomlinear Directional Coupler
An Intensity-dependent refractive Index can be used to alter the phase-matching condition between two
coupled channel waveguides, 14 for example, conusider the channel waveguide directional Coupler shown in
fig. 6. When light is injected into one channel, the overlap of that guided wave field with the adjacentt
channel waveguide results in power transfer into the second waveguids, As shown In Fig. 7 for low powers,
the power oscillates between the two channels with propagation distance and, when terminated for the
appropriate length, the device acts as a switch or a power splitter. For elactro-optic materials, the
transfer conditions can be tuned by applying an electric field to modify or modulate the ref cactivek Index,
and thise
Isthe normal mode In which such a device is operated.
if one of the media in which the guided wave fields exist is characterised by an inteneit y-d apendent
refractive index,14the cross-coupling conditions become power dependent and new signal processing devices
become possible.
That is, the response of the device depends on the intensity of the input waves.
Assuming Identical waveguidos with guided field amplitudes described by ai(x) and a2Iu) respectively and
neglecting attenuation, the Interaction can be described by the coupled wave. equationS1t %
-i t. SIN)
.ifltz(x)

1`8a2(s) +. Ju0aj(x) 2 + 2400'42 (%)2 ]ai(x)(l)
I(x) +. IWeoa(x)2 + 2Aoo),4i(x)2)A2(x).
ra

(lob)
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hors r' is the usual linear-coupling coefficient between the two channels that ledm to tile oscillatory
transfer between the ehannels shoin in the low power regime of Fig. 7.
Its value depends on the details
of the channel geometry and sepuration,
Note that in the absence of Lhis coupling term, the remaining
terms in the square brecketia introduce an intensity-dependent contribution to the propagation wavevector
ior ewa.h channel.
The paraeeters, h00 and avo' respectivelyt quantify the nonlinear effect of each guided
wave fWeld onto itself because of ita high intensity and tha nonlinear effect of a 3trong field i., one

channel on the propagation characteristics of the neighboring channel.

INPUTPUT
/ •NON4,INEAR

U

..

,

COUPUNG6 REGION
CHANNEL I
CHANNEL I

Fig. 0.

nn*R 2 1, 1E1'
0E: ELECTIC FIELD)

or _

z/V

A nonlinewr cerort direcional coupler consis"tng
o two ohenneivaveguldde who flede erlIp In a
medium haroteise by mi Intol•.y-dependent

Fig. 7. The guided wa" power (normalized -to the

crlo1

switching power PO) remaining In the Incidence
channel vreab propegtlcn dislanco at different
inodent power levels,

.0 Sel ve Indem.

The solutions to these equations to obtuined by Thtn@Sn 14 ars shown in Fig. 7 for a single input channel
excited at different paver levels. These results suggest a variety of possible applications. Per example,
if the device is set to produce coapleate trahsfer into the neighborAng channel At low powers, at
appropr$ately high input-power levelm the transfer can be minimited.
This correspouds to an Intensity
dependent optical switch. A meois of ouch svitchan can be used to demultiplex signals that are intensity
coded.
Alternatively, if the uignale are of eppronimset:ely equal intensity but are wavelength multiplexed,
the signals tan be deaultiplexed if the material nonlineartty is strongly wavulength-dependent.
Intensity-dependent power transfer has recently
been
demonetrated
using
in-iiffueed
channel
waveguidee in LI~b0 3 , 1 6 end in GeAe-G,&) o,3*,Al"
waveguidne.1I
vultipie-quantua-vwll (MQW) channe).
Although n2 T is quite small for U41110 (and in fect
was measured in this experiment),I• a measurable
trasfeer with picosecond time resolution hae be
observed by Hatanand callsolgsa. The recent reportig
se
structu
in the ofMQV laser
switchingswitching
of nonlinear
demonst
rated
partial
diode
radiation at wavsguide power levels of only I YW. In
that asve the two channel vaveguides were straininduced by depositing two gold stripes on top of a
planar NqW vaveguide. Although this device operated
at a temperature of IN0 K, it represents a very now
and iaiotll development

TRUTH TABLE
•-POLARIZER
..

0

('D
'

OUTPUT

'

t

in this field.

The most promising application of nonlinear
directional couplara appears to be to all-optio
logic gates based on a Mach-Zender interferometerlas sketched in Fig. 8. As indicated in the inset, the
full sot of logic functions can be implemented with
this device.
(b)

0

ib
Fig. S.

A modified nonlinear Mech-Zender Intlrfhrometer
for Implemahlng alloil Iloyl If-tlons. The
logle luble Is given In te Inset.

lomlimear Gratimg Deowlee

All-optical tuning of wratinga in nonlinear waveguides leads to a large number of potential
applications to juided-wave all-optical signal paoceseing. The r.nderlying principle is very simple. When
light is incident onto a grating (Fig. 9), it is strongly refleuted (deflected) only when the Bragg
condition

skoraf

*'ic+*(I

in satisfied. The effectivu index I can be tuned opci•oally by the incident beam itself, by another guided
wave beam incident from another direction, or by illuminating the grating from above (or below).
Thevefore the Bragg condition, and hence t
ýrating reflrctivity, can be controlled optically. This
phenomenon will prove to be very versatile because b' !__.tL•
.tion and the intnsaly of the itgnnl can
be controlled optically.
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Potentially one of the most important applications based on distributed feedback will be to optical
17
bistability and switching.
Consider first a single beam incident along the grating axis (beam 1 in
Fig. 9).
Because of a grating's reflection properties, there are always two waves present inside a grating
that we label a4 (x) and a-(x) for propagation along the +x and -x axes respectively.
For a sinusoidal
surface grating cenp~ered on the plane a - 0 (film-cladding interface) that produces a wivrface corrugation
uosin(tex) and includes both the forward and backward1 7 travelling waves, the appropriate
given by ucoupled-mode equations including an intensity-dependent wavevector era
ida+(x)

2

re-i$koxa._(x) + Asoko[+(x)2

(12a)

+ 2as(x) ]a+(x)

and
-iad..c(x) - reiAlkox +(x) + 6O0 kO[2a+(x)

2

2

+ a..(x) ]a..(x)

(12b)

,

where r is the distributed reflection coefficient for a planar wavaguide and the initial detuning from the
Bragg condition is given by
AO - 200 These

equations
0A-0
case,

have been solved

analytically.
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PC

In

c/k 0

(12c)

.

terms of an incident

210

switching

power PC for the

•

(13)

Typical numerical results for the transmission through the grating are shown in Fig. 10.
As the incident
power is increased past the turn-back point, the system switches to the upper branch.
When power is
reduced, switching to the lower branch occurs at the turn-back point for the upper branch.
Hence a
2
bistable loop is obtained.
As shown in Fig. 10, switching occurs for 1a+(0)1
. Pc, provided that the
feedback parameter is of the order of unity or larger.
If two beams are incident onto the grating, the
bistable switching of one beam will also produce bistable switching of the second beam.
P0 for channel
waveguides can be nanowatts for In•b waveguideo,1
microwatte for OsAlAs 1QW structures, and potentially
1
tons of milliwatte for nonlinear organic used as the nonlinear material. 8

1(3I1

1

4.5
4,0-

2.0
0.0
0
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INCIDENT INTENUITY I
Fig. 9.

General nonlinear grating goomehy for switching
guided waves. The grating can be tuned (in a
bistable fashion) by # high power guided wave
Incident (for example) along the grating axls by a
contro guided wave Incident parallel to the Iies of
the grating, or by Illumination from above or below.

Fig. 10.

Transmitted vemus Incident Intensity for guided
wave optical bhrtablilty for a given feedback
in - 2) which char-irterlzes the g7lting
reflectlvlty, and grating length L.

If the grating is Illuminated either from above or by
a guided wave incident parallel to the grooves,
the
grating reflectivity can b# tuned continuously with the
contrul beam power, as showr, in Fig. 11.
That is,
the
operating
point of
the
grating
can
be
controlled
optically.
This property is usoful for implementing a
For example, if
variety of all-optical logic functions.
of power Pg are incident as control beams
beams
two input
maximum
from
offset
initially
grating
the
with
reflectivity (for a third weak signal beam) by -Pg. an XOR
operation is obtained for a weak signal beam.
Similarly,
operdtione such as AND may also be implemented.
There are also applications to serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial conversion.
For example, consider a
aerial data stream passing through a long grating which is
initially tuned to .sv' refloctivwty, as illustrated in
If at some instant in time the giatings are
Fig. 12.
illuminated from above with sufficient power to tune the
gratings to maximum reflectivity, the serial data stream
is converted to a parallel eats stream.
týAtlarly a Fig. 11,
parallel data stream can be converted to a serial data
stream.

1.0

0

--

SW
CONTROL POWER

Grating reflectivity
verou control beam power for
a nonlinear grating (K r).
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(a)~O
FIg. 12.

~

TPUT/b

Serilal-to-porullel convenio of a dalte strem via a ponlilner grting. a) The distreh'am propagates 11,rouh The gratng
;o
which Is dehuned from the Bragg condition, b) The grating Is Illumlnaled from shove with a beem of suflocien" power
to
Parllel
amy.
dllm616l10uial
one
a
parallel
Into
Is
deflected
"tunsthe gratng to the Bragg condition. c) The dfta strem
aerial converalon Is obtained by offectvely revirsing the proce In t1me.

During the grating
Optically tuned nonlinear gratings are potentially very versatile element@.
to phase
corresponds
which
a,
distance
some
for
periodicity
the
stop
to
possible
is
it
process,
fabrication
coding and decoding,
and
correlation
as
such
processes
phaso-keyey
Thus
grating.
the
inside
nkot
of
shift
1
Here
waves.
both well-known in surface acoustic wave devices, 1 can be implemented optically with guided
by the signal beam
actuated
or
beau
control
a
with
optically
on
turned
either
be
could
code
the grating
other applicatione such
itself (providing that it lies within a specific power range). There are numerous
which are not
computing
optical
for
operation
"slide"
the
or
beans
parallel
of
"as switching of arraysof space limitations,
discussed here because
To date no devices based on nonlinear gratings have yet been reported.
4.

DEOunIATE Y0UI-IAv3 MIXNIG

polarisation
The key feature that leads to an Intenalty-dependent refractive index is a nonlinear be produced
can also
source field at the same frequency as the incident field. Such a polarisetion field
If two of2 0 the input fields propagate in opposite
by the mixing of three input waves, meo 1q. (1).
Since these two fields propagate In
directions, this process in called degenerate four-wave mixing.
third
opposite directions, their wavevectorm cancel exactly. Therefore, for any angle of incidence of the
fourP
beam in this geometry, the process is always phase-matahed (wevevector conserved) provided that the
In a waveguide format,
wave is generated backwards along the incidence direction of this third beau.
This ensures
the process is phaee-matched as long as beams I and 2 propagate in the same waveguide mode.
that the signal beam 4 is radiated into the same mode as beam 3.
beams can
This interaction geometry introduces new signal-processing possibilities because the input
from
different
2
and
(1
speeds
different
at
and
another,
one
to
relative
directions
different
In
propagate2
time in the
real
in
produced
be
to
waveforms
two
of
convolution
the
allows
this
example,
For
3 and 4).
The two input beams being convolved
Sform of an optical guided wsve signal, This case shown in Fig 13.
bean 3 l c, is a cootrol beam whose
and
(t')l
U
envelope
pulse
b,
R
2
and
Ul(t);
envelope
2
*are 1 a a, pulse
The total radiated
presence is required to make the process possible via degenerate four-aavew mi•ing.
signal it of the form
U4 (t) - I Uj(2t-"t)U 2 ('T) d

(14)

,

factor of
which corresponds to the convolution of the two input, waveforms with a time compression of a
beam, a
two. Whether this process occurs or not is determined by the presence or absence of the control
further advantage for controlled access signal processing.

22

a)
Fig. 13.

b)

mid b) o -the time
The application of degenerato four wave-mixing to a) the convolution of pulses I (me) end 2 Cob),
Inversion of beam I (os).

22
with time compression or expansion, illustrated in Fig. 13b. The
Another example is time inversion
in
waveform to be inverted is coupled into a clow mode of the wavemuide and a very short pulse (W-functionend
time) into a fast node that overtakes it essentially at a small angle from behind. Honce the trailing
as the short
of the input signal pulse is re-radiated back along the path of the 6-function prlase, and this
case the
1, a time inverted version of the input signal is produced. In
pulse pauses through wavefore
the mode
control beam is 2 and the radiated signal is beam A. By adjustinj the relative angles and
numbers of the various input wave, the signal can also be expanded or compressed in time.
23
The
Only one experiment on degenerate four-wave mixing in thin film waveguidem has been reported.
operations
processing
signal waves were tens of nanoseconds in duration and therefore no real time signal
were demonstrated.
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S.

SUMMART

We have discussed a number of potential applications LJ ll--optical signal processing of nonlinear
interactionn In planar and channel wavegrdes.
It should by now be clear that most, if not all, of the
The planar interaction geometries are
procesaing functions of Interest can be implemented optically.
mostly applicable to aerial processing systems. Interactions involving channel waveguides (or fibers) can
be used also for parallel processing operations.
It is still very early in the vavegusds all-opticaJ.
signal-proceesing field, and to date only a fewiInteractions have been varified experimentally.
The key to implementing such devices is the availability of appropriate materials.
The requisite
nonlinearities should be large enough that the various devices can be implemented at powea
levels of tens
of millivattu or lese.
Furthermore, once the optical signal is turned off, the nonlinsarly Induced
This
polarization or refractive index should relax as quickly as possible, preferably in picoseconds.
nonlinearity relaxation time will, ultimately limit the processing speed.
(Usually the "turu-on" time for
the nonlinearity is instantaneous, provided that enough pover is supplied to the device.)
Some candidate materials already satisfy the above criteria, although not all optimally.
For
example, 0aAe/OaAIA. MQWmaterials have more than adequate nonlpearitiea, although the relaxation time
for the nonlinearity is still in the2 5 hundreds of picoseconds range. 4 Semiconductor-doped glasses relax in
times of the order of picoseconds.
However, the powers required for signal processing are predicted to
lis in the 10-mW to 1-1 range. Both of these material systems have large losses and are therefore not
ideal for serial processing involving multiple devices. The use of nonlinear organic materials that are
very fast Is one of the more interesting prospects on the horison. The absorption In these materials
should be controllable and they must nov be engineered to increase t&eir
nonl~nearitis by sveral orders
2
of magnitude to reduce device operating powers to reasonable levels.I,
We look forward over the next few years to both the demonstration of more all-optical signal
processing operations, and to the development and incorporation of now nonlinear materials into guided
wave formats.

This research was supported by the National Science Foundation (EC1-83047A41-8117483), Army Research
Office (DAAG-29-85-K-0026), the Joint Services Optics Program (MICOM, SMOSC) end the Air Force Office of
Scientific Ieesarch (AFOIR-84-0277).
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BISTABILITY IN NONLINEAR WAVEGUIDES
by
M.Bertolotti, CSibifia, IAnselmi
Dipartmenito di EnergetisSezione Fidica-U veritdi Roma 1
Via Scarpa n.16, 00161 Roms Italy
SUMMARY
The propagation of electromagnetic waves (TN) in a nonlinear
wtveguid. in studied. For simplicity a three layer structure is considered
With the two external media of semi-infinite extent. The mode dispersion
equation is derived together with the power carried by the single mode in
the structure, showing that bistability can occur in some came.

1. INTRODUCTION

Propagation in nonlinear waveguides was considered since 1960 (1)when
surface waves on the interface between two media one of which had a

dielectric constant with a quadratic dependence on the wave fieldwere

studied.
This situation was further considered in refs. 2 to 6 and extended to the
came of both media nonlinear by Lomtev (7) or of a symmetric layered structure consisting of a layer having a linear dielectric constant between
two layers of a medium whose dielectric constant depends quadratically on

the amplitude of the wave
A feature

electric field by N.N.

of the wave propagation in these

Akhmediev (S).

structures is that the

dispersion relation contains as a parameter, besides the frequenoy and the

wave vector, also the square of the field of the electromagnetic wave.
This means that at a given frequency it is possible to control the propagation constant of the wave by varying its energy flux.
Moreover, wave
solutions are obtained having no analogy in ordinary linear structures, and
in a certain range of values of the carrying layer thickness or of the

wavelength, in the case of a three layer
waves are bistable (8).

structure, the nonlinear surface

The study was subsequently extended to the case of guided waves in a
three layer structure ,in which one ,two or all the media were nonlinear (9
to 30) and bistable behaviour was confirmed theoretically (0,11,13,18,30).

Finally experimental evidence has been obtained

(17,23,27).

In the present paper we discuss the propagation along a nonlinear
guiding medium (see Fig.1), looking at symmetric (6 I 0 ) and asymmetric
3
2
(%9#4) configurations.

Tha structure has already been studied using the "coupled mode theory"
(11, 16) 1 because of the high intensities which can be present in the

waveguide, this approach may not be useful and a general and exact theory
must be considered to predict all the features of the behaviour of the
structure.

2.

WAVE EQUATIONS FOR THE STRUCTURE

Let us consider the came shown in Fi4. 1 of a medium with a
nonlinear refractive index (4IA
d
4I EI),

We restrict here to the study btf TE
@dis.They have only the field
components E
H ,H.
Since we are interested to the normal modes of the
slab waveguia we &@A"e that the a component of the mode field is given
by the function exp(ipz).
In this way the wave equations for the three
layers become

E2. 20
-

-

0,

x >0

(la)

0 <x >-d

(lb)

E~310"0

D2
1

Sx2

K2

+ 1/2 6 N1I11E

1 10

- 0
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•E

EIKX2

(1c)

x C -d

O

,:• xa

whoeo

a

-j

k

II
(surface modes),
0,O:PO

The minus sign in sq. (lb) is valid for
and
otherwise the plus sign must be uned

with the condition that

,

A fir•t integration of eqo.(l)

>

,

givue

.

-L
-

in redefined as

.(3)

K1 L

d•)
dE,

KIo

X >0

EK
S

(4a)

0

dx

d(I)

i

o

x

E, K,04, 1 / 2

dx

'L
L EE
0
ElKtionofCEq.

The solutions

of

E, l c

X < c-

I

~qw. (4) are the following

(4ao

(4 b )
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E (x)

-E

exp( -KX)

Wx) -_+

EZ(x)

- N

(a)

*xp( K

(

ad

IL

(X+x,
xi

1

,

tL+)

(5b)

(x + 4)),

(c)

where

Eg

ma

01l+

oil

"

(,s

Ld

2cls

¼Ce
(6b)

(x

E.

.

o0 and xeg are integration constanta and
Function, with the parameter t' (31)i
t-

ad is a

Jacobi Elliptic

_

(7)

2
MqO5b)
(i.e. the solution of the nonlinear wive equation) describes both
situations of surface ( KL >o ) and guided (Koo - O ) modes.
The integration constant x. can be expressed an a function of the field
seat the boundary
x-0t

S-

ad

)j(.

(

(8)

Using the continuity of the first derivative at this boundary,it is also
possible to find the expression of the dispersion equation

an (

( x 1 ÷+ d) ) dn(

J

an (
K

4,o

(

Ko+d

))

( x., + d
an(q x,)

dn Ujx,,)

an ((, x.,)

The dispersion equation

(9)

(9)

in however not a convenient form

to be
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handled due 4 to the presence of the two integration conwtants x, and c,.
using eqs.( ) it is possible to eliminate x.,.
configuration (6, 0 6$ ) all the modes of the structure
So for asymmetric
are given by solving the following equationi

1 x.,*+)

an(t

) dn (

Q

(xN, + d )

an(i,'

2+
~K

K10

(x, + d 1

x

( K +4~ X,+'.
la ,

wC

.

+2 ,

.-

,

1-

2

.

.

iiiiii

n.r.ý) +2c" 6

+

i0

+2,

+

+

K K,.K.
+t K_+_+_

_

2

where

~X0 ,

K1

a~d

K1

the). dispersion equation for each I depends on J Id,
this
(i.e.way E*
th linear. limit
( • -00 ) this equation reduces to the one
for a linear slab waveguide.
In the case of a symmetric configuration (4m4•, the dispersion equation
for symmetric and antisymmetric modes (the only possible kind of modes for
this configuration) is given by t

and 2o,$In
In

on (

d/2)

on (

dn (

d/2f

f (x)

d/2
(12)

Where
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f (x)

2 [

=

0, + k

C

____

+

KJ. + K:7. +_2_,
s

______________-

) [ -(1- t• ) _.92j(-

2 ( -,

+

K.)*

Ka+

]
~ ,,

I

I

44
[

2.

1+t

a,

2

Xis +x,

.I

+

K&.+
+

2cl
-113)

for antimymmetric modem

, d/2) dn

on

(

on

( Be

E 4 ),and

(1j d/2)
d/2 )

f(x)

(14)

for symmetric modem ( No-wk).
t
Theme disperoion equations describe both guided (K'(4
and
C I4, ) a ) modes, and can be solved via the usual graphic. methods.

surface

3,

POWER FLUX

To know the behaviour of the modes inside the guide, it im more
convenient to express the power flux through the structure calculated am

(2)

)

(x)

dx ,

(15)

Substituting tne solution of the wave equation we have,
structure

p-P" PC

+
2Ks

.

[

+

2Kee

+ t

Kx,)

an (

which reduces tc
structure

x.,+d)

1.

I-

N (•

for an asymmetric

+

x,,,) cd

•

( x,, + d ) -

,,,-an

(/,•

(1-

t

x + d
x.,

the following expression in

)

y(•

d +

add (,(x., + dh

the case of a symmetric

-
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p •+

+ 2
with

3

(Yd.

Pon

-

2t

-(1-t-

(1-q) an

d

i

+

d/2)

/2 ad

At. F

(17)

where qml for aymetria modes and quo for antiasmmetrio modeep and M(•t1
is the elliptic integral of the second kind
31). M
it is easy to verify again that in the linear limit
eq.(17) reduces to
the power expression through the corresponding linear structure.

4.

NUMIRICAL ChLCULATIONI AND RNSULTS

We have caloulated the mode behaviomr in a waveiutdo made by a thin film
of a nonlinear material with 61o alt.,l
,
6 NJ
0', and thickness
4,
6
bounded by two media tin a symmetric configuration with
6L - &,264
for
different values of the ratio d/N
i J/A a 0.5, and d/\
I.
At first

we have solved (by intersection) the dispersion equation, then we

have calculated the power carried by each allowed mode of the slab
waveguide.
The main result is an ON" shaped aurve describing the behaviour
of the propagation constant
of the antysimmetric mode a a function of
the normal sed power P/PW
(in the came of symmetric configuration) Aeig.2).
This shape is chatoterlatia of a
bimtable process which In this came
shows itself as the presence of a crytical power value

of the same kind appear.

at which two modes

There are several possible applications of these results. At low
powers, below the crytical value foe the bintable behaviour a deflector can
Domade, ume the change of It with power whem extracting the mode from
the waveguide. At the crytival power two modes of the same kind appear
and the system can be used as a 2awitoh2 between two states.
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UITAGULATID OPTICS OPTIC"L IlNITAS
by
C. T. Seaton, J. D. Valera, and G. 1. Stegeman
Optical Sciences Center
Univeraity of MiAona

Tucson, AZ 85721
U.S.A.

8UNKAII
We have recently demonstrated two novel, passive, low-power, guided-wave optical limiters. Both are
based on intensity-dependent refractive indices and involve phenomena unique to optical waveguldes. The
first utilizes newly discovered nonlinear guided waves that exhibit optical-limiting action for a film
bounded by a nonlinear medium.
The second relies on an intensity-dependant reduction in coupling
efficiency when waveguide modes are excited by prism or grating couplers.
In both cases, preliminary
experiments have demonstrated optical limiting action.
1 * IhTODUOChON
A totally passive optical limiter is very diffiuult to achieve for several reasons.
A high-power
incident optical field can a) cause a phase transition that changes a material's optical properties from
transparent to reflecting, b) trigger a detector relay that closes a shutter or apply a voltage that
causes a phase transition, or c) cause A change in the material refractive index that is

usually translated

via an optically resonant structure into a change in the reflective properties of an optical device, Only
cases a) and a) belong to the passive category and can have response times limited essentially by those of
the material nonlinearites.
In case a) particularly, the optically Induced change in the refractive index
is typically given by in a n S, where S is the local intensity in watts per meter squared and n2 is in
meters squared per watt.
otr a given amount of total power that is the quantity of interest in most
applications, the intensity (power/area) can be optimized by reducing the beam cross-sectional area. Waves
guided by eingle or multiple interfaces offer an ideal approach, since the beam cross-stetion can be
reduced to the order of an optical wavelength in one or both dimensions. Guided wave versions of schemes
first proposed for plane waves, for example bistability, offer operation at power levels reduced by two to
1
four orders of magnitude relative to their bulk wave counterparts.
Unfortunately, they can suffer from
2
the same problems me bulk devices, such to background level.
An Intensity-dependent refractive index affects the propagation of light in a medium in two ways.
first, changes in the index lead to changes in the optical waveveotor k of light in the medium. Therefore,
tf an optical beam is prnpagated a distance L in the medium, the net phase change kL can be tuned through
mu, where m is an integer, by changing the power. Thet is, an interference condition can be changed from
destructive to constructive and vice-versa by increasing the intensity of a light beam. Under appropriate
conditions, this phenomenon can lead to optical limiters that operate over limited wavelength ranges, such
as narrow-band limiters useful for blocking specific wavelength@.
An example of such a process is the coupling of radiation into a nonlinear optical waveguide via 0
distributed coupler such as a prism or a grating.,3 4 Under such a coupler, the guided wave field grows
with distance along the waveguide surface over the aperture of the incident beam. For efficient coupling,
the projection of the incident field wavevector (plus the grating wavevector for grating couplers) onto the
surface must match the wavevector Ak0 of the guided wave being generated.
However, if the guided-wave
wavevsctor varies with guided wave power (I - 00 + O0P r)l via en intensity-dependent refractive index in
une of the guiding media, this synchronous coupling condition is spoiled and coupling efficiency is reduced.
Hence increased kncident power leads to decreased coupling.
We have already demonstrated experimentally
this phenomenon.
The amplitude distribution of a high-power
optical field also changes with propagation distance
in a medium characterised by an intenelty-dependent
refractive index.
rot a self-focussing medium
(n 2 > 0), an optical beam collapses at some point
into a narrow filament that can be blocked off or
transmitted, depending on the application.
If the
beam is guided by a single interface, or by multiple
titerfaces, the field maximum can move from one
medium to another with increasing power ind a•ain the
transmission properties can be controlled.2-Y Under
different conditions, thermal effects in a bounding

h
ZMh

medium can cause a guided wave to become leaky at
high powers, and again the waveguide transmission
decreases

with

approaches

can,

increasing

ii

the

intensity.

material

.

These

nonlinearity

is

"

broad-band, lead to large bandwidth optical limiters.
Optical
waveguides
therefore
offer
new
opportunities for obtaining optical-limiter action
caused by power-dependent amplitude distributions
that occur under certain conditions.
Consider waves
guided by the thin-film waveguide shown in Fig. I for
a film of refractive index nf and thickness d,
bounded by a cladding and substrate with indices n.

Fig. 1.

Oeomvhy pierlnentto nonlinear gulded wuves.
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and as, respectively.
.then the optically induced change in refractive index n 2 8 in one of the three media
becomes comparable to nf - nc or nff- n,
the guided wave fields and propagation wavevector, change
dramatically trom their low-power values"? 9
Fortunately, tite nonlinear save equation that includes an
intensity-dependent refract'.ve Index his been solvod analyt.cally, 5 -0 and numerical solutions of the
dispersion relations have shown that the resulcing waves exhibit maxima in the power that can be
transmitted by then. We have verified this basic prediction in a preaiminary experiment. 9

2.
(a)

NONLINM

Th3D M&LV1
moulimeafttioe

Welf-fomesui•t

In the geometry vf Pig. 1, we easeums that the cladding medium Is characteriaed by a refractive index
of the form n - no + n2cS where ' a the local guided wave intensity.
The nottlinear wave equation that
suet be solved, for example for I
.jolriad waves (Iy), is
V23oy + ko2[nc 2 +4 ecley 2 lcy
where k0 8
formS-

/o

and a.

-

ny2etonly.

N 0

11)
(

rot n2c > 0, the field solutions in

ROY(Xol) • y2• -.

the nonlinier cladding are of the

where I is the effective guided wave index, q 2 .
by the wave. In the film end substrate,

Ify(O,.) - 1oy(OO) [aos(nikO)

g2

2

n, , and Al can be cal~ulated from the power carried

-

+ A tanh(qko-L) sin(Kko)],

I < nf,

canh(qkoal) sinh(hko)],
r

Ify(Os) - Rcy(O,O) [coah(ikOa) +

((2)

+ehqom
÷=
ca)

i(,kOx - tt)

0 > nf,

(3a)
(3h)

and
Hgy(Oa) w Ify(Od) o-.(a-d)

respectively, where t

(0,0) is given by Sq. (2),w '2

integrated optics techndyluei,

(30

n*,

*2-

2

and

- I,2-

.f 2 l.

Using standard

dispersion relations are obtained by
wJq -tanh(qkos1)
+ s])
eq tanh(qkIa
1

tan(hkod)

I

( fn1

(ha)

and
t~anh(whod) - •K-•

sq
s~qtnh(qk~a
tanh(qkosl)
÷ 1) ,

>l hf
n*

(4b)

The tot•l guided wave power per metor of vavefront is given by PC + Pf + Ps, where
PC

_[1

ne, n

and

80
Pf

[d(l + :

tanh(koqa 1 ) (I

,

sinh~ikoitd)
2

(5.)

d)2

- coe(2kovd))]

2

4,

tanh(koqsl)]

If4(0

So

+ .. L

-

S (a d1

tanh (koqsj)) +

(5c)

2

2kd)

tanh(koqs 1 ) (cosh(2kopcd) - 1))

nf > p,

2

(1 + 1
,

tanh (koqsl))

p > nf,

(5d)

where So i* the guided wave Foynting vector at the film-cladding interface.
lince large material nonlinearities are usually accompanied by large loss
to also estimate the poler-dependent attenuation.
The kmy assumption is
obtained from solutions in loelosl
nonlinear waveguide
,or* still
we.
if
expansion of V.(SaE), and Maxwell's equations VYt and wla,
it is easily shown

Y.(3,u3,) -

.oszg33.*

in the material, it is useful
that the field distributions
the lose I.e small.
From the
that

(6)1

In the y'th medium where a - n 2 - is 1I,
the relative dielectric constant has a small imaginary component.
2
That is, n
> ) slV. Integrating over a small-volume element dV and substituting in terms of the guided
wave power wil lead, after some manipulation, to
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7,(c
cc 0

+ Pf + P')

(7)

r 1 E(-).I*(z) d7

PY is the power per unit distance
- 1R
i.
Hero
for the imaginary component of the effective index B The subscripts c, f, and a refer to the cladding,
along the wavefront propagating in the y'th medium.
For a-polarized waves,
film, and substrate, respectively.

TE TI P __-p6

(8)

CIYPY

Sample calculationw' are shown for n2c > 0 in Fig. 2 for9 the effective mode index 0 versus guided
namely a glass film on a glass substrate
wave power for the material system studied in our experiments,
(n2c > 0 corresponds to a nonlinearity in which
with the nonlinear liquid crystal MBBA as the cladding.
the refractive index increases with increasing power.)
For both the TE 0 and TIj modes that can be
supported in this waveguide geometry there is a maximum im the power that can be transmitted by the
waysmulde for bounding mud1a with a positive momlimearity. For TEO, the transmitted power drops with
increasing B after the peak is reached, and then rises again asymptotically to the power associated with a
6
For TI 1 only, a single maximum in the guided wave power
single interface s-polarized surface polariton.
The corresponding field distributions are shown in Fig. 3.
The effect of increasing B is to
is predicted.
localize the field in the cladding medium.
Clearly, these nonlinear guided waves lead to optical limiter
actie,'.

n' i55+oIEI5

1.--'6• ]151
O5

-

MODE INDEX
Fig. 2.

no a6ndTEI guided wave power versus the effective
Index 0 for waves guided by a Corning 7059 glass film
(h - 2.0 lrm) wi't'h a ns - 1.55 substrate and a
2
nonlinear cladding (nc - 1.55, r,2c - 10-9 m /W).

Fig. 3.

•

(b)

The field distrMbutions asociated with TE0 end TE1
nonlinear guided waves fcr a nonlinear cladding.

The limiting Action for the case n?, > 0 has been demonstrated for TE, waves experimentally using the
9 2
apparatue sho'fn in Fig. 4.
A bead of liquid crystal MBBA (nc - 1.55, n2c - '10 m /W) was placed on top of
a glass (nf - 1.61) wvitvgulds deposited onto a microscope slide as a substrate (ns - 1.52).
Radiat.on from
a 0.515-mm argon-ion laser was coupled into and out of linear portions o0 the wavegulde by strontiumtitanate coupling prisms.
9

The results are shown in Fig. 5.
Both limiting action and hysteresis were observed.
This hysteresis
is a direct consequence of the loony nature nf the liquid crystal medium and is unrelated to the limiter
Action.
The power-dependent loss occurr because of a power-dependent mismatch between the guided wave
fields at the transverse,
linear-nonlinear
waveguide
boundaries,
ana because
of power-dependent
attenuation in the nonlinear medium.
Since the nonlinear bounding medium has a high absorption coefficient
compared to that of the film, the attenuation of the guided wave should increars as ta. increasing fraction
of the guided wave power is propagated in the nonlinear medium caused by self-focussing (Fig. 2).
As the
power is Increased from zero, the wave :ollows the low 0 side of the dispersion curvw, (TE1 in Fig. 2) up
to the maximum power point where the transmitted power reaches a constant value.
Hyistere..j occurs when
the incident power is decreased past the manimum transmission value and both branches of the O-versuspower curve are followed as the power is split between them (Fig, 2).
The higher 0 branch corresponds to
stronger localization in the liquid crystal and therefore higher net Iners
until the point where the high B
branch terminates.
Therefore,

the basic limiting action of the nonlinear guided wave solutiuns has been confirmed.

The nonlinear waves in this experiment ware launched through the boundary between a normal and
nonlinear waveguide.
They could also have been excited by andfire coupling directly into the nonlinear
waveguide.
In both cases,
the nonlinear field distrtbutions are established at ti-e
linear (or
air)-nonlinear waveguids transverse boundary, and typically all other fields are stripped (or radiated)
away in at most a few tens of wavelengths.
Therefore, only a few tens of micrometers are needed to
establish the desired properties, and zany such devices can be combined serially or In parallel.
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(b) Self-defocusaing
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nonlinearities

The inherent problem with using ielf-focussing
nonlinearities it that thi lowest-order TEO solution
exhibits only a local (and not absolute) maximum In
There is a maximum Angat by
the guided wave power.
which the refractive Index of a mateonial can be
optically, and it is possible that inclusion
of this saturation effect will lead to an absolute
maximum in the power that can be transmitted by the
TEO wave. However, a more attractive solution is to
use nonline4r cladding media characterised by self-

defocuseing nonlinesrities.

USUMTRATS

An we now show, this

leads to limiting action even with the lowest-order
T8 mode,

guided
The apparatus used to demonstratetJonlinver

Fig. 4.

waves.

The nonlinear guided waves obtained In the
material limit n2c < 0 have been treated beforte. 1 0 1 1
In this asee, the solution to the nonlinear wave
equation in the cladding it, given by

Bcy(xB) - fe.i.so,,

TE I MODE

-V-i.9nh[q)0(

)]

(9)

and the fields in the film and substrate are still
liven by Sq. (3), but with tanh(qk 0 sl) replaced by
cotanh(qk 0 sl).
The dispersion relations and power
formulae are also still valid when the same
substitution Is made.

2.0

Optical limiting action can be obtained 1 1 if one
) no, n2r ÷ 0)p or both, of the bounding media Is
characterised by a self-defocussing nonlinearity
(n 2 < 0). The results of a detailed calculation for
FAe.aAl
5Asd
guided
e.0 .|r (multiplrequantum wali)

It

u(no

wave structure are given heid (Figs. 0 en
Incresing in•lensity

o decreasing Intensity

by

n2c a -2 z 10"

0.5

Fig. 5.

7)

The

nonlinear HQWmaterial is assumed to be characterized
2

m /W and

no m 3.38512;

the

substrate
Is
the
appropriate
bulk O•alxAa 1ix
composition for n, - 3.38; and the film of bulk
G&AlxAsl.x has variable index nf(x) and thickness. If
the cladding is the only HQW material, then it is the
0
.only
one that will have a significant nonlinearity at
0tIN
200
300
room temperature.
We neglect losses, but do note
Pin CMWI
that only a small length of guided wave structure is
necessary since the nonlinear waveguide properties
'rheornemh•ld versus Incident power for a nonlinear are all established at the nonlinear vaveguide
wavegulde consisting of a liquid crystl ued ma
boundary.
The decrease in S to waveguide cut-off
cladding on top of a it5n film glass wavegulde. The
with power is shown in the Inset of Fig. 6.
It can
resulis are for Ite TE1 wave,
easily be shown that in this limitIO
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P"k021
PC
lnCn2C

(10)

KjskogI + I]
tan(koih) -

-

*

>0

The second equation implies that lI .fO, wb4.ch leads to a finite value of Pc at cut-off and optical
limiter action, as shown in FIX. 6.
Tkarefore, limiting actiou is obtained wham the refractive ladex
of the nonlinear b-%mflm mediuma Is larger than that of the intear bounding medium for negative
snolumarition.
Note that this is the lowest-order mode, end when it cuts off. no power can be
transmitted through the waveguide.
The variation in out-off pewar with index difference nf - no is also
shown in Fig. 6. The thickness of the file was chosen to give 0 - no + 0.2(nt - no) for each came. A much
more dramatic variation in cut-off power is produced (Fig. 7) by fixing nf and varying the film thickness
(and tharefore B as well).
Changes in limiting power of five orders of magnitude can be tuned by firing
the required film tMcknass. These results indicate that limiting action can be produced at usefully low
power level",
(c) Leaky wave cut-off
Optical limiting action can also be obtained by increasing the refractive index of a nonlinear
cladding medium more or less uniformly until a guided wave becomeus cut-off into a radiation field in
either the cladding or substrate.
That is, for a given thickness, the existence of a guided wave or a
leaky wave in a guiding structure depends on the refractive index difference between the film and one or
both of the bounding media. As the power in the nonlinear cladding increases, its index Increases because
of thermal effects, and the highest-order
excited mode moves towards cut-off. At cutoff, energy leoks out of the guided wave in
the form of radiation fields.
If no ) no,
Pin
Pout
0.050radiation occurs into the cladding medium.

Alternatively, If no > no, power Is radiated
into the substrate.
Tte results of an experiment that
shown in Fi. 8.
The transmitted power
initially rises linearly with incident power.
further Increase in incident power leads to
decrease in tranamitted power until very
little is transmitted by the waveguide via the

Appears to eAhibit this type of behevior Is

m•de being launched.

L
.

ors0.5145

I
200

100

'

Note that in this case

the degree of limiting action depends on the
propagation distance through the nonlinear
part of the waveguide, contrasting with the
previous two cases in whiuh the limiting
action was established at; the transverse
boundary.
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Fig. 8.

The TMo guided wave power transmitted by a section
of glow wevegulde with a bead of the liquid crystal
on inp.

3. NOILIUIAI DILTU.IUTID COUP1LNU8
A third unique guided wave approach to optical limiters is to exploit the very process by which
radiation is coupled into a thin-film waveguide by distributed couplers such as a prism or a grating. The
geometry we consider is shown in fig. 9.
Light

is

incidsnt

through

a

prism

of

refractive index np at an angle 8 to the
,urface normal, One of the waveguld~ng media,
the cladding
(gap),
film,
or
substrate,
exhibits an intensity-dependent
refractive
index whose change with intensity ks given by
n2g, where 8 is the local guided wave
intensity.
The coupling process by which a guided
wave Is launched is well known. The Incident
field is written as

O
P

MI9A
LIQUID
CRYSTAL

P

WAV1QUIOK
SUNilTRATI
Fig. 9.

The nonlinear prism oupler geometry.

Min(xZs) a I 1oao(x)eikonp(sinpoX - cOseps) - it

+ cc

(12)

where sO(X) describes the incident field distribution along the propagation direction, typically Gaussian.
The guided wave field at the film-cladding interface is written as

3(x) - -Iag(x)W i(kOx - ut)

+

cc

*

(13)

Here a,(x) in the guided wave field amplitude. Assuming that one of the guiding media has an intensitydependent refractive index ad that the principal effect of the nonlinearity is to produce a powerdependent guided-wave wavevector, this wavevector can he written in the form1
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(14)

0 - Ou + 40UPA

where F. is the guided wave power per millimeter (measured along the wavefront) and the coefficient AS, is
calculated from the guided wave nonlinearitLies.
The nonlinear coupling process discussed here usually
occurs at power levels one order of magnitude less than that requ-ired fcr nonlinear guided waves. The
variation in guided wave index with power corresponds to the linear portion of the curves in Fig. 2. A
coupled-mode computational approach is adequate for the calculation of AS0 . The coupling equation that
describes the exchange of energy between the incident and guided wave is 3
rxag(x) - taolx)e (1PkOainep;IO'OP5)Z

••ag(x)

(15)

,where A is the characteristic distance for reradiation of the guided wave field back into the prism and
is the transfer coefficient that Is easily calculable from the wavesguide parameters.
A calculation of the In-coupled versus Incident power is shown in Fig. 10.
As the waveguide power
grows with propagation distance, the wavevector mismatch between the incident and guided wave fields
increases (that is, Aik" - ASoknPg /00 initially assuming npkesineposq) and coupling synchronism (defined by
AI-O) is lost.
The net result s that coupling efficiency dactaeea with increasing power,$ leading
directly to an optical limiter, as Indicated in Fig. 10.
A preliminary experiment has been performed to test this concept. 4 Liquid crystal HBBA was placed
between a coupling prism and a Corning 7059 glass film deposited onto a silica glass substrate,
The
coupling efficiency wae measured by comparing the power coupled out by a necond linear coupler to the
power incident on the input coupler. The results are shown in Fig. 11.
There is clear indication of
nonlinear coupling leading to optical limiting action.
fUeaebg Initensty
.... Doonramia ktsvity
10

Rer.

so

410
3~0
10
100

Fig. 10.
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Theoritical calculation of tio wavegulde versus
Incident power for a nonlilnear prism coupler with
I/w0 w 1.5, wo a 0.63 mm, end a n 100 cm" 1. At
an Incident power of 800 mW, the coupling
efficiency was re-opmlzm
d (by varying hs
Incidence angle) end then the Incident power reuced

0.5

PIA

F
Fig. 11.

M,)

Theguldsd wavepowevesuspowerlncidentronta
coupling prism fr a nonlinear coubler conrsIsng of a
liquid castel (cladding), a Coming 7039 glu, film,
te.
and a soda-lime glam subsel
Szero.
It is interesting to note that the operation of a nonlinear out-uoupler is different from the input
coupler.
In the out-coupling process, the direction of the radiation field is determined by the local
guided-wave wavevector. Therefore, it in autometicnlly always synchronived to the guided wave. Reversing
the input and output in fig. 9, we found the transmitted intensity to remain linear with input power, as
expected.
One of the key features of thib type of limiter is the highly directional radiation accepted by the
prism coupler. Therefore, not only does it limit the power accepted over a small solid angle, such as a
distant source, it also very efficiently rejects electromagnetic energy that is not incident at the correct
angle.
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation (ECS-8304749), Army Research Office
(DAA•I-29-85-K-O026), the Joint Services Optics Program (HICOM., SHDBC). and the NSF-Industry Center for
Optical Circuitry.
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DISCUSSION
A.Kohnle, Oe
You showed an optical limiter into which radiation is coupled by a prism, Can you say something about the acceptance
angle restrictions or field of view of such a device?
Author's Reply
The typical numerical aperture is few minutes of arc.
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PIN-FET PREAMPLIFIER FOR HIGH-SPEED OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
B.Schwaderer
ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstraae 33, 7150 Backnang,

FRG

Summary
The design of a hybrid integrated PIN-FET transimpedance preamplifier is given for longand
140 Mbit/s
haul opt ical transmission systems at 1,3 pm wavelength with bit ratesa ofdark
current of
5•5 Mbit/s. The preamplifier uses a GalnAs/InP PIN-photodiode with
less than 10 nA, a high spectral responsivity of greater than 0.7 A/W at 6V bias supply
and a GaAs-MESFET with 45 mS transconductance and about 0.7 pF input capacitance.
Using
transimpedance-resustors of 50 ko and 25 kn the design goals of receiver sensitivities are -43 dBm for 9the 140 Mbit/s system and -36.7 dam for the 565 Mbit/s system respectively for BERsIO"
. The measured values of - 42.8 dam and
35.8 dam including
connector losses are within the predicted ranges.
i.

Introduction

The development of multi-mode graded-index fibers and single-mode fibers with low loss
( X, 1.1 pm - 1.6 Wm) has spurred
and high bandwidth in the long.wavelength region
the demand for high-speed optical transmission systems, covering the PCM (Pulse-CodeModulation) transmission systems hierarchy of 140 Mbit/s and 566 Mbit/s.
One of the key-elements of such systems Is the optical
receiver.
As the transmitted
output power of the laser diodes used is fixed because of life-time reasons, the receiver sensitivity is one of the main figures affecting the maximal transmission distance
without repeaters.
At present time for bit rates up to 700 Mbit/s, the optical receiver is based on either
a Germanium avalanche photodiode (Ge-APD) in conjunction with a low-noise bipolar trainsistor preamplifier or an Indium-Gallium-Arsenide
PIN-photodiode
(InGaAs
PIN) hybrid
integrated with a low-noise GaAs-MESFET preamplifier.
PIN-FET receivers can have a better receiver sensitivity than Ge-APO receivers /1/
and
they don't require a stabilization of the high voltage bias supply and of the temperature. Thus this paper shows the design of PIN-FET preamplifiers for optical receivers.
2. Basic Design Princi-los
The goal In the design if an optical receiver is to Minimize the amount of optical power necessary at the rect:,er input to achieve a given bit error rate (BER)
in digital
systems. This optical power P is usually measured in dam (0 dam • I eW) and referred to
as receiver sensitivity. To optimize the sensitivity, the photocurrent generated by the
detected power P must e converted to a usable signal
Vout
for further processing
with a minimum amount of nois', added, Fig.1a. The preamplifier Is defined as the first
stage or stages of amplification following the photodiode.
Beside the detector the
preamplifier is the dominant source of nolse added to the signal. Thus the main noise
sources are: the shot-noise of the photodiode current, the thermal noise of the resistor used to provide a dc-roturn-path for the detector current, the shot-noise of the
gate leakage current and the noise contribution of the channel conductance of the FET.
Fig. lb depicts the noise equivalent circuit of the receiver input stage.
current is is generated by the incident light of power P and given by
is S S X' P

The

signal
i

where the spectral responsivity SA of the photodiode depends on the quantum efficiency of the diode and of the photon energy or wavelength. SX ranges from 0.7 to 0.9 A/W
at 1.3 to 1.6 pm typically, The shot noise current source 1 with the density
d•.

q (T,+ 1i

(21

(q is the electronic charge) represents the noise contribution of the signal current is
and the dark current 10 of the diode. Cd is the depletion caplcitance
of the diode.
The bias resistor R is associated with a thermal noise current I
of density
dF

4T

R31
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(Boltzmann's constant k, absolute temperature T). CS is any stray capacitance of the
circuit. The input equivalent noise sources of the FET with the Input impedance Zin
originate from the gate currefit IG.
d(
and the channel

conductance
3-Vg

OM

(gW transconductance,
r noise calculation factor; rbO.7 for Si-FET, r~1.1
Ga s-MESFET /2/).
For signal frequencies up to I GHz the input impedance of FET will be
Zin P ,

A

gMR

0~,
2It,
Z*

1.7

lf
12

for

capacitive,

16)

2Itf
Cin

where Cý is composed of the gate-source-napacitance and the
detailetd analysis shows, that the bit rate dependence of the
bias resistor and the FET becomes /3/

[k

-

4kT r 12it)2 9m
.-

drain-gate-capacitance.
A
total noise due to the

(71

f3

(CT • Cd
CS + C ' 12 , 13 calculation figures dependent on the shape of the signal
pulses; f8 bit rare).
To minimize the noise contributions of the FET, a GaAs-MESFET is commonly used,
selected for low input capacitance, high transconductance and low gate leakage current.
To
riduce the thermal noise contribution of the dc-return resistor RB (Fig.2) for the photodiode, the value of the resistor should be as large as possible, typically I to 5 Mn
When Reis large the input admittance is dominated by the total input capacitance CT and
the frequency response of the front-end has a low cut-off froquency fCH , typically 20
to 100 kHz. This design is refered to as high impedance front-end. For digital signals
with clock frequencies fcl
fCH a carefully adusted equalization
is necessary to
reshape the signal pulses. In many cases the equal ization ts done by using a differentlator which attenuates the low frequency components of the signal and thus restores
a flat frequency response. Although the high impedance front-end is capable of reducing
the noise to an absolute minimum /3/, this design has several drawbacks:
o
o
o
o

The equalization has to be adjusted to compensate the frequency dependance of the
input admittance, which varies from front-end unit to unit.
The equalization exactness depends on the signal spectrum.
The dynamic range is reduced because the building up of the low frequency signal
components within the front-end leads to saturation at high input signal
levels.
Circuits for temperature compensation of the operating points have to be added.

These drawbacks are not given in the transimpedance front-end design (Fig.3), where the
shunt feedback resistor RF additionally acts as dc-return-resistor
of the photodiode.
If Rp has the same value as RB, the noise of the transimpedance front-end is the same
as that of the high impedance front-end. Assuming the same total
Input capacitance tT
and a frequency independent open loop gain A of the amplifier,
the frequency response
of the transimpedance front-end has a cut-off frequency
fCT which is by the factor A
higher than fCM. If fCT is greater than half the signal clock frequency no additional
signal equalization is needed.
In practice the noise performance of the transimpedance front-end
that achieved with the high Impedance front-end. The reasons are:
o
o
o

is

not

as

good

as

The open loop gain is limited, thus RF is limited if there Is no equalization considered.
Shunt feedback amplifiers with high gain tend to oscillate with increasing feedback
resistor.
The stray capacitance Cp of the feedback resistor increases the total input capacitance thus reducing the bandwidth.

These drawbacks of the transimpedance design are not so severe than those of the high
impedance concept.
Thus in spite of somewhat reduced receiver sensitivity PIN-FtT transimpedance preamplifiers are used in our, optical transmission systems for bit rates of 140 and 565 Mbit/s.

3. PIN-FET Preamplifier for 140 and 565 Mbit/s
Fig.4 shows the principle circuit of the 140 Mbit/s front-end. The detector is
a backside illuminated mesa type lnGaAs/InP PIN-photodiode for the 1.1 to 1.6 pm wavelength
region. Within this wavelength region, the optical responsivity is greater than 0.75
A/W. The active area has a diameter of 90 pm. At a reverse bias of 5 V, the diode has a
dark current lower than 10 nA and a depletion capacitance of about 0.4 pF.
The preamplifier consists of a wellknown cascode stage with a GaAs-MESFET input transistor and a bipolar microwave SI-transistor of pnp-type and two additional emitter
followers. The GaAs MESFET has a transconductance of l-40 mS and an input capacitance
of -0.7 pF. The open loop total input capacitance CT is in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 pF.
The shunt feedback resistor Rp x 50 ka is a thin film hybrid integ rated chip resistor
with minimum stray capacitance Cn (compare Fig.3). The influence of CF on the frequency response of the preamplifier is compensated within the feedback loop,
The overall
electrical 3-dB-bandwidth of this PIN-FET receiver is calculated to 110 MHz, the measured value is 109 MHz. Fig.5 Shows the calculated and measured receiver sensitivity
of
the front- end. The minimum mean optical power for BER - 10-9 is calculated and measured: - 43.6 dom and - 42.8 dBm respectively. The measurements are performed at 1.3 pm
wavelength, a bitrate of 170 Mbit/s (140 Mbit/s including a 5B68 line code) and a pseudo random signal with a period of 27-I bit.
The circuit of the 565 Mbit/s front-end is given in Fig .6. In principle it is the same
cascode stage as at 140 Mbit/s. The shunt feedback resistor Is reduced by a factor of
two to R a 25 ka and the receiver bandwidth is increased to 400 MHz.
This bandwidth
increase is reached by inserting an equalizing amplifier stage between the emitter
followers. The overall electrical 3-dB-bandwidth is calculated to 400 MHz and measured
to 425 MHz. Fig.5 shows the receiver sensitivity of this receiver as well. The minimum
optical power for BER a 109 is calculated and measured: -36.9 Bm and -35.8 dBm respectively.
These receiver sensitivities are comparable to published
Ge-APD-receivers with -40.5 dBm at 170 Mbit/s

/1/

and

values reached by the
-38

dBm

at

565

use

Mbit/s

of
/4/.

4. Conclusion
The design of hybrid integrated PIN-FET preamplifiers is given for optical transmission
systems in the long wavelength region. Two amplifier-designs are commonly used with a
GaAs-MESFET of high transconductance ( 40mS) and low input capacitance (0.7pF)
as an
input transistor: a high impedance design and a transimpedance design.
The first one
requires careful frequency response equalization and has low dynamic range.
The second
one shows about 1-2 dB lower receiver sensitivity than the first, but has higher dynamic range, no stability problems and is insensitlv to tolerances of the used active
components.
Transimpedance PIN-FET preamplifiers for optical transmission systems at 1.3 pm wavelength with bitrates of 170 Mbit/s (140 Mbit/s, line code 5568) and 565 Mbit/s are
presented. With transimpedance-resistors of 50 kf?and 25 kQ the design goals of receiver sensitivities are - 43 dBm and - 37 dBm respectively for BER
10"9 . The measured
values of - 42.8 and - 35.8 dam including connector losses are within the predicted
ranges.
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DISCUSSION
S.Walker, UK
(1) Are 1/f noise terms important in your description? (2) Do you include intersymbol interference effects in your
transimpedance bandwidth calculation?
Author's Reply
(1) The 1If noise terms were not found to be important, (2) The receiver bandwidth is made large enough to remove
I.SI effects.
P.Delmel, Ge
What is the advantage of FETs at high bit rates compared to bipolar devices?
Author's Reply
Two aspects have to be considered: the FET-gate leakage current is of the order of 5,10 nA, where as the bipolar device
needs a base current of 100 to 200 pA this has higher shot-noise, To overcome this noise one has to use a sophisticated
design APD, which is not yet available (in In-P-technology); the collector-base-capacitance of the transistor acts as
Miller-capacitance, This capacitance has to be compared to the stray capacitance C1, of the feedback resistor, One has
to optimize between these aspects which leads to a FET-input stage.
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OPTOELECTRONIC BROADBAND SWITCHING FOR COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

by
R.I. MacDonald and D.K.W. Lam
Optical Communications Program
Department of Communications
Communications Research Centre
3701 Carling Avenue
P.O. Box 11490 Station N
Ottawa, Ontaro, Canada
K2H 6S2

Summary
By employing a hobrid technology using electronic and optical Integration, optical isolation levels
can be attained Ina switch matrix without the need to switch light. Bandwidths of several aHz,
subnanosecond switching time and crosstalk below 50 dO have been demonstrated in monolithically integrated
optoalectronic switch matrices. These devices show high promise as central switches in star configuration
communication systems where very high bandwidth or very large array size is required. Advantages over
foreseeable alternative technologies include size and power consumption as well as performance. In
addition, optoelectronic switch matrices have unique properties that suggest their application in a number
of signal processing situations where precise broadband signal delays are required, such as inthe phasiog
of arrays, or the production of tunable filters. Recent work in these areas will be described.

1.

Introduction

Optical transmission has advanced very rapidly in the telephone network because of the low losses
and high digital rates that can be attained. The immunity of optical transmission to signal leakage has
also been important for military applications where security is a concern. This feature can be of use in
applications other than transmission. A notable example isin broadband matrix switches, where signal
paths in close proximity must not croescouple, even at high frequency.
Although the leakage immunity of optical waveguide signal distribution and the absence of any need
to match the Impedances of the distribution lines to switches are advantageous for matrix switch design,
what is lacking at present is a suitable optical crosspoint switch. Light can be switched in a variety of
ways. Optical switch matrices have been made with optomechanical switches in which fibres or prisms are
physically moved E1,2]3 with electro optic devices employing controlled coupling between single mode
waveguides [33, and with multimode waveguide switches based on total internal reflection (4]. None of
these devices, however, is entirely suitable for large scale switching of high frequency signals, because
of slow switching action, excessive crosstalk, high insertion loss or large site. All are In an
experimental stage of development.

In this paper we report recent developments In an alternative form of photonic switch matrix that
takes advantage of optical signal distribution but avoids the need to switch light. This method employs
optoelectronic detectors as crosspoint switches.
Signals are distributed to the detectors via an optical
distribAtion network as shown in Fig. 1. The crosspoint photodetectors convert these incoming optical
signals to electrical ones which are then summed up into output ports. Switchin occurs because the
detection of the optical signals is controllable: the photodetectors can be rendered sensitive or
insensitive by appropriately biassing them E5,6).
The overall performance of the matrix is determined by
the switching performance of the photodetectors and by the electromagnetic coupling among the output
lines. In principle the latter can be made arbitrarily small because no electrical lines need cross. the
only crossings occur between electrical and optical lines. Therefore any derived form of electrical
isolation can be inserted between output lines. In practice, as we will show, the isolation can be very
good even in very compact integrated arrays. Aspects of these switching matrices that areexpected to be
of importance in military applications are the simplicity, reliability and small size that can be achieved
by integrated optoelectronic fabrication techniques for which these matrices are well suited. and the
broed band performance available. Applications to signal processing may be of particular importance.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of An optoelectronic switch matrix. Input signals are converted to light and
distributed in that form to the crosspoints. Output electrical signals Are generated in the
on-sta te crosspoint photodetectors and summed into the output lines.
2. Optoelectronic Switch Matrices
A number of different photodetectors have been reported as optoelectronic cros point switches
[7-11,1,
In general very high isolation (over 90 do at 1 GHz) can be obtained with bipolar devices,
whereas more convenient fabrication and operation is achieved with photoconductors, which have isolation
between 50 and 70 dB. Overall, GaAs photoconductors seem to be the most promising devices for
optoelectronic switching, because of their very broadband response and the ease with which they can be
integrated with each other [12) and with GaAs field effect transistors in monolithic optoeloctronic
integratod circuits. This paper will be chiefly concerned with GaAs photoconductor crosspoint switches.
A typical IaAs hotoconductor switch that we have studied consists of a mesa of epitaxially grown
GaAs (n a Sx 101 cn- , 1 Patthick) over which interdigitated contacts are formed with evaporated
AuNiGe, with a contact spacing of 5 mmo. The sensitive area has a 100 om diameter.
The frequency response
of such a detector between 900 MHz and 1.8 GHz is shown in Fig. 3. The response is essentially flat from
DC to 1.75 GHz. To obtain the response shown In Fig. 3 a nomi nal bias of 2 V was applied resulting in a
bias current of 10 mA. The detector was mounted In a microstrip biassing and decoupling circuit. The
optical signal was supplied hy a current modulated laser diode operating at 0.82 Um wavelength, at an
average incident power of I ft via a butt-coupled optical fibre.
The overall responsivIty of the detector
It.about 0.3 A/W, which is close to calculated values and shows evidence of internal photo currents
mplification due to the photoconductive gain mechanism.
The noise equivalent power is about 10"
WHIz. The photoconductor thus has similar performance to a broadband p.i.n. diode but has higher bias
current and correspondingly higher noise, as well as faster switching times and lower operating voltage.
NORMALIZED
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Fig. 2.

Response of a microstriplina-mounted GaAs photoconductor to 1 a ,m optical signal at 820 rm
wavelength. Flat response Is achieved between 1 MHz and 1.75 GHz.
Bias voltage is 2 V. bias
current 10 mA, contact spacing is 5 um.
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The switching perfcrmance is indicated in Fig. 3, which represents the response of the some device
between 300 MHz and 1.3 6Hz when the photoconductor is biassed (upper trace) or unbiassed, i.e. either in
n open circuit, or with bias supply grounded (lower trace).
The rollof in on-state signal below 300 MHz
is due to a high-pass circuit in the laser driver, and is not an intrinsic property of the
photoconductor. The response to the optical signal is reduced by about 50 dB. The residual response in
the unbiassed off-state, which is about 10 dB above the detector noise floor, is attributed to
hotovoltsic effects, anu my be eliminated by advances in fabrication technology. Other similar devices
eve up to 70 dB isolation. These results indicate that the photoconductor can bo used as a crosspoint
switch with high isolation over the frequency range 0-2 GHz.

Fig. 3.

Witching performance of the above device. The upper trace shows the response when biassed. The
lower trace shows the response when unblessed. (The rolloff below 300 MHz is due to the
transmitter drive circuit). More then 50 dl isolation is obtained. Other devices have shown up
to 70 dS.

The speed with which the crosspoints can change state Is important in many applications. Fig. 4
demonstrates the gaging of a high speed pulse by A photoconductive crosspoint switch 13]. The detector's
response to the pulse (which is offset by the right for clarity) is visible only if bias voltage is
applied. Switching speeds below 1 ns were indicated by this method. Indirect measurements using a mixing
technique suqgest that the switching time is less than 250 p.s.

Fig. 4. (1)• Bias pulse monitor
I v/div
1 no/div.
(ii) Laser pulse monitor
:
mv/div I ns/div.
(iti) Photoconductor response: 2 mv/div 50 ps/div.
Response of GaAs photoconductors when: (a) (ii) is ahead of (I), off condition, (b) (ii) is
within (I), on condition, (c) (ii) is after (I), off condition. The photoconductor response
(iii) is deliberately offset to the right for clarity.
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To test the concept of broadband matrix switching with photoconductors we have constructed a
breadboard 3x3 photoconductive matrix switch [14] as shown in Fig. 5. Three shielded laser transmitters
mounted on microstrip biassing circuits are in the brass housings at the left. The three optical signials
are coupled into multimode optical fibres with 100 P cores, and split by the three-way biconical taper
optical fibre power dividers [15] mouilted on glass slides at the centre. Each signal is delivered to one
photoconductive detector connected to each output line at the bottom. The three photoconductor
crosspoints serving each outgoing line are monolithically integrated and the optical fibres delivering the
signal are butt-coupled and fixed with epoxy. The performance of each crosspoint is shown in Fig. 6,
where all possible signal connections are depicted in a matrix. These results demonstrate the feasibility
of optoelectronic matrices for handling very broadband signals. The results shown cover 0-1.3 GlHz.
Measurements at 3.8 G~lz yielded 45 dB isolation for most crosspoints, the reduced value being due to
rolloff in the laser output and detector response at high frequency. With new, high frequency laser
diodes, optoelectronic matrices are expected to maintain at least 50 d8 isolation over the bandwidth of
the detectors.

Fig. 5.

Input sign&ls drive three lasers at left.
Breadboard 3x3 optoelectronic switch matrix for I GHz.
Optical power is divided 3 ways in each of the biconical taper couplers mounLed on glass slides.
Signals are delivered to mnolithic 3x1 arrays. Control is by bias voltages applied to the
detectors.

!

Fig. 6.

I

Each hoto shows on-ttet, and off-state for a signal
Performance of the breadboard array.
applied to the corres,)onding input (at left) and transmitted to the corimesponding outp"t falong
bottom).
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The promise of optoelectronic switching depends on the Integration of the detector arrays.
Initial
efforts to demonstrate monolithic arrays [121 have yielded excellent results up to about 100 MHz, as shown
in Fig. 7. Isolation is 70 dB, crosstalk between electrical lines is below 80 dB. At higher frequencies,
however, crosstalk among the electrical output lines posed a severe limitation. Furthcr investigation
using monolithic arrays mounted in carefully designed alumina microstripline biassing and decoupling
networks have yielded very promising results.

Fig, 7.
l

Ihfrequency

Crosstalk measurements over the
range 0-130 MHz for an
experimental monolithic 2x2 array typical case. The output crosstalk Is

about 80 dB below the signal, and the
"
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switch crosstalk between 60 and 70 dB
the on-state response. The
package actually contains a 5x5
crosspoint array of which only a
Is connected.
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We have characterised the switching performance of monolithic GaAs photoconductor arrays consisting
of elements spaced 100 um apart. A shielding mesa and metallization was provided around the detectors and
covering the area between them. Over the band 0-1.3 GHz, crosstalk Is below 45 dB for nearest neighbours,
and below 50 dB for detectors spared by 500 uw [163.
This result shows the feasibility of integrated
photodetector arrays to switch high rate data and wideband analogue signals, for example FM video.
The integrated fabrication of a developed optoelectronic switch array must ultimately include the
summing points shown in Fig. 1, bias control circuits for the photodetectors, and preamplifiers for the
detected signal, as well as the optical distribution waveguide. With detectors such as photoconductors
whose off-itate is a zero-bias condition, the sutmming of the signals is easily achieved onboard the chip
by connectil all the photodetectors serving one output line to a common load. A single pro-amplifier is
thus needed ir each output line. The preamplifier and the bias control circuits can be made using GaAs
FETs which are easily iniegrated using the photoconductor fabrication process.
The optical wavegulde is
moreproblematic.
We are presently experimenting with a hybrid integrated arrangement in which the
distribution waveguides are fabricated by ionic interchange in a glass substrate.
Light is coupled out of
these waveguides normal to the surface by a perturbation. The integrated arrays of GaAs photoconductors
are pounted face-down on the glass waveguide substrate so that a portion of the light in each waveguide is
couple by the perturbations tnto each detector. The glass substrate also carries a metallization and
performs simultaneously the role of a circuit board on which numerous GaAs detector arrays can be mounted.
Each connection through an optoelKtronic matrix %;anbe viewed as an optical communications link
with optical source, transmission waveguides, and receiver.
OP a per-crosspoint basis the power
consumption of the matrix is low. Under ordinary conditions a maximum of nne crosspo nt per output line
is in the on-state. The rest draw no current. Each output line requires an iplifier
to raise the
low-level detected signal to a voltage suitable for the following electronics, and each Input line
requires a laser and driver. The power consumed by input and output electronics dominates the power
budget of the matrix, but it is not jigh. For a metrix of 1OOx1OO lines designed to handle 100 Mb/s
signals with a bit error rate of 10' the per crostpoint power consumption is calculated to be about 3
aw [173.
In comparing the optoeloctronic matrix principle with purely optical switching it should be
borne in mind that the optical tranmitter and receiver must be present at each input and output in these
devices also.
It has been demonstrated that optoelectronic crosspoints can have sufficient speed and isolation to
be useful in many switching applications with analogue as well as digital signals. The performance of the
optoelectronic crosspoints in fact compares favourably with that of the various all-optical switches
mentioned previously. OptoelectronIc switches generally have higher isolation than electro-optic coupled
waveaulde switches, end operate faster than optomechanical and liquid crystal switches. Their bandwidth
and Inortloo less can be viewed as equivalent to that of any optical switch because for most foreseeable
lpplications, electrical input and output signals are required, and the performance of the necessary
optical tremisatters and receivers establishes these parmet ers.
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3. Applications
3.1

.L

Communications Switching

The rinciples involved in optoelectronic switching lead naturally to no,.-blocking elementary
1
matrix
sb.units of large dimension, particularly where digital signals are to be swiL01id [17).
The number of output lines in such a sub-unit is set by the balance between the optical transmitter
power and the power required by the detector to achieve the desired bit error rite, An average
received optical power of the order of tens of microwatts provides a BER of 10' at 100 Mb/s with
photoconductor detectors of the type discussed here. Semiconductor lasers that couple several tens
of milliwatts into a multimode optical fibre are now commercially available. Allowing for excess
loss in the optical power dividing network, a few hundred output lines can therefore be served by
each input in an elementary matrix. The number of input lines that can be switched to a single
output line is set by the accumulation of leakage through off state switches, and is at least of
the sawe order. These large-dimension matrix elements can be used to build up a very large scale
matrix switcher for high rate digital signals. One of the most interesting applications for such a
device is the interconnection of computers for parallel processing. An optoelectronic digital
exchange is a promisIng alternative to optical waveguide crossbar switches presently being studied
for this purpose [18).
Analogue switching generally requires higher optical signal power at the crosspoints then
digital switching, and the number of output lines that can be served by a single transmitter in an
optoelectronic switch is correspondingly lower. Nevertheless, monolithic switching matrices
suitable for routing signals with bandwidths of hundreds of MIz to several tens of output channels
are foreseeable. Such a capability would be useful in a variety of communications applications
involving the routing of FMor wideband video signals.
3,2

Delay Line Processors

The use of optoelectronic switch matrices to obtain control and flexibility in the use of
optical fibre delay lines ti19is a very promising non-communications application. Wideband,
precise and rapidly selectable delays can be provided in the delivery of a signal to a number of
output lines, which might for example be connected to the elements of a phased array antenna, by
placing optical delay lines in the signal distribution network of the switch matrix. This
arrangement is different from optical delay generators for phased arrays that have been described
In the literature [203, which employ an optical source for each required antenna phasing pattern,
and establish that pattern with a fixed set of fibre delay lines fed by that source. The advantage
of the matrix switching approach is that only one delay line is needed per delay, rather than a
number equal to the product of the number of elements with the desired number of phasing patterns.
The problem of coupling a large number of fibres to a single optical detector is also eliminated.
A variety of signal processing functions can be obtained by making delayed connections between
the outputs and the inputs to form a Reflex Optoelectronic Switch Matrix (ROSM) 121) as shown in
Fig. 8. Here all but one of the output ports of the switching matrix are connected back to
corresponding input ports by means of delay lines of various lengths. Optical fibre delay lines
can be employed by inserting them between the laser transmitters and the optical power dividing
network of the switch matrix, The switch allows th delays to be combined in series or parallel.
if each line is twice as long as the next, any of
- I delays, where N is the number of delay
lines, can be composed by appropriately setting the crosspoint switches of the matrix, For
example, making connections at crosspoints A, and H in Fig. 8 provides for the serial connection
of ti and t2.
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An advantage of the optoelectronic switching technique in this application is that as a
natural consequence of the partitioning of the optical signal power a 'broadcast mode' is available
whereby any input can go to more than one output. This feature permits recirculation through the
delay lines and their combinations, so that discretely tunable loop filters can be made. For
example closing switches A, C and I in Fig. 8 piovides recirculation through loop ei. This mode is
peculiar to the ROSM. Reflex switching matrices using optical waveguide switches [22] cannot
easily provide 'broadcast' mode because of the difficulty of attaining an efficient power dividing
switch state. Electronic matrix switches can only provide the recirculation if each crosspoint
also rovides a high reverse isolation in the 'on' state, so that a direction is imposed on the
signal.
The properties of a ROSM-controlled tunable loop filter are similar to those of a fixed hybrid
filter using an optical delay line [23), A typical frequency response is shown in Fig. 9. A loop
gain of 26 dB was employed to feed the signal from the photoconductive crosspoint detector back to
the loop input lamer. The filter envelope extends over 1 GHz, and shows a dynamic range of 26 dB.
The Q-factor is 300 At 600 MHz. The optoelectronic matrix requires that the signal undergo an
optical-electrical-optical conversion on each circulation through the loop. While this conversion
does add noise, it also provides an opportunity to control the loop loss and hence the sharpness of
the filter by means of an electronic amplifier in the loop.
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Fig. 9. rrequency response of a loop filter made with a ROSM.
Many signal processing applications can be envisaged for the ROSM. In prucessing digital
signals the rapidity with which the switch can be reconfigured provides a novel capab ilty
that can
be used to create high spend multiplexers, damultiplexers and correlators.
All the baWic elements
of a fibre optic lattice structure are present [24], including feed-forward delay, which is
equivalent to parallel combinations of delay lines with the matrix. A single optotlectronic matrix
may therefore be programmed to ect in a wide variety of ways in a signal processor.
3.2

Optoelectrontc Mixer Arrays

It has been demonstrated that optical detectors can be used to switch signals off and on. If
the switching can be done rapidly enough, then optoolectronic qwitches can be used as chopper
modulators to achieve the mixing of signals. hi an optoelectronic mixer one signal is applied as
in intensity-modulated optical signal, while the other Is in electrical signal added to
ohe
detector bias. The product is an electrical signal at the output of the detector. Otoelectrnnic
mixing has been observed in avalanche photodiodes [25] and in photoconductive detectors [26]. and
mixing at frequencies up to 4,5 GOlNhas been observed [273.
By applying local oscillator signals
to the croispOints of an optoelectronic awitching array one obtaini an array of tuners.
If
frequency division multiplexed optical intensity modulation signals are applied to the input ports
two independent types of switching are achieved in a single location. This mode cakes optimum use
of the bandwidth of optoelectronic switches to provide matrix switching of very large numbers of
signals of moderate bandwidth. Experimental studies of monolithic mixer arrays similar to the
photoconductor arrays shown in Fig. 2 (28] indicate that in comparison to the bias switching mode
of operation crosstalk performance is degraded by about 10 dB by crosacoupling of the local
osci lator signals.
Many other applications can be foreseen for optoelectronic mixer arrays, particularly in
optical signal processing.
For example photoconductors can operate In a bilinear mixing mode in
which the amplitudes of the electrical bias signal and the optical modulation signal are
multiplied. An array of photoconductors could thus act as a mixing detector for an optical
frequency exciser (29)]using o integrated optical Fourier transform generator and performing the
discrete inverse trantform by means of the mixing and signal suaming properties of the detector
array, The switching of the photoconductors here serves to delete and insert frequency components
in the spectrum of the detected output.

-
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4.

Present Status

An optoelectronic matrix based on light emitting diode signal sources and p.i.n. crosspoint
photodetectors was developed using discrete component construction as a commercial prototype by Foundation
Instruments in 1981. This switcher provides over 60 dB isolation in the band O-10O MHz for I volt p-p
signals presented at the inputs.
Internal gain is provided so that insertion loss is 0 dB. The basic
configuration Is a 7x0 matrix.
Work at the Communications Research Centre has focussed on photoconductor arrays as noted in this
paper.
Current projects are to increase the level of integration of the matrix elements and associated
optics and to improve the performance of crosspoint photodetectors.

(a) Integration
The integration of photoconductive detectors with FET amplifiers.las recently been reported
[303 with receiver sensitivity as low as -42 d~m for error rate of 10- at 90 Mb/s. Such
integrated receivers might considerably extend the number of crosspoints that could be used in a
single matrix. The integration of numerous photoconductive detectors with a single amplifier is
under study.
The integration of optical waveguides to distribute the signals with the detector array itself
is an important matter for development.
Various methods are promising. The distribution of light
to arrays of InGaAs photodiodes by means of double heterostructure waveguide integrated on the
reverse side of the substrate has recently been reported [31).
This technique gave optical
crosstalk less than -40 dB between detectors. Another approach is to use waveguide fabricated in
another material and form a hybrid optical/electronic structure. We are presently completing an
experiment on using silver-diffused glass wavegide in this way.
The prospects for integrated optoelectronic switching arrays incorporating both optical and
electronic integrated elements seems very good, and this area is an active one for research.
(b)

Photodetectors

We have focussed on photoconductors as the most promising detectors for optoelectronic
switching because of their zero-bias off-state and ease of monolithic co-fabrication with FET's.
Remaining difficultiles of photoconductors, however, are that they draw considerable dark current
and are therefore power consuming and noisy, and they often have very high response at very low
frequency, necessitating equalization. We have recently proposed and demonstrated a new type of
photoconductor [32] that avoids these problems. The opportunity to use short wavelength light
(, 800 nm) in optoelectronic switching matrices arisesae
iuse there is no need for long distance
optical signal transmission. At these short wavelengths the absorption length of the light in GaAs
is only about a micron, which is of the same order as the surface-depleted layer of an undoped
crystal. We have fabricated photoconductors In 2 P-thick layers of undoped GaAs grown on
semi-insulating substrates and found that photoresponse similar to more conventional
photoconductors Is obtained (i.e. about 0,3 A/W with bandwidth over 1 GHz) but dark current is
below 100 ,A. Furthermore, the response at DC is only about a factor of two greater than at I GHz,
so that the need for equalization is reduced. We attribute this reduction in low frequency
response to the extension of the surface depleted layer right through the photoconductive channel,
preventing any back-gating or other phototransistor-like mechanisms.
5.

Conclusion

This paper has attempted an overview of the principles of optoelectronic broadband matrix
switches'their applications and the current state of research. These devices are very promising for large
scale, very wideband network switching. We have recently completed a study which compares optoelectronic
switching directly with optical waveguide matrix switching, and concluded that the optoelectronic form
shows greater promise [33]. The advantage of optoolectronic switching over optical switching lies
fundamentally in the smeller size of optoelectronic arrays, which permits much higher levels of
integration.
In view of the current state of interest in broadband switching, and in optical techniques
in particular, it can be anticipated that there will be an increased activity to develop optoelectronic
arrays in the near future.
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ACOUSTOOPTIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER USING A PLANAR BRAGG-CELL
M. Stookmann and P.

Clemens

Research Laboratories of Siemens AG
Otto-Hahn-fRing 6, D-8000 Muenohen 83, W-Germany

SUMMARY
The design principles and the performance characteristics of a miniaturized
acoustooptio RF-spectrum analyzer are presented. The device yields a time-bandwidth-product of more than 300. Using a planar Bragg-cell fabricated on a LINbO 3
substrate and air between Bragg-oell and detector array the time-bandwidth-product has been doubled compared to the minibulk as well as the integrated optic
spectrum analyzer for the same device length. The time resolution of the spectrum analyzer is 33 /useo and its linear dynamic range 28 dB.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to its potential for parallel processing of information the aooustooptic RF-speotral analysis offers high speed of operation and high probability
of intercept of signals in a dense environment. A device Incorporating such abilities
is of particular importance for radar warning applioation. Up to now many
papers have been published on small and oampact spectrum analyzers. Essentially
two different paths have been walked along in developing such a processor. One
leads to the mtnibulk spectrum analyzer /1/ and the other to the integrated optic spectrum analyzer /2/. Because of the limited size the angular resolution of
these analyzer designs is relatively low, yielding only 50 /1/
to 100 /3/ resolved spots (i.e. time-bandwid th-produet).
This paper describes a miniaturized spectrum analyzer with a time-bandwidth-product of more' than 300. This high value was achieved in the following
way. A planar Bragg-cell on a LiNbO. substrate is used as it is well known
from several integrated optio spectrum analyzer device arrangements. The velocity of the surface acoustic wave (SAW) is about half the velocity of the bulk
wave in LiNbO3 . As a result the acoustic wavelength shortens by an amount of
approximately two and hence the angle of the diffraction doubles. Unlike the
integrated optic speotrum analyzer the medium between Bragg-oell and detectorarray of our new version consists of air. The refractive index change of the
interface Bragg-cell/air additionally increasea
the diffraction angle by a factor of about two. For a given size of the spectrum analyzer thin hybrid setup
produces a doubling of the time-bandwidth-product coupared to the two types men.
tioned above.

2.

DESIGN LAYOUT OF THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Figure I represents in a schematic way the basic arrangement of the spectrum analyzer. The planar Bragg-cell builds the basic element and is fabricated
on a y-cut lithiumniobate-substrate with the acoustic wave propagating in the
direction of the c-axis. The preparation of the titanium-indiffused, single
mode, optical slab wavegulge occurs in a conventional way /4/
(30 nm Ti-layer,
3 h diffusion time a
098 C in wet oxygen atmosphere to suppress the lithium
outdiffused waveguide).
The SAW-transducer is designed for a bandwidth of 500 MHz and 750 MHz center frequency. The octave bandwidth is attained by a "chirp design", i.e. the
electrode spacing of the transducer varies smoothly so that each pair of electrodes is resonant for one frequency within the bandwidth. The electrodes are
arranged in a "dog-leg" structure to gain acoustic aperjure for increased diffraction efficiency /5/. To accomplish a flat
frequency response of the Bvaggcell a weighted electrode overlap compensates the roll-off in the frequency
response of the acoustooptio interaction. The electrodes are slightly tilted
against each other to satisfy the Bragg-oonditlon within the bandwidth. A standard planar photolithographic proos,, i.e. projection exposure and lift-off
technique, has been applied to fabricate the transducer out of aluminium.
The light source of the spectrum analyser is a commercially available
laser diode (Hitachi iHLP 1400) with a single longitudinal mode (0.1 ne spectral
width and 830 nm wavelength). An achromatic lens with a focal length of 10 mm
focuses the laser light onto the detector array thus collimating the laser light
as well as Fourier-transforming the light diffracted by the Bragg-oell. Such an
arrangement offers the advantage that no special waveguide lens is necessary to
perform the Fourier-transformation. Up to now it is very difficult and expensive
to fabrioste such wavegulde lenses of high quality. The collimated laser light
is coupled into the waveguids via a lithiumniobate prism. This coupling method
hardly generates in plane scattered light and it is easy to adjust.
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The light exits the wavegulde of the Bragg-cell by the polished endfaoe.
The beam path within the waveguide in very short to keep the in plane scattered
light level as low as possible, whereas the distanoe in air from the endface of
the waveguide to the detector array is approximately 150 mm and is determined by
the commercially available detector array (Reticon CCPD 128X8). A cylindrical
lens focuses the wave uide endfaoe of the Bragg-cell onto the detector array.
The cylindrical lens To necessary' to colleot the light exiting the Bragg-oell
waveguide and diffracted into a beam that is divergent perpendicular to the
waveguide plane. To keep the setup assembly compact the optical beam path between Bragg-oll and detector array is folded by means of two prisms. The cylindrical lens in cemented to the prism closer to the Bragg-oell.
The detector array in use processes 1024 elements read out via 16 parallel
video channels thus achieving a shortest read out time of 10 usec. The proposed scheme of the spectrum analyzer fits
into a housing having the dimensions
144 mm x 125 mm x 30 mm that has to be plugged into an electronic equipment for
postprocessing of the spectral data.

3.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The parameters of the spectrum analyzer that were investigated are the frequency response, the frequency resolution, and the linear dynamic range. Figure
2 shows the frequency response of the spectrum analyzer. One recognizes that the
3 dB bandwidth amounts to 500 MHz. This value oorresponds to the design goal of
the SAW-transducer.
The Rayleigh-frequency resolution of a Bragg-oell in given by the reciprocal transit time of the acoustic wave traversing the optical aperture. As the
optical aperture of the planar Bragg-oell is about 4lmm a theoretical frequency
resolution about 1 MHz will be expected. In this case the optical aperture is
given by the maximum width of the uniform gap provided by our prism-couplers.
The measured frequency resolution in 1.5 MHz. There are two main reasons for
the deviation from the expected value. Firstly the SAW is penetrated by a
slightly convergent light beam causing that the Bragg-condition is not fully
satisfied near the margin of the optical aperture. This effect apodizes the
optical aperture thus broadening the focal spot and deteriorating the frequency
resolution. Secondly, there is electrical orosstalk of riughly 8 % between adjacent detector elements, also broadening the measured signal.
The linear dynamic range of the spectrum analyzer is liven by the ratio of
the highest to the lowest detectable RF-power. In order to determine thd highest
detectable power the diffraction efficiency was measured as a function of the
RF-power at center frequency applied to the Bragg-cell. The result is depicted
in Figure 3. For low values of the RF-power the graph exhibits the expected
linearity with a slope of 7.5 %/W. With increasing power the curve becomes nonlinear because of thermal effects within the Bragg-oell. At the RF-power P
m +29 dBm (0 800 mW) the deviation from linearity reaches 1 dB. Therefore fax
is called "linear limit" and it defines the highest RF-pcwer that can be deG1Ited using this Bragg-cell. P
is also the maximum detectable power for the
spectrum analyzer, provided 1I detector array will be saturated by the deflected light corresponding to P
. Selecting an appropriate Integration time of
the detector array this oondTfon can always be fulfilled. The correct integration time depends on the optical output power of the laser, the higher the laser
power the shorter the integration time. For this spectrum analyzer an integration time of 33 usec is obtained at 10 mW of laser output power. Because of
the high losses 6oouring within the prism coupler employed to couple th%. laser
light into the waveguide of the Bragg-oell, the shortest possible integration
time (10
useo) of the detector-array could not be used. The lowest RF-power
deteotabli with the spectrum analyzer is the noise equivalent power (N;P).
Possible sources of noise are either electrical noise of the detector array or
in plane scattered light. The NEP of this spectrum analyzer is determined by the
detector noise to approximately +1 dBm, The noise signal prodvced by the scattered light is about 7 dB below the measured value of the NEP. Thus, the linear
dynamic range of the spectrum analyzer amounts to 28 dB and is limited by the
dynamic range of the detector array.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In table 1 the specifications of the spectrum analyzer are summarized. From
the frequency resolution of 1.5 MHz and the bandwidth of 500 MHz a time-bandwidth-product of 330 is calculated. It would still
be possible to significantly
increase the frequency resolution and hence the time-bandwidth-priduot by widening the optical aperture. The optical aperture of our arrangement is limited by
the quality of the prism-coupler used.
The time resolution of the spectrum analyser is 33
useo. It is restricted by the available light power in the waveguide. Imnro Ing the coupling efficiency (by now only about 1-2 %) of the prism coupler would increase the optical
power in the waveguide thus leading to a shorter time resolution. The prism
coupler has proven to be the limiting device for the frequency resolution as
well as the time resolution. A more advantageous alternative might be the grating coupler.
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The linear dynamic range of the spectrum analyzer is 28 dB and is limited
by the dynamic range of the detector array. The Bragg-cell itself
would yield a
linear dynamic range of about 35 dB.
Thus a miniaturized spectrum analyzer with a time-bandwidth-product of more
than 300 is presented. This high number has been achieved by a design that

yields the double time-bandwidth-product at a given size compared to both the
minibulk- and the integrated optic spectrum analyzer types, respectively.
Table 1: Specifications of the spectrum analyzer.
Bandwidth
Center frequency
Frequency resolution
Time resolution
Linear dynamic range

5.

500
750
1,5
33
28

MHz
MHz
MHz
/usec
dB
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DISCUSSION
SWalker, UK
What precautions did you take against bulk-wave effects?
Author's Reply
Thie mounting adhesive should absorb these waves, maybe they contributed some spurious responses.
ILMaeeonakl, Ca
What was the detector spacing and what was the mechanism of the crosstalk?
Author's Reply
18 sun, Mechanism not known.
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MODULATORS AND PHOTODETECTORS
FOR MICROWAVE/MILLIMETER-WAVE FIBER OPTIC SYSTEMS
by
JJ.Pan
E-Tek Dynamics, Inc.
250 East Drive
Melbourne, Florida 32901
USA
ABSTRACIT
Growth of sophisticated military satellite communications, electronic warfare, and radar systems places increasing
demaonds on microwave/millimeter-wave fiber optics for wide instantaneous bandwidth, immunity of EMI/EMP,
deployment speed/simplicity, and low cost, The microwave fiber optic communication links using a direct-modulated
laser diode (LD) and a PIN photodetector (PD) have been demonstrated at frequency of 7.5 0Hz, A OaAlAs LD with a
direct intensity modulation bandwidth of 11 GHz was recently achieved, Unfortunately, the LD operating at room
temperature above 12 0Hz is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to fabricate, Then, the laser beam modulated by an
electro-optic modulator (EOM) provides the essential way of microwave or millimeter-wave fiber optic communications
above 12 0Hz, This paper will discuss the 20-60 EOMs and PDs; the design/fabrications of 20 GHz devices are
particularly emphasized,
Both traveling wave and semiconductor waveguide EOMs are feasible to modulate LD beanm above 20 0Hz, The
travelling wave EOM (TW-EOM) presently offers the advantage of low RF driving power, The Titanium diffused
LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder interferometric TW-EOM has low propagation loss at 20 GHz, while an EOM fabricated on
GaAs or InP substrates can operate in millimeter-wave frequencies, but suffering slightly higher propagation loss than
LiNbO.,, We will describe the critical design parameters such as electrodes configuration, RF impedance optimization,
optical/RF velocities matching, Ti diffusion time/temperature, etc, Velocity mismatch compensation, EOM RF
performances, and efficient single-mode fiber to EOM inturface technique/experimental results will also be reported,
We investigated GaAs MESFET, Schottky-Barrier PD, modified IMPATT PD and photoconductive PD for short
wavelength (0.85 pm), and InP Schottky-Barrier PD and photoconductive PD for long wavelength (1.3 lun) low noise
optical demodulation above 20 GHzl,The RF package design, device design/fabrication, circuit optimization, and
experimental characterizations/results of the selected PD are presented.

DISCUSSION

CGOe, US
You have reviewed modulators that have been demonstrated up to 18 GHz at many laboratories. How do you plan to
extend these devices to millimetre wave frequencies (i.e, 40 GHz, 60 GHz)?
Author's Reply
We have to pay attention not only to device problem but also the circuit technology.
GWillon, UK
Do you foresee any limitation on the operating wavelength due to line broadening of the laser linewidth at GHz
modulation frequencies?
Author's Reply
It Is anticipated that optical phase-locked-loops will be required to give sufficiently stable source wavelength to
compensate for temperature-induced drifts, mechanical vibrations, etc..
LMacDsnald, Ca
Can you comment on the depleted layer photoconductors that have been developed at Bell Labs and also at CRC.
These reduce significantly the dark current.
Author's Reply
The devices are interesting but the performances at very high frequency are still unknown.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION III
GLASS FLUORTDE AND CRYSTALLINE FIBERS
by
J.

Lucas, Chairmen

The main topic of the semsion was materials for infrared waveguides development. Four contributors
presented a critical review on three kinds of waveguides including fluoride glasses, chalcogenide glasses
and single crystal fibers, Dr DAHN TRAN, from N,R.L. (U.S.A.) and Pr.Jaques LUCAS, from the University
of Renne* (F,) discussed the state of the art in the field of fluoride glasses which are promising candidates for the fabrication of repesterless long toleocrmunioation links. Scattering and multiphonon absorption measurements show that a potential loss of 10
dB/km in the window cicae to 2,55 um is very reali-

stic,
The candidate materials fur reaching this target are ZrF -based glasses called fluoroairconates. Many
informations on fundamental properties of the material as wAl as the main characteristics of the fibers
have been presented, The lowest attenuation, measured on fibers, reported by Dr. TRAN was 4 dB/km at 2.55
um and lee than 20 dB/km at the OH absorption peaking at 2.87 um. Other applications of bulk sample fluoride glasses have been discussed more specially in relation with their applications in the mid IR laser
domain, and for the traditional ZR optio operating in the military window around 4 um whore those glasses
are very transparent,
The second class of materials for, IR.
fibera was ohalcogenide gleacs esoentially those based on
the association of As,
e, Goe, Toe... Dr. PITT, from ITL, showed that the attenuation measured at STL on
these glasses was in the range 5 to 10 dB/m in the 10 um region, These values make those fibers suitable
for short distances applications in the 8-12 um region and more specifically at the lO.6 um of the CO
laser.
Finally, an overview oa a new field of crystal growth science has been presented by Pr.FEZIOKLSON,
from Stanford Univerhlty (U.S.A.), who described the different technic for making single crystal fibers.
Using laser-heated pedestal growth system, high melting oxides have been transformed in short length single crystal fibers. Among the different materials Nd/YAG fibers have been prepared for laser applications,
LiNbO fibers for non-linear technology and many others like sapphire or KRS 5 , a thallium bromo-lodide
fibers have been developped for I.R. transmission.
The reasons of developping such I.R. waveguidee have been clearly demonstrated; long distance
rmpuaterlmes oommunications is the ultimate target but medium loss fibers offer also a lot of applications
sush as remote IR.
spectroscopy, IR,
censor thermography, thermal imaging, endoscopy, surgery, laser
maoohining, printing, etc.,..
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PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF INFRARED TRANSMITTING HEAVY METAL FLUORIDE GLASS OPTICAL FIBERS
Danh C. Tran
Optical Sciences Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375-5000, USA

SNMARIY
in present silica fiber technology, optical attenuation at the intrinsic minimum level of about
0.16 dl/km at 1.6 )Am has been attained.
Von-oxide glasses based on heavy metal fluorides potentially
can offer Intrinsic minimum losses several orders of magnitude lower than that of silica, owing to a
lover Rayleigh scattering Ions contribution and an extended infrared abeorption edge. As a result,
heavy metal fluoride glasses ara most promising for iong distance repeaterless optical communication
The present paper will draw primarily from the published literature on fluoride glasses and
systems.
fibers to provide a complete review of the present state-of-the-art in the field. Candidate fluoride
glasses for fiberisetion will be evaluated on the basis of their infrared transparency as well as their
glass forming ability. The synthesis of high optical quality bulk fluoride glasses by conventional
casting and the fabrication of fibers using both preform and crucible techniques will be discussed.
The optical properties of the fluoride glass fibers will be evaluated based on the absorption loss
contribution associated with hydroxyl groups and transition metal/rare-earth impuritiss, and on the
scattering loss component arising from both Rayleigh scattering and processing induced defects such
as microcrystallisation, phase separation and particle inclusions.

ULTRA-LOW LOBS OPTICAL WINDOWS FOR HEAVY •TAL FLUORIDE GLASSES
The major thrust of mid-IR optical fiber research has been concentrated on ultra-low loss fiber
applications.
Heavy metal fluoride glasses based on ZrF4, discovered by Poulain, Lucas, and to-workers
in 1975 [11, have been considered to be the primary candidate material for the next generation of
optical communications fibers, owing to their higher transparency as compared to the oxide and
chalcogenide glasses, and to their superior glass forming ability with respect to the chloride, bromide,
and iodide based &lasses. Fig. 1 illustrate. the intr~nsic lose minima for oxide, chalcogenide, and
halide glass systems, which are determined by the I/t," wavelength dependent Rayleigh scattering loss
at shorter wavelengths and the multiphonon vibrational absorption edge at lcnger wavelengths.
The
predicted intrinsic minimum atteguation in heavy motxl fluoride glasses based on ZrF4 is A&IO03 dB/km
dB/km at 4.54pm for chalcogenide glasses and to 0.16 dB/km at
at 3.44 )Am as compared to tv 1.0"
In addition to the 3.44 pm window of maximum transparency predicted for ZrF44.6)am for silica (2].
based glasses, another optical window for ultra-low loss fluoride fiber applications appears to emerge
at 2,55pm (3, 4].
Fig. 2 illustrates the OH- absorption contribution in the mid-IR wavelength region
obtaind from a dry ZrF4-bassd glass fiber [4].
The fundamental OH-absorption band is centered at
around 2.87 Am, and the two peaks at 2.24 )m and 2.42 &m are attributed to combination bands with
The actual data which are represented by the solid curve
metal fluorides suLh as ZrF4 and BaF2,
indicate that fluoride glass fiber having a low OH-absorption lose of less than 20 dB/km at 2.87 #A
can be prepared using dry processing conditions.
Moreovor, based on the empirical multiple Gaussian
fit - represented by the broken curve - to the absorption bands associated with OH of Fig. 2, it was
expected that the lose contribution due to OH is lose than 10"2 dB/km at 2.55 pm. Recent scattering
measurements performed on bulk ZrF4 -based gJ1sets between 2,4 )a and 3,2 jim have demonstrated that
the intrinsic scattering level as low as 10" dB/km can be achieved at 2.55 pm 5]. The dete~mination
of intrinsic multiphonon absorption edges in heavy metal fluoride glasses still
presents some uncertainty due to background interferences arising from rare-earth impurity absorption in the infraredl
but based on the best estimates and careful extrapolation of experimental data collected for a number
of current "state.of-the-art" ZrF4 -based glasses, the multiphonon absorption contribution is projected
2
to be at most v10" dR/km between 2.3 and 2,8 pm [(].
Thus, in the absence of transition metal
impurities whose absorption bands tail
off toward the 2 pm to 3 pm wavelength region and neodymium
impurities which exhibit a narrow absorption peak at around 2.55 #m, and of fiber ploceassin induced
scattering defects, it is expeeted that ultra-low optical losses in the order of 10- dB/km can be
achieved in ZrF 4 -based glass fibers at 2.55 pm.

PEPARATION OF HKAVY-¥-TAL FLUORIDE 2LSES AND FIBERS
Heavy metal fluoride glasses based on ZrF4, sometimes called fluorosirconate glasses, are conoonly
used in the preparation of potential ultra-low lose fibers because they are relatively stable, compared
to other heavy-metal fluoride glasses. They generally contain 50-70 mol Z ZrF4 as the primary glassforming component, 19-31 mol 2 Sa42 as a glass network modifier, and lesser amounts of alternate fluorides which serve as glass stabilisers and refractive index modifiers,
Table 1 lists
some typical
fluroairconate glass compositions reported for the fabrication of infrared fibers.
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GLASS
Zr-Ba-Gd-Al
Zr-Ba-La-Al-Li
Zr-Ba-La-Al-Na
Zr-Ba-La-Al-Na

Zr-Ba-La-Al-Na-In

COMPOSITION (mol X)
61
53
53
55

ZrF 4 -32
ZrF4-19
ZrF4-20
ZrF4-31

REFERENCES

BaF2-3.9 GdF 3 -3.1 AlF 3
BaF2-5 LaF3-3 AlF 3 -20 LIF
BaF 2-4 LaF 3 -3 AlP 3 -20 NaF
BaF2-5 LAP3-5 AlF -4 NaP

(7)
[8]
(91

54.9 ZrF4 -22.55 BaF 2-5.92 La3-14.71 NaF-3.73 AIF 3 -O,19 InF3

Table 1.

[10]
t11]

Typical Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses for Infrared Fibers

The incorporation of PbF 2 or ThF 2 to the compositions listed in Table 1 will give rise to an increase in
the glass refractive index, while the addition of HfF4 or the reduction of All 3 content will decrease it.
Fluoride glasses can be prepared by fusing anhydrous fluorides at temperatures ranging from 8000C
to 1000C for about one hour, or by converting oxide raw materials to fluorides using ammonium bifluoride
M(NFF.HF) at around 4000C prior to the fusion process. They are melted in capped platinum, gold, or
vitreous carbon crucibles in a dry inert atmosphere of argon or nitrogen and are usually formed by casting
in pre-heated metal molds.
ZrF4 -based glass fibers have been prepared from both crucible and preform techniques. The crucible
approach is moset desirable because it allows the continuity of the drawing process; and in addition,
glass melts can be rapidly quenched directly into fibers thus preventing any drawing induced crystallization. In contrast to oxide glasase, flucrosirconate glasses exhibit a shear viscosity of less than
10 Poises at temperatures just above the crystallimation region (Po450'C-5500C) and around 1 Poise at
the liquidus temperature (e#HOC); and as a result, crucible drawing directly from fluoride glass melt,
I.e. above the crystallization point, cannot be easily achieved. Fluoride glasses also display one of
the steepest viscosity-temperature profile coupled with a high tendency toward crystallisatiop wighin
the fiber drawing temperature, i.e. Just below 400C where the shear viscosity ranges from 104-10o
Poises (8); and consequently, crucible drawn fibers are subjected to non-uniformity, and microcrystallisation which in generally induced by the crucible wall.
Present fluoride glass fiber technology relies strongly on the preform casting approach. In this
approach, core melt are directly cast into cladding tubes to form waveguide preforms. Fluoride glass
cladding tubes with uniform wall thickness and controlled bore size can be obtained by rotating cladding
melts using metal molds prior to the solidification step. Fig. 3 illustrates the sequence of steps
associated with the rotational casting process.
Fluoride glass preforms are then drawn at around
the glass softening point where again the rate of crystallination is relatively high. Stringent design
of the draw furnace and tight control of the draw parameters are necessary to prevent fiber drawing
induced microcrystallisation. Both resistance and RF heating@ have been used in fiberising fluoride
glams prefers.

TH, PROBLEM OF ERINSIC ABSORPTION ASSOCIATZD WITH IEPURITINS
Within the 2 pu-4 pm spectral region where possible operating windows for the heavy metal fluoride
glasses occur, extrinsic absorption originating from transition metal and rare-earth impurities is most
detrimental toward achieving ultra-low lose optical fibers. The emergence of a transparent window at
2.55 sm as described earlier has stirred an emphasis toward purifying fluoride glass starting materials,
specifically from transition metal impurities since the rare-earth elements - except for Nd - absorb more
strongly at slightly longer wavelengths. Table 2 lists the level of each Impurity causing a loss of
0.01 dB/km.
OPERATIONAL WAV•E•NGTH
Impurity

2.0 jim

2.5 am

Fe

Co

0.11
0.08

0.35
0.32

Ni
Cu

5
10

0.11
7.5

1.67
71.50

80
1000

Nd
Q6
Pr
Sm

I5000
0.23
10

0.50

Th

0.40

-

5.55
3.85
-

3.0

Aim

~

25
50

100
)5000

16.7
20
25
1.7

0.20
0.50
1.43
)5000

0.7

Table 2. Impurity Levels (ppb) Causing 0.01 dB/km Loss

4.0

[Ref. 12]

High-purity fluoride chemicals, other than ZrP4 , have been generally prepared from direct conversion of
metal carbonates or oxides to fluorides using hydrofluoric acid (Hf). The carbonates of Be, Na, Li.
the oxide of Al, and Hf are commercially available with transition metal impurity level in the ppb
range. Recently much eaphasis have been placed on the purification of Zrn 4 . Techniques such as
sublimation (13, 14], ion-exchanse [15), and chemical vapor purification [16] have been investigated,
but the degree of purification cannot be readily assessed when the transition metal level is 4500ppbl
this ia due to strong Zr interferring matrix lines associated with spectro-chemical emission tochniquqs
generally used in tiace analysis of transition metal impurities. A recently developed purification
approach based on recrystallitation and extraction have demonstrated that the Fe content in ZrF 4 can
be minimised to 41 ppb in the absence of contamination picked up during processing [17]. This result
was confirmed by Fe isotope tracer analysis. The extraction technique also allows an indirect assessment
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of trace amounts of Cu remaining in the purified ZrF4 which falls to around 3 ppb. The removal of Ni and
Co is still under investigation; and the purification of rare-earth fluorides such as GdF 3 and LaF3
from Nd is being conducted using cone refining techniques.
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF HEAVY METAL FLUORIDE GLASSES AND FIBERS
Fluoride glasses are known to be prone to devitrification; but with the use of high purity starting materials, stable glass compositions, and stringent processing conditions, ultra-high optical
quality and crystal-free Zr?4-based glasses can be prepared. Table 3 lists the light scattering loss
data obtained from two Zr"0-0aF 2-LaF 3 -A1F 3 -LiF bulk glass specimen$ =eaured directly in the infrared
spectral region associated with ultra-low loss fluoride glass fiber applications, using a color center
laser a. an excitation source (5].

>

2.4
2.5
2.6
2.8
3.0

3.2

4

Cm-_ )

)1/4

0.0301
0.0256
0.0219
0.0163
0.0123

0.0095
Table 3.

Rayleigh scattering
Icam (dB/km)
Measured scattering loss (dB/km)
for Zr4-based glasses
(theoretical)
Olass No. 2
Glass No, 1
0.0115
0.0097
0.0083
0.0060
0.0044

0.0033

0.0136
0.0115
0.0103
0.0082
0.0061

0.0052

0,0168
0.0148
0.0132
0.0098
0.0070

0.0061

Infrared Light Scattering Losses in Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses

The total scattering coefficients measured between 2.4 u•m and 3.2 *m exhibit a typical 1/\ 4 Rayleigh
behavior and lie near the theoretically predicted intrinsic minimum values for theme materials (5].
In addition, light scattering measurements performed in the visible spectral region have demonstrated
that these high optical quality glasses exhibit total scattering loss 1/2 to 2/3 that of the beet
synthetic silica (5). The low scattering levels obtained in both infrared and visible spectral regions
were uniformly retained throughout the entire volume of the bulk fluoride glasses suggesting a high
degree of homogeneity.
The spectral loss data obtained for a state-of the-art fluoride glass fiber is shown in Fig. 4 [3].
The fiber structure consists of a ZrF4-Hf 4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF -NaF glass cladding, a Zr? 4 -Bas 2 -LaV 3 -AlF-NaF
glass core, and a teflon FPI polymer protective coatesg. The fiber numerical aperture of 0,1 was
determined. The loss measurements performed on the 60 m long fiber show a minimum loss of 4 dD/km at
the 2.55 pm transparent window - the lowest reported at this writing - with an OH-fundamental absorption
of less than 30 dB/km at 2,87 pm. ,The scattering lose contribution, measured independently from the
total optical loss, exhibit a 1/X 4 Rayleigh dependence and a wavelength independent loss of e.ldB/km
which can be attributed to the presence of small amounts of microcrystallites or bubbles. The absorption
loss contribution of m 3 dB/km at 2.55 pm can be associated to the presence of about 20 ppb Fe, and
trace amounts of Ni, Co, and possibly Nd.
It is expected that further purification of the raw materials,
clean room procesaing conditions to prevent trace level impurity contamination, and stringent control
over preform casting and fiber drawing parameters will eventually lead to the 10-2 dB/km optical loso
level expected in ZrF 4 -based glass optical fibers at 2.55 um.
CONCLUSIONS
Heavy metal fluoride glasses based on ZrF 4 are considered to be prime candidate for ultra-low
lons fiber applications owing to their superior glass forming ability with respect to other halide
glasses. For the Zr0 4 -based glass system, it was predicted that a second operating window for ultralow lose fiber applications exists at 2.55 Am, where the extrinsic absorption loss contribution from
the rare-earth impurities is lees severe. Ertansive purification efforts have been devoted toward
suppressing the transition metal impurities to the ppb levels in the fluoride raw materials, Purificacion tachniqueo that have been investigated include sublimation, ion-exchange, chemical vapor purification, rocrystallisation, and extraction for the removal of transition metal impurities, end zone
refining for the minimisation of rare-earth impurities. OH-fundamental absorption of less than
20 dl/km has been achieved in ZrF4-based glass fibers and the expected loss contribution due to OH at
the 2.55 pm transparent window is lees than 10-, dB/km. Light scattering measurements performed
directly in the Infrered spectral region associsted with ultra-low loss fiber applications have confirmed the explicit 1/X4 Rayleigh scattering behavior in both ZrFt-based glasses and fibers. The
measured scattering loss level in bulk Zrf-based glass specimens Asesnear the theoretically
predicted intrinsic minimum values and is 1/2 to 1/3 that of the beat synthetic silica. The spectral
loss obtained for a state-of-the-art ZrT4 -based glass fiber exhibits a low loss of 4 dB/km at the
2.55.om window and an OH-fundamntal absorption of less than 30 dB/km. The fiber scattering loss
contribution of about 1 dB/km was attributed to small amounts of particle inclusions including microcrystallites or bubbles, and the 3 dD/km absorptive component at 2.55,um was associated with trace
amounts of ft, Ni, Co and possibly Nd. It is expected that further purification of the fluoride raw
materials, ultr., clean room processing conditions to prevent trace level impurity contamination, and
most stringent control over preform casting and fiber drawing parameters will eventually lead toward
the 10-g dB/km optical loss level expected in Zr? 4 -based glass optical fibers at 2.55 )m.
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GLASS FIBRES FOR TRANSMISSION IN THE 8 - 12 MICROMETRES WAVEBANIN.J.

Pitt and M.G.

Scott

Standard Telecommunication Laboratories Limited,
London Road, Harlow, Essex, CM17 9NA, England

SUMMARY
'Chalcogenide glasses, crystalline halides and hollow waveguides have been
assessed for transmission in the 8 - 12 pm waveband.
Of theme, ohalcogenide glasses
have been selected for development of fibre optic materials.
The bulk properties of
a range of glasses have been studied and compositions chosen to optimism transmission
and thermal stability.
The role of major impurities and the procedures used to
minimise them are described.
Selected compositions have been drawn into long lengths
of polymer coated fibre with diameters controlled accurately up to 590 um.
Current
fibres transmit at C02 laser wavelengths with losses of 5 - 10 dB m-1 but
potential for substantial improvement still
exists.
Mechanical testing has shown
that with suitable coatings chalcogenide fibres are flexible enough to sustain a bend
radius of the order of I cm.
INTRODUCTION
The 8 - 12 om waveband is of interest for a wide range of military applications
including laser range finders, thermal imaging, sensing and tracking systoms.
Most
importantly it includes the output waveband of the tuneable CO 2 laser.
The
availability of suitable optical fibres for this wavaband would not only allow
significant savings in weight and space by the replacement of conventional lene-based
optical systems but would open up new applications.
In many cases fibre lengths of
only a few metres will be. required and, therefore, fibre losses of the order of
1 dB mn" will be adequate.
However, the development r*f lower losses would allow
longer length applications and short length CO 2 laser power delivery, a requirement
which is likely to increase with the deaolopment of rugged light-weight r.f.
waveguide
lasers.

CANDIDATE MATERIALS
The choice of materials that are transparent in the 8 - 12 pm waveband is
limited to those comprising weakly bonded heavy atoms in order that the i.r.
phonon
edge should be at a wavelength much longsr than 12 pm.
Several groups of materials
are of potential interest;
of these chalcogenide glass and crystlline
halide fibres
have received much attention worldwide, but more recently hollow javeguides have been
developed for CO2 laser transmission.
Polycrystalline fibres, usually based on the halides of thallium or silver, are
fabricated by extrusion, typically at rates of the order of contimetres par minute.
This is much slower then in glass fibre drawing, where speeds of several metres per
minute are more common.
The prime advantage of Iryatalline fibres is their ).ow
loses
0.1 dB mil at 10.6 pm has been reported L1 .
The ability of these
materials to deform plastically, which allows them to be extruded, makes the fibres
susceptible to mechanical damage and limits the extent to which they can be bent
before the formation of slip lines leads to rapid deterioration in transmission due to
scattering.
Typically a 500 pm fibre will have a minimum bend radius of
approximately 10 cm.
Single crystal fibres offer the potential of reduced scattering losses due to
the absence of grain boundasies..
Alkali an• thallium halides have boon used, the
lowest loss being 0.3 dB m" for Cs r fibre L J.
The modified Bra crystal growth
techniques used for fabrication suffer from several disadvantagens
the maintenance
of stable growth conditions is difficult, growth rates are only millimetres per minute
and the technique does not lend itself
to production of fibres with a core/cladding
structure.
Minimum bend radii may be smaller than those attained using polycrystals
but many of the materials beet suited to single-crystal fabrication exhibit poor
environmental stability, being rapidly attacked by moisture.
Hollow-core fibres offer an alternative approach to the problem of mid-i.r.
waveguiding, and can be divided into two types.
The first
have a metallic inner
cladding such as germanium, aluminium or nickel t3J, which provides a surface that
is highly reflective to low order modes.
The second type is fabricated from glass
and transmits because the real part of the complex refractive index can fall below
unity in the region of a strong absorption.
Hollow oxide glass fibres have only
recently received Lttep on but losses of 2 dBmi" 1 have been achieved at 10.6 p m
using vitreous milia*LlJ and similar results have, "an reported for a
0e02-EZV-K 2 0 glass L'J, a commercial boromilicate L'J and a lead silicate
glass LoJ.
The use of oxide glasses offers many advantages in terms of ease of
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but it in not clear
fabrication, environmental and thermal stability, strength etc.y
A further
whether such fibres can be optimised for wideband applications.
disadvantage is their flexibility, which is restricted not only by the need to use
relatively large fibre diameters to obtain low attenuation, but by the high
sensitivity of this type of fibre to bending induced losses.
Although there is an extremely wide range of glass-forming ohalcogenide
compositions, those that transmit in the 8 - 12 pm waveband must generally conois- of
two or more of the elements Ge, As, ge or those below them in the periodic table.
The use of such glasses offers the advantages of speed and control normally associated
with oxide fibre-drawing techniques, and yields fibres that are both flexible and
chemicfljy durable.
The lowest loss reported at 10.6 um is 3 dB m-1 for a Go-Sb-Se
fibre Lu,
The relative merits of ohalcogenide glasses and other candidate
Although losses in chalcogenides are currently
materials are compared in Table 1.

somewhat higher than those shown by crystalline fibres, the potential for improvement,

combined with their several advantages over other fibre types, stimulated the
development of chalcogenide fibre materials, Which is reported in the rest of this
paper.

TABLE 1

COMPARATIVE MERITS OF 8 - 12 jam FIBRE MATERIALS

Chalcogenide
glass fibre

Polycrystalline
fibre

Attenuation

Medium

Flexibility

Good

Fabrication

Good

Medium

Good

Medium

Single Crystal
fibre

Good
Poor/Medium

Hollow-core
fibre

Good

Medium

Medium

Poor

Poor

Good

rate
Environmental
stability

Poor/Medium

Good

GLASS FABRICATION AND CHARACTERISATION
Glasses were synthesised from the elements germanium,

tellurium of 5 or 6 N purity.

arsenic,

selenium and

Batches of 15-40 g were weighed in an argon-flushed

glove box and seatal inside evacuated silica ampoules before being melted in a rocking
rotation furnace LUJ
After melting for 18 hours, at 900 0 C or 825cC for glass
with or without germanium respectively, the furnace was slowly cooled to 600oC
before removing the ampoule to cool in air.
The glass transition temperature
, and crystalliseaton temperature,
Tx, of
each glass were determined usin a
NPoKt
1090 differential scanning calorimeter (DOC)
on 20 mg samples beoted at 10oC min
in argon.
The glasses were then annealed
Sat T + 50C before cutting and polishing samples for infrared spectroscopy, which
wam garried out using a Nicolet 5 MX F.T. spectrometer.
INFRARED ABSORPTION IN BULK GLadSS8E
Figure la shows the absorption spectrum of a glass of composition
0`0Ge
The peak at 12.8 pm can be attributed to oxide impurities, which
5 A8 3 68es7.
reant proeerontially with Go atoms to form Ge-O bonds g .
It can be seen in
Fig. lb that by eliminating Ge from the glass this strong f•grption is replaced by
another at 15.4 ou, which can be attributed to Am-O bonds
AUJ.
In shifting the
absorption to a longer wavelength its contribution to losses in the 6 - 12 i•m band is
reduced.
Nevertheless there remain several oxide species that give rise to weak
absorption@ between S and 16 pm.
These are borely distinguishable in bulk samples
but contribute significantly to losses in fibres, thus making it necessary to reduce
oxide impurity levels below 1 ppm.
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PIg,1 Effect of oxide Impurity upon the Infrared absorption edge

Standard techniques wero used to remove surface oxide from the raw materials.
Selenium wan vacuum baked at 300oc 1113 and tellurium was etched in a
bromine/hydrobromic acid solution [1,23,
The germanium and arsenic, which was used
in its amorphous form, showed little
tendency to oxidize at room temperature and
therefore received no further purification.
Silica ampoules were prepared by
cleaning in hydrochloric acid, rinsing in de-ionized water and vacuum baking at
3500C.

Oxide levels can be further reduced by the addition of gettoring agents to which

oxygen wi ý p[ terentially bond.

The use of aluminium has been widely

reported
#
However, even when added in amounts les than 100 ppm we found
aluminium to promote wetting and slight attack of the silica ampoule.
Glasses of
improved qualiTy were obtained by adding aluminium in the form of its bromide, which
was also found to lower hydride impurity levelns presumably by the formation of
volatile Her.
Exaess aluminium and bromine are believed to be incorporated into the
glass but further work is required to establish whether such additions contribute to
scattering losses.
Figure le illustrates the improved transmission that was achieved
by implementing these purification procedures.
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Fg1.3 Effect of substitution of To for Be upon the Infrared absorption edge

Further reduction in losses at 8 - 12 gm can be achieved by shifting the
intrinsic multiphonon edge to longer wavelengths.
Figure 2 shows how the
two-phonon absorption peak at 17.9 Pam (due to Gm-Be bonds) was eliminated by
reducing the germanium content of the glass from 30 to 0 atom 4.
At the same time
the absorption at 20.6 um was found to increase due to the corsequent formation of
more As-ge bonds.
The absorption spectrum was further improved by substituting the
heavier element tellurium for some of the selenium, as can be seon in Fig. 3.
The
absorption at 20.6 Pam decreased by a factor of two as the To content was increased
to 30 atom t.
Table 2 summarises the effect of composition upon the multiphonon
edge and for comparison also shows data for a Ge-Sb-Ia glass of a composition
similar to that reported in reference [7].
The lowering of glass transition
temperature with removal of germanium and addition of tellurium is an inescapable
consequence of using heavier, more weakly bonded elements in order to extend the
transmission range.
Although the A4 0oe3o
0 Te 3 0 glass exhibited a weak DOC
crystallimation exotherm, the glass containing 200 Te was found to be quite stable
and is, therefore, a promising material for fabrication of low loss fibre.

TABLE 2

EFFECT OF COMPOSITION UPON OPTICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

Magnitude of 2 p onon
Composition

absorption.
Go-go peak
at 17.8 Pm

Ge 3 0 As 1 5 so5
ae5 As 3 8 8e5

As4 0 se
As
As

40
40

5

7

60

Se 4 0 Te 2 0
43 0 Te 3 0

Gef1 5 b 2 5 se 6 0

*

(cm-)

Wavelength at

Tg

Tx

(oC)

( 0 C)

which absorp-

As-Se peak
at 20.6 v n

tion - 2
( tim)

m"-

6.1

6.8

16.3

365

-

1.5

18.6

17.4

203

-

-

33

17.8

185

-

-

19.4
14.5

18.5
18.7

146
139

16.5

239

5.5

10

Sb - Be absorption peak at 21.2

*

im.

280
370
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FIBRE FABRICATION
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apparatus
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illustrated in
drawing
Fig. 4. is The glass to be drawn

8o1rucible

was placed inside a clean dry
vitreous silica crucible, which

was slowly purged with argon in
order to minimise contamination

Argon

Diameter monitor

by oxygen and water vapour.
The crucible was heated by a
resistance furnace, the
interior of which was also
A
purged with argon.
secondary heating element
around the crucible nozzle

allowed the drawing temperature

*

Coating *ons

UV

curing lamp

Take-up drmm

Fig.4 Preesurized crucible fibre drawing apparatus

to be independently and
The
accurately controlled.
fibre diameter was continuously
monitored and controlled by
adjusting the speed of the
take-up drum.
Fibres several
hundred metros in length
were pulled at rates of
5 - 1.0m min~'1 .
The
diameter of fibres could be
controlled within a few microns

up to 125 V m.

However,

to

achieve ± 5l control on fibres
up to 500 pm in diameter it was
necessary to apply a controlled
top pressure to the crucible by
restricting the argon purge
outlet.
Fibres have been
coated on-line with various
uv-cured epoxy-acrylates having
a range of mechanical
properties.
The tougher
coatings improved the fibre

strength and greatly enhanced

the ease with which they could
be handled.

MECHANICAL TESTINO

An Inatron tensile teeter was used for mechanical testing.

Ten centimetre

gauge lengths of both costed and uncoated fibre were tested at room temperature
using a constant 1% minstrain rate.
Several measurements were made and the
results averaged, ignoring those in which the fibre was observed to have failed next
to the cross-head.
The results, which are shown in Table 3, indicate an increase
from 10 to 1.60 in the average strain to failure due to the protective fibre
coating.
These are, however, preliminary results and are not expected to represent
the beat that might be achieved.
It is anticipated that improvements to processing
conditions will enable the relatively short lengths of fibre required to survive a
1.5 - 2.0% proof-test.
A 100 Vm diameter fibre would experience a maximum strain
of only 0.5% upon being subjected to a bend of 1 cm radiust however, an
investigation of fatigue behaviour will be necessary in order to establish the level
of strain that could be sustained during an extended period of service.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF Ge 5 As38 Be57

TABLE 3

No. of samples
Diameter ( pm)
Tensile strength (MPa)
Strain at failure (1)
Young's Modulus (GPa)

FIBRE

COATED

UNCOATED

11
82 1 4
285 ± 25
1.61 ± 0.15
18*

94
177
0.96
18

20
± 6
± 40
* 0.15
± 3

Value determined for uncoated fibre

FIBRE ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS
The experimental arrangement used for attenuation measurements is shown in
Fig. 5.
A conventional cut-back technique was used, successive short lengths being
removed from the output end of the fibre.
By tuning the CO2 latser the
attenuation could be measured across the 9.3 - 11 m wavelength range.1
Losses in
Ge5 As368I 5 7 fibre were 10 dB m"l at 10.6 pm and approximately 5 dB mat 9. pm.
Optimination of the techniques used to eliminate oxide impurities will
enable substantially lower losses to be achieved and a potential order of magnitude
reduction should be realisoed in As-Se-Te based fibres.
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CONCLUSIONS
c•halcogenide glasses offer several advantages, in comparison with crystalline
halides and hollow core fibres, which make them well suited as waveguide materials
for the 8 - 12 pm waveband.
Long lengths of fibre can be drawn at speeds of

several metres per minute using a preseurised crucible technique that enables
diameters to be controlled accurately up to 500 um.
When protected by an
epoxy-acrylate coating, fibres exhibit a significant improvement Jin strength and can

sustain a bend radius of the order 9f 1 cm.

Losses in fibres based on the Ge-As-Se

system are currently below 10 do m-1 at the CO2 laser wavelength.
However,
more promising compositions have been identified in the As-Se-Te system, which,
further improvement in purification and oxide gettering techniques, offer a
potential order of magnitude reduction in losses.

with
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DISCUSSION
J.Fridman, US
(1) Your efforts for the Improvement of the glass by the removal of Ge and the addition of Te show results in the
16-20 pin range and yet none in the more important 8-12 pm waves and where the CO2 laser line at 10.6 pm is
located. What can you do about that? (2) have you considered drawing fibres from ZeSe, say by a variation of the CVD
process whereby you will achieve transmission at 10,6 pm in the tens of watts?
Author's Reply
(1) The results presented were based on spectrometric measurements on bulk samples and do not give precise
definition of the shapes of the 3-phonon intrinsic and 1-phonon oxide absorption peaks in the 8-12 Itm region. Further
work is being carried out to clarify the situation. (2) We have not considered a fibre drawing process for ZnSe.

However. I am aware of other workers having used ZnSe single crystal waveguides for CO2laser transmission.
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SINGLI CRYSTAL VIl18
Professor Robert 8. 7eigelson
Director, Crystal Science Division
Center for Materials Research
Stanford University
Stanford. CA 94305

8UNUART
Single crystal fibers are just nov emerging at a new frontier in both materials
science and device technology.
Various methods have already been developed for the
preparation of single crystal fibers of a wide range of materials with useful properties.
Along with discussion@ of fibae
growth methods and potential applications for
single crystal fibers, current research on-the growth of laser, nonlinear optic,
and TR
transmitting single crystal fibers are also discussed.

StIUTIODUCTION
The spectacular development of silica glass fibers for optical communication and
data transmission applications over the past two decades is well known.
An extensive
effort is now underway to extend the applicability of glass fiber technology into the
mid-I1
region for thermal imaging, radlomstric sensing, and high power transmission for
medical and industrial applications.
Vor these uses, new types of materials are being
investigated including cholcogenlde and fluoride glasses, and to a much more limited
extent polycrystalline solids such as. the silver halides and K18-3.
By comparison to the advances made with glass fibers and the extensive research and
development effort which led to its commorcialisation, the field of single crystal
fibers Is still
in its infancy.
Iven so, the work that has been done so far seems to
indicate that the future for them Is bright and that these fibers represent a new frontier in material science, crystal growth, and device research.
They have the potential
of being useful for a variety of optical, electronic, acoustic, and structural applications, because the materials which can be Irown in single crystal fiber form have a wide
range of physical-chemical properties.
Goodman (1) in 1976 was one of the first
to
suggest a number of potential applications for single crystal fibers.
Most of the device research on smingle crystal fibers to date has centered on minitture fiber lasers, nonlinear materials for modulators, signal processors -nd parametric
sources, high-temperature thernometry applications and fiber reinforced composite structures.
Potential areas for fiber device research include doublers, isolators, and rotators as well as the use of single crystal fibers of ferroelastic and ferroelectric materials to produce domain wall grating arrays for interaction with and control of acoustic
and optical waves, which could lead to programmable spatial filters
for optical processing, tunable acoustic filters for signal processing and grating couplers and phase
matching gratings for Integrated and fiber optics.
Some crystal fibers, to be useful,
will have to be clad with a low index nmterial to reduce their susceptibility to
environmental damage and the number of guided modes.
Olaos coatings of controlled index
are being developed for some fiber lasers and other methods for changing index and
composition
in
the
fiber
surface
by
chemical
reactions
doping,
and
selective
vaporisation ore also being explored.
Over fifty different materials including oxides, halides, borides, carbides, semiconductors, and metals have beitt already prepared in single crystal fiber form by a
variety of techniques, and some in crystal form for the f1rot time.
A representative
list is given in Table I.

TABLE I
Representative List of Materials Grown in
Single Orystal tiber Forn
1 301 2 (YAG)
A1M3,A~
2 0 3 (Sapphire and Ruby)

NdSiO 3
Kn
2 8iO 4
8ceaO4

Nb
N alodclr

Li2003
Gdj(Mo0 4 ) 3
0;78 2 04
Y$03eO12 (YUO)
Y103
V 205

bell
Call
Agur
US-S
V!

rSctory Compounds
NN
1a0
LaN6

3aTiO3

Go

Till

Ii
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F135R GROWTH
There are a numbar of methods which have been developed for the preparation of
single crystal fibers,
These include growth from the melt,
solution, or the vapor
phase.
Only the melt growth method appears useful for preparing device quality fibers
because of the greater ease with which the fiber diameter, length, and crystallographic
orientation can be controlled.
Melt growth methods which have been used for fiber
growth include edge-defined and capillary-fed growth, solidification in capillary tubes,
and the float-none method.
The first
three approaches require a carefully manufactured
die, crucible or orifice made from a material which is compatible (non-reacting, etc.)
with the melt.
Unlike glasses, crystalline materials exhibit a large change in viscosity on melting, and therefore crystals are free to move about in the melt during growth unless constrained from doing so.
Methods for growing small diameter fiber crystals must include
some method of controlling the position of the growth interface,
otherwise large
diameter variations will occur.
While the first
successful attempt to grow a fiber crystal was made by Von Oospers
in 1922 (2), single crystal fiber growth really began in a meaningful way with the.work
of Lalelle and Nlavoky (3) in 1967 on the growth of sapphire filaments.
This work led
to the development of the important edge-defined, film-fad growth process (4).
in 1972
Haggerty (5) reported on the development of a four beam laser-heated float sone process
for the growth of sapphire, 1203, TIC and TiB2 fiber crystals.
Gasson and Cockayne (6)
were the first
to demonstrate the use of laser heating for float son* growth of oxides.
in 1975 Burrus and Stone (7) used this method, in a two-beam pedestal-growth geometry,
for the growth of single crystal fibers for laser devices.
The pedestal growth method
is a variation
of source
the float-sons
in which
the fiber
crystalto isit. smaller
in
diameter
than the
rod from technique
which it growe,
rather
than equal
In this
method, which is illustrated in Figure 1, the top of a source rod of the material to be
grown is melted with the laser beam and the fiber pulled from the molten droplet.
As
the fiber grows,
the source rod has to be pushed into the laser beam to maintain
3
constant melt volume.
Initially, Surrus and Stone successfully grew Nd +tYAG
fiber
lasers as small as 50 tm in diameter and greater than 10 cm in length and shortly
thereafter fibers of N3O Y2 0 3 (8)Burris and Coldren (9) prepared sapphire-clad ruby
fibers by a similar method, usiai. the laser to evaporate the Cr dopant from the surface
of the as-grown ruby fiber, creating a colorless Cr-free region which was separated from
the heavily doped, higher index core by a sharp boundary.

i -- . oriented good-

---

push

pull
qrowing fiber crystal
CO2 laser beams

molten zone

ed

---- source material

PIGURE

it

(a)
(b)

Schematic of the laser heated pedestal growth method.
Photograph of an actual fiber beaing grown by this method,

In 1980 Kimura et &l. (10) described a gravity-fed capillary drawing technique
(Figure 2), which is similar to the glass fiber drawing proceis, for growing single
crystal fibers of the low malting material KXS-5 (thallium bromoiodide).
In the same
year, Bridges at al. (11)
developed a pressurized capillary-fed growth method for growing AgSr fiber crystals (Figure 3).
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rowth method of Bridges
et &1. (01).

Based
no the work ,of see:ral ewrllr inveshigators (4,6) a broad based multiInvestigator program was developed at Stanford University a few yaro
Oago explore the
potential for using single crystal fibers in a variety of device applications and in
material research,
The pedestal growth method was chosen, tolether with laser heating,
as our basic growth system because it appeared to be the most versatile method for growIng fibers of a very large number of materials of different types, in!luding very high
melting compounds.
It can also be used to grow crystals with a uniform, controlled composition, and even many
noongruentLly Melting tompounds.
Although the equipment for
producing device quality single crystal fibers will be very sophiaticated the laser
heated fiber growth method in its simplest configuration can be very useful for preparing single crystals of a wide variety of material for property evaluation.
Iingle crystale oan usually be produced such more quickly than with more conventional crystal
growth methods and at much lower cost due to the minimal quantity of material required.
Crutibles and furnaces are not requiredwhich re4ucos contamination. The starting materials can be easily obtained from either polycrystallins smaples or single crystals.
For some materials, however, such as 'low-melting or volatile compounds, this method may
not be satisfactory. In these cases other methods, such as capillary-fed growth, can be
used more successfully.
This presentation
fiber siowth.

3IOPIXIKITAL

will

serve

as

an introduction

to the

subject

of single

crystal

pEOaIDUil

A schematic of the first
lamer-heated pedestal growth system (LHPG)
used at
Stanford is shown in Figure 4.
It incorporates two lead screw drives for independent
fiber and source rod movement, an otmosphere control chamber and x-y positioners for
fiber-source rod alignment.
Both the fiber and source rod can be rotated and growth
rates in the 0.01 to 100 mm/mtn. can be achieved. Usually growth rates very from 1-3
am/min. for pure melts to 0.1 to 0.3 am/mwi.
for growth from solution.
The fiber diameters are usually 1/2 to 1/3 that of the source rod.
Larger reduction ratios give rise
to growth instabilities.
The original fiber growth system used a 50
C002 laser and a two beam arrangement
similar to lurrus and $tone (7).
Power is controlIed by a three function proportional
controller.
The large temperature gradients inherent with the two beam heating system
gyav
rise to a nuaber of problems Including poor diameter control, difficulties in
forming uniform molten sones, and excessive volatisation of the melt at the hot spots
formed where tie laser bean hit the sample.
To reduce these problems, Icier et *l. (12)
developed a new trpe of laser optic system as sho"a in Figure 5 which gives a radiL.ly
uniform annular hot sone.
Those optics were recently incorporated into the fiber growth
system.
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710ORS At Schematic diagram of the first
Stanford LHPG growth apparatus, Including
a planned automatic diameter control system.

110913 St Schematic diagram of
the new 360' axially symmetric
focusing optics which replace
the two-beams system (12).

T114 pover required to melt a given material depends on its melting point, emislsvity or optical absorption coiefficient at 10.6 pla, and also the diameter of the crystal
to be grown.
The 50 watt 002 loaer is capable of melting soot oxides and fluorides,
which absorb 10.6 pm radiation efficiently at moutee rod disamters lses
than 2 Um.
As
the diameter dvocreaose,
lees and less power is required to maintain a stable molten
somne.
As shown In Figure 6, high melting materials such as A1203, Y3 A1501 2 , and LitbO3
can be melted at a power level of only one watt or less when their diameter Is lees than
100 J&.
For s11114ller di&metarb,
too much power is available from the SOW laver, aud it
becomes difficult to control the laser power output and, therefore, the temperature accurately enough.
To eliminate thie problem, a power attenuator was incorporated into
the beam line so that the laser can operate at a stable mid-range power level while at
the sane time allowing a low output power level to heat the sample.
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For highly reflecting metals and semiconductors which exhibit both free carrier
absorption at 10.6 im and high thermal conductivity losses, the 50 watt laser is not
powerful enough to form stable melts in these materials unless the diameter of the
Although fibers of
source rod is very small and/or the sample hoe a low melting point.
some of these materials have been grown, a higher power laser would reduce many of the
problems encountered.
The crystal growth process is monitored with both a binocular microsecope at magniThese
fications up to 7OX and with the use of a video monitoring and recording system.
techniques allow a study of macroscopic defect formation during growth and none
stability.
The source material used for fiber growth can be in the form of single crystal or
if such materials are not available,
polycrystalline rods cut from existing samples.
then the compound can be prepared into a dense oolycrystalline solid by either cold
Porosity in the
pressing followed by high temperature sintaring, or by hot pressing.
starting material can lead to the formation of bubble* in the melt during growth and
Source rods close to theoretical density ere therefore highly
poor crystal quality.
desirable. A considerable effort may be required, however,
to produce high density
If porosity is a problem, then two simple methods can be
samples of certain materials.
fiber, which although of poor
used to ainimise it.
The first is to regrow the initial
quality is near maximum density.
The fiber grown from this is usually of a much higher
quality.
The second technique involves deneifling a fabricated source rod by passing it
through the laser beam Close to or just at Its melting point.
Beading the growth can be accomplished easily by using either single crystal or
polycryotalline rods tapered to a sharp point.
since single crystals form so easily in
these small disaster samples, even a dissimilar material such as a refractory metal wire
can be used to initiate growth.
Fibers can also be grown along specific crystallographic directions when oriented seeds ars used.
TU3RN LASERS
The laser-heated pedestal-growth method is ideally suited for the growth of solidstate laser crystals, moot of which are high melting oxides.
In addition to ite use for
preparing miniature laser devices, such as described originally by Aurrus and Stone (7),
it was found to be a powerful,
relatively Inexpensive technique which can bs used for
the rapid identification of promising new laser materials.
The major portion of fiber research at Stanford is focused on developing new laser
materials and fiber laser devices.
Both novel as well as conventional materials are
being studied.
To date efficient OV guided fiber lasers made from NdiTAO have been
developed (13)
that operate at either 1.064 or 1.32 4m.
Laser action was also demonstrated ucing a single laser diode as a pump source (%w617 am), in a 250 4a diameter, 4
am long HdilYA fiber (13).
These devices had slope efficiencies as high as 10
and output powers of up to 1/4 aW.
Studies of the performance of various Mdt TAG fiber lasers
led to the conclusion that two main optical loss mechanisms are presenti 1) in fibers
with >200 4s diameters,
signal loss is mostly due to scattering by residual bulk
defscts; and 2) in small diameter fibers, optical losses arise from surface irregularities mostly because of fiber diameter variations which scatter the signal into unwanted
higher order modes and radiation modae.
Continuing studies are aimed at reducing optical losses through improvemonts in
fiber processing technology (imprnving diameter uniformity),
cladding and in enhancing
laser pvoperties.
To date, fiber dfameter variations have been reduced from 51 to 1I
using improved fiber growth equipment (12).
This has been accomplished with manual
diameter control and significant improvements are expected when automatic diameter control comes on line.
To reduce surface scattering losses in VdiYAG fiber lasers and provide them with a
protoetive jacket, a method of cladding ;hess fibers with a suitable material has been
under Investigation (13).
Because of their stability, hardnesi, and low melting temper4tureo, high refractive index glasses have been studied.
While glasses with slightly
lower index than NdatYA
have been found, and techniques developed to coat them uniformly, the thermal expansion mismatch between the fiber and cladding, which although
small (- 150) induces stresses and cracking of the fiber on cooling during the cladding
process.
Thoee problems can be minimised by using thinner coatings, and/or glasses with
thermal expansion coefficients similar to that of the crystalline fiber.

one of the important problems &*counter d with large MdiTAG

boules

trown by the

amochrelski method is related to facet formation at the Srewth interface leading to a
cored region In the c ystal. The facet region develops because of the different growth
kinetics associated with the shape of the solid-liquid growth interface which is
influenced by thermal gradients and growth anisotropy, a property of the material being
grown.
The facets represent slow-growing directions and often the incorporation of
impurities and dopants will be different on the facet face than the edges, which will
lead to sharp compositional inhomogensities,
etress and variations in birefringence.
Since many device quality crystals can be cut from each boule, this problem can be circumvented by cutting around the cored region.
With fiber crystals, .sowever, the entire
crystal is used as the laser and so if a core is present, laser performance would cartainly suffer.
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A study of Interface faeotting and compositional in homogeneities In NdtYAO was
Usming optical microscopy with polarced light and
undertaken by O'Meara at al. (14).
electron microprobe techniques, facet formation and impurity segregation was studiod.
in Figure 7, the radial
A number of interasting observations have been mode to date.
variation In lRdconcentration of two fibers grown under different conditions but of
approximately the iname disaseter In plotted. one of the fibers has a large concentration
of Nd In the core region while the other is significantly more uniform. Note that the
shape of the curves may reveal the presence of facets at the Interface. The difference
In lidprofile between these two fibers Is believed to be related to the different processing conditions used. in general it appears theta 1) the lidconcentration Isanearly
uniform across the fiber arose section when the growth rate is small (around 0.25 mm/mmn
or less). When the growth rate increases, so does the Nd concentration at the center of
the fiber as seen in Figure 7 until a center concentration 1.5 times the edge is reached
at growth rates of 2 mmt/mmn. Also, It has been observed that the average Nd concentration also increases with growth rate. Growth striations (small compositional variations
occurring in bands along the growth axis of the crystal which are due to growth rats
fluctuations) were also found. At slow growth rates, faets seem to fovm only in larger
diameter fibers and small fibers show no significant birefringence patterns.
1,0 4 jm" die,
fiber

Surrus + Slons, rot. S
12
59Mm
120-69
StanfordMo.fiber

1.34

1.22FIGURE III Radial variation of lid concentration In two Nd1YAG fibers grown
under different conditions (14).
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other fiber lasers which have been grown and are currently underlain$ analysis
include NHdICa80 204 (15), NlidaAlO3 (16), lidtLilbO3, (13,17), NidBiO 3 (17), M1112Bi0A (15)
and T13 I A1203 (13,17).
NONULIUAR OPTICAL. VATIRIALS
One of the most important nonlinear optical materials for second harmoni~c generation, optical parametric oscillation, aet, isILilibO 3 , a forroelectric material with a
It was chosen for study because of
Curie temperature near its melting point of '1260*0.
its potential use In fiber devices.
To be useful Li~b03 single crystals must have a single domain structure.
Cunchralslti grown crystals have to be poled after growth to achieve this resulttt because
they exhibit a multidomain structure whose morphology depapds upon growth direction. In
the growth of Li~bO3 fibers it was found (16) that c-axis fibers less then 700 pm diamein
ter were essentially single domain as grown and do not require poling (Figure 0).
addition, the built-in dipole moment in these c-axis fibers always points toward the
melt.
If a single domain seed crystal of reversed dipole orientation is used, the diThe three lzo6growth
polar orientation reversesl at the growth junction (Figure 9).
ridges also rotate by 60' due to a crystallographic facietting effect.
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FIGURE 111 schematic showing caxis domain reversal (18).
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Small diameter LiNbO 3 fibers grown along the a-axis did not have a single domain
structure but instead had an unusual bipolar nose-to-nose domain pattern with the antiparallel domain boundary in the c plane and parallel to the growth axis (Figure 10).

H1OURS l0
Nose-to nose domain
pattern of unpoled a-axIs grown
fibers.
Polished
and etched on
"b"
faee
(18).

A study of the various phenomeuie which could account for the observed domain structures in a- and c-axis LiNbO3 fibers led to the hypothesis (19) that a self-induced
poling voltage is present due to fiber growth and that It is caused by the thermoelectrio effect where an electric potential (the poling potential) is generated by the temperature gradients present dtring growth.
The large, axial temperature gradient is
responsible for the single domain in c-axis fibers and its dipole orientation and the
radial, temperature gradient Is responsible for the bipolar domain structure In &-axis
LiNbO 3 fibers.
The requirement for single domain a-axis fibers has led to attempts to
alter the radial temperature gradients by an asymmetric displacement of the fiber in the
laser beam.
This, however, was only partially successful with the domain boundary moving along the a-axis but not completely through the crystal. Other methods such as the
use of external poling fields and impurity diffusion are being studied.
INPIAULD TUIUZTTZNO 7111R3
A number of important applications exist for infrared transmitting fibers including
transmission lines, spectroscopic analysis,
thermometry and laser delivery systems.
While the mixed fluoride and chalcogenide glasses under study are attvactive catididatae
for long distance transmission lines, certain crystalline materials, including a number
of halides and certain oxides like sapphire, may have more suitable properties for applications requiring shorter lengths and longer wavelengths.
The silver halides, 6g1r and AgC1 end KRIS-5 (thallium broeoiodide) are considered
prime crystalline fiber candidates for 11 transmission ipplications.
Polyarystalline
fibers of these materials have been made by extruding bulk single crystals through a
die.
Grain boundary scattering in polyarystalline fibers, however, leads to less than
optimum optical transparenay.
SIL•SI

DIONIDI AND TUALLIUN

BIONOXODIDI

The capillary.-fed growth methods of Hiinura (10)
and bridges et al. (11)
were used
for the growth of single crystal fibers of KRS-5 and AgIr respectively.
The silver halide single crystal fibers, while having good optical properties, apparently suffer from
poor mechanical properties.
Work on XIS-5 single crystal fibers hae not been extensive
enough to draw definitive conclusions, but thallium containing compounds are limited to
applications other than medical due to their toxicity.
Sines AgIr and XIS-S have relatively low melting points (Agir, 432'C and KRI-5,
415e0), the laser heated pedestal growth method would not be as suitable for these materials as the capillary fed growth methods of Kimura et al. and Bridges at l.
A small study was undertaken by Routs et a1. (20) to see whether the capillary-fed
method of Bridges et al. (11) could be used to grow XIS-S. tt was first
set up and successfully used to grow AgIr fibers and then adapted for the growth of X1A-3.
The melt
reservoir and capillary were made from fused silica and a silver cold finger was mounted
&bovw
the capillary tip.
The composition of UIS-5 is near the minimum melting composition in the T'lr - TlI system with a composition of approulmately 38 a/* TII 42 i/o TM~r.
Growth was initiated by dipping a platinum wire Into the melt and from
that point the fiber grew readily.
Growth rates varied from 1.5 - 8.4
mm/vin.
In some
cases, it was easier to grow XI8-5 then AgIr.
Surfaces were quite smooth but longer
range diameter variations due to a poor meahaoilcal fiber guiding system was a problem.
Single crystal 118-5 fibers 0.4 - 0.6 mm diameter and 22 ms in length were grown without
serious dtfficultias (Figure 11).
A condensate appeared on the cold finger which was
analysed to be pure Mllr.
The fibers therefore may be T11-rich, although a shift in
lattice constants could not be detected.
The
few dark
natural
densest

optical quality of the fibers appeared quite good, except for the presence of a
inclusions at sites where the fiber diameter changed abruptly (Figure 12).
The
growth orientation for an unseeded K28-3 fiber was found to be <110), the
packed plane
in
the
CoCl
structure.
Seeded
growth was not attempted.
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F162Ih
ii
l
Photograph of optteal
quality K13-5 fiber grown by the
pressurized capillay growth method
(21).

PIGURE lag Photograph of 113-5
fiber showing some typical meettoring defeat* found in some regions of the fiber which appear to
be voids and/or precipitates (21).

BARIUM AND CALCIUM, FLUORIDR
Barium and calcium fluoride are both high melting compauuds (N1u 126000 and 13606C
respectively)

and

large

arystals

var grown commercially

under a vacuum and/or

reactive

atmosphere to reduce 02 and (ON)contamination.
loth compounds can easily be melied
with the 30 watt C02 laser and were logical candidates for fibar growth by the LHPG
method (21).
Optical quality single crystals* wee used an source rods snd the growth of fiber
crystals by the LH- presented few problems, the most significant of which, however, wat
the formation of precipitates at a temperature several hundred detrees below the melting
point.
During growth, the crystals were clear and free of macroscopic scattering centers but as the crystal cooled, precipitates began to form 3d10ad
above the growth interface as illustrated in Figure 13.
The precipitates aro believed to be an oxide or
oxyfloride of Ba or Ca respectively even though the
l
fib
ware grown in a purified
argon atmosphere. The scattering losses wort more serious in
than sa2
in Cily as seen

in Figure 14,
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It is suspected that the molten zone a&ts as a getterer for reactive species preacnt in
the gas phase even when they are in low concentrations.
A vacuum growth chamber or one
in which a reactive gas such as HP can be used should reduce or eliminate this problem.
future plans call for such modifications.
SAPPHIRE
The high melting point and excellent optical properties of sapphire make it useful
in fiber fore for high-temperature thermometry applications (22), and in fact a commercial fiber thermometer has recently reached the market.
The fiber thermometer is based
on radiation emitted by a blackbody tip In the fiber and one or two color pyrometry can
be used to analyse the radiation guided down the fiber.
Although sapphire fibers vwav
grown as far back as 1967 (4) and are very easy to grow in fiber form, two problems have
limited their utillsation in these type devices: 1) internal and surface scattering
losses have been difficult to reduce to optimum levels; and 2) a stabl.,non-reective
blackbody tip has been difficult to find.
Byer at *1. (23) have grown high optical quality sapphire fibers and have studied
various metal alloy blackbody materials.
In recent studies they have observed a temperature resolution of 10 at in a 0.3 second bandwidth.
CONCLUUZOUI
The field of @inLle crystal fibers represents an emerging technology whose future
appears promising.
Some possible applications for single crystal fibers, the types of
materials which can be produced in fiber form, and the current progreeb in fiber growth
are diseused.
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RESUME
La rialisation do guides dWand: optiquueset plus favorable A partir do matdiraux
existant k l'Stat vitroux quXA partir do matdirax polycristalliris ou monocristallins. Los
verro qlcteomnt corresondent au moillour compromis entre la laraour do la bande
do tra:nsmis~s~ione,lea potential t~a d'ultra tIansparoence, les faiblespre par diffusion
et Is miss au point des conditions techniques do eibr ag sont les vorprosfurs.Lsvr
Tes A base do tdtrafluoruro do zirconium permettont une transmission par fibres jusqu'&
4 pim, coux k base do mitaux plus lourds, thorium, indium, torros rare., etc..., jusqu'&
5 tim. Losaplications patontielios on toldc 9 mmunications longue distance sans ripiteur
duos Kux tr5 faiblos portes thioriqus 10" dB/km, sont discutios &ini quo los applications courtos distances dans los techenoliogies captours at transports d'6noergio.
INTRODUCTION
La rdalisation do guides dWands optique eat grandemont facilitim quand lo matEriau support do la transmission eat vitroux. La miss on formo de vorres A l'dtat do guides
gindralomont dans son domains do plasticitA maximum c'est-1do fibres
plan
diris ou
k partir
soit a'effectuo
du balm liquide, soit do prfformos solidos on los fibrant apris Is temp~rature do transition vitreuse T , clest-&-dire dams un domains oti la viscosits du solido
oat faible. Cotto technologie intfoduit pou do contraintes ot do difauts dams 10 matdiriU
fibrE et Is guide obtonu conserve Is plus souvent sea bonnos propridtds do transmission.
Coci West pas leucas des matilrlaux crisatallisia qui doivent Otre mis sous form.
do guides Waonds par des techniques plus brutales, extrusion ou filage par exemplo, qui
ontratnont lo plus souvent do for te contraintos dans lo matiriau, sources do dislocations,
d'hitiroginditts, do joints do grains qui entratnent do fortes portos PAT diffusion.
L'Avantage du vorre est cependant contrari# par is ai t quo tris pou do matriraux
oxistont A lista& vitroux at a fortiori des matdrisux ayAnt une large bande do transparence.
L# chimie des vorros est largement dominde, depuis des silcles, par ia silica 8i0 2 at 10s
guides d'onde I base do S1O2 ont att sint un divoloppoment unique cas derniiros anios,
permottant d'ntteindre los Ilmites ultimes do transparence voisines dfo0,15 dB/kn k 1:3 pim.
La larg our du domoins do transparence esatcopendant contrarile par Is aorte absorption
mul tiphonon do la liaison Si-0 qui dimnue ortomont is transparence aprbs 118 Urnmi p
paralt donc canine ntcessaire pouruaugmenter Is doma ine spectral guidd, do passer dos velr-,
re5 d'oxyd;:,uux verres d'haioggnures dont l'absorption multiphonon est nottoment ddplaci
vrer las grades longuours dionde.
Dans is famIlle des halogdnuros MXX (M - mftal ; X - fluor F, chioro Cl, brome
Br, lode I), souls Is classe des verras do fyuorures M.Pý pr~sent e lea conditions do stabilitif, do r~istance k Is corrosion, suffisantes pour 8 to pr~pards A 1'Etat do fibres.
IHormia lob verres fluoris k base d: BeP2,,connus depuls plusiours dizaines d'ann~ss, I& dicouverto do mouvolles fapililes do vorre fluoris, stablos k l'Universitd do
Rennes ost ricente (1), et a #t6 suivie d'un divoloppoemnt tachnologique intense ces dorniiros annies.
LA TRANSPARENCE D'UN MATERIAU
Comm* indiqu# Sur is Figure 1, los1origines des Porten optiquos dans un matiriau
sont de deux typos : intrins ques et extrinsliques.
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Las m6canismes intrinsbques d'absorption correspondant Attn mat6riau iddalement
pur, sont:I
a) la diffusion Rayleigh, qui varie en g~n~ral en X-1, ot qui diminue donc tr~s rapidement
avec la longueur d'onde;I
b) dana la region U.V., 1'excitation des dlectrons, do liaison par les photons trts dnergdtiqus p uiours dlectrons-volt3, eat Egalement uno Source d'absorption, mais qui deviont ndg] geable aux grandam longueurs d'onde
c) le facteur d~terminant oat alorm l1absorption multiphonon due aux vibrations des atomes
lids lea uns aux autres dans Is solids, at qui augments an fonction do la longueur d'ondo.
on admot donc qu'entre ces deux frontibres U.V. at I.R., ii exist. tine zone thdorique
d'ultra transparence.
A cam raisons intrinsbquom de pertain optiquom, il faut malheuraumament ajouter
les facteurm extrinsbquum qui mont. lids a la pureti at I Is qualitE du matdriau. Des pert.. par diffusion peuvent en offet provenir do Is pro sence do particules, do cTistallites,
do jo~nts do grains do dislocations, d'hdtdrogdni itds do toutes tortem, qui Csont gdn~rios
au cours do la fabrication du matdriau, ou do 1'laboration du guide d'onda. aefacteur
eSt trTs critique quand Is verre I fibror est sansible A IS d6v itrification, clest-l-dira
I l'apparition de nuclei at do microcristallites au court du fibraga.
Los autram raisons do portes da lumibre dams 1. visible at la moyen infra-rouga
mont
1) is pr~sence d'iona parmagndtiquam contenant des electrons cdlibataires qui, par excitation Elsctroniqus, pouvant #bsorbqr
des photons visiblam ou I.R. Las ions des n~taux de
trtý:itin~d, comm
IaICu'
Co5
Ni' p,etc ... ou do terrain raras f comma Nd' ,iPr',
Ce',HU
etc... mont, k cot Egard, des poisons violents pour is transmission optquo
Sur de grandam dpaisseurB
21 l'oxistanca d'anions cornploxes comma OH, SO&% Po4 '-, etc ...
, qui mont, par des m~can msiespuroment vibrationneim, autant da pibgem & potons I.R., constitue un facteur do
port important Is long du trajet do as umi
gudE..
gr
LE CHOIX DES MATHRIAUX
11 ost clair qua I'absorption multiphonon est le factour d~terminant pour obtenir
un matiriau ayant:
1) tindomain* do transmission is plum larga possible
2) uno courbe dlultra transparenc lapus profonds possible parmottant do diminuer los
partes jusqu'A des valours olordra
,0 dBkm
La Figure 2 montra comment vario l'abaorption multiphonon pour diffdrentam classes
do mathriaux cristallins ou vitroux, pour lesquols des tentativem de preparation do fibres
optiquem I.R. ont dtf faites.
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Figure 2. Absorption multiphonon pour difffrents types do matdriatix vitroux ou cristallins
Les fibres A bass do S10 2 dominont trm largonent cotte tochnolotgis dos fibres
optiquos at los conditions do pureot et do prtparation iddalos ont EtE at t intspuqu
las pertes thdoriquss minima do 0,15 dB/km ont EtE mature;: ilty a quolques ann;eam. Oniveolt
Suir cotte courba quo l'absorption multiphonon augments tri vit a parti:r
1,6' ,o
qupour transmottra do la lumiliro au-dolk do cotta longuour d'onda, los do
varrasabs
d ox~ydes do germanium G002 mont siloux adaptds. Cam verros prdosntent toutefois doux inconvdnient.
una tendanco I i& cristallisation plus forte at la presence d'impuretds OH- dont
1. maximum d'absorption so situ. vera 2,9 Um.
Los varres da chalcogfnures, an particulier ceux provonant do combinaisons add-
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quates des 6l6nents suivants :S, As, Se, Te, etc..*., sont aussi do trbm bons randidat!;
pour 1e guidage I.R. L'avantage de ces verres r~side dans leur grande stabilit6 vis-h-vis
do la d~vitrification et lour r~sistance a la corrosion par l'eau. Par c~,ntreI leur pollu-tion par des impuretds H, 0, cr~ant des vibrateurs parasites type SH, est trbs diffici1.e
Aeviter,
Les autres mat~riaux mentionn~s, teim quo les halog~nuros alcplins5 type KCl, halogOnurom d'argoant tel quo AgCl/AgBr ou les halog~nures do thallium tel que XRSS (cr1 ataux mixtes do Ti~r, T11, no pouvont pas Otro obtonus k l'Etat vitreux. Lour mime en forme 0 Ildtat de fibres 4 partir do lingots polycristallins ou monocristallins fa6it appel
aux tehniques d'oxtrusion qul, canine indiqu6 pr~c~dominent, introduiaont des contraintos
internes qui augmontont considdrablement la diffusion ot limitent la longueur des guides
d'onde.
Los vorres fluor63smont actuellemont le moilleur compromis entre tous coo factours ; tat vitreux, absorption multiphonon reCUlgot, bonne risist anne A ia corrosion et
ft ia d~vitrification, transmission dons 1e visible etdams 111.11.
LES VERRES FLUORES
Le soul fluoruro susceptible d'Itre obtenu A l'Etat vitroux oat ie fluoruro de
beryllium BeP 2 , Mai$ Sse verros OU leurs ddriv~s sont 'coxiques, souvent hykroscopiquos
avec une absorption multiphonon voisine do GoO2,
Tous los autros vorres fluor~s mont issus do combinaisons dans lesquolios l'un
dos partenairos ou unicouple de partonairos joue is r~lo do vitrificateur alors quo l'autro joue celui do modifieur de rdseau.
Les fluorures dita "vitrifiCatOUrs" peuvent Stro class~s de la faron suivante
oil M eat un petit cation polarisant crdant une forte liaison covalento : eP2 en
1) NP
oat
le2 soul ropr~sontant;
2) MFJ, avnc M1I.Al oP., Cr, In, etc.,.. ci aussi, le cation N'* Petit at rhargE, pola*rise
tortamnt lo
ons -F
3) NP4 avOn M ;tZr, Tb, U. La forte association dana l'Etat liquids n~cessairo pour ia.
*formation
do 1'Etat Vitroux ost ici aussi possible avoc cam nations fortemont chargds.
Llion Zr4+i 1e plus petit, correspond au cas lo plus favorable.
Un examon critique de corn diffdrontos familiea do verro pour la fabrication do
*fibres
optiques ambno aux romarquos suivantom
a) Les verros do BeP 2 mont diffinilos A manipuloar, toxiquos at leur largeur do transmission ost pou sup~ rietrk nello do SiO 2 , 2 lam, correspondent A tins limit. pour du guidage
aur do moyonnes otilongues distances,
b) Les vorres A base do m~taux trivalent: MF3 ont uno forte tondanco A la cristallisation
ot k I& Corrosion par is vapour, deu, no qul onxpl ique qu'aucune tentative do fibrago do
cos vorros n'ait abouti. Do plus,
absorption multiphonon oat l6gbroinent inf rioure A
coil. des vorres A base do ZrF 4 c) Los vorre3 A baso do indtaux lourds NP4 sont actuoliement doinin6s par los verros de fl~uorozirconato ZrF 4 pour losquola dos toechniquos do fibra go ont Wt r~csnmaent d~voloppdes
(2, 3, 4). Les mat6ri ux vitroux A base do ThP 4 combinE A NnF 2 otiZnP2 (5).pr~sentent un
domains spectral plus large, maim dtant plus instables, ils nWont pour lint ant pas fait
l'objnt d 6tudes do fibrags.
1. Les vorros fluords I base do ZrF 4
Cotta familie do verros d~couvorte ii y a uno dizaline d'anndes a fait l1objot
*d'6tudem
intenaivos en raison do ses applications dn ismyen I.R, Le diagrammo do ia
Piguro 3 montro quo des matdriaux vitreux pouvont I~tro obtonssmeotdmse
iar
iar
osl
ttnssmlmn
Zr P4 -BaP 2 .

W4
10%

60%

Law,7

Figure 3.
Domaino dlexisatnns do verrem fiuordm dans un diagramme tornairs A
base do ZrF4

3

BaF2
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Ceo verros sont totatefois instablos at il eat n~cessaire d'utiliser d'autres adjuvants
pu iuiiauor lour vitosse de cristallisation. L'addition do LaP 3 par example augments le
domains vitroux, mais los vorres qui ont 6t actuellement optimis~s pour le fibrage sont
des vorros taulticompasants dont uno composition est par example :56 ZrF, 34 BaF
6 LaF ~,
ou GdFi ;t 4 AIF%, Cos verres ont un indico de r~fraction n voisin de 1,1 qiA pout2 fltr, 3
modifi par adjotiction d'autres fluorures porsiottant ainsi la r6allsation de structure A
variation d1indice indispensable pour 1: technologis des guides d'onde.
La Fi~gure 4 morntrs aug lo domains do transparence do coo vorros h bass do ZrFA
quoiquss millimbtre:,do 0,.1 ' pm, La Piqure S reprdssilte
p
our des doOpalissourpstdo
1'6tend
la contribution
i'a:bsorption multJlphonon en fo cion dola 1longusur d and..
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On voAt gut los pert*& par absorption oxprim6as en dB/km augmentenlt trbs rapidenent aprbs
4 um. A 5 ujm, parexosiplo, la port ma theoriquos sont do 1'ordre do quoiquos milliers do
db/km. La Figure
reprdaento los conributions diffusion Rayleigh at absorption nultiphonon pou. des verrs 11bass doS1O2 qt I bass do ZrF 4 - Ii oat cla r quo los verros fluords
prdsontont uno courbe d'ultratranaparonce bosucoup plus profunud., attoignant des valsurs
tb~oriquos voisinos do 0,001 db/km dens la r~gion spoctraic 2-4 prn.
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26A-6d6part at de l'Claborntion des fibres.
TABLEAU I
Influence do traces de m6taux 3d ou 4f sur las pertes opt iques dans
lea verres fluords. Leas valeurs correspondent aux partes an dB/km/ppm
pour diffdrantos longuours d'onde
A~ Jim
2.0

3.0

4.0

Bliments
(ppm)
Co
Ni
Cu

Fe90

130
90
3

Ce

--

Pr
Sm
Tb

43
4
2S

04
0:2

0,1

O's
0,001
8

0,4
6
14

5o
20
7

PREPARATION, PURIFICATION DES VEPR!ES MLORES
La fa;on I& plus simple do pr6paror las vorros fluores oat la fusion du m6lange
do fluorurus on atmosphOre metr~T0oen utilisant des crouseta molt do carbons vitroux, molt
d'or ou platino. La pr~sence d'une atmosphtre uftche exempte do traces do vapour d'Ha0 st
indispensable pour 6viter 1laprohydrolyse du bain fondu at la formation d'oxydeso
d'hydroxydes qui mont autant day sourcem do cristallisation parasite.
Ii oat dgalemont possible d'accdder au balm do fluorures fondus en utilimant dos
oudes commo matfIriaux do d6part et en los convertissant on fluorures par traitement kt
30 *C on prdsence do fluoruro acide d'smmonium NHjPIIP. Aprbs traitomont de fluoration,
l'oxcbs do sal d'ammonium est 6limin$ par sublimation.
Lors do 1i pr~paration do vorres fluordm par cetto dernibre mdthod. ot m~me A partir doefluoruromtes
purm ii ost difficile d~dviter I& formation d'ions OH" *t d'lons
0 dns leobaim. Los Pverroes obtonus prseontont alarm une absorption caract6Tistique autour do 3 u~m, ot des 4paillemonts dens Ia r~gion 6-7 uim due aux vibrateurm H-0. Des techml cues do Reactivo Atmoupihaeo Processing RAP utilimant molt C"It CM) mot CS2 (9) ant
Etf d~voloppdos avec succftm pour Oliminer ce. vibrateurs parauie es. a Figuro 7 montre
comment, aprts un traitement RAP, so trouve amdliorde la transmission d'um verTO fluor6
aussi blem dams I& rigion 2,9 pim qusaux environs do 7 U'm. Le traiteinent consists I faire
passer lea vapours de CC1 4 ou CS2 sur le bain do verre en fusion.
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Figure 7. Transmission optique d'un verre fluord ftbase de thorium prepare I 1'air et
ensuito soumla Atun traitement do Reactive Atmosphere Processing sous CS2 CONCLUSION. APPLICATIONS
11 ne fait aucun doute quo Ilimportante activit6 do recherche sur les varies fluor~s Get motiv~E pr la potentialitE do prdparer des fibrescoptiques ultra transparentes
do queiques cent~ Emes ou milliftmes do dB/km aut orisant do ce fait des t~l~communications
longues distances sans rtpdteur.
Ce typo d'app lications visant Atmettre au point des fibres optiques de douxitme
generation camlmlint aires des fibres da siltfce va ndcoasiter le ddvel1opponent d'une technologie nouvollo de prdparationtqui passera n~cessairement parl asvoise gazume. Le difi
technique pose tn la preparation do fibres dont is taux tol rable d'fmpurotds sera do
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11ordro de quelqus parties par milliards, ii est clair qua des m~thode d; typetddp8t
chimique p~~~ar
phase vapeur drnt Otre d~velopp6es conjointement au d6vlpmntdmthodes de fabrication de fibres en continu pour 6viter des pertes trop fortes aux jonctions. 11 est clair que cestguides d'onde exceptionnols ne trouveraient au'un int6r~t
limit6 sans Ia miss au point de sources, de modulateurs, ot de r6cepteurs fiables dans Ia
bands 2-4 microns.
Un autre type d applications lid aux propri6t~s d'ultra.transparence concerns
aussi le transport sur do courtes au moyennes distances do foxts Snergie 9 manant do Iasers do puissance Smottant dana Ia r~gion 2-4 uam.
M~mo si 1'objoctif ultime d'ultra transparence n'est pas atteint, is d~veioppement
do fibres o~tiques on verre fluord do qu lques 9B/km dolt conduire I beaucoup d'applications quo 1 on pout schdznatiquement divisies en deux parties:I
Sl'une I vocation analytique dont Ia finaliti set
Ia captags ot l1analyse d'un signal
I.R. : csst 1. domains des capteura optiques
- l1autre ot Ia fibre sort do guide pour ls transport d'Cnergis.
'Ls ddvsloppoment des fibres IR. pour captours eat fondamental pour lea technologieu suivantes :
2
fibre optique trmnsparente jusqulk 5 pm doit permettro do
distance :une
pyrom~trie
a)roeillir
des Ainformations
significat
ivos jusqu'I desatemp~ratures volsines do l'ambiante
at dvidemment vera lea hautes temp~ratures. Los applications potentielles sont lea sulvantes : mesure do tempfrature dana des endroits recul a, difficilos dlaccbs, d~tocteurs
d'incendio, thermographie. imagerie thernique, ondoscopie mtdicale.
b)tapectroscopie I.R. k distance iI miss au point do fibres 1.9.. h large bands dolt permettre Ia ra& isation do cellulo do Meaure spectrophotom~trique I distancerpermttant des
analyses9 do gaz,-liquide, otc ..., 1e COntrf1e in situ do riacteurs induatri isde gaz polluantsl du m tabolism. C02 dana los poumons, etc ...
Le transport guidE d'6nergie suT do courtes, moyennos ou longues distances constitus Egdalsment un domains d,&app1cation promotteur. Le coupling. laser-fibre a jusqu'&
prdsent Et# rdalisE entre its lasers n~odyme 6mottant A 1 06 pm et lea fibres do siice
trts transparentes I cette longuour d'onde. 11 faut toutolois remarquor quo beaucoup do
matdriaux, dont Is tlsau humain,l ont peu absorbants ftcette longuour d'onde. Los matEriaux organiques, on inclut idi ls tissus humains, los polymbrea naturals ou artificiels
ba is. pap ier tssus plastiques, etc..., absorbent fortement le rayonnement I.R. entre
2 at 5 pm , rAglaon qul correspond aux vibrateura lea plus connus OH, CH, CO, etc...
Ce type d'apilications, d~coupage, usinage, imprimante thermique, chirurgie laser,
des sources lasers d:,puissance moyenne dan
~videmment Letributaire
souduro,
cotto rig etc
ion ...
I.9..estduspectre.
laser CO2 dmettant 1 10,6 pm ea Evdemment inutil'isablo
avec dos fibres verro fluords ; par contre, s r~sion d'Emission 5 pim du laser CO senble
Itre plus rdaliste et plscnatibig avoc des. guides d'ande dont is limits do transparence asositu. dana cepttlel
rdgion du spectre.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IV
OONMUNIOATZONS

by
B. Hendrickson, Chairman
Seven papers were presented in this technical session covering a wide range of communication system
applications of optical fiber. Theme papers are summarised below.
"Wide-Bandwidth, Long Distance Fiber Optio Communication Systems"
This paper discussed an advanced single mode fixed plant communication system with experimental dsmonstration at 140 UOPS at an unrepsatered distance of 250 Km and experimental, results up to 2 UIPS at
distances of 90 Km.
"Performance of RF Fiber Optic Links"
Thin paper discussed a new application of single mode fiber as an RF waveguide alternative. Both direct loser modulated and externally modulated systems were discussed. This paper emphasised practical engineering considerations in implementing a single mode analog system as an alternative to waveguide.
"Fiber Optics - A Survivable and Cost Effective Transmission Medium for Terrestrial Networks".
This paper discussed a study aimed at trading off a fiber optic based communications system versus
a line-of-sight microwave or conxial cable based system. Results show a marked advantage of optical fiber
versus these alternative systems from life cyrle cost and operation end support cost point of view.

"SinlftNode

Fibers for Fiber Optic Guided Missiles - A Comparison with Graded Index Multimode Fibers"
This paper discussed a r,)vel application of optical fiber to missile payout. Dis.ussions centered
on tradeoffs between single and multimode fiber, Multimode fiber was shown to outperform single mode fiber
as a function of bond raduis on the payout winding.
"Lightwave Technology in Future Radar lquipment Design"
Thin paper discussed tradeoff designs for the implementation of s fiber optic based radar system design. Practical results were reported in the area of system noise and performee. Additionally preliminary
results were reported on a Frans-Kaldysh absorption modulator design.
"Tactical Fiber Optic Csble Assembly Requirements"
This paper reported on design requirements for a ruugedisod, environmentally qualified multimode optical fiber cable and connector for the battlefield, Tradeoff analyses of fiber construction versus environment (enphasizing temperature) were presented.
"A LHbrid Transmission Scheme on Single - Mode Fibers for Tatical Communications"
This paper discussed a novel approach to the use of light emitting diode (LED'*) on single mode opticoal fiber as well as proposing the use of laber power sharing at tactical command centerm. This paper examined coat, reliability and flexibility of the proposed hybrid transmission scheme to battlefield operation.

I,
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WIDE BANDWIDTH,

LONG DISTANCE FIBRE-OPTIC COMMUNICATION SYCTEMS

8 D WALKER,

L C BLANK and L BICKERS

BRITISH TELECOM RESEARCH LABORATORIES

MARTLESHAN HEATH
IPSWICH
SUFFOLK
IP5 733
UK

ABSTRACT
Recent advances in laser, fibre and receiver technology have allowed a series of
unrepeaterod optical transmission system experiments to be carried out at BTPL.
These
spans ranged f:rom 90 km to 250 km at line-rates from 34 Mbit/u to 2 Gbit/s.
At data-rates of 34 Mbit/s and 140 Mbit/s, a single-line 1.525 um distributed feedback
laser was used tn conjunction with step-index monomode fibre spans up to 251.6 km.
In a
second set of experiment*, a 1.55 Wm multi-longitudinal-mode laser gave error-free
transmission over lengths of dispersion-shifted fibre up to 233 km.
For qigabit
transmission experiments, a 1.535 im single-line laser and dispersion-shifted fibre
provided a further system option which resulted in a recent fully-regenerated 2 Gbit/s,

90 km trial featuring commercially-available GaAs logic components.

This paper describes the various system configurations implemented and reviews the
technical options for further long-spans unropoatered optical transmission experiments
using current and developmental direct-detection toehnology in the 1.5 pm wavelength
region.

INTRODUCTION
At the present time,

a number of laboratories are actively engaged in

development of long-spant high-capacity optical transmission systems.

the design and

Significant

increases have recently been made in sysIen gapability (expressed as a span/bit-rate
product) [1,2J and in unrepeatered span l3,454* The realimation of such high-performance
optical transmission demonstrations requires careful consideration of laser spectral
characteristics, fibre attenuation, fibre dispersion and the construction of low-noise
receiver circuitry.
The use of commercially-available lasers, fibre and receiver
electronics in recent laboratory trials
at DTRL will permit the rapid transfer of this
technology into the development and production stages, and thus allow system planners to

take advantage of the increased flexibility and reduced cost that such systems will
offer.

This paper will review some recent unrepeatered system experiments and provide an
assessment of the technical options available for future long-span direct-dotection
system•.
FIBRE ATTENUATION AND DXSPIRSION CHARACTERISTICS
Typically,

the best stop-index monomode fibre designs [5,63 have attenuation

and
dispersion properties shown in Figure 1. The principal attenuation minima occur
at

wavelengths of approximately 1.3 pm and 1.55 Um.
Fibre loss in the second window can be
below 0.2 dI/kn whilst at 1.3 ump better than 0.35 dB/km has been achieved.
Waveguide
and material dispersive effects introduce dispersion of approximately 17 pe/nm.km in the
second window region and less than 4 ps/nm.km at 1.3 Mm. Much research has been carried
out to minimise dispersive effects at 1.55 um whilst Eetaining the low attenuationi good
results being reported from a number of laboratories L7,8J.
Recently, fibre of this
dispersion-shifted type has become commercially available.
A second approach to the dispersion problem which has aroused considerable interest is
the use of single-longitudinal-mode lasers.
These devices exhibit narrow linedwidths
under modulation and therefore allow high-speed transmission over conventional stopindex monomode fibre.
The lasers used in the long-span experiments reported here are
described in the next section.

LASER TRANSMITTERS
To obtain wide-bandwidth, long-span optical transmission the optical source should have
a high mean launch power and suitable spectral characteristic. for the transmission
medium.
Two device types are described in this paper:
the multi-longitudinal mode,
double-channel planar buried heterostructure (DCPNH) and ridge waveguide, distributed
feedback (DFD) laser.
Both of these devices have featured in the long-span transmission
experimenth reported here.
Figure 2 shows the time-averaged spectral characteristios of a DCPBH laser under high
drive level conditions.
The mean wavelength is 1.55 pm with an rms spectral width of

3.5 nm.

This spectrum corresponds to the second low-loss window in silica fibre but
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would introduce significant dispersion in the conventional step-ihdex type.
Typically
this would limit the span of a 140 Mbit/a, 1.55 pm optical transmission system to
approximately 23 km.
In contrast, the time-averaged spectrum of a DFH laser produced at STRL [93 is shown in
Figure 3.
The single-longitudinal-mode behaviour is maintained under high-speed

modulation with a spectral width of approximately 0.2 =m at 1.8 Gbit/s. A gradual
broadening occurs with high-speed drive in comparison to the (monoohzomator resolutionlimited) spectrum observed under do conditions.
The transient spectral behaviour of a
BTRL DID laser is shown in more detail in Figure 4.
Both instantaneous wavelength and
intensity are subject to a damped oscillakion or "chirping" effect which has received

considerable attention in the literature Leg 10J. Wavelength chirping constitutes a

further dispersive limit to' Yt
capacity and can be the dominant system impairment
when dispersive fibre is used
I1.
Chirp reduction may be achieved by operating the
laser above threshold or by providing external modulation.
However, both these
techniques introduce additignal penalties.
Recently, chirp-reduction has been
demonstrated at DTRL L12,13] by modification of the laser pumping pulse to influence the
junction carrier density variation after turn-on and hence reduce the laser wavelength
perturbation described above.
The required laser drive pules modification can be

introduced by exploiting the similarity between the chirp effect shown in Figure 4 and

the Impulse response of a second-order network.
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the
basic experimental technique.
With appropriate choice of second-order network transfer
function, a substantial reduction in laser chirp can be obtained.
This technique is
currently undergoing further experimental and theoretical analysis.
RECUXVRB
Long span optical transmission can only be achieved with high performance optical
receivers.
To obtain sensitivity levels approaching -50 d~m at 140 Mbit/s requires
careful attention to the noise contribution of the post-detection circuitry.
In
principle, the lowest noise is achieved with the high-impedance, GaAs FPT input stage
showa in Figure 6 provided that the total input capacitance is minimised.
However,
accurate compensation for the low-pass filtering action at the input must be provided,
An alternative configuration is the transimpedance circuit shown in Figure 7. This
design typically ham greater noise than its high-impedance counterpart, but offers other
advantage, such as high dynamic range and simplified equalisation.
Germanium avalanche
photodiodes (Go APD's) have been used in all
the optical receivers developed for
experiments described here.
In contrast to the alternative PIN photodiode receivers
commonly used, Ge APD'm introduce non-negligible leakage current and signal-dependent
noise but this is offset by the substantial avalanche gain provided.
The most sensitive
direct-detection optical receivers in current system or research use now routinely
employ Ge or ITT-V APD's or high-performance PIN diodes.
Commercially available, 30 pm diameter Go APD's have been incorporated in a number of
transimpedance optical receiver designs for bit-rates ranging from 34 Mbit/s to 2 Obit/s.
Their performance is sunm•arised in Figure 8.
The experimental points lie close to a straight line with a slope of 13.8 dB/deoade.
This slope can be taken as an indication of receiver design performance.
If only bitrate independent noise contributions are important, the raceiver sensitivity is

proportional to 1/T (where T is the bit duration) giving a slope of 10 dB/deoado.
Alternativelyp if the receiver noijq is dominated by the input-stage contribution, the

sensitivity is proportional to I/T/•2, giving a slope of 15 dB/docede.
It is clear from
the lesser slope obtained practically that the use of an avalanche photodi.oe gives an
improved receiver noise performance even in the gigabits region together with attendant
dynamic range increases. Avalanche photodiodea fabricated from III-V materials offer
significant performance advantages compared to the Go APD'a mentioned above w tb
excellent receiver sensitivities being reported at 2 Gbit/. L 1 and 4 Gbit/s L21,
Ouaternary a --ount d~teotors also offer potentially good performance in the 2-5 Jm
wavelength region
014]
where fluoride glass-based fibres exhibit minimum attenuation ElS].
SYSTSM RESULTS
A range of experimental mystema with spans in excess of 200 km have been evaluated as
shown in Table 1. both monmode step-index and dispersion-shifted fibre have been used

together with multi-longitudinal mode DCPSH and single-line D7B lasers.

regeneration was provided in

all cases.

Figure 9 isa

Full

aghematic diagram of a recent

322.8 km, 140 Mbit/s optical transmission experiment LN6M which used a 1.525 r DF8C
laser and a high-performance Ge APD receiver. The laser threshold was 50 mA at 17 C
with a peak-to-peak modulation signal (from treshold) of 60 mA provided by a GaAs
MESFET drive circuit.

experiment.

Pseudo-random data (2L-1,

NRZ)

was used throughout the

An optimised objective lens arrangement allowed 40% coupling efficiency

(or loss of 4 do) between laser and fibre.
This resulted in a mean launch power of
+1.5 dfm at 140 Mbit/s and 1.525 Um. The 222.8 km optical transmission path coneisted
of commeroially-available monomode step-index fibre. Low-lose fusion splices were used
throughout the fibre span which was comprised of 5.3 km end 6.4 km lengths.
An overall
span lose of 49.3 do was measured at 1.525 pm with an average splice loss of less than
0.1 do.

At the receiver end, the system fibre was butted directly against a developmental chipcarrier 30 pm diameter Go APD.

Low-noise receiver performance was obtained from a GaAs

PET input stage transimpedance circuit.

After subsequent amplification, the detected
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signal was passed to a 140 Mbit/s regenerator of conventional design employing SAW
filter
timing extraction.
The regenerated signal wan then available for bar
measurements using a standard data tout-set.
Figure 10 shows the observed mean bar am a
function of mean received optical power.
No dispersive system power penalty was
incurred since at a bit-rate-span product of 30 Gbit.km DFB laser chirp frfects are
negligible.
Theoretical performance modelling is based on a standard Gaussian noise
model and assumes no penalty due to laser pulse shape. The equivalent-time received
"eye" is shown in Figure 11.
An overall system margin of 1.2 dB was obtained.
Further
experiments at 34 Mbit/a with attendant improvements in laser launch power and receiver
sensitivity (as described in Table 1) allowed a span of 251.6 km to be achieved.
An experimental set up oimtlar to that of Figure 9 was used for the long-span dispersionshifted experiments.
The optical source was a 1.55 Um DCPBH laser providing a mean
launch power of +5 d~m at bit-rates of both 34 Mbit/s and 140 Mbit/s.
Avalanche
photodiode receivers allowed margins of 3.7 dB after 233.5 km of fibre at 34 Mbit/s and
0.9 db after 220.6 km at 140 Mbit/e respectively.

Recently# at STRL, fully-regenerated system results have been obtained with a packaged

GaAs mast r-|lave D-type flip-flop operating at 2 Gbit/s with a 215-l, prb, NRZ, data
sequenc El.
17
The optical source was a ridge-waveguide, DFB laser of similar

constructi n to that described previously whiles the receiver consisted of a 30 Mm
diameter, Ge APP in conjunction with packaged monolithic microwave integrated circuits
HRIC'I).
Surface-mounting microwave printed circuit board construction techniques gave
gbod broadband performance.
Attenuation-limited transmission was achieved over a 90 km
span of dispersion-shifted fibre.
A schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in Figure 12.
The transmitter
was a stud-mounted, ridge-waveguide, DrB lamer emitting at 1.535 um. Light was coupled
into the fibre by means of an objective lens arrangement with 40t coupling efficiency
allowing a mean launch power of -1.0 dIm with the laser biased at threshold and a
2 Gbit/s, 60 mA peak-to-peak modulation current provided by a GaAs NEFFET pulse
amplifier.
The dispersion-shifted fibre span was on 14 reels joined by low-loss fusion
splices with an average splice loss of 0.1 dB. Total path attenuation at 1.515 pm was
22 dl (0.234 db/km)p while at 1.55 um, the nominal fibre lose in 0.215 d%/km LBJ.
The

fibre dispersion sres was at 1,551 pm with approximately I ps/(nm.km) negative

dispersion at 1.535 um wavelength.

At the receive end of the transmission path# the detected and amplified signal was split

and fed directly to the GaAs flip-flop ID' input and timing extraction circuitry. As

shown in Figure 12, the recovered clock signal was passed to the flip-flop and data test
receiver clock inputs.
The GaAs flip-flop provided both rageneration and ratiming
functions in a single stage.
The output of the flip-flop was connected directly to the
data test set for error-rate measurements.
Signals present in the receiver/regenerator circuitry are reproduced (attenuated by
20 43) in Figures 13ap 13b and 13c.
The received pulses are shown in Figure 13a.
Figure 13b is the raqenerated data obtained whilst Figure 13c shows the fully-regenerated

equivalent-time "eye

diagram with approximate signal rise and fall times of 200 pl.

Subsequently, a series of error-rate measurements were performed over dispersion-shifted
fibre spans of 4 km and 90 kmi regeneration penalties being assessed over the complete
system. The results obtained are given in Figure 14.
No measurable system error-rate
degradation was introduced by the GaAs D-type flip-flop an was expected from

measurements of the device %hreshold ambiguity level and phase margin.
REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

Transmission distances in excess of 220 km at 140 Mbit/s can now be achieved using DFB

lasers with commercially available monomode fibre and recsiver components.
At 34 Mbit/s,
unropeatered transmission over a span of 251.6 km has been demonstrated.
This believed
to be the longest reported span up to the present time. Further system demonstrations
with commercially available, low-loss dispersion-shifted fibre have shown that spans up

to 233 km at 34 Mbit/s are technically feasible with current 1.55 m, multi-mode lasers
and high-sensitivity, direct-deteotion optical receivers.
Recent work has contred on
the fully-regenerated gigabit transmission system capability now available with
commercial GaAs logic circuitry.
The combination Of single-line laser and dispersionshifted fibre offers a new system option which will allow attenuation-limited

transmission systems to be implemented at multi-gigabit line-rates.

advances in

laoser launch power and receiver sensitivity, it

is

Apart from further

expected that future

systems will depend increasingly on the projected low attenuation of non-vilica fibre

for substantial increases in transmission distance.
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DISCUSSION
J.Frldman, US
In your system at your receiver you use a GO APD coupled to a FET, rather than a GalnAs PINFET. With a typical gain
of 10 available at the Ge APD and a higher noise flow than a typical GalnAs PINFET why did you take this approach
and what are its advantages? Disadvantages are the high bias voltages of the photodetector and its cooling
requirements.
Author's Reply
This is an alternative approach, we decided to perform experiments at many different bit rates to explore the various
system options.
B.Schwmleh-'r, Ge
One of the main problems in high speed logiial circuit design is the sensitivity to bias supply variation. Can you
comment on the bias'supply variation sensitivity of your GaAs/FF?
Author's Reply
The OaAs flip-flop used Is from a commercial supplier. The bias voltages are critical but we used voltage regulators to
obtain stable and reproducible performances.
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PERFORMANCE OF RF FIBER OPTIC LINKS*
by
Dr. Thomas R. Joseph
Manager, Fiber Optic Communications
and
Or. William E. Stephens
Head, Advanced Technology Section
TRW Electro Optics Research Center
One Space Park
Redondo Reach, California 90278
SUMMARY
RF fiber optic links have numerous applications to microwave systems.
To fully
exploit their usefulness, the RF system designer must understand their properties
in terms of the performance parameters that are uied to describe the terminal
properties of other RF components such as loss, signal to noise, linearity, and
dynamics.
This pAper details the performance of direct and external modu ation
fiber ortic links in terms of those parameters.
Specific examples of a 4.1-4.7 GHz
direct
modulation link and a 2.0-12.0 GHz external modulation link are used.
INTRODUCTION
Fiber optic links provide a unique capability to the RF system designer.
They
are light weight, low loss over large distances, and have demonstrated operation at
RF frequencies almost into the millimeter wave range.
Because the fiber Is a
dielectric, tiey are free from the effects of electromagnetic Interference, EMI,
unaffected by large electromagnetic pulses and can be closely confined with
negligible crosstalk.
Thus where distance, volume, weight, or EMI are concerns, the
fiber optic RF link can present an attractive alternative.
Application areas Include
a variety of platforms Including shipboard, avionic, submarine, terrestrial and
space.
Any environment where a coaxial cable is currently used could be considered
and indeed many new applications for distributed systems can be examined.
Fiber optic systems are particularly attractive because coaxial transmission
systems exhibit excessive losses when operated over any app-eciable distance.
As an
example, RO-400 coaxial cable has losses of 1115 dB/km, and 0.141 semirigid coaxial
cable has losses of 790 dB/km at 5.0 GHz[I).
These losses contrast sharply with
silica-based single-mode optical fiber losses at 1.3 om of fl.47 dB/km[2J, a
reduction of three orders of mg nitude.
Even with the inclusion of loss due to
electro-optical conversIon and intercomponent optical coupling, the optical
transmission system will provide lower losses for 1ink lengths as short as 150 ft.
As the frequency is Increased above 5 GHz, the crossover point between coaxial cable
systems and optical fiber-based systems will be reduced.
Before the RF designer can use a fiber optic link, he has to consider
performance for many parameters and not Just oss and bandwidth.
Indeed, the loss of
a link includes, In addition to the propagation loss term quoted above, losses due to
the electrical to optical conversion In the transmitter and the optical to electrical
conversion In the receiver.
These additional terms can result In a link loss of 20 30 dB oi" more.
While this loss can be offset by including gain, It is important to
examine where in the link that gain is implemented.
It Is the purpose of this paper to discuss the performance of RF fiber optic
links In terms of several of the critical performance parameters that must be
specified when one of these links is used In a realistic application.
The parameters
to be discussed Intlude, bandwidth, loss, signal-to-noise ratio, linearity and link
dynamic range.
A large number of RF analog fiber optic links have been
demonstrated,
They include a 700-MHz broado-band analog link at 0.85 um
over a 1.1
km graded-index fibor (3], a link at 0.85 um in th0 2.0-4.0 GHz band over a 1.1-km
singl -mode fiber demonstrated by Bechtle and Siegel [4], a narrow-band analog fiberoptic link at 0.85 um
in the 4.4-5.0 GHz band over a 1.1-km singla-mode fiber by
Pan(S), a 4.4-5.1 QHz link by Stephens and Joseph)6], a 10.3 8Hz link was
demonstrated by Lau at a1.7] . and a 12.5 6Hz bandwidth was shown by Su at al.[C).
Each of the above results used direct laser modulation.
Using external modulators,
higher frequenci links have been realized.
Examples Include, a 0.17 6Hz .85 um link
by Gee at al [9], and 7.2 GHz bandwidth modulator at 1.32 um developed by Alferness
at al110.
Figure 1 rhows a schomatic of the two principal RF fiber optic link typos.
Each
fiber optic link consists of a transmitter module,6 a length of fiber and a
receiver.
By using single mode fiber at or near he zero dispersion wavelength, the
effective bandwidth of the fiber is typically not a limiting factor in link
performance.
Tnat performance is dictated primarily by the characteristic of the
transmitter and the receiver.
The two principal types of transmitters that have been
investigated are direct modulation and external modulation.

*This work partially supported by the U.S. Air Force Electronic Systems Command,
Air Development CenLer under Contracts F30602-84-C-0020 and F30602 -83-C-0166.
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In direct laser modulation, the signal is imposed onto the laser bias current
Typical transmitters include a
yielding an intensity modulation of the optical beam.
An amplifier may be
matching circuit to match the laser to the 50 n coaxial input.
The performance of this transmittar is determined
used to amplify low level signals.
For example, the frequency Is
by the modulation characteristic of the laser.
This occurs at a
normally limited by the relaxation oscillation of the laser.
The
frequency determined by the bias conditions and the specific laser geometry,
relaxation oscillation frequency, fR, is
f
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where r Is the optical confinement factor, A is the differential optical gain, No
0
i esion .
Is the s ontanbous
Is the corrier density for optIcal transparency. T
bias
arm
the
and
n
11fetlie
the
photo
•
is
lifetime of Injected carriers,
Typically, fR iS -5 0Hz depening on the
and threshold currents respectiv ly.
geometries have achieved
However, some specie
specific laser and the bias.
frequencies of up to 12 GHz [8].
External modulation bated transmitters, shown In Figure lb use a laser operated
Typically, the modulator Is an
cw to drive a modulator which Imposes the RF signal.
These consist as shown in
electrooptic travelling wave device fabricated on LINbO 3 .
Figure 2, of an optical waveguide structure over which a microstrip electrode pattern
The
The waveguide pattern shown is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
is deposited.
fIelds generated by the microstrip cause a phase modulation of the optical beam which
The modulator has
Is converted by the Interferometer into an intensity modulation.
low-pass frequency characteristic and 3 dB frequency and hence the bandwidth is
determined by the cumulativi phase shift between the RF and optical signals due to
the mismatch in their velocities.
A bandwidth interaction length product results from the calculation of the
Thus for
In LiNbO 3 , this product Is 84.7 GHz-mm.
effect of the velocity mismatch.
However, the shorter the
maximum bandwidth, a short Interaction length Is required.
interaction length, the more voltage that ls required to drive the modulator.
The output of each transmitter Is an intensity modulated optical beam (Phase
This Is
modulated beams and coherent links will not be considered in this paper).
The receiver converts the light back
uided to the receiver by the optical fiber.
nto an RF signal and usually contains some amplification and Indeed may inclulde a
Primarily PIN, Schottky,
matching circuit between the photodiode and the amplifier.
The Schottky diode on
have been used for RF links.
and Avalance photodiodes (APO),
For
GaAlAs has been used to achieve operation at frequencies of up to 100 GHz.[113.
long wavelength operation, the PIN diode has predominated because of the difficulty
The APO typically does
of formIng a Schottky barrier In the InGaAsp mAterial system.
not have the bandwidth needed for operation at frequencies above several GHz and has
not been available for use in the 1.3 om range.
The performance of RF fiber optic links has been characterized In the literature
primarily in terms of frequency of operation, bandwidth, optical intensity levels and
In specifying the performance of such a link, the RF system
quantum efficiency.
designer needs adequate bandwidth and operation at the proper center frequency.
However, the parameters he is principally concerned with are, insertion loss, spur
free dynamiic range, signal to noise, linearity and the ability to provide the
Much of the
specified performance while exposed to a military operating environment.
effort at TRW both under contract and previously on Internal funding has heen to
characterize these links in terms of these parameters.
The following sections describe the performance of RF links in terms of there
Two examples will be used for Illustrative purposes. They are a 4.1 to
parameters.
4.7 GHz direct modulation link developed and characterized at TRW and a 2-12 GHz
external modulation link which is being developed under contract with the U.S. Air
F gure 3 shows a diagraO of the 4.1-4.7 GHz link
Force, Rome Air Development Center.
Figure 4 shows a diagram of the
while Table 1 gives Itt measured performance.
external modulation link and Table 2 gives the design performance data.
Insertion

Loss

The insertion loss of a fiber optic link is the loss incurred In convention to
and from the opticsl signal added to the optical propagation loss. Typical links
Since the
have 0 dO loss due to the gain which Is included in the amplifiers.
specific placement of the amplifiers can affect the noise characteristics, it can be
assumed that the amplifiers are not present In the following discussion.
is

For direct-modulated direct-detection
given by
Pout
PIN

fiber-optic links, the RF Insertion loss

)2
RSc

RL

G G
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Table 1:

Measured Performance of the Microwave
Fiber-Optic Link

Parameter
Optical Wavelength
Frequency Center
Bandwidth
Length
Signal to Noise Ratio in 500 KHz band
Frequency Response Flatness
Harmonic Suppression
Two-Tone Intnermodulation Product Suppression
(-10 d~m signals, 1 mHz Separation)
Non-Harmonic Spurious Response
Link Insertion Loss
Table 2:

Performance Achieved
1.3 Pm
4.4 GHz
600 MHz
1.1 km
60 dB
t I dB
52 dfc
36 dBc
None Observed
-1 dB

Performance Requtrements

for the External

Modulation Fiber Optic Link
Parameter

oesion Performance

Optical Wavelength
Frequency
Stg&I
Length to Noise Ratio
(1
GHz bandwidth)
Frequency Response Flatness
Harmonic Suppression
Two-tone Inltermod
Suppression
Non-Harmonic Spurs
Link Insertion Loss

2 -31mGHz
I13 kmdB
t 2 dB
35 dBc
43 d~c
-40 dBc
0 dB

where P is the matching circuit loss, q is the laser external differential
efficiency for one facet, Rd.tis the photodetector responeivty, a
is the fihqr
oasses, a. Is the fusion
o
pT ce losses, a
is the ler-fiber couplIng loss
and, an ii the fiber-dotector coupling 10is, RL and R1 are the load and source
impedaNces, respectively, and G, and G2 are the gains of the Input and output
amplifiers.
The optical loss terms are all squared in this equation due to the
square law detector which converts the incident optical signal into # current.
As a
consequence, optical losses have a greater impact of the link insertion loss.
The
values for calculating the Insertion loss of the 4.1 - 4.7 GHz fiber-optic link are
listed in Table 3.
With the laser Impedance matched, the Insertion loss is dominated
by n and a..
In this link n was measured to be 0.19 W/A and *. was measured to be
0.196 (-7.1 dB).
The result is a total insertion loss of 36.4 dR.
This was offset
by using an amplifier with G. • 39 dR.
The insertion loss can be reduced by improved coupling between the laser end the
single-mode fiber. Cniipllng losses of less than 2 dO have been reported in the
literature C291. Assui4ing A 2-dB coupling loss, the Insertion loss for the RF link
would be reduced to 26.3 dB. With other improvements in device efficiency, it is
possible to reduce the R7 insertion loss to around 16 dO.
The Insertion loss of the external

"ext

•;2!O.
*

01

modution link is given

by

2Rf RL (2v.VPo am aLR 0 )2

where Pouti PIN are the output 1 •nd input RF power fevels, 01, 12, the amplifier
gains, R5 , RL, the source and load resistance, Vi s the voTte
for 100% modulation,
Pn the op•tcilpower out of the la ser, a
.the 8pti6al loss through the
m dulator, a the optical losses in the T nk including connectors and fiber losses,
and Rn Is thl detector reasponsivity.
Again, the optical terms are squared and thus
their Impact on performance Is Increased.
Table 4 gives the arameter values obtainable for the 2 - 12 GHz modulator.
The
effective lo~s of the Jlnk is 67 dB.
This Is substantially greater than the loss of
the direct modulated link.
However, It has a much wider bandwidth.
This shows up in
the value of V
which ii proportional to bandwidth.
Reduction of the loss can be
achieved most airectly by increasing, P , the optical Intensity,
Also, the input
amplifier could have more gain before tRa modulator saturates (- I W) than is
possible with the direct modulated link where the laser saturates at a level of 1 to
5 mW depending on the laser,
Thus, the loss of the link is an area that should be
examined carefully.
Note, It is true that link length is not a strong factor in the
loss.
loubling from 1 Km to 2 Km yields only a 1 dB increase.
This loss can be
compensated by gain as shown in Figure 1, bu• the noise figure of the total link will
depend upon where that gain is located.
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Table 3.

Measured Loss Data For The
4.1 - 4.7 9Hz Link

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Matching Circuit Losses
Source and Load Impedance
Laser Ext. Differential Eff.
Detector Responslvity
Fiber Link
Fusion Spice
Laser-Fiber Coupling
Fiber-Detector Coupling
Amplifier
aints
Total Insertion Loss

P
RSRL

0.71
50
0,19 W/A
78 A/W
0.760
0.955
0.196

RD
ao
as
a5
c
01.G
p

0.830
1.0
36.4 dB

2

Table 4:
Insertion Loss Parameters for the
2-12 9Hz External Modulation Link

Signal

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Amplifier Gains
Source and Load
Resiftance
Voltago for 100% Modulation
Laser Output PowerPo
Optical Lost through
Modulator
Link Optical Loss
Detector Responsivity
Resulting Insertion Loss

G1 ,G2

1

RsRL
V1

50 n
7.6 V
1.5 mW
4

CIL.37

.6 A/W
67 dB

RD
ext
e

to Noise Ratio

Many noits sources contribute to the overall si nal-to-noise ratio.
They
include thermal noise, shot noise, mode partition noise, reflection-Induced noise and
relative intensity noise.
For the microwave fiber-optic link, an optical wavelength
of 1,3 um and single-mode fiber Is used to achieve adequate RF bandwidth.
If this is
the case, then mode partition noise is minimal compared to other noise sources.
The
coupling between the laser and the single-mode optical fiber is low, end reflection.
Induced noise Is nonexistent.
This was verified by observing the noise floor at the
output of the 4.1-4.7 GHz link. Reflection-induced noise manifests as periodic
resonant peaks in the noise floor which were not observed.
The noise-to-signal ratio
due to the other three terms can be written as
<i

n

>

1 R21N> +

i2
shot> +

2

1
< TH>

where <i> Is the average dc output current o•2the photodetector and < RIN > is the
Relative Intenofty Noise current variance,
shot>
is the Shot Noise current
variance and 4'TH)
is the Thermal Noiss current variance.
The thermal noise current
variance and the shot noise variance are defined by the well-known formulas
0i

2

TH

>
<t2
shot

*
N

4 KTINF
RL
2
n 0
q ID
hv.

6Pd

where Ri is the load resistance, 8 is bandwidth, K iv boltzman's constant, NF is the
post deoection amplifier notis figure T Is temprrature, q Is electronic charge; nn Is
detector quantum efficiency,
I^
is optical lin lose, his Planck's constant, vIng
the optical frequency, and PdcVis the dc optical power rodisting from the laser
diode.
The RIN of the laser can be the dominant qoIse source.
As shown by Yamamoto
112,Ct131, RIN is dependent upon a number of material, structural, and modulation
parameters including the ratio of laser dc bias current or threshold current and
modulation frequency.
For highly biased lasers, typical values of RIN for 9H
semiconductor laser modulated well away fo'om the resonance frequency Is -160 dB/Hz,
As the resonance frequency is approached, the RIN increuses.
For the 4.1-4.7 GHz
link, the RIM increased to approximately -135 dB/Hz (since It was operated quite near
resonance.)
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Table 5 shows the magnitude of the noise terms for the two links discussed
here.
For the direct modulation link, the dominant term Is the RIN at -59.7 dBm for
a 1 MHz signal bandwidth.
The overall SNR is 59.3 dB and the SNR over the 600 MHz
wide passband Is 32 d0.
The RIN noise could be reduced If the link was operated at a
frequency range farther, from the laser resonance, resulting in a thermal noise
lmited
ink with an SNR of 70 d8 for a 1 MHz bandwidth.
For the external modulation
link, the SNR Is 53 dD for a I MHz bandwidth signal.
Here the dominant term is the
thermal noise of the receiver.
This is because the increased optical throughput loss
results In a lower light level received by thu detector driving the shot noise
down.
The RIM noise s lower because the laser is operatin- C and the value used
for the noise level assumes that the operation is at frequencies well away from the
laser resonance.
This level will itncrease for the portion of the link bandwidth that
corresponds to the resonance fiequency of the laser.
Notice that for the full
bandwidth of the link (2-12 GHz) the SNK is lI dB.
However, no known system
processes 10 GHz bandwidths without reduction of the bandwidth somewhere in the
signal processing.
Thus the actual SNR would depend upon the actual processor
bandwidth.
Linearity
Non-Linearities and distortion are two performance parameters that are crucial
in determining the utility of an analog link for most miltary applications.
These
non-linearities result In the generation of harmonics and Intermoduletion products.
The nonlinearitles of a fiber optic link are generated in the source module and
potentially in dny amplifiers.
Thus the performance of the laser or the external
modulator must be examined to determine harmonic and intermodulation signal levels.
For direct modulation sources, measurements at TRW IS] and Stubjair at al. E16)
Indicate that the primary cause of these nonlinearities is the laser photon-electron
interaction.
The values at the harmonics and intermodulatlon products are similar to
those observed in microwave links even though they were measured for modulating
fuhdamental frequencies of below I 0Hz.
These measurements Indicate that the la~er
diode acts to a first
approximation like a simple nonlinearity without memory.
To model the nonlinearity, the modulation response of the laser Is characterized
by a set of rate equations.
However, thes
are sol ved usually by a linearizatioti
rocess that gives the small signal response but does not result In any data on nonesponse.
Analysis of the large signal response (required to yield the
nonliiea'rties) in generality is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, such an
analysis for a 1.3 um BH laser was performed on a minicomputer.
Numerical methods
must be appled because there are no explicit solutions to the rate equations and
numerical methods must be applied.
Preliminary results show that harmonic distortion
is comparable to experimental observations.
A typical large signal harmonic response
is shown in Figure V. As expected the second and third harmonics increase with
increasing modulation Index, with the second harmonic increasing quadratically and
the third harmonic as a cube of the modulation Index.
Many direct modulation links er* passband links with bandwidths of one octave or
lesS as a consequence the harmonics can be filtered since they fall out of band.
The
4.1 to 4.7 GHz link has a 2nd harmonic suppression of 52 db which resulted primarily
from the roll off of the amplifier In the receiver.
In narrow-band communication
links, the two-tone third-order Intermodulation products IMP are the primary measure
of the link linearity.
This is because these prcducts are within the link passband
while the harmonics are typically out-of-band.
The IMP level is typically measured
by adding two equal power RFdsignals at closely spaced frequencies fl, fl the IMP
level by a power combiner and injecting the composite Ignal into thO op ical link.
As the laser diode Is a nonlinear device, intermodulation overtones will appear
thefI'+
tfs- f 2 , and 2f 2 - f, along with the harmonics generated by each of
the
fundafa. tafs
Calculation of the Intermodulation products Is carried out in the same manner as
for the harmonics.
The specific values of the parameters depends upon the typa of
loser' used.
Figure 6 shows experimental data for the 4.1 - 4.7 6Hz link.
The twotones were separated by .5 Hz at 4.700 QHz.
From this plot the third order
intercept which is 8 dfm can be obtained.
In an externally modulated fiber optic link, the largest source of
nonlinearities will be the power preamplifier and the Mech-ZIhnder LiNbOe
modulator.
The power preamplifier to get any substantial modulation Index in the
external modulator typically has to be Priven so that the output signal is near the I
dB compression point.
Amplifiers operating In this mode have rather high harmonics
aid third intermodulation products.
These result in a limitation on linearity. The
nonlinearities in the Mach-Zehnder modulator are caused by the large sIgnal optic
intefnsity-voltage response relatiopeship. This relationship is Independent of optical
wavelength.
It has been shown that an Intensity modulated traveling wave modulator has a
voltage optical intensity relationship that can be expressed as

0

÷1
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Table 5:

Magnitude of the Noise Factor
In SNR Performance
Direct Modulation

Noise Bandwidth
Output Level
Thermal Noise
Shot Noise
Laser AIN
SNR at output
SNR over link Bandwidth

External Modulation
(1.9 MR Source)

1 MHz
0 dBm
-70.8 dBm
-75.8 dBm
-59.7 dBm
59.3 dB
32 dB

1 MHz
O dBm
-53.6 dBm
-64.9 dBm
-66.0 dBm
53.0 dB
13.0 dB(lO 0Hz)

(600 MHz)

In this expression, i1 is the input optical power intensity, V Is the input voltage to
the modulator, V
Is the voltage required to achieve a i optical phase shift, * is the
static bias ph si shift and I is the modulated optical power.
If we assume V is the result of two tones and given by V *
V (cos ut * cos u0t) then this relation can be expanded.
By collecting terms at the
slme frequencies, hxpressions are obtained for the principal non-linear terms.
In this
expression there are no second order terms so the first
terms are the third harmonic and
the third order intermodulation products.
The distortion at the output of the detector due to harmonic generation can be
expressed as
0

3rd.Hermonic

-

20 log

and the distortion due to third intermodulation
03rd,IMP

20

I96

-

products can be expressed as

og [

2

,

A graph of these expressions fOr varying modulation depth is shown in Figure 7. As can
be seen in this figure,
the third intermodulation product distortion is 10 dB higher
distortion.
than the harmonic
,Spurious Response of Externally Modulated Links
Spurious signals in the poseband of the fiber optic link can lead to a degradation
of system performance.
By definition, these Signals cannot be attributed to signals
caused by harmonic or intermodulation distortion.The primery sources for spurious
signals and for an externally modulated link will be the relative intensity noise of an
injection laser diode.
It can be assumed that the other components do not cause
spurious signals as they have a transfer function that can be closely approximated by a
simple polynomial and therefore only generate harmonics and Intermodulation products.
For example
the external Modulator and the RF amplifiers have third order
nonlinearl tse
and therefore can be approximated by a third order polynomial.
The:nJection
laser diode has a non-uniform AM noise spectrum as originally shown
by Jacket et al.•l7].
This noise floor is optical power dependent ane has a shape that
follows the laser modulated optical frequency response and peaks at the iaser resonant
frequency after which It declines rapidly.
This peak is as much as 1 u dB above 'the
laser low frequency RIN component.
Therefore, in the widebanJ GAternally modulated
link, there should be a 10 dB rise in the noise floor in the frequcncy region of 3- to
5- GHz for a laser noise limited system. This artifact could contribute to a decline in
the SNR in this region If RIN is the dominant noise source.
The other source of spurious signals are optical reflections back Into the laser
diode.
These reflections generally originate from optical discontinuities such as
optical connectors and external modulator Interfaces.
These discontinuities create
extra Fabry-Perot laser cavity with the ILD resulting in large noise spikes in the laser
noise floor.
Depending on the strength of the optical feedback, spikes as large as 15
dB can appear in the shot noise floor of the photodetector at regular intervals
independent of the modulated signal.
Because of the low laser to fiber coupling
efficiency this effect was not seen in the 4.1-4.7 0Hz link.
0.0

Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of the fiber optic link Is a measure of the variation of signal
levels that can be carried bi the link.
Typically it is defined aM the ratio of the
fundamental output to the thrd
order intermodulat ion product (IMP).
But since the IMP
level decreases faster thin the fundamental, reduction of the Input level yields any
value of dynamic range required.
However, as the Input signal is decreased the signal
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to noise ratio also decreases.

Because the noise out of the link is constant

for a

specific noise bandwidth, there is an Input signal level at which the IMP level matches
the noise floor and at that input level the dynamic range is maximized.
Hence, the
definition used here is the dynamic range Is the level of IMP suppression achieved when
that level equals the link signal to noise ratio.
For example Figure 6 plotted the IMP suppression.
Also shown is a line Indicating
As indicated, the dynamic range obtained
the noise levelefor a 1 MHz noise bandwidth.
Is 44 dB where the IMP line interacts the noise floor.
An alternative definition of dynamic range Is the range of power levels between the
noise floor and the point at which the link gain exhibits 1 dB of compression.
This
definition applies to systems when only I signal is present.
The resulting value is
tgplcallyhitgher, but if more then one signal Is expected it does not indicate whether
Consequently this
t
output sIgnals can be distinguished from harmonic and IMP spurs.
defintion is not generally useful.

Summary and Conclusion
RF Analog Fiber Optic Link technology is reaching the level of maturity that
application to new systems and retrofit into exting systems is becoming a reality.
order for this to occur, the fiber Optic engineer has to provide data to the systems
engineer that can he used to carry out the system design.
This paper has discusaed
several of those parameters and described the functional relationships between the
elements of the link and Its performance.
The parameters considered were insertion

loss, sinal to noise ratio, linearity and dynamic ran ge.

In

Aeamlsmaurdat

for a 4,1
4.7 GHz direct modulation link and the design data for a 2 - 12 9Hz
externally modulated link was presented.

These links show performance that can be readily applied to numerous
applications.
New research is resulting In higher frequency sources and widen bandwidth
links. Moving there devices from the laboratory to system applications requirso
complete characterization and a thorough understanding of the requirements and of link
performance.
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DISCUSSION
C.Gee, US
What laser did you use? Did you observe optical feedback?
Author's Reply
The lner was an Itachi laser operating at 1.3 fun, We didn't see any significant effects of optical feedback in the noise
performance,
B.Schwaderer, Ge
The RF-performance, expeclally the harmonic suppression depends mainly on the laser diode used; did you measure
several different lasers to this respect?
Author's Reply
We have looked at a couple of other lasers and have seen similar results,
J.Dakln, UK
(1) Can you account for the reason why the optical feedback from the fibre did not affect the harmonic distortion and
noise figure? (2) What was the noise equivalent power of the optical receivers used?
Author's Reply
(1) The coupling of the laser light into the fibre Islow and hence in all liklhood very little reflected light getting back to
the laser. (2) We measure a noise level in dBm/unit bandwidth and without a calculator I can't quickly convert to a noise
equivalent power,
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SUMMARY
The performance of a fiber-optic
tranemission system is
affected by nuclear
radiation.
This paper ditousess the niucloar scenario vim a vim Lhe terrestrial
network,
identifies
the
essential characteristics,
and on this
basis derives the principles for
the design of a strategic communication fiber-optic
cable system.
The details
of a
cost analysis applicable to var'ious scenarios are also givens
the costs of each scenario
are compared with those of a microwave line-of-site
system of approximately the same
capacity,

1,

INTRODUCTION

The acceptance of fiber optic cables by the world telephone and telegraph authorities
as the now medium for all
forma of modern communication is as significant today as
was the introduction of coaxial cable and microwave radio relay transmission in the early
1S90s.
This development will obviously affect military communication networks, not least
as a consequence of the superior survivability
end cost-effective
characteristics of
optical fibers,
This report
the
the
the
the

is

a by-product

of

an OTC study of

fiber optics which

technology,.
cost,
suitability
and performance under various threat
survivability,
availabilit'y and maintainability.

reviewed

situations,

The study yielded favourable results
with regard to the maturity of
nology, the cost, its
suitability in conventional and nuclear threat situations
reliability,
availability and maintainability,
for this
present symposium, the study findings in respect of suitability
are considered the most interesting
and appropriate,
and consequently
emphasis of the paper is
on the effects
of nuclear radiation and on cost

the techand its

and cost
the dominant
implications.

The data used to develop the radiation scenario were derived from the open literature (Ref.l - which details
the results
of nuclear tests
conducted by the US Department
of Defense),
as were details
of the effects
of radiation on fiber optics (Ref.
2 to

9),
Althoush the technical data for the basis of the report are available in the open
literature,
the price data for the cost study were obtained from a number of sanufacturers.
The cost estimates are for a long-distance network with repeaters spaced at 50
to 100 km and a transmission capacity of 8 to 30 Nbit/s.
The resultant
cost model has
yielded cost estimates for scenarios likely
to be encountered in a network spread over a
Larcs geographical area,
The results
show that fiber-optic
communication systems
are more than competitive with microwave terrestrial
systems,

2.

THE EFFECT OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ON OPTICAL FIBERS

2.1

NUCLEAR BOINARIO

The explosion of a nuclear weapon gives rise to the emission of various nuclear
radiations, consisting of neutrons, gamma rays and alpha and beta-particles,
Most of the
neutrons and part of the gamma rays ara emitted as a result
of che fission And fusion
reactions;
i.e. simultaneously with the explosion.
Both types of reaction,
although
different
in their characteristics,
give rise
to radiations that travel considerable
distances.
Of specific interest
here are the gamma rays and neutrons which produce
harmful effects in living organisms and also influence semiconductors and optical fibers.
The remainder of the gamma rays are produced in
the secondary nuclear process.
The
ranges of the alpha and beta particles
are comparatively short and not considered to be a
threat,
tecaute
into

of

the

two caatlortis:

nature

of

initial

nuclear

the

aseociated
radiation

phenomena,
and

nuclear

residual

nuclear

radiations

are

divided

radiation.

Initial
nuclear radiation consist
of. gamma rays and neutrons produced during a
period of one minute after a nuclear explosion,
They reach very high intensity
near the
sero point but attenuate rapidly with distance because of the inverse square low and the
bigh atmospheric attenuation.
Typically, a radiation intensity
of about 10,000 red at
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2 km from sero point, produced by a I megaton explosion, will reduce to about 30 red at
3.6 km, and therefore does not present a major threat to a long-distance network.
The residual nuclear radiation is that which is emitted later than I minute from
The mai.n contributions are provided by the fallout from the
the instant of explosion.
surface material sucked up as the fireball rises into the air, debris from the weapon,
and the radioactivity induced by the interaction of neutrons with various elements in the
These debris are carried by the wind and spread over a wide area
explosion environment.
In the 1954 BRAVO Test
and pose a major threat to any strategic communication network.
(Fig. 1), conducted at Bikini Atoll with a yield equivalent to 15 megatons of TNT, a
radiation fallout of 100 red was monitored at a distance of 500 km downwind from the
The residual nuclear radiation is a maximum when the nuclear explosion
explosion.
happens on, or near, the Land surface.
In seneral, nuclear radiation is rapidly attenuated by shielding material. Table I
shows the transmission attenuation factor for objectu buried 3 feet underground and,
for comparison, those for various forms of building material for initial
and residual
nuclear radiation,
Table 1
Dose attenuation factors for various structures

structure
Underground (depth:
House
Basement
Concrete
9-in.
12-in.
24-in.

3 ft)

blockhouse shelter:
walls
walls
walls

Shelter, partly above ground:
with 2 ft earth cover
with 3 ft earth cover

2.2

Initial
gamma rays

Neutrons

Residual
gamma rays

250-500
1-1.25
1.66-10

100-2$0
1.25-3.33
1,25-10

5000
1.66-3.33
10-20

5.10
10-20
50-142

2-3.33
2.5-5
5-10

11.1-142
33.3-1000
500-10000

14.2-33.3
50-142

12,5-50
20-100

50-200
200-100

THE IMPACT ON FIBER OPTIC CABLES

The primary affect of nuclear radiation is to produce a darkening centre within
the structure of the optical fiber.
The darkening effect is caused by the formation of
charge traps that absorb and scatter the incident light.
The charge traps are formed
when electrons are raised to the conduction band by absorption of nuclear radiation,
After the source of radiation is removed, some of the electron and hole pairs disappear
by recombination or by returning to their original statesi others are trapped by impurities and defects in the core material,
The lifetime of the darkening contreas
depends on how readily the trapped charge can tunnel from the trap or be thermally or
optically freed.
The darkoning ceatres produce an induced attenuation in the fibers, which progressively reduces alter the source of radiation is removed, but which may or may not
return to the original state.
The magnitude of the induced loss effect at a given time
depends on the nature of the radiation, its total level and rate of application, the
wavelength of observation, the composition of the glass, the temperature and, in some
cases, the previous history of the material and the optical power fed to the fiber.
A compendium of the radiation induced loss in several types of fibers, irradiated
with different cobalt 60 doses, ts shown in Fig. 2 (Ref. 2).
Included tre: a compound
glass fiber (Pb silicate),
plastic-clad fiber with different core material (TOO i.e.
quarts)I suprasil W-1,
spectrosil Al suprasil 1 and suprasil 2 (i.e. high-purity synthetic fused silica); and germanium-doped silica core fiber.
Many interesting observations can be made but two are of special importance,
Firstly, there is a correlation
between the level of radiation-induced loss and the intrinsic material lose.
Fibers
with higher loss have a higher radiation sensitivity, which is probably due to the
higher impurity concentration,
secondly, polymercoated fused silica
fibers show a
saturating behaviour such that after a certain dose their response becomes extremely
saturated; other fibers tend not to saturate and show a fairly linear behaviour.
After irradiation a certain amount of recovery is observed (Fig.
3).
The extent
of the recovery seems to depend upon the nature and concentration of impurities in the
silica.
It can be seen that TOg fiber has substantially greater recovery than synthetic
silica, while little
recovery is shown by (Oe)-doped silica.
The recovery time should
improve when the system is in operation and optical power is being propagated through the
fiber (Ref.
5).
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Boron (B) and phosphorous (P)
doping are often used to improve the intrinsic
propertims of the waveguidc, but they also affect the radistion sensitivity of the fiber
(Ref. 3).
(M)-doping results in increased transient damage, more induced absorption at
long wavelengths and much higher loss at low temperature (Ref. 4).
(P)-doping, while
drastically increases the permanent damage,
suppressing the trrnsient indirect loss,
especially at longer wavelengths (Cef. 6).

Sonly
b

The radiation-induced loss is wavelength-dependent (Ref. 7). Figure 4 shows the
result for fibers produced by three different manufacturers.
The induced radiation for a
given dose is 5 to 10 times lower at 1.3 pm than nt 0.85 jim.
The performance of the
Philips fiber at 0.85 pa and 1.3 pm is considerably superior to that of the other two.
It is very encouraging that the attenuation of the Philips fiber at 1.3 pm increased by
1.55 d4 (per km) for 3 kred and returned to within 0.2 dB of the original attenuation within an hour.
However,
the radiation-induced lose is also temperature dependent, as is the
recovery time (Ref.
B).
The lose and the recovery time are greater at lower temperatures, but if
the cables are buried underground there is very little
temperature variation and so the effeot is minimal.
Optical fibers with high immunity to nuclear radiation have batn developed for
tactical syetems, but as they have very high intrisic attenuation they are economically
unacceptable in strategic communication networks.
At present, considerable research effort is being devoted to transmiesion in the
infra-red region, where the attenuation will be of the order of 0.01 dB/km.
It is a
rather fortunate coincidence that fibers at these wavelengths are showing a high degree
of insensitivity to radiation,
Fibers based on the fluorohafnate or fluorosiroonato
glasses show particular promise (Ref.9). Figure 5 shows the effect of radiation, and the
measurement of incremental loss as a function of wavelength, for a bulk sample of a few
millimeters path-length.
Whilst it is not yet clear exactly which mechanisms are operative, there is an obvious potential for fiber operation in the 2.5 tn 4 on wave band,
where incremental losses are ctro for dose rates as high as 45 Mrad.
2,3

SUMMARY
1.

The attenuation of optical fiber increases rapidly when it
is exposed
to neutron and gamma radiation, but it may or may not return to the
original state after the radiation source is removedl generally it
is
somewhat worse.

2.

Because of the large n.umber of variables which affect the characteristics of the fiber, radiation characteristics of various manufacturers'
fibers, even when using the same composition, vary considerably.
Consequently,
it is difficult to formulate or predict, with any reasonable
level of certainty, the characteristics of the fiber when exposed to
radiation.

3.

The induced attenuation is wavelength-dependent and is a factor of 5
to 10 times lower at 1300 nm than 870 nm- the results at 1550 no are
somewhat worse than 1300 nm depending, on the composition.

4.

Fibers with low
sensitivity.

5.

The gamma and neutron radiations attenuate rapidly when travelling
ugh high density material i.e., soil, concrete, etc.

6.

In strategic networks,
ion against radiation,

intrinsic

attenuation

also tend

to offer

fiber optic cables woul' require
i.e.,
cables should be buried.

lower radiation
thro-

external protect-

It is evident that a nuclear-hardened fiber-optic Cable suitable for long-distance
transmission is not available at present.
Nevertheless, with a carefully selected cable,
which would be buried underground, it is possible to design a strategic communications
fiber-optic cable system such that when operating at 1300 as or 1550 nm wavelength with a
good attenuation margin it will be survivable in a nuclear scenario.
3.

COST ANALYSIS

The objective of cost analysis studies is to make a proper evaluation of the cost
impacts of various alternative actions.
Generally, the planning period extends a long
period of time into the future.
Because many of the cost elements are influenced by
Iasumptions and judgements,
iC is important that the nature of the cost and the basic
rules governing the comparisons are well understood.
The cost componantLe to be considered in the initial investment cost should include the cost of the equipment, initial
spares, freight,
insurance,
installation, Commissioning, engineering, training,
land,
right-of-way, documentatiov, etc.
Caution should be observed in basing the choice on initial knvestment costs alone,
because one of the design object i ves of new plants is frequently the reduction of oper-
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-

investOften this reduction is achieved through higher initial
stion and support cost.
Although such
high-quality equipment.
ment coat due to acquiAition of more robust,
equipment may be more expensive in
initial
cost, it
can prove to be more economical iti
lower maintenance and less running
the long term due to longer life, fever operators,
costs.

A block schematic of a typical optical-fiber system is

shown in Fig,

6.

The cost considered here is the initial
investment cost, and is calculated
transmission link from baseband-to-baseband level at the terminal stations.

for a

In order to facilitate
the cost calculations for different scenarios, and to
ensure that all constituent parts of the initial
investment cost are included, the cost
elements are broken down into small units.
The unit coct used in the calculation is the average of commercially furnished
data supplied by a number of manufacturers in western Europe, and expressed in Dutch
Guilders (DO)
and International Accounting Units (zAU)
at the current rate.
Prices
include all overhead costs (i.e., freight, storage, travel, insurance, etc.) unless shown
as a separate cost item.
The unit cost estimates are for a system length of about 100
km, but rates could be lower for a larger contract,
However, rates would increase
appreciably because of fixed overhead cost, if the contracted route length were to be
very much smaller.
3.1.,1,Assumptions
for the costing process,

the conditions and assumptions were as follows:

(1)

System length:

(2)

Data bit rates 8 Xbit/o

(3)

Number of fibers: 4

(4)

System configurations 1+1 hot

(5)

Distance between repeaters:

(6)

Power feeding for intermediate
a pair of copper wires

(7)

Terminal

100 ku

equipment

stand-by

50 km

installed

repeater

directly

from

inside

one

of

the

terminals

the communication

Centre.

3.1,2.Cost elements

3.2

Excavation for trenches (ploughing)
fiber optic cable (4 pairs)
Power feed cable
Number of joints
Number of surge protectors (EbP)
Number of terminal joints
AssuminSg
water crossing
(2 x 10 a)
main road crossing (4 x 10 a)
railway crossing
(4 x 10 a)
culvert crossing
Line terminal equipment
Line terminal Rx and Tx (1300 nm)
Intermediate under round equipment repeater case
Both-way 8 Xbit/s (1300 mm) repeater unit
Centralised supervisory equipment
Remote line power supply equipment
Not stand-by 1+1 switching unit

100 km
100 km
50 km
45
45
4

Installation (percentage
Test and commission
Test equipment
Spare parts
Codification
Training
Documentation

25%
10O
152
15Z
12
7.1%
1.52

of the equipment cost)

20
40
40
50
2
2
2
2
1
1
2

COST KETIMATE
The cost estimates for various,

specific scenarios

on

are given in Table 2.

U
a
n

m

Toblo 2
Cost

ectimates

for specific

Estimate

Characteristic
feature

Do

lAU

soil

2,713,500

335,300

482 hard, and 2 % rock

3,471,500

429,500

952 hard and 52 rock soil

4,923,500

530,600

soil

5,413,500

609,000

3,490,000

431,300

43,000

5,300

100

soft

0S soft,

752

hard and 25 rock

Yo cable installed

on HVO cables

Additional cost for 34 Nbit/s system

3.3

scenarios

COMPARATIVE

EVALUATION

and LOB microwave transmission systems for
Cost comparisons between fiber-optic
of the accepted
the light
and should be seen in
various scenariow are shown in Fig. 7,
"norm-of-error" in
any cost estimation study.
The cost estimates for the LOS microwave
It
is clearly evident
systems are based on the contracts awarded in the last few years.
environment optic fiber transmission systems are cheaper than LOS
a military
that in
which can
This in contrary to the impression created by commercial literature
systems.
microwave system, even with commerthe military
Firstly,
to two factors.
be attributed
KEP
aspects i.e.,
are more expensive to procitre due to survivability
equipments,
cial
etc., which are not appliprotection, more stringent standards for building, electrical
systems
the prices of fiber-optic
Secondly,
systems.
the case of fiber-optic
cable in
8, that any cost study based on prevaiLing
have been falling so rapidly, as shown in FTi.
prices is outdated by the time it is published or releasad to outside sources.
The
culations
situation

the
However,
study has covered costs for a number of scenarios.
while
involving various assumptions,
are for a hypothetical route,
prices can chanse from one route to another.
the relative

,ost calin a real

and
access roads,
land ownership,
factors such as right-of-way,
addition,
In
in some counown implications
of frequency spectrum may have their
the allocation
which
The coct for bulk encryption,
and could influence the choice of system.
tries
in the case of
of the two systems.
has not been included in either
can be considerable,
will be
while it
fiber optic systems, bulk encryption may not be considered necessary,
for LOS microwave systems,
essential
and othslifecycle coal,
it
can be said that ourvivability,
To summarize,
the choice of system, but fro
influence
will
as mentioned earlier
plications
systems
fiber-optic
errnre,
even with adverse
investment-cost viewpoints
initial
cost-competitive with LOS microwave terrestrial transmission systems.
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imthe
arp

PAST AND FUTURE COST TRENDS

and in
field
the scientific
The last decade has seen remarkable developments in
and these are rapidly making it the dominant
production techniques for fiber optics,
in
These developments,
the communication world.
of information in
medium for transfer
the
conjunction with large volume production, have caused an almost exponential drop in
Host of the decrease in prices
in lig. 8,
This is illustrated
prices of the components.
has probably already occurred and prices are levelling out, but a reduction in component
continue for at Least a few more
of 10 to 152 per annum should still
prices at the rate
cost can be expected from improvements in
Additional reductions itn the system
years.
which will lead to longer distances without repeaters,
the performance of components,
should be recoonised that
it
However,
higher channel capacity, and greater reliability.
york which may increase with time,
civil
501 of the system cost constitutes
4.

CONCLUDING SUMMARY

microwave end coaxial cable transmission systems
An overview of the fiber-optic,
Originally the table was published
considered in the OTC study is presented in Table 3,
effect on
requirements and their
military
10, but it has been updated to reflect
in Ref.
was not examined
cost.
Tho table also includes an assessment for a coaxial cable; this
to SEP and high cost.
in the OTO study because of its known susceptibility
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Table 3
Qualitatve overview of competing
3ymbology:

++,

systems

0, - indicates beat to worst.

4,

Fiber optZic

microwave

Coaxial

Repeater spaiing

Single-mode

"-

+

Inforsativn-carrying capacity

+

÷*

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

Upgradability

++
÷
0

RAN*
Invironmental

Multi-mode

stability

Susceptibility to interference

0

-

++

44

Security

-

0

+

4

lneg of installation

+

-

+

+

OAS* toot

0

-

Lifecycle %oat

0

-

++

++

Cost (low traffic)

+

-

+

0

Suxvivability

-

0

+

+

++

*RAMi, Reliability, availability and maintainability
O060
Operation and support
Some additional factors, such as right-of-way, land procurement,
provision of
access roaos, and the all naticn of frequency spectrum will have some implications which
could influence the choice of system.
Hovever these implications would presumably be
resolved on a case-by-oaaa basis.
In

conclusion, flibe

-

have become an ts•t•blished
expected in future;

-

are currently cost-computitive itith other transmission media
investment, and considerably cheaper in O&S and lifecycle coat;

-

installed undarSvound offer greater survivability
and nuclear threat then any other transmission medium;

-

oiler

opticb:
transmission technology

a high level of reliability,

availability

with

further

under

and

in

advances
initial

conventional

maintainability.
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ABSTRACT
Since a few years there are activities in the application of optical fibers an a
broadband, secure transmission medium between a ground-station and tactical missiles for
ranges of about 10 km. The idea is to put the "gunner's eye", i.e. a suitable imaging
device, into the missile to provide a lock-on-after-launch capability together with a
man-in-the-loop option.
A key problem in the rapid payout of the fiber from the missile during flight.
Several ucoceumfiil flight test campaigns havo been carried out by MOB, P. R. of Germany,
where Kevlar-reinforced graded-index multimode fibers have been used for transmission of
command- and TV-signals. The affects of additional attenuation resulting from the reinforcement, the bobbin-technology and payout process are well controlled.
For the first development of fiberoptic guidance systems single-mode transmission
was not taken into account, since the suitable components were expensive, sensible and
not readily available. Today the single-mode technology is quite advanced and offers some
benefits compared with multimode transmission. The most important points are the higher
bandwidth and the lower attenuation. As long as the missile rangeli below 10 km, this is
no decisive advantage, but it encourages the extension of the missile range to much more
than 10 km. The oomparison of costs gives no clear-cut statement, but the production
costs for single-mode fibers tend to be below that of multimode fibers. If the hardness
against nuclear radiation is uompared, single-mode fibers give the better results.

INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the seventies there are efforts to use optical fibers as a
transmission medium betwen a missile and a ground station. The very fi rat idea was to
overcome some electrical problems of the wire-guided missiles, such as lightning stroke
or the shot over high-voltage power lines, which does not affect the perfectly isolating
optical fiber. but it is the capability to transmit broadband signals over long distance,
that offers the possibility to realise missile systems with quite attractive featuree. It
is now possible to put, simply spoken, the "gunner's eye" into the missile without the
drawbacks of conventioneZ RF-video-links. The main advantages of this fact ares
*

There is no line-of-sight
a target behind a cover.

*

It is possible to perform a dive-attack,
nerable topside.

*

The vulnerability of the launcher is reduced by indirect firing, as the position of
the gunner cannot be deduced from the direction of attack.

*

All the sophisticated image procesuing and target acquisition equipment is
on the ground and thus no expendable part.

*

Lock-on-after-launch

*

If the video signal is

between gunner and target,

so you can shoot from cover to

thus hitting the target on the most vul-

located

and re-targeting during flight is possible.
recorded,

it

can be used for quasi-realtime

reconnaissance.

In addition to all that, the fiber-optic link cannot be jammed by electromagnetic
means. The only possibilities to interrupt transmission aro mechanical damage and
severe nuclear irradiation.
2

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

2.1

Transmission capacity requirements

The transmission capacity needed for a fiber-optic guided missile with a high-resolution imaging device on-board can be defined quite acourately. It is determined by the
signal bandwidth of the sensor or camera to be used. Commercially available cameras, that
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are suited for this application, have a resolution of up to 1000 points per line. This
gives a bandwidth of about 10 MHz in a CCIR-standard video signal. Sophisticated encoding
in order to reduce redundancy has not been investigated more detailed, because it enlarges considerably the complexity of the missile electronics. out some sort of modulation
is necessary to compensate fast changes of fiber attenuation during payout, to cancel
reflexions within the transmission system and to provide good tranamission-linearity.
This can be achieved by using for example pulse-frequency-modulation (PFM), pulse-density-modulatiqn (PDM) or pulse-code-modulation (PCM). The bandwidth of the modulated signal
will then be larger than the baseband-signal bandwidth by a factor 2 to 8. As a result,
the transmission bandwidth of the fiber should be at least 90 MHa over the whole length.
The part of operational telemetry channels from missile to ground is not calculated
separately, since they can be easily integrated in the video frame without expense of
further bandwidth. The requirements for the command link are about three orders of magnitule below that for the video transmission, as far as transmission capacity is concerned.
A bandwidth of 10 to 100 kHz is sufficient to guarantee remote command and control of the
missile functions.
2.2

Transmission length

The transmission length, that can be achieved without repeater, is a function of
fiber attenuation, transmitter power and receiver sensitivity at a given bandwidth. These
are tho factors, that are defined by the transmission link. Other factors, like fiber
volume and weight, time of exposure and break statistics can give an upper limit of the
reasonable length, but the discussion of these points is beyond the scope of this paper.
In a quite conservative calculation, one can assume, that a realistic transmitter power
is about 0 dam. Receiver sensitivity is about -45 dam for 80 NHz and -60 dam for S kHz,
all values for 1300 nm wavelength. With a margin of 10 dD for spices, couplers and connectors, there remains a permissable attenuation of 35 dD for the video link and 50 dS
for the command link, including the basic fiber loss and all attenuation components, that
are induced by environmental conditions, radiation, spooling, cabling and payout.
2.3

System architecture

In the transmission system one single fiber is to be used for both transmission
directions. Therefore multiplexing is necessary. Among several possibilities /1,2/
the
wavelength division multiplexing technique has a lot of advantages. It offers full duplex
capability, good isolation between the two channels and low attenuation of the multiplexing device. Figure I shows the block diagram of the transmission sstem, consisting of
transmitters and receivers multiplexers, optical connexions and t*e fiber bobbin. This
transmission system was, with smaller modifications, used in our missile flight tests.
The video signal is transmitted at 1300 nm because of the lower attenuation and the lower
dispersion at this wavelength. The lower sensitivity of the 1300 nm receiver cancels out
with the lower fiber loss after a certain length of transmission. The command link, which
allows higher fiber attenuation, is designed to work at 850 to 900 nm. Connectors are
avoided, if possible, and if really needed, they are placed in the receiver branch. The
only important connector in the system plugs the missile to the ground station.
3.

PIBHR PROPIRTINS AND PIRFORMANCI

3.1

Specific fiber problems in payout applications

In missile applications the fiber has to work under conditions, that are not comparable with standaMd network applications. The fiber is wound up on bobbins with diameters
less than 100 millimeters. To achieve a tight structure, the spooling is done under moderate but constant fiber strain. This is necessary to avoid strangling and tangling during
payout. Because of the limited space in a missile, the fiber diameter is usually less
than 0.5 mm. Therefore the protecting and buffering function of the coating is not very
high, and spooling causes severe microbending and in consequenze increased loss /3,4/.
This additional attenuation can be kept at a minimum, if the fiber is properly designed.
The loss increases somewhat, when the bobbin is cooled down to low temperitures. This is
the result of slight structural changes of the bobbin and the fiber costing.
Another critical effect is the curvature radius at the peel-point (Fig. 2), which
might be lower than 2 mm at the beginning of the payout process. This radius depends on
payout force and velocity, on the stiffness of the fiber and the structure of the bobbin.
The conditions of the unspooled fiber between missile and ground can cause additional
loss. The fiber is under tension during the whole flight. The maximum force measured at
the ground station was about 20 N. This produces microbending effects, if the structure
of the reinforced fiber is not homogenous. The amount of attenuation, that arises, when
the fiber touches trees or other obstacles, is not yet studied in detail.
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3.2

Teat procedures for guidance-fibers

The suitability of a potential fiber for payout applications is tested by several
test procedures. In the first
test, the fiber is simply bent while measuring the increase
of attenuation (Fig. 3). The additional lose should be lower than 3 dB at a bending radius of 2 mm. Higher values can be tolerated, if fiber and bobbin properties guarantee a
greater peel point radius.
The most important dynamic test in the laboratory is performed in the payout test
facility (Fig. 4). In this facility the fiber is spooled off and wound up on a drum with
velocities up to 200 m/s. Attenuation in constantly monitored by a 850 nm or 1300 nm
level measuring setup. The resulting attenuation values are in a certain way worst came
values, since the fiber stream is stored on the drum and therefore causes microbending
effects, that cannot be observed during real flight. The payout behaviour of the bobbin
is simulated sufficiently realistic in this facility.
The ultimate demonstration of suitability are flight tests. Therefore several
flight campaigns have been carried out, using the first
generation wire-guided anti-tank
missile MANIA as a test carrier. Because of the short range of the MAhRA-engine, the
tests were limited to about 3.5 km. These flights proved the feasibility of rapid payout
and the possibility of broadband digital video transmission from missile to ground.
3.3

Bending-

and miorobending sensitivity

In Figure 5 the bending sensitivity of standard 1300 nm singlemode fibers is compared with the bending sensitivity of standard multimods fibers and with fibers optimixed
for missile application. The fiber data re listed below.
No.

Manufacturer Type Core Sims
um

NA

Atten.
do/km

Jacket

Outer Dia.
um

Acrylate
DeeoTo
Acrylate
+ Kovlar
Acrylate
Nylon

250
29A
480

1
2
3

Amfox
IOPVO
rujikura

01
a
a!

50
31
39

0.2
0.25
0.28

1.5
1.3
0.7

4
5

Philips
rujikura

am
OM

9,6
S

0.1
0.1

0.42
0.48

250
900

Table lo Data of tested fibers
The fibers 1p4 and 5 are fibers for standard applications without extreme bending,
where a low NA has the advantage of lower attenuation and higher bandwidth /5/. Cladding
diameter of all
the fibers is 125 um, fiber 3 is reinforced with Ievlar (Fig. 6). The
test results confirm the fact, that bending sensitivity of multimode fibers decreases dramatically, if the NA respectively the oire/cladding index difference increases and core
mins decreases. Though this is only demonstrated with multLmode fibers, this statement is
also valid for single-mode fibers /7,9/. Bending attenuations of less thau 0,03 do for a
bending radius of
tm are reported for a NA of 0.2 /4,6/.
m
On the other hand, the high doping level that is necessary for the high NA design
especially of the graded index multimode fibers slightly increases fiber loss (0.1 to 0.5
dD/km). Moreover, fiber coupling is more affected by geometry mismatch /8/, and it is
more difficult to keep dispersion down. Mechanical strength may be reduced by the different mechanical properties of core and cladding in highly doped fibers. When a step index
structure is used, which is possible in single mode fibers, pure-silica production technologies for high NA fibers are available, that avoid excessive doping /14/.
Microbending sensitivity can be calculated from fiber data /10,11/
or estimated, if
the bending sensitivity is known. Several microbending test methods are known, but the
most evident and affirmative method to evaluate the miorobending effect on the bobbin is
to make a bobbin sample. The loss differences are significant for different fibar types.
The spooling lose of a standard graded-index multimode fiber; like No 1 in Table I for
instance, is exceeding 10 dB/km, while the additional loss of a high-NA fiber (No 3) is
below 0.5 dS/km.
3.4

Dynamic attenuation

Dynamic attenuation is that part of the transmission loss, that changes during payout. It originates from deformations of the unspoolad fiber mainly at the peal-point and
in the bobbin canister. It oscillates rapidly and randomly with frequencies up to several
kiloherts. (This is one of the reasons, why simple baseband video transmission is not
applicable). The amplitude of oscillation ia determined by the bending sensitivity, as
shown above, and by the coating material. Hard coatingst that don't allow constant deformation, are preferable. Other coatings, like Nylon, tend to store deformation, and it
lasts a considerable amount of time, seconds to minutes, until they have fully recovered.
The oscillation amplitude of special guidance fibers is kept below 3 do.
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There is one significant difference in the dynamic behaviour of single-mode and
multimode fibersi the relation of attenuation versus bending radius Is more abrupt in
single mode fibers. This makes the fade* in single-mode fibers "harder" than multimode
fading.
Another part of dynamic attenuation is caused by fiber stress. It is usually below
0.1 dB/km/N. It in primarily observed in reinforced fibers, where microbending is produced by inhomogenitiem. Stress-induced changes of the fiber refractive index are not significant.
affects of nuclear

3.5

radiation

Nuclear irradiation is generating transient ionisation in optical fibers. This produces two effects. The one is luminescence, which occurs only during irradiation. The
other is the attenuation during and after irradiation. This is the more serious effect.
The deterioration of transmission efficiency is affected in a complicated way by various
factors, such as glass composition, nature and energy level of radiation source, temperature wavelength and signal power /13/. It in primarily the doping material, that is responsible for the darkening of the fiber glass. In graded-index fibers, core glass must be
doted to achieve the refractive index profile. These fibers degrade with up to approximately 1 dU/km/rad. Due to the high residual loss, graded-index fibers are not suited for
nuclear environment, even at fairly low irradiation levels /12/.
Radiation resistant fibers are produces as well. They all
have a step index profile. In moat cases, the core is made of pure silica, and only the cladding is doped.
irradiation induced attenuation is two to three orders of magnitude lower than in gradedindex fibers. in addition they need less time to recover. Residual attenuation values of
about 1 dBs/km one hour after Irradiation with a total dose of 10000 tad are reported /13,
14/.
4.

CONCLUSION

The comparison of the two fiber types shows, that the single-mode fiber can be designed and optimised for payout applications as well as the multimode fiber. In neither
Case, the standard telecommunication fiber can be used; thus it is risky to specualte on
low prices.
The advantagew of multimode fibers ares
*

simple connector and multiplexer technology can be used

*

coupling efficiency to light sources is

*

variation of bending-induced

loss is

quite good,

even if "cheap" LIDs are used

"soft" owing to mode conversion mechanisms.

Bo muotLmode fibers are the best solution for low cost missiles with ranges up to
10 km in a non-nuclear environment.
Single mode fibers offer the following benefitst
*

very long transmission

links are feasible

(e.g.

distances up to 100 km are reported

in telecommunication systems),
*

nuclear resistant design is

possible.

These properties make single-mode fiber to a favourite for missile
than 10 km, or for medium distance links in nuclear environment.

ranges of more
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DISCUSSION
J Fridman, US
How did you handle the practical problem of splices in a 10 kin, when you had a tightly packed bobbin on the payoff
end?
Author's Reply
It is a good question; we didn't have any question splicing but it is a problem, See next comment.
J.Pan, US
Comment: A 17 km continuous fibre is available in US; therefore fibre splice may not be a problem,
Question: What was the inner diameter of your fibre bobbin in your flight test?
Author's Reply
80 mm and 100 mm.
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Gee, A.E.
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Yen

Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, Ca, USA 90265

Abstract
Lightwave device technology can be implemented in future active aperture radar
arrays.
Transmitter and receiver components for a fiber optic antenna feed manifold in
which the transoeiver modules are connected to a central computer will be reviewed.
Present link signal to noise limitations imposed by the performance of these components
will be analyzed, and promising trends in component development will be discussed.

Introduction
The radar environment will become increasingly complex.
The tactio•l radar of the
future will be required to work in a severe air defense suppression environment while
providing high-performance search, track and target-identifioation functions.
Electronic counter-measures (ECM) and anti-radiation missiles (ARM)
will force the radar
to use a highly versatile architecture with adaptive signal processing coupled with low
probability of intercept (LPI) transmitter waveforma and antenna characteristics.
New
radar systems will achieve processing gains while minimizing the spectral power density
of the radar energy.
Emphasis will be placed on encoding and decoding broadband
signals, adaptive beam forming and filtering, jammer nulling and electronic agility in
beam steering.
Signal processing techniques to counter the ECM and ARM threats in the radar
environment are fairly well developed.
Due to the complexity, size and oost of
implementing these techniques, however, they are rarely used in mobile land-based and
airborne radar systems.
Guided-wave optical subsystems and components offer exciting
new possibilities in meeting future radar systems processing requirements.
A future radar design
To achieve the physical and functional survivability required for a future mobile
radar system, combined analog and digital signal processing will be required to
implement a broad range of countermeasures.
The typical radar system will consist of
2000 to 4000 transceiver modules, one for each element of an antenna array.
For weather
penetration, the radars will continue to operate at frequencies between 3 and 12 0Hz.
To aahieve LPI, each solid-state transceiver module will transmit energy in pulses from
1 to 200 psec using waveforma occupying bandwidths up to 10% of the operating frequency,
Received pulse compression ratios on the order of 200 will be used and the phase of each
element in the antenna aray will be quantized to an accuracy of 4 or 5 bits in order to
maintain antenna side-lobon at least 40 dB below the main beam.
A central processor
based on Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) technology will communicate with
each element of the array to provide the appropriate control signals and computations
required for beam steering, clutter suppression, Doppler filtering, pulse compression,
multiple target tracking and jammer suppression.
Figure I shows a futuristic
implementation of a radar with the array of modules connected to the array processor by
a fiber-optic waveguide manifold,
By using optical wavelength multiplexing and multiple

SMADAN
OONTMOLLIK
AND DATA

*ARRA

TYPiCAL MOULI
Figure 1. Implementation of an array radar with each transceiver module being a hybrid
optical microwave circuit that provides signal generation, detection and processing
functions.
The modules are connected to the array processor by a manifold of fiberoptic cables,
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rf suboarriers, each fiber-guide could provide a wide variety of bi-directlonal signals
between the array modules and the central processor.
These signals would inolude
tiansmitter waveform, transmit beam steering, transmit-reoeive
switch position,
polarization selection, receiver beam steering, recelvad signal waveform and
diagnostics.
Besides being used at a wide-band data manifold, guidud-wave optics will
also contribute to the implementation of a variety of radar functions.

Radar functions usina guided-wave opt•cs
The large bandwidth, low lo08,
lightweight and electromagnetic immunity
characteristics of optical waveguides offer promising capabilities in the implementation
of microwave delay lines, phase shifters and signal processors.
The amplitude-modulated
fiber-optic delay line shown in Figure 2 consists of a modulated optical transmitter,
optical fJbor to provide the required delay and a photodeteotor.
The propagation delay in a conventional silica optical fiber is 4.8 pseo/km.
For
light in the 800 to 900 nm wavelength range, fiber loss to below 3 dB/km and material
dispersion is 100 paso-nm/km.
The spectral width of semiconductor laser sources can be
lees than 0,1 nm. Henoe, fiber bandwidths are well in excess of 10 OH& even for a few
kilometers of fiber.
At 1.3 om wavelength, fiber loss can be lees than I dB/km and
dispersion less than 3 pseo-nm/km,
Selection of transmitter components
The rf signal can be up-oonverted to an optical frequency by directly modulating
laser diode current or by using an external optical modulator.
The performance of
microwave fiber optia links will vary greatly depending upon which type of laser is
used.
For links using direct current modulation, the two most relevant laser diode
operating characteristics are the modulation response and the Intrinsic laser noise

the

spectrum.

The frequency response of a lajer diode under direct current modulation is
influenced by both the intrinsic response of the laser and parasitic circuit elements
associated with the laser packaging. The intrinsic small signal modulation response ofat
semiconductor laser is of the formt
S

" (21

-

f2 2

' f

r
where f is the relaxation resonance frequency, a convenient measure of the useful
bandwidthiof a eomiconduotot' laser.
For most AlOaAs laser diodes,
0
is in the range 34 OHz at the maximum laser output power. However, by designing laserg to operate at
higher output power densities or by decreasing the cavity lifetime, the resonance
frequency can be increased.
If laser diodes are designed in such a way as to minimize
the effects of parasitic circuit elements then their frequency response is nearly the
same as their intrinsic frequency response.
The second important optirating characteristic of laser diodes for use in microwave
fiber optic links Is the intrinsic intensity noise spectrum of the laser. The intensity
fluctuations of laser diodes arise from the shot noise pro~sssea ossoolatad with carrier
injection and recombination inside the laser active layer.
These noise generating
processes result in an intensity noise spectrum which is characterized by a broad and
pronounoed resonanoe at f ; The laser fluctuations are expressed in terms of the
relative intensity noise,
IRN, defined an:
RIN(f)

-
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Relative intensity noise
2

(RIN)

where P is the DC laser power and <AP (f)> is
laser optioal power, fluctuation,

of a Mitsubishi MLS101

laser,

the spectral density of the square of the

The noise spectra of a Mitsubishi ML5101A "crank" TJS laser for various bias
currents are shown in Figure 3. The most relevant feature of these curves is that the
RIN below the resonance frequency f of 3-4 OHz decreases signifioantly as the bias
current Is increased,
The noise speotra shown in Figure 3 represent the laser HIN under
conditions of low optical feedback, In the presence of optical feedback levels as small
as -60 dB, the intensity noise is increased.
Low noise direct modulation fiber optic
links must therefore either incorporate optical isolation, or new laser structures must
be developed which are lose sensitive to optical feedback,
Although external modulators have problems as well, external modulation links are
not limited in frequency by the laser relaxation resonance. Perhaps even more important
is the ability to use stable, low noise laser sources with external modulators.
In this
paper we will restrict our discussion to LINb0
traveling wave Mioh Zehnder modulators
which have been demonstrated to have a 3 d8 baddwidth of 17 0Hz.
The modulation transfer function for an interference
Mach Zehnder moduletor, is given by:
P -?pk ain
=2
si2 ( ?f
V

4)

type modulator,

such as the
(3)

where V Is the "half-wave voltage", a parameter that takes Into account the dimensions
and matirial of the modulator. For linear modulation, the modulator is typically biased
to * - t./,.
The modulation characteristic Is linear only for small signals around V=.,
so distortion and the resulting intermodulation products will become an issue at high
percentage modulation.
The capability of these modulators to operate st frequencies well above 10 OHz is a
significant advantage of external modulation,
The most serious disadvantage of using
LINbO modulators in links operating at 0.83 Vm is the limited optical power handling
oapability of the modulator.
Due to photorefraotive erfects, lees than 30 PW is
typically launched into an optical ftiber after taking into account propagation losses
through the modulator and modulator-fiber coupling losses. Even for short links using
efficient photodeteotore, the DC photocurrent will be only of the order of 10 pA. As
will be shown in the link analysis section of this paper, the receiver amplifier noise
will be the dominant noise sourne in this ease and the maximum S/N will be substantially
less than that possible for links using direct current modulation at 0,8 mm wavelength.
Selection of Receiver

Components

A receiver for a microwave fiber optic link consists of a high speed photodeteotor
and a low noise amplifier, The detector should have a flat response over the frequency
range of interest and as high an efficiency as poasib~e. The tmplifier should also have
a flat response over the frequency range and as low i noise figure as possible.
At the Hughes Research Laboratories, OaAs Sohottky photodiodes with bandwidths a
20 0Hz end quantum efficiencies as high as 70% have been fabricated and characterized
Based upon a 1.5 pim depletion layer width, the frequency limitation due to transit time
affects is approximately 30.0Hz.
In normal operation with low input Impedance
amplifiers (eg. 50 0), the bandwidth I- actually determined by the RC time constant of
the device plus parasitic C and the amplifier input impedance, R.
Most links for transmitting analog microwave signals require bandwidths or a few
0Hz or less centered at the microwave carrier frequency. Detectors for microwave fiber
optic links need to be designed so that the frequenuy response limited by transit time
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exoeeda the oarrier frequency, but the bandwidth limited by RQ time constant need only
exceed the link bandwidth. For moat applications, the Schottky photudiodeg described
above will have bandwidths greatly in exoess of that required when the deteotors are
operated into 50 (1 impedance amplifiers. The S/N of a re oiver-amlifior-no I e-1imIted
link can be improved by increasing the amplifier input impedance, providing there is no
corresponding increase in the amplifier noise figure. For links that are amplifier noise
limited, it in therefore desirable to design amplifiera Vioh have as large input
impedances as possible, while still maintaining the (RC)
bandwidth greater than the
required link bandwidth. Tuned RLC circuits can be used to center the receiver bandwidth
at the appropriate microwave carrier frequency.
Microwave Fiber Optic Link Analysis
Zn this subsection, we illustrate how the various parameters of a simple fiber
optic link affect its signal-to-noise performance. Both direct laser current and
external modulation technique& will be analyzed. The laser Is characterized by a
threshold ourrent, l I a maximum operating current Iq (determined by signal
distortion, or ultimlely, by laser burnout)l a :lope
officiency,
nL [optical
power/eleotrioal ourrent,
W/AhI and an incremental drive impedanoce about its point of
bias of RL ohms.
The optical fiber is characterized by its power attenuation, Ke E°W/°W], which
Includes the optical coupling losses to both the laser and photodiole. The photodeteotor
is characterized by a slope etrictenny of c EA/ W3,
Photodiodus are usually
characterized electrically as a current ginlrator in parallel with a capacitance, C
(the capacitance of the PM junction plus the lead and paakajg parasitic capacitance?,
The proper terminating load should be chosen so that (RDH
&Is large enough to pass
the bandwidth, B.
We could define a current transfer function from laser to photodiode, H
Zn terms of power rather than current, we introduce laser and detector transfoer
functions,

-

ILKFnD.

(4)

KL " nL/VWL

SKD

(5)

" nD'/TD
We can now define an overall

link transfer function,

HL - KLKFKD

(6)
2

w4oog is dimensionless,
The quantity HL is simply the electrical power transfer
[ W/ W3 between Input and output of the link,
It will generally be less than unity and
therefore a lose
rather than a gain.
We wish to find expression* for the signal-to-noise ratio of this link, and
ultimately ito noise figure in terms of the component parameters and system
requiremente.
The equivalent electrical noise power generated in the laser In
NL(f)

-

NL(f)

- kTB

-

RINDM(f)(ZB

AB

TH

R

(7)

- kTB

where kTB is the thermal noise from the signal sources Impedance,
BIN as defined in Eq
(2) represents the total output noese from a laser as determined by measurement,
including the thermal noise from the signal source, the shot noise associated with the
DC laser current, and all other noise procesesm in the laser,
The photodeteotor output
noise power, ND, is the shot noise associated with the average photocurrent, IDI
ND - 2eTD FD BD

(8)

where a factor I > 1 has been added to accomodate exoess
photodiodeo.
in terms of the laser current,
ND - 2e(IBSAS-

noise in the case of avalanche

ITH)HLFDBV=D

(9)

The total noise power at the output of the link will then be the sum of the internal
noise sources and the input noise, NinWkTB, all referred to the output terminals,
Nout"

HLNin+ HIN*L ND
H12kTB + H2RZNDM(IBZ
L

MBAS

- II)2R B - kTB]

TH

LB-TJ

+ 2o(IB

1

so that the noise figure of this directly modulated link is

FDM "

(S/N)in

T

out

BINDM(IBIA3 -TH)2L
-

--

+ 2L(
+

H-1F BAR-r

BIAS-TH LD'L D

BIAS-ITH)FD
HILkT1

LD

(10)
(
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Overall link nolse figure
of a direct modulation microwave
link.

is the noise figure that can be attributed to the optoeleotronic components in the
(laser, fiber, photodetector). Thin noise figure In plotted in Figure 4 versus link
transfer funotlon H for different values of laser RIN. The values of the other relevant
parameters are typical for direct modulation links using Mitsubishi ML5101 lasers. One
of the most relevant features Of this figure is that the noise figure attributable to
the optoeleotronio components is very large. The shaded portion of Figure 4 represents
the range in which direct modulation links commonly operate. The dominant noise source
in such links is laser noise. The noise figure is directly proportional to laser RIN and
relatively insensitive to the link transfer function.
F

lrxk

If we use amplifiers with noise figures F F, < F
before and after the link,
respectively, we can generally improve the over'al linR noise figure.
The overall link
noise figure, F
including
c,
the elegtronio amplifiers, may be determined from the
noise fLSure ca5dide formula of
riis
(FDM
FDM

" 1 * (F!

-1)

-

1)

M

(F 2 - 1)
2

2

'

(12)

GIDM

G1D HHL
We see that to minimize the overall noise figure. we should maximize H * We would alo
like to choose the bias current oo that the amplifier gain 0
15is
maXm'ized (subject to
the constraints of laser burnout and negative peak olipping) hid RINDM is minimized.
Taking ISIAS - (ITH + I pk)/2 then we would seleoti
OlDM " (m 2 /Sinpk)(Lpk-

ITHO 2RL

where m is the modulation depth and S
(before the amplifiers).
Then, we hagi

88Sn_
FDH•L *l

m l 1 pk

inpk ''TH)2RI

(13)
is the peak rf power from the signal source
•he following expression for FDMLI

8S np(F "1)

8/--77itsn• F
RInn••_N_. ae

2S

-RinS
B+/O
0
m2 HLkTL pk

mkT

k D
1TH)

+
m2HL(Ipk

1

)Inpk2 (14)
TH!
LR

The direct modulation link noise figure is shown in Figure 5. These curves show that
when large input signal levels must be acoomodated, the fiber, optic link will seriously
degrade the S/N. However, for low input signal levels the link noise figure is given by
the preamplifier noise figure, F,. The importance of using lasers with low RIN is also
clearly Indioated by FLgure a5 .
There are important differences between direct and external optical modulation
Which influence the performance of microwave fiber optic links.
We will now derive
expressions which describe the performanoe of a link incorporating a Maoh-Zehnder
Interferometer modulator. The extension of these results to other types of external
modulators follows accordingly.
The optical power out of the modulator

is
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P

Ppsin 2 [

.

2IV
Vif

+

7]
i Ilw]

(15)
to its peak power

where we now are able to bias the laser
tranurer function analogous to Eq (4)1

K

KM
The

AH

fiber link
HH
M

.ff

al

BV V
function

modulator

1W

(16)

2V

Iv-0

transfer

1°W/

qk

-

We define the

Pp.

I

then

be-omes

KNKFKD

(17)

As before, H
is the overall electrical
tranafer function from modulator to detector.
The optical 0ath transfer factor Kr will generally be smaller when an external modulator
is used because of the propagation loss (a few dB) and ooupling losses in the modulator.
Although the electro-optic
modulator is,
itself,
a noiseless device, It
passes
along the thermal noise from the Input amplifier via the transfer
function, K1 . The
laser, though now unmodulated, still contributes noise, which, as before, may be
expressed In terms of the laser
RIN. Thus, analogous to Eq (10)
we may write the total
noise out of an external modulator link as
HFB
IT)R 2A B +2(
H2RINXOH(
. ND . 2k
H
N
H2sN

~2NI

Nout

2

BASTHR

+ Hin+

"kTB

DBAS- ITH)HCFD

RD

(18)

where H: isatheelectrical
transmission ratio
from the laser
terminals to the detector
termonals
I
W ,eW 3.
H will generally have a smaller value than H because of
additional optical lamie, a, in K;, and the laser power must be atienuated by some
factor y(l from its
peak value to •revent optical damage of the modulator. Thus H C
NM, n
refleots
the fact that a generally lower noise laser may be employed than
y
2m
in ihe oal
of direct
modulation, RINDH.
We may then write
analogously to Sq (11)

the noise figure for
for FDIN as

RI I

r O

1

+

RiHi

-I)

RINOM(BIAS

the

sleotro-optic modulated

aeI BZS
200

H

kT

R.R

1

V

T

TH+BIAS

HLkT

link,

LRD7H1'Ij [L]
0

.

-

FRON,

~

(9

(9

HC

Just as in the case of direct
modulation, an C-0 modulated link will be precaedd
and followed by amplifiers of gains 0 1
0
e respectively.
In the case of an 1-0
modulated link, the constraint on 0
Ta d8140O the modulator distortion
at large
8
modulation depths, m. The optical mi
altion depth for an 1-0 modulator for small
modulation depths is given by
M

(20)

T max

a
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The constraint on 01EOM can then be expressed as
Si

The overall

2

(21]

ITH)2R[J

2

link noise figure is then:

2

(22)
2(F 2 - 1)Sinpk
RL
TH
•
pk
TH
(2
I
R
ay InH (I
I)T
m
y
The comparison betwetM Fnh and F
!a
isuk
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In both
to be
tN~nM
- 0.3. In Figure 6, we also take R
138 •iHe aE9"I
figures we assume RINnM -130 dB/HX
and plot F
and FnHWa for various values or my. This corresponds t
he
situation where we ar"Usn
ing8 t
ame laser for both the direct and external modulation
to be -160
links. Direct modulation is clearly superior. In Figure 7, we take RIN
dB/Hz. This corresponds to the case where a low noise, low bandwidth li
r in used in
the external modulation link. For small my, direct modulation is still
superior. but for
my 1, FEOML can be significantly smaller than FDML.
FEOML "F

1

RINEOMSinDpk
2

,

eSilnpkRD-ftL FD
.pk
Hz

To summarize the most significant properties
linkse

of direct and external modulation

o

The contribution to the link noise figure from the post amplifier and detector shot
noise are always larger in an external modulation link, This is due to the lower
linear modulation depth, m, and the additional optical lsses,
a and y. With
presently available LINbO guided wave modulators, these are the dominant noise
sources of the external mhdulation links.

0

If identical lasers and bias currents are used in direct modulation and external
modulation links, then the laser noise contribution to the link noise figure will
be larger in the external modulation link, due to the lower linear modulation
depth.

o

Direct modulation links operate at r < fr where laser RIN is large. Laser noise is
thte dominant noise source in low optical loss direct modulation links.

o

External modulation links can use lasers with f << f. In this
contribution to the link noise figure can be neiligibly small.
losses In the external modulation link are also small, then the
link noise figure can be lower than that of a direct modulation

case the laLDer noise
It the optical
external modulation
link.

Microwave Fiber Optic Link Performance
In the preueding sections, the characteristics of the transmitter and receiver
components of a microwave fiber optic link and the impact of these characteristics on
link performance have been discussed. In this section, the actual performance of a short
link will be described.
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Experimentally observed link S/N for a direct modulation link.

The components used In an actual link are shown in Figure 8. This link hao been
characterized over the trequency range of 2-8 0Hz. We found that the Mitsubishi ML lO11A
laser resulted in the beat link performance due to its low RIN and relatively flat
frequency response in the 2-8 OHz frequency range. The optical isolator was Included to
minimize optical feedback Into the laser diode. Optical teedback from the near and or
the single mode fiber was found to greatly increase the laser noise when the isolator
was omitted. The rsciver for this link consisted of Schottky photodiodes fabricated at
Hughes Researoh Labe
and commercially available GaAs amplifiers. The dominant noise
nouroe of this link was the laser diode noise. The fiber optic link had an rt power
loss, HL , of 33 dB at 3 OH,
The rf transfer runotion is given byi
2-

n2K22(RD/RL)

(23)

Of this loss, i1 dB was attributable to the laser DC differential quantum steficency of
285 per facet, 10 dB was due to the laser parasitic and packaging, which reduced the
laver efficiency below the DO level, 12 dB was due to the optical coupling oasses and
fiber attenuation, end 9 dB was due to the detector quantum efficiency of 35%. 9 dB of
signal gain could be attributed to the ratio of the detector to laser impedanoes (RD 50 , Rk - 6 0). Although we do not believe that the rf link lose of 33 dB rasultSd-in
any sighifioant degradation of the link performance (see Figure 4), the link lose can
probably be reduced to less than 15 dB by eliminating the laser packaging rolloff,
Improving the laser-fiber coupling, and improving the detector quantum efficiency.
We have measured the link SIN of a link consisting of a directly modulated
Mitsubishi ML5101A laser, a 250 m single mode fiber, a Hughes Schottky photodiode, and
commercial GaAs amplifiers.
The signal to noise per unit bandwidth that we were able to
achieve is shown in Figure 9. Also shown in this figure Is the expected link S/N
assuming 70% depth of modulation. The discrepancy between the two curves is partially
due to a lower depth of modulation in the actual links, partioularly at the higher
frequencies. We limited the rf input power in the link S/N measurements to 5 mW, because
of concerns about the erfect of large rf drive powers on the laser reliability. We also
observed that the presence of the rf signal made the laser more sensitive to optical
feedback. Particularly noticeable was an increase in the laser noise at frequencies near
the modulation frequency, which degraded the link SIN by 2-5 dB.
Eliminating the fiber
did not significantly change the link S/N. However, oars )ed to be taken to minimize
optical feedback from the fiber ends.
This work has been funded in part by Solid State Sciences Division of the Rome Air
Development Center.
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ABSTRACT

The advantages offered by fiber optic technology have surpassed the expectations of
even the most optimistic ecientists and continue to unfold.
Within about eighteen

years the progress on the silica doped fiber designs, including step index and graded
index multimode and step index single mode, has led to extending the system operating
wavelength from 0.85 um to 1.3 um and beyond with a significant reduction in
attenuation with levels approaching 0.25 dB/km.
Additional experimental work on other

exotic fiber iompositions ie in progress with antinipated reduction in attenuation to
levels of 10 f dB/km,
The Army, reoognizing the advantages of fiber optic technology, has been involved
in the development of fiber optic componepts and systems with the main objective of
replacing the twin metallic coaxial cable'
The introduction or fiber optics in a
tactical environment can be a success only if the components comprising the system can
satiery the unique requirements of the military environment and also can be shown to
have service life not less than comparable equipments used in the commercial fixed
plant communication systems.
This paper will outline the unique features of militarized fiber optic assemblies.
The stringent requirements that make tactical deployment a challenge to the fiber optio
industry are summarized.
The requirements are broken down to the oom~onerit level,
fiber, cable and connector.
These demands on components are necessary to assure
successful system operation. The compilation or specifications is preeented in tabular
form to serve as a reference for those interested in satisfying a host of ground system
needs,
IWTRODUOTION
An optical fiber cable assembly, for use in tactical environment, consist, of one
kilometer, all dielectric, two-fiber cable 'terminated onto hermaphroditic tactical
connectors.
The main components of' the optical cable assembly must be individually
qualified before they are accepted and used in the assembly.
The moet stringent
performance requirements that must be met by the optical cable and connector before
acceptance for use in the cable assembly are reported in the following sections. The
significance of the performance of the cable assembly in the performance of the optical
subsystem is also described.
In addition, the requirements that the transceivers have
to meet are reported and a comparison of the tactical and fixed plant is presented.
FIBER
The optical fiber, Figure 1, In order to be accepted and packaged in the cable ham
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Figure 1. Tright Buffer Fiber Construction
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to meet a number of stringent requirements derived from the environment in which the
fiber optic system Is to be deployed.
In general the operating temperature of the
fiber is defined between -1461C to +710C.
Within this range the attenuation of the
optical signal must remain within some predefined levels in order to maintain the
optical link at constant lengths or within predictable limits.
The allowable increase
in attenuation due to temperature cycling is defined as 0.5dB/km maximum.
In addition,
the optical fiber has to meet the ruggedness requirement simultaneously with low
temperature attenuation.
It has been determined that the impact test can easily be met
if the appropriate buffers have been selected and applied on the fiber bringing the
fiber outer diameter to approximately 1.0 mm.
Currently buffer materials have been
selected, applied and tested showing attenuation increase within the acceptable limits.
The requirement of a tight buffer is of the utmost importance since it provides the
necessary degrue of ruggedness.
The optical fiber coatings and buffers have to be
selected so that they coan be meohanically strippable without the use of chemicals.
The
optical characteristics of the fiber are mainly dual wivelength operation 0.850 and
1,300 um with a minimum bandwidth of 400 MHZ-km.
The dual wavelength requirement is
desirable for possible use of the same cable assembly in other systems emphasising
short link lengths up to 4 km.
Sinne the fiber optic cable assemblies are used in a
mobile setup, demountable connections are utilized.
The quality of the fiber as far as
consistency
in
dimensions and numerical aperture directly affect
the connector
performance.
It has been found that by maintaining the fiber core, cladding tolerances
below 3 um and core ellipticity below 4%, a fractional dB connector can be easily
designed.
The optical fiber in order to meet the rough handling has to be proof tested
to
100
kpsi.
The
following,
Taible
1,
summarizes
the
requirements
before
qualification

TABLE 1
OPTICAL FIBER REQUIREMENTS
Piber
Attenuation
Core
Cladding
Ellipticity
Maximum Outer Diameter
Numerical Aperture

Dual Wavelength 0.85 & 1.3 um
2.5 dB/km and 1.25 dB/km respectively
50 + 3 um
125-+ 3 um
-4%
1 mm
0.22 + 0.02

Proof Test Level
Temperature Performance

100 kpas
-4600 to +7100

Bandwidth

1400 mZ-km

construction

Tight Buffer

CABLE
The optical fibers are used in cabling once qualified.
Currently significant
emphasis has been placed on replacing the twin coaxial cable CX-11230 with fiber
optios.
The optical cable which will replace this coaxial metallic cable consists of
two optical fibers terminated onto hermaphroditic connectors.
The fiber optic cable,
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Figure 2, is designed to meet a number of challenging requirements of Which some are Of
a conflicting nature, i.e. low temperature performance and ruggedness.
More ruggedness
is obtained by Increasing the cable Jaeeet thickness but an extra increase in
attenuation results due to unequal expansion and contraction coefficients among buffer
material, Xevlar and cabLe Jacket materials.
In order to succeed in Introducing thin
now technology into the field, extra care must be applied so that the minimum
disturbance in introduced on the present way of doing businese, ice.,
minimize the
impact and utilize as much as possible the presently available equipment.
To meet
these constraints, the cable reels used with CX-11230 and all the ancillary equipment
are also utilized for fiber optics.' The present reels RC-453 which are used to carry
300 m of twin coaxial cable are now utilized and easily cavry 1,000 m of two fiber
cable,
The above constraint together with the two men lift
requirement has defined
that the optical cable diameter shall not exceed 6 mm.
Based on the cable diameter
DoD-STD-1678 the impact load, ruggedness, has been determined to be between 1.5 and 2.5
kg, see figure 3.
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The minimum tensile strength of the cable is
1,780 Newtons,
and the operating
tensile loading in 300 Newtons.
The optical fibers and strength members have to be
stranded and Jacketed with the appropriate materials in order for the cable performance
during temperature oyoling between -4600 to +7100 not to exceed 0.5 dB/km.
The cable
Jacketing material must be selected so that the cable can withstand storage at
environments -700O to +8500.
The optlcal cable shall wlthstand a compressive load of 2,000 Newtons and the
Jacketing material shall exhibit no cracks or defects and no increase in attenuation.
The nable shall be also designed to met a knot test without increase in attenuation
when it is wrapped Kround a mandrel or five times the cable diameter.
The cable
jacketing material has to also be selected to meet the flammability requirement which
calls for burning less than 30 seconds and distance traveled by flame less than four
times the outer circumference or the cable.
The cable jacketing material which is
considered the key of the successful cable design has to support the cable structure
and meet the cyclic flexing requirements versus temperature, the freezing water
immersion test and the long term aging test which verifies that the cable can provide
The following, Table 2, summarizes the key requirements that a
service for 30 years.
tactical cable should meet.
TABLE 2
TACTICAL FIBER OPTIC CABLE REQUIREMENTS
METHOD
Cable Construction
Outer Diameter max
Tensile Strength
Temperature Cycling

Storage
Altitude Cycling

All dielectric
6 mm
1780 Newtons (400
.. 46*O to +7100

lbs)
4020

MIL-STD-810D
MIL-STD-BOD

520

Ice Crush
cyclic Flexing
Cold Bend

DoD-STD-167B
DoD-STD-1678
DoD-STD-1678

Impact Damage
1, Room Temperature

40m0
2010
2020

DoD-STD-1678

2030

Freezing Water Immersion
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TABLE 2 (Cont)
2. -460C
3. +7100
Radial Compressive
Strength
Cable Twist-Bend
Tensile Loading

DoD-STD-1678
DoD-STD-1678
DoD-STD-1678

2030
2030
2040

Flammability
Fungus
Reasonably Priced

DoD-STD-1678
DoD-STD-1678

DoD-STD-1678
MIL-STD-81OD

2060
3010

5010
508.3

CONNECTOR
In order to provide demountable connections the proven fiber optic cables shall be
terminated onto hermaphroditic two fiber connectors.
The connectors have to be
designed and meet the requirements of the operating environment.
Based on the tolerances imposed on the core, uladding and concentricity it is easy
to produce connectors with insertion loss below I dB.
The connectors have to be
installed on the cable so as to provide a cable retention strength of 1780 Newtons
minimum, equivalent to cable breaking strength.
For the tactical environment, the
connector design shall provide for field termination and a strain relief shall be
attached in order to protect the optical fibers for excessive bonding at the
connector's end.
To assure multiyear performance the connector interface shall be
designed to withstand as a minimum 2,500 matings/unmatings without increase in
insertion lose or need for cleaning.
The connector shall meet the low temperature, high temperature and temperature
cycling and temperature shook requirement as required for the optical cable.
The
optical connector has to be water tight and meet the water immersion requirement which
call for immersion in 6 foot head of water for 24 hours.
The performance of the
optical connector shall not be affected by exposure to high temperature and high
humidity.
One of the key requirements that a tactical connector has to meet is field
cleanability without the use of special kits.
The following Table 3 lists
the test
procedures and the requirements that an optical connector has to muet before it
qualifies.

TABLE 3
TACTICAL FIBER OPTIC CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS
Hermtphroditic

Two Fiber Connector

Insertion Loss

< 2 dB Lens,

Mating Durability
Ease of Interconnection
Connector Tensile Strength
Adequacy of Dust Cap
Field Cleanability

Impact

Vibration

< 1 dB Butt Joint

2,500 cycles
Minimum Force, Positive Looking
DoD-STD-1678, Method 3010, Procedure 11
MIL-STD-elOD, Procedure I, Method 512.1
No Special Kits Allowed

MIL-STD-1344,
MIL-STD-1344,

Method 2015

Method 2005.1

Salt Fog

MIL-STD-1314,

Method 1001.1

Fungus
Leakage (Immersion)

MIL-STD-810D,
MIL-STD-810D,

Method 508.3
Method 512.2

Sand and Dust
Temperature Cycling
Temperature Storage

NIL-STD-81CD, Method 510.2
MIL-STD-1344, Method 1003.1
DoD-STD-1678,

Method 4010

Altitude Cycling

MIL-STD-810),

Method 520

Pressing Water Immersion

DoD-STD-1673,

Method 4050

Humidity
Shook

Weight
Flammability
Reasonably Pvioed

MIL-STD-810D, Method 507.2
MIL-STD-810D, Method 516.3
0.36 kg Plug/ 0.3 kg Receptacle
MIL-STD-134h, Method 1012

TRANSMITTEPS/RECEIVERS
The fiber optic transmitterb and receivers operate at 1.3 um wavelength and are
comprised of LED transmitters and PIN/PET reuelvers.
The physical characterist.os of
an LED transmitter for a tactical communications system are listed in Table I4.

TABLE 4
LED PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Packaging
14 fin Dual Inline Package
Fiber Retention
10 N (2.25 lbse
Piber Optic Pigtail
I m (39.3 inches)
(Fiber identical with the one used in cable)
heat Transfer
Provided by the area between pins
Fully Hermeti
Nou epoxies internal to seal
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The orA:-:il transmitters
in Table 5.

are lenigned t. ment the environmental

requirements listed

TABLE 5
LED ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
Operating Temperature
-55O0
to +85 0C
Storage Temperature
-5500 to +1250C
(Humidity performed when exposed to 95% RH
for continuous and intermittent periods.)
Barometric Pressure
1. Storage and Transit
Sea level to 12200 m
2. Operating
sea level to 3050 m
Vibration and Shook
Induced during transportation
Radiation Hardness
Safety
The characteristics

of the optical transmitter are listed in

TABLE 6
LED OPTICAL CHARAOTERISTIOS
Peak Output Power A 150 mA
See Figure 4
(Function of heat sink temperature)
Emission Spectra
Drive Current
150 milliamperes
Abomax Drive Current
200 milliamperes
Nominal Forward Voltage
1.8 volts 6 150 mA
Drop (Less than)
Bias Condition@
(No performance degradation
1V rev bias dir
after subjection to)
0
Center Wavelength @ 25 0
1250 + 15 nm
Temperature Dependence
0.700-nm/00
(Over entire operating temperature range)
Linewidth 0 FWHM
< 100 nm
(Over entire operating range)
Optical Rime/Pall Time
< 6 nanseconds
(10% to 90%)
and Drive Current Change From
25% to 100% of
150 milliamperes

Linearity Sufficient To Maintain

< 15% of AC.P

(Total harmonic distortion)
Contrast Ratio for
4 Milliamperes
Drive Current

< 1.5% of output P
Defined at
150 milliamperes

220
200

l

150

100

50

-55

.25 0

25

55

TEMPERAtURE DG'
Figure 4.

LED P out In uW v Temperature in

00

85

Table 6.
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The transmitters

in

order to qualify have to meet

the requirements

listed

in

Table 7. The screening tests are performed in accordance with MIL-STD-750.
TABLE 7

LED SCREENING TESTS
MIL-STP-750,
Fiber Retention
Internal Visual
Stabilization Bake
(At max temp)
Temperature Cycling
Constant Acceleration
(Y, orientation 10,000 0 min)
Seal

2. Fine Leak

2. Gross Leak
Radiography

10 N
2073

1032
1051 Test Cond. B
2006
1071

Test Cond. H
Test Cond.

Burn-in (168 hr.)
External Visual
Mechanical Shook
(Half-size pulse 1 100 0's)

Method

C

2076

1038 Test Cond. B
2071
MIL-STD-750, Method 213

PIN/VET transimpedance optical reoeivers have been selected for use in the first
tactical communioations system.
They are qualified to hybrid level of MIL-M-38510,
including radiographic inspection.
The physical. characteristics of PIN/PET receiver modules are listed in Table 8.

TABLE 8
PIN/PET PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIOS
Packaging
Lead Material

14 Pin Dual Inline Package
Type A or B per MIL-M-38510

Finish

Type 0

Heat Transfer
Fiber Optic Pigtail
Fully Hermetic

Provided by the area between the pins
Fiber identical to fiber in cable
No epoxies internal to seal

The PIN/PET receivers are designed to meet the environmental requirements
Table 9.

listed in

TABLE 9
PIN/PET RECEIVER ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Humidity (Hermetically
Barometric Pressure
1. Storage & Transit
2. Operating
Vibration and Shook
Radiation Hardness

Sealed)

-4600 to +85 0C
-550 C to +12500
95% RH
Sea level upto 12200 m
Sea level upto 3050 m
Transportation, rough handling
With the exception of
1. Module Responsivity

2. Frequency Response

Post Radiation Exposure
Responsivity
Post Radiation Frequency
Response (From DO to 15 MHz)
"Post Noise Voltage (RMS)

3.
94%

Output Noise Voltage

94%
285 to

420 mv for (-46 + 8000)

0
or -46 to 22 0
23 to 3500
36 to 80We

The characteristics of an optical
listed in Table 10.

285 mv
317 my
420 my

receiver for a tactical communioation system are

* ..

--

- --

-u
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TABL9 10
PIN/FET RECEIVER OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Spectral Sensitivity
Optical Damage - Withstanding
Input Optical Power

Level j~j)

1100 - 1400 nm
5 mwatt:,
-44.5 dhi, to -4.5 dBm

35.5 uw to 355 uw

for

5xl0"I BEE
Responsivity (No AGO)
(Full AGO)

4
5.3 x 3104 to 5.9x10
v
3
5.3x1O to 5.9x10 V ;

Frequency Response
Group Delay
Linearity
Output Noise Voltage
(Temperature Dependent)

100 Hz to 20 MHz minw
4 nansecas for 4 KHz to 15 MHz
1 dB compression/deoompression
180-265 microvolts max

Receiver sensitivity versus temperaure is

max

shown in Figure 5.

.47

L3.45

.44

.-55
Figure 5.

.25

0

25

55

TEMPERATURE 0C

85

Receiver Sensitivity v Temperature

The receivers are evaluated in accordance
screening tests are listed in Table 11.

with MIL-STD-883 for qualification.

The

TABLE 11
PIN/PET RECEIVER SCREENING 'rESTS

Per MIL-STD-883
Method
Fiber Retent'on

10 N min

Stabilization Bake
Temperature Cycling
Constant Acceleration
in , orientation
VisualmInspection
Interim (Pre-burn-in)
Burn-In-Test

24 hra min

Internal Visual

2017
1008 Cond B
1010 Cond A
2011 Oond B

Derective parts
Electrical parameters
160 hra I 10000

160 bra 9 1250C
Seal
Radiography Inspection
Resistanoe to Solvents
Bond Strength
Moisture Analysis

1. Fine
2. Gross

6000 ppm max
at 1000C and 1 atm Pressure

1014
2012
2015
2011
1018

The stringent requirements 3 that a tactical riber optic system must meet to qualtry
for
fielding are listed and compared with the
requirements
or a fixed plant
communications system, see Table 12.

L
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TABLE 12
FIXED PLANT VERSUS TACTICAL FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
ITEM

FIXED PLANT

TACTICAL SYSTEM

Mobility

Permanent and Protected

Rapid Mobility
50% of Systems in Place for

< 1O hrs
Installation

Underground or Aerial

Climate

Stable Environment

Equipment Easily Qualifies

On Ground,
Aerial

Underground or

Severe Climatic Conditions

Materials and Equipment
Specifically Designed

Radiation Hardness

Metallic Strength Members
Commonly Used

Severe Problems, All
Dielectric Cables Required,
Terminals and Equipment
EMP/EMI Resistive

Cable Length

No Significant Constraints

Significant Constraints, No
Splices, Use of Connectors

and Existing Deploying &
Retrieving Equipment
Durability

No Significant

Flexibility

One Time Installation

Weight/Bulkiness

No Significant Problems

Handling and Low Temperature
Performance Require Highly
Flexible Cable
Need to Reduce Installation
Time, Logistical
Requirements and Improve
Cost Effectiveness

Repeaters

Repeaters Might Not Be
Required.
Repeaters May Be
Remotely Powered

Repeaters Required Must Be
Fully Mil-Qualified and Uses
Battery Power

Ancillary Equipment

Industrial Grade

Most of Equipments Used for
Repair or Monitoring Must Be
Mil-Qualifled

Installation
Machinery

Continuously Improving
Upgraded Techniques

Same Equipment as the One
Used for Twin-Coax Cable
Same Techniques

Problems

Handling and Environmental
Factors Necessitate Highly
Durable Cable

CONCLUSION
When the physical, environmental and optical characteristics of a tactical fiber
optic system are examined, it becomes apparent that significant differences between
fixed plant telecommunications systems and tactical communications systems exist.
The
components and system, as a whole, for a fixed plant installation will not meet the
requirements of a tactical environment.
These differences in requirements necessitate
additional research and development work to obtain acceptable components.
This is a
direct cause for delays in fielding and increases in cost of the militarized fiber
optic systems.
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DISCUSSION
R*(1) What kind of lenses do you use in your fibre connectors? (2) Is the coupling efficiency of your connectors stable
over the whole temperature range you mentioned 9
Author's Reply
(1) Cylindrical lens. (2) There is an approximately 0.4 dB maximum variation allowed.
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A Hybrid Transmission Scheme on Single Mode Fibers
for Tactical Communications
Steven S. Cheng
Division Manager, Exchange Network Research Division
Bell Communicatios Research, Inc.
Morristown, New Jersey USA 07960

SUMMARY

Tactical deployment of fiber optics communication links has many attributes similar to that of wideband subscriber loops. The availability of single-mode fibers and long wavelength devices enables the system designers to consider new link design with much improved performance not presently available in either the multimode fiber or the
traditional metallic conductor systems. In this paper, we propose a hybrid transmission scheme on single.mode fibers
in a star configuration. At the command post, a primary laser and Its standby laser running at the cw mode are followed by an optical power splitter, Each output port Is then externally modulated for downstream transmission. At
each remote site, a dedicated LED is used for upstream transmission where the bandwidth requirement and therefore
the dispersion penalty is generally lower, The cost, reliability and flexibility of this hybrid transmission scheme are
examined. The use of bidirectional WDM devices and remote external modulators with polarization control is
described as two potential variations to enhance this basic hybrid scheme. The deployment of such a system will provide cost-effective transmission links in a tactical environment suitable for high bandwidth analog and digital
transmission.

1, Introduction
The use of fiber opti.s for tactical communications has many advantages over conventional metallic conductors.
Most applications, to date, have been using short wavelength multimode fibers to replace the existing metallic conductor links, LED source is preferred in these systems because of its reliability, simpler transmitter design and cost."'
The availability of rapidly maturing single-mode fibers and long wavelength devices enables the system designers
to consider new tactical link design with much improved performance not presently available in either multimode fiber
or metallic conductor systems.
Many of the considerations derived in this paper are first studied in conjunction with the deployment strategy of
single-mode fibers in the subscriber loops for wideband service,(') The synergy between these two classes of applica.
tions will enable the advances in one to benefit the other in the years to come,
The paper will try to match the attributes of long wavelength fiber technology with the unique requirements of
tactical environment. A basic hybrid transmission scheme and two variations for enhancement are proposed for closer
examination,
2. Issues on Single-Mode Fibers and Sources
In the first generation commercial single-mode systems (Table 1), the links are designed for point-to-point
transmission with direct modulation of laser current, For the Intercity transmission where long repeater spacing (up
to 40 km) and high bit rate (up to 680 Mb/s) transmission are %.fprimary concern, this is an effective way of using
single-mode long wavelength technology, However, for tactical communloa'ion, the typical dista.'oe between the command post and its remote sites is much shorter than the maximum achievable repeater spacing, therefore the laser
based single-mode fiber link may prove to be an overkill from the cost and reliability point-of-view, However, the use
of single-mode fibers running at zero-dispersion wavelength of 1.3 wn region does present a significant improvement in
bandwidth/bit rate handling capability over the multimode fibers. For a laser based single.mode system, the limita.
tion in speed coniea primarily from the electronic circuitry such as transmitter, receiver, parallel to serial converter,
encryptic device, and digital multiplexer, However, the state-of-the-art silicon integrated microwave circuits can
operate up to I Ob/s which is several orders of magnitude higher than the achievable speed in the copper based sys%.
tern and is expected to be more than adequate for a broad range of new high speed services including transmission of
high definition television pictures. The availability of very high speed logic and VLSI will push the design of the next
generation tactical links to handle high speed serial data streams instead of low speed parallel data carried today in
most of the metallic links.
Another advantage of using single-mode fibers over multimode fibers Is in the reduction of several noise sources.
When laser diodes are used as sources in multimode fiber systems, the mode partition noise"', modal noisel41 and optical feedback to laser cavity can cause severe performance degradation. These noise processes are usually present
simultaneously in a laser based multimode system, but are essentially absent when an LED is used. This is also the
main reason why LEDs are preferred over laser diodes in the first generation tactical fiber optic systems,
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Having established that single-mode fiber is the preferred transmission medium for high speed, high performance
link in the tactical environment, let us now examine two optical source strategies for such applications.
3. Principle of Laser Power Sharing
A laser power sharing scheme is proposed to share the cw laser power among many users. In Figure 1, we place a
single transverse mode laser running in ow mode at a command post (denoted as central node) to be followed by an
optical power splitter, in the form of a single stage 1 by N star coupler or a cascade of optical star couplers, to evenly
divide its output power. A second ew laser is used as a standby to enhance the optical source reliability and serviceability, The external modulation is done immediately following the power splitting. The number of output ports in the
power splitting can be estimated based on the link loss budget calculation. Table 2 shows that up to 41 and 371 ports
can be served by one laser for links with a distance/bit rate of 10 km/140 Mb/s and 4 km/50 Mb/s respectively. In
the tactical deployment, by properly cascading power splitters with different numbers of output ports according to the
distance/bit rate requirement of each link and subject to the overall laser power constraint, one can custom implement
the laser power sharing scheme to a very high degree of flexibility, Since various optical components are interconnected by connectors, with the aid of a simple computer program, one can engineer and assemble a field system in a
very short time (Figure 2), The key to this flexibility lies in the availability of an assortment of power splitters with
N as small as two and as lhrge a., perhaps, eight. Since the two lasers and all the power splitters are located centrally, it provides easy access for performance monitoring and maintenance activities, The vulnerable part of this
scheme is limited to the very short optical path betwoen lasers and the first star coupler (usually several inches),
Failure of an output port of any power splitter will affect at most one subgroup of customers, The use of an external
modulator has the added advantage of eliminating the degradation caused by the optical feedback to the laser cavity,
4, LED On Single-Mode Fiber
For cost effective short distance wideband transmission (ie,., subscriber loop), LED has recently been investigated
as an optical source. This radical approach suffers two major penalties making it unacceptable for consideration in
Intercity long distance transmission, namely, the large LED single-mode fiber coupling loss (typically 30 dB) and the
chromatic dispersion due to broad LED linewidth, However, recent studies(') indicated that by using off-the-shelf
edge emitting diodes with some minor improvements, a distance of 15 km at 140 Mb/s can be achieved in actual
installation, Further improvement can be expected when the edge emitters are designed for maximum power coupling
into single-mode fibers, The cost and reliability advantages of LED over lasers could be realized in these single-mode
fiber installations for tactical applications.
S. A Hybrid Transmission Scheme
By cnmbining the best of these two novel schemes, we propose a hybrid transmission scheme on single-mode fibers
by using two shared lasers at the command post in a radiating star configuration for downstream transmission to a
multitude of remote sites. In each remote site a dedicated LED is used for upstream transmission where the
bandwidth requirement and therefore the dispersion is generally lower, External modulation is done at the command
post at each output port of the optical power splitter.
PINFET detectors are used at the command post and throughout all remote sites, In this hybrid scheme, the use
of lasers is reduced to a minimum. The laser power can be flexibly distributed and quickly rearranged according to
the needs in the tactical situation. Since LEDs are used in all remote sites, they require virtually no control circuit
and the performance would be fairiy stable under large temperature variations. Thus, the scheme provides an
optimum solution with simplicity, reduced cost, enhanced capability and reliability,
6, Two Variations
By properly utilizing wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) devices, the number of fibers deployed can be
reduced by half or even further. In the first variation, bidirectional two-wavelength WDM devices are used at both
ends of each link"'. In this scheme, additional power should be allocated to account for the loss in the WDM pair,
typically two to three dBs.
The second variation involves the use of unidirectional WDM devices"', In Figure 3 two primary cw larers (1,,X1)
are operating at the command post. After the power splitting, the modulated signal )n X1(i,30M) is combined with an
unmodulated light at h, 1,5sm) in a WDM device for downstream transmission, Upon WDM demultiplexing at the
remote site, the signal on X is detected and N,•is modulated, then looped back to the central node via a returning fiber,
In this sourceless scheme higher losses are encountered in the round trip path (,X),including WDMs (2-3 dD) and a
polarization controller (2 dB). The latter is needed in front of the external modulator at the remote site because by
the time cw light hi arrives there, the originally linearly polarized laser beam from the laser source would have
changed its state-of-polarization. The controller acts to restore the state-of-polarization to be linearly polarized again
before entering the optical modulator. This transmission scheme will remove the dispersion constraint imposed by the
LEDs in the hybrid scheme. In order for this scheme to be successful, however, one generally needs a more powerful
luser snurce and more importantly the availability of polarization controller and external modulator,
7. Device and Engineering Issues
To increase the number of output ports in the optical power sharing scheme, one would like to increase the available system gain (power coupled into fiber subtracted by the receiver sensitivity), The first logical step is to increase
the coupled ew laser power beyond the typical I mw achievable in today's semiconductor lasers. Since these lasers
will be located at the command post and their cost shared by many users, the cost and size issues become less critical.
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One might consider high power semiconductor lasers'" as well as other solid state lasers as sources with a power level
up to 100 mtw, but not to exceed the power threshold of generating nonlinear Raman signals at longer wavelength
region if WDM devices are to be used.
At this power level, care must be taken to safeguard the operation personnel by devising proper operational and
main.cnancc procedures and installing interlocking meochanisms for safe opetationi of lasers. The danger at outside
plant or remote sites is much reduced because the power is quickly divided near the laser sources, By the time it
reaches remote site it Is on the order of several dBs above the receiver sensitivity which is quite safe,
While the cost and reliability of integrated optical modulator is not yet well established, intrinsically it is a passive
device with a manufacturing process similar to that of silicon VLSI, Likewise, the LtNb0 3 or glass waveguide technol.
ogy may lend itself for cost-effective mass production of optical splitters and WDM, If we are to pursue the sourceless scheme at the remote sites, the polarization controller is required. It Is also needed in the receiving part of any
coherent communication link, Today it exists in the form of a manually adjustable mechanical device. It is desirable
that a miniaturized version Incorporating feedback circuitry to compensate for the slow variation due to temperature
and aging effect be developed(').

8. Conclusion
In adapting the first generation long wavelength single-mode technology into the tactical military communication,
we propose to take advantage of the excess power of laser by power sharing at a central location and to use dedicated
LEDs at remote sites, This hybrid transmission scheme has many desirable attributes in cot, compactness, maintainability, flexibility and reliability. The critical element that needs further work is the external modulator, With thh
deployment of such a tactical communication system, each link is considered as a virtual universal information pipe
for analog and digital transmission for low bit rate voice, data at any speed, images up to high definition television
picture and even multiplexed video signals,

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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TABLE I
cHARAcTERImTsm
OF FIRST GENERATION
SINGLE-MODE LIGHTWAVE SYSI•MS
# Multiple DS3 (0-12) intercity 'rrmnsporti, Using Bit Stuffing Multiplexers
* Line Rates: 417-680 Mb/a, Usually Without Crossconnect At Intermediate
Or Final Rate
a Hi gh Performance 1,3 im Laser With Direct Current Modulation For
Point-to-Point Link
s Engineered Repeater Spacing: 20-40 kin, Loss Limited
• Some Upgradable To Handle An Aggregate Of 1.0-242 Gb/s Input Signal
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TABLE 2
LOSS BUDGET OF TWO SHARED-LASER LINKS
IN TACTICAL SITUATION

Link Parameters

140 Mb/s at

5b Mb/s at

10 Km

4 Km

Laser power
into fiber (dBm)

0

0

Receiver
sensitivity (dBm)

.42

.46

System lain
(dB)

42

46

Excess Loss
in splitters

2
(cascade of
2 splitters)

3
(cascade of
3 splitters)

Installed*
fiber loss

12

4.8

Insertion loss
of modulator

3

3

Connector loss
at both ends

2,8
(4 connectors)

3.5
(5 connectors)

System marlin

6

6

Available power
for splitting (d0)

16.2

25.7

Equivalent number
of output ports
in splitting

41

371

at i0-" BER

*Connectors are generally used in tactical links in lieu of permanent splices. 0.7 dBlconnection per kilometer is
assumed here and the unconnectorized cable loss is assumed to be 0.5 dB/km at 1.3 wm
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FIGURE 1

A HYBRID WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION SCHEME
FOR TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
I
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FLEXIBILITY IN LASER POWER SHARING
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DISCUSSION

G.Winzer, Ge
You have shown a star coupler in combination with an array of modulators. You said that it is intended to
you
monolithically integrate the LD source in the same substrate. So, the substrate must be GaAs or InP. When do
believe such a device will be available at least as a laboratory prototype?
Author's Reply
it may take
For GaAs in the 0.8-0.9 um region It is possible to do such integration now, For long wavelength region

several years before laboratory prototype devices become available,

BSchwrderer, Go
has 1,2
If I have picked-up the right figures from your slides, the fibre from the central note down to the remote note
this?
dB/Km, but in the reverse direction you have shown 0.45 dB/Km to use the ELED. Can you comment on
Author's Reply
The 0.45 dB/Km loss was the actual loss measured.
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